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TO: Recipients of Technical Report 

1. The problem of cooling electronic equipment in high altitude, 
high speed airframes is an increasingly serious one which must be 
successfully solved if the goals of the Air Force are to be met. 

2. Analysis of the overall situation shows that it breaks into 
two major parts, the ultimate and the interior cooling phases. The 
ultimate phase is intimately linked with the characteristics and tacti- 
cal operation of the airframej and while of great interest and importance 
to the electronic equipment designer, its solution is not primarily his 
problem. USAF Technical Report 6493 covers the initial work in this 
phase and continued study is being carried out under Contract AF 33(616)- 
147. 

3. The interior cooling phase, however, is fully the responsibility 
of the electronics engineer. The objective of this report is to assist 
him in meeting this responsibility. Here, for the first time, are pre- 
sented means and methods of performing thermal evaluation of electronic 
equipments in a systematic and engineering fashion^ Insofar as possible, 
the report has been written in the language of the electronics man. The 
fundamentals of thermodynamics, heat transfer and flow of fluids have 
been gathered together for easy references. All methods have been ill- 
ustrated with specific examples involving electronic equipment. 

4. The usability and effectiveness of the evaluation methods 
presented can only be determined by continued use. This Center there- 
fore earnestly solicits reports from electronic engineers on their 
experiences in using these methods as well as criticisms and suggestions 
which will permit their refinement and simplification. Please address 
all correspondence to Commanding General, Wright Air Development Center, 
ATTN: WCLCD3, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio. 

FOR THE COMMANDING GENERAL: 
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,7 • 1 

RJHARD S. CARTER 
Colonel, USAF 
Chief, Components and 

Systems Laboratory 
Directorate of Laboratories 
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FOREWORD 

This report was prepared in the Mechanical Engineering Department of 
The Ohio State University. The work was performed between October 1950 and 
August 1952 as one phase of the activities under Contract W33-038ac-14967 
with The Ohio State University Research Foundation. It was administered un- 
der the direction of the Components and Systems Laboratory, Weapons Compo- 
nents Division, Uright Air Development Center, Major Y. Jacobs acting as 
project engineer. 

This report is the second Air Force Technical Report to be prepared un- 
der the contract. It was preceded by Air Force Technical Report No. 6493, 
Methods for the Ultimate Dissipation of Heat Originating with Airborne Elec- 
tronic Equipment-, April 1951, and a number of reports dealing with data and 
methods for the internal design of airborne electronic equipment, utilizing 
various means for heat dissipation from individual components. 

This report is intended as a manual to aid electronic designers and ap- 
plication engineers in the thermal evaluation of existing airborne electronic 
equipment by experimental and analytical methods. The treatment is limited 
to the performance of individual units under specified environmental condi- 
tions. A future supplement to this report will be concerned with the evalu- 
ation of systems installations and modifications of units for operation in 

i more severe thermal environments. Other reports will deal with the evalua- 
J tion of air- and liquid-cooling techniques on test units of high power den- 

sity and the presentation of associated design methods. 

The authors wish to express their thanks to their coworkers on the pro- 
ject staff at The Ohio State University for contributions to various parts 
of this report, in particular, to J. R. Barton, L. S. Han, and R. H. Lynch, 

, "        who were responsible for much of the prelj.mi.nary work and the preparation of 
1 1 several of the illustrative examples presented. 

I 
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ABSTRACT 

Air-cooled electronic equipments designed for airborne appli- 
cation are classified according to their cooling methods. Basic 
thermal test methods and techniques'of making the necessary measure- 
ments are described with emphasis on bench testing« Calculation 
methods for the prediction of altitude performance from bench test 
data are presented. The analysis of altitude chamber test data and 
calculation methods for their correction are discussed for equip- 
ments which cannot be evaluated by bench tests only, and for other 
equipments for which certain data may be conveniently secured by 
altitude chamber test. Methods applicable to various types of 
equipment for evaluation of non-steady state operation are covered 
in detail. One chapter is devoted to the theory, performance, eval- 
uation and selection of cooling blowers. Throughout the report, 
charts are presented -which allow graphical means to be utilized to 
a great extent for purposes of analysis. All methods are illustra- 
ted by means of examples listed in the Contents. Physical property 
data, air flow theory, blower test methods and details of experi- 
mental apparatus are presented in the appendices. 

PUBLICATION REVIEW 

The publication of this report does not constitute approval by 
the Air Force of the findings or the conclusions contained therein. 
It- is published only for the exchange and stimulation of ideas. 

FOR THE COMMANDING GENERAL: 

R5CHÄRD S. CARTER 
Colonel, USAF 
Chief, Components and Systems Laboratory 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this report is to present methods and procedures which 
will aid electronic designers and application engineers in determining and 
evaluating the thermal operating characteristics of electronic equipment for 
any condition of air temperature, altitude, and installation environment. 
Further, it should enable the electronic equipment engineer to procure the 
necessary basic data and information from -which personnel more expert in the 
field of heat transmission could analyze the cooling problems and make recom- 
mendations for the design or application of effective cooling systems for a 
particular electronic equipment. 

Because of the preponderance of the application of air cooling to present 
airborne electronic equipment, this report is limited to the study of equip- 
ments which employ air cooling. Although radiation may contribute substan- 
tially to the total heat dissipation of a unit, it remains unmentioned in the 
classification of the unit for its cooling method. The cooling method of the 
unit is generally described with specific reference to the manner in which 
air convection around, within, or through the unit takes place. This report 
is concerned -with evaluation of (1) pressurized units cooled externally by 
either free or forced convection applied to the case or a special heat ex- 
change section, with internal circulation by natural or forced means; (2) 
units which are vented to the compartment, with components cooled by natural 
convection» and (3) units in which compartment air forced directly over ihe 
component surfaces is U3ed for cooling. 

The quantity of heat to be dissipated from a component such as a tube, a 
resistor, or a transformer operating at a given load, is fixed regardless of 
the manner in which it is cooled. The use of a more effective cooling method 
lowers the surfa.ee temperature of a component, but the basic internal heat 
transfer processes within the component remain unaltered. Therefore- internal 
temperatures are also reduced since the total heat dissipation is fixed. How- 
ever, the temperature variation of the internal structure with changes in en- 
velope temperature may differ greatly among different types of components. 
The plate structure of a vacuum tube transmitting heat to the tube's envelope 
principally by radiation undergoes a much smaller temperature change than the 
envelope because the rate of heat transfer is a function of the difference of 
the fourth-power of the absolute temperatures. In contrast, the innermost 
windings on a transformer may change in temperature almost as much as the sur- 
face when the cooling conditions are changed. This occurs because the trans- 
former 's losses are transmitted to the surface principally by conduction which 
is almost directly proportional to the temperature difference between the core 
and the surface. If a low-loss component, such as a condenser, were mounted 
in such a way that it received heat by radiation from adjacent high tempera- 
ture components, both its surface and internal temperatures would rise until 
the heat gained by radiation was offset by the heat lost from the surface by 
convection and conduction. Its internal temperature would approach the 
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average surface temperature. Regardless of the type of component, the sur- 
face temperature furnishes the best indication of the Internal thermal condi- 
tions which determine whether or not a component will fulfill its electronic 
design functions» 

External influences which affect component surface temperatures cannot be 
defined completely by mere physical properties such as ambient temperature and 
pressure, since the degree of motion of the surrounding air as well as the 
relative position, surface temperatures and radiation characteristics of adja- 
cent components and surfaces also greatly affect surface temperature. Due to 
the complexities caused by these variables, extensive tests and detailed analy- 
ses are necessary to predict the surface temperatures of components installed 
in electronic units which are to be operated under various air temperature, alti- 
tude and environmental conditions. 

Component rating data are not always available based on maximum surface 
temperature. For non-heat-generating components the limiting ambient temperature 
for which the component was designed could be taken as the limiting surface tem- 
perature. For best thermal evaluation of electronic equipment, every attempt 
should be made to determine the limiting surface temperature of heat generating 
components from manufacturers' data or specifications. Otherwise, since surface 
temperatures are most indicative of the thermal operation of a component, it may 
be necessary to determine limiting surface temperatures from laboratory tests 
of individual components. 

The principal objectives of the thermal evaluation of an electronic equip- 
ment are the determinations of (l) its operational limitations, and (2) the 
effectiveness of its thermal design. The operational limitations of an electron- 
ic unit are defined by all combinations of compartment air temperature, altitude, 
and other environmental conditions at which the unit becomes electronically 
inoperative because the maximum allowable surface temperature of one or more 
components has been exceeded. If a single variable of a set of conditions de- 
fining the operational limit of the equipment is so altered that it tends to in- 
crease the temperature rise required for heat dissipation, and if the operational 
temperature limit is not to be exceeded, the effect must be compensated by a 
change of one or more of the other variables which would tena to decrease the 
temperature rise required for heat dissipation from the equipment. 

Effectiveness of thermal design of a unit for specified operating conditions 
is expressed by the degree to which the surface temperature of each heat pro- 
ducing component approaches its allowable lijnit. The optimum in thermal effec- 
tiveness for a unit cooled by natural convection would require that all heat 
producing components operate at their limiting temperatures. This is necessary 
to achieve a unit of absolute minimum size. For a unit of given size cooled by 
forced convection the optimum operating condition would result in the least pos- 
sible expenditure of energy for cooling purposes. This requires that all heat 
producing components operate at their limiting temperatures. 

Results of the thermal evaluation must indicate what modifications, if 
any, are necessary to adjust the operational limit of the equipment to speci- 
fied conditions of installation and aircraft operation, or what modifications 
may be feasible to improve the effectiveness of the thermal design so as to 
achieve for the equipment the more general objective of minimum size, weight, 
and cooling power requirement. 
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In addition to this introductory first chapter, this report consists of 
seven other chapters and six appendices.    In Chapter II the classification of 
electronic equipment is discussed.    An attempt is made to cover the most 
prevalent types of equipuents from the standpoint of cooling design and to 
group them into common categories which would require the same experimental 
and analytical, treatment for thermal evaluation.    The chapter also contains 
the classification and brief description of the three basic thermal test 
methods which are applicable to the evaluation of electronic equipment*    The 
types of measurements necessary for the experimental phases of thermal eval- 
uation are discussed in Chapter III.    Techniques in general and details of 
application to specific components are covered.    Commercial and laboratory 
instruments suitable for thermal evaluation tests are described and their 
operation is discussed.    The details of test procedures applicable to equip- 
ment designed to operate under steady-state conditions are described in^ 
Chapter IV.    General procedures common to the study of all types of equipment 
and special procedures applicable to specific classifications of equipment 
are covered separately.    In the description of procedures, reference is made 
to the methods of measurements described in the previous chapter.    In Chapter 
V, the reader is introduced to the subject of blowers applicable to electronic 
equipment.    The chapter is intended to serve as an introduction to the dis- 
cussion of analytical evaluation methods in the following chapters.    Because 
of the great importance of blowers for cooling of airborne electronic equip- 
ment, an understanding of the principles and methods presented in Chapter V 
is essential for use in the analytical evaluation methods.    Graphical methods 
for the performance analysis,  design and selection of blowers are contained 
in this chapter.    The specific analytical methods used to derive thermal 
performance under operational conditions from bench test data are discussed 
in Chapter VI.    The methods are intended to be applicable to the prediction 
of thermal conditions in flights of sufficient duration to permit the equip- 
ment to operate in a steady thermal state.    The various methods of analysis 
are classified in. accordance with the units to which they are applicable. 
The methods described in Chapter VI are supplemented by those contained in 
the following Chapter VII.    The latter methods are based on altitude chamber 
test data and are concerned with characteristics of certain equipments which 
cannot be evaluated satisfactorily by analysis based on bench test data only. 
Ehile Chapter VII,  like Chapter VI,  deals with the analysis of steady-state 
operation, Chapter VIII contains methods for test and analysis of equipments 
•which are to be operated under conditions of unsteady thermal state.    The 
methods may apply to short-range installations of relatively appreciable 
thermal capacity and/or inadequate cooling capacity, and to installations 
exposed to external heat gain under conditions of high-speed flight. 

A future supplement to this report wiH contain Chapters IX and X.    In 
addition to the thermal evaluation methods applicable to individual units, 
as described in Chapters VI to VIII, an attempt vri.ll be made in Chapter IX 
to outline procedures applicable to the evaluation of system installations 
and to provide guide lines for the analysis of the thermal interaction of 
individual units.    In Chapter X, modifications applicable to the extension 
of the operational limits and improvement of thermal effectiveness of various 
types of equipments will be discussed.    Principally major modifications will 
be treated which would involve more extensive redesign for cooling but would 
not necessarily require a change of the electronic design in the sense of 
rearranging components or modifjdng chassis configurations. 
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The appendices to this report are intended to provide background infor- 
mation and reference data.    Appendix I contains reference data on the prop- 
erties of air required for cooling analysis.    Appendix II contains a dis- 
cussion on the theory of air flow and the energy transformations involved 
and should aid in a better •understanding of forced-air cooling.    Appendix III 
is an introduction to the measurement of pressure by various means and is in- 
tended to convey information on characteristics of manometric devices.    In 
Appendix IV,  an apparatus for the measurement of air flow to be used in the 
laboratory in connection with test and development of forced-air cooled elec- 
tronic equipment is described in detail and data required for the construction 
of its component parts are given.    In Appendix V, test methods are described 
for the determination of operating characteristics of blowers furnished with 
electronic equipment.    Appendix VI is a reference sheet containing a consoli- 
dated nomenclature covering all analytical subject matter treated in this re- 
port. 
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CHAPTER II 

CLASSIFICATION OF AIR-COOLED ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT AND TEST METHODS 

Airborne electronic equipment has been designed in a variety of modif- 
ications which employ heat dissipation to the atmosphere of the compartment 
in which it is installed and to the aircraft structure defining the compart- 
ment in the vicinity of the equipment. These electronic equipments may be 
classified into two major groups which are distinguished from each other by 
the pressure of the atmosphere in which the electronic components are operat- 
ing. The group classified as vented equipment embraces all units in which 
the electronic components operate at the air pressure of the installation com- 
partment. This pressure decreases appreciably with increased operational 
altitude, unless the installation compartment is a pressurized cabin. The 
second group, classified as pressurized or sealed equipment, embraces all 
units in which the electronic components operate in an atmosphere of essen- 
tially constant pressure, produced by hermetical sealing or pressurization of 
the case. Pressurized and sealed units have found extensive application more 
recently in the design of equipments for high-altitude operation. Increased 
operational altitude, miniaturization, and thermal limitations are responsible 
for the decreasing use of vented equipment. The thermal evaluation of either 
type of equipment can be made on basis of bench tests, altitude chamber tests, 
or flight tests. The characteristics of the various types of equipments and 
their modifications, and features of test methods are discussed in this chap- 
ter. 

Pressurized Equiiaaent 

Compared to vented equipment, the thermal study of pressurized equipment 
and its modifications is much simpler. The outstanding characteristic of 
pressurized equipment is that in it the mechanism of heat transfer of the 
electronic components is independent of altitude conditions and is only depen- 
dent on the control of the temperature of the equipment's outer heat exchange 
surfaces. Like in any electronic equipment, heat transfer from components 
within pressurized equipment takes place by radiation, conduction, and convec- 
tion. Radiant heat exchange occurs between surfaces defined by the components, 
the chassis of the equipment, and the equipment case. Conduction of heat from 
components takes place through the chassis to the case or other surfaces at 
lower temperature. Convectiva heat transfer exists between components and the 
internal atmosphere of the equipment., Circulation by virtue of temperature 
differences in adjacent sections causes heat transfer by natural or free con- 
vection. The action of a mechanical device, such as a blower, causes heat 
transfer by forced convection. The combination of the different modes of heat 
transfer within pressurized equipment results in an overall internal heat 
transfer coefficient which is dependent on external conditions only to the ex- 
tent to which they affect the surface temperature of the case or other external 
heat exchange surfaces. 

The shape of the case has little influence on the processes of internal 
heat transfer. However, it does affect the processes of external heat trans- 
fer fVom the case, particularly if they are based on free convection and 
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radiation. Therefore it is significant to note that pressurized equipment 
is usually enclosed in cylindrical cases of ellipsoidal heads. 

As pointed out above, all pressurized equipments are essentially similar 
in regard to their processes of internal heat transfer. However, they do dif- 
fer substantially in manner of external cooling. Therefore, they are classi- 
fied on that basis in the folio-wing. 

1. Case Cooled by Free Convection and Radiation 

Equipment of this type which depends on the natural heat dissipative 
capacity of the outer case to maintain internal temperature within acceptable 
limits can usually be designed only for moderate heat loads per unit volume. 
This may mean a heat load of ICO to 300 watts per cubic foot, depending on the 
size, i.e. surf ace-to-volume ratio, of the unit and the operational conditions. 
Heat dissipation from the case of such units is not only affected by the en- 
vironmental air temperature and pressure, but is also affected by characteris- 
tics of surrounding surfaces which determine radiant heat exchange. Within the 
limitation of these natural modes of heat transfer, maximum heat dissipation 
from the case can be obtained only if its surfaces are made to reach the high- 
est temperature. Therefore, units are often built with an internal blower which 
serves to increase air agitation, thus reducing the temperature difference be- 
tween the surface of the components and the case. Frequently, the blower serves 
principally for internal heat dissipation from one or several high-output com- 
ponents and helps to distribute the total thermal load more uniformly by pre- 
venting stratification. However, if the temperature level of most components is 
similar and overall size limitations are so liberal that great congestion can be 
avoided, free convective heat transfer, combined with conduction and radiation, 
can be relied upon to transmit the heat from the components to the case. 

At this point, it should be mentioned that the above principles of de- 
sign for this type of unit, as well as the principles of design for other types 
of units described in the following sections, have been more or less recognized 
by electronic designers, using cut-and-try methods of natural elimination. Con- 
sequently, the designs they have produced may leave much to be desired from the 
standpoint of cooling effectiveness. Improvements must and will be made, how- 
ever, only by increasing rationalization of cooling design resulting in arrange- 
ments of electronic components derived from application of basic heat transfer 
data. 

Since the total heat dissipation of any electronic unit operating at 
a given rating is constant, and since the internal heat transfer coefficient 
of a pressurized unit is also essentially constant, because of fixed convective 
and conductive conditions, the temperature difference between the internal air 
of the unit and the surface of the case is practically independent of the case 
temperature. Therefore, the actual internal air temperature, as well as the 
surface temperatures of low-loss and non-heat producing components are directly 
dependent on the case temperature and change with it at equal amounts. If con- 
ductive heat transfer occurs between the components and the case, the relation- 
ship of the temperatures is not affected because the conductive heat transfer 
is proportional to the temperature difference between the components and the 
case. The surface temperature of hot components of such units usually does not 
increase with the case temperature by an equal amount since they are largely 
cooled by radiation which is a function of the difference of the fourth-power 
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of the absolute temperatures of component and case surfaces. Therefore, as the 
case temperature increases, the temperature difference between hot components 
and the case decreases somewhat. 

2. Case Cooled by Forced Convection 

The barrier to increased heat dissipation established by the available 
natural modes of heat transfer can be removed by providing for the forced flow 
of atmospheric cooling air over the surface of the case. Thus, -without modify- 
ing the internal method of heat transfer from components to the case, and using 
the same methods as with units cooled externally by free convection and radia- 
tion, the heat load per unit volume of the case may be increased, since for the 
same case temperature and surface area the total heat dissipation is increased 
by virtue of an increased over-all heat transfer coefficient. The simplest 
means of achieving forced convective cooling of the case is by surrounding the 
case -with a concentric cylindrical baffle which forms an annular passage 
through which the flow of atmospheric cooling air is induced by means of a 
blower. The effect of shrouding the case completely by means of the baffle is 
to eliminate almost completely any radiant heat transfer to the environment. 
Consequently, environmental effects, except those of air temperature and pres- 
sure, are reduced to relative insignificance since the baffle forming the outer 
surface of the cooling passage would operate at a temperature not materially 
higher than that of the air in the compartment. 

The relationships between the component temperatures, the internal air 
temperature, and the case temperature are the same as if the case were cooled 
by free convection and radiation, as long as the internal method of heat trans- 
fer is the same. The external cooling conditions which affect the case tempera- 
ture are established by the temperature and pressure of the atmospheric air and 
the characteristics of the external cooling blower unit under the operational 
conditions of the aircraft in which the unit is installed. As mentioned above, 
the temperatures and surface characteristics of surrounding compartment sur- 
faces are of little significance because of the small, share which external radi- 
ant heat transfer has in the total heat dissipation from the unit. 

3. Case-Envelope Heat Exchanger Cooled by Forced Convection 

Units of the type described and discussed under the preceding classifi- 
cation, having a cooling air passage formed by the case and a simple baffle, are 
limited in heat dissipative capacity by the surface area of the case and the 
internal method of heat transfer which is assumed to be dependent on free con- 
vection or random agitation, and radiation. A better heat exchange system of 
greater heat dissipative capacity per unit surface of the case may be obtained 
by installing, similarly to the external baffle surrounding the unit, an inter- 
nal baffle which is concentric with the case. A schematic design of such a unit 
is shown in Figure II-l. In this unit an internal peripheral passage (A) is 
formed which is designed to carry internal cooling air, conveyed by a blower, in 
heat exchange, through the wall of the case, with atmospheric cooling air con- 
veyed through the external passage (B). The increase in heat dissipative capa- 
city per unit volume of case resulting by the application of this method is 
dependent on the flow velocity past the surface of the case, since it determines 
the heat transfer coefficient at the internal surface and can yield values of 
increasing magnitude, depending on the extent to which power consumption for 
internal air circulation is permissible. In conjunction with this heat exchange 
system, the modes of heat transfer between the electronic components and the 
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Figure H~l. Schematic Diagram of Air-Cooled Pressurized 
Unit -with Simple Case-Envelops Heat Exchanger 

internal atmosphere, as well as the case, are changed. The components are in- 
stalled in baffled passages through which the internal air flow passes by vir- 
tue of the pressure differential created by the internal blower. Thus, the 
principal mode of heat transfer from the components is forced convection not 
only because of its more effective cooling action but also because direct ra- 
diation from the components to the case is practically eliminated by introduc- 
tion of the internal baffle. 

A more effective heat exchange surface enveloping the case can be 
produced by modifying the internal and external air flow passages in such a way 
that the heat exchanging wall of the case is provided with surface extensions 
so as to increase the effective case area. A cross section of one type of pe- 
ripheral heat exchanger core is shown in Figure II-2. This construction further 
increases the heat dissipative capacity per unit volume of the case. In such a 
system the internal air- flow should be distributed in a systematic manner so 
that a definite circulation pattern is established from the blower discharge, 
over the electronic components, through the internal heat exchanger passages, 
and back to the blower's inlet. 

When the heat exchange surface envelopes the case as described above, 
the effects of surface temperature and characteristics of surrounding structures 
on heat dissipation are practically eliminated and the temperature of the heat 
exchange surfaces is principally a function of the temperature and pressure of 
the atmospheric air and of its flow rate. The latter is dependent on the char- 
acteristics of the external blower unit, While it would be desirable to hold 
the external heat transfer coefficient constant, it may not be possible to do so 
because of limitations of performance of the bloYjer and, therefore, the tempera- 
ture of the heat exchange surfaces would change. With forced convective heat 
transfer dominating internally, the temperature differences between individual 
component surfaces and the heat exchange surface are practically fixed if the 
internal cooling blower is operating continuously. Therefore, any change in the 
temperature of the heat exchange surface results in an equal change in the tem- 
perature of every component. 
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Figure II-2. Schematic Diagram of Aii.*-Cooled Pressurized Unit 
with Case-Envelope Heat Exchanger Having Extended Surfaces 

4» Integrated or Separate Heat Exchanger Cooled by Forced Convection 

High rates of heat dissipation per unit heat exchanger volume and 
weight can be obtained by constructing the heat exchanger in a compact core 
through which internal and external cooling air circulates. Such heat ex- 
changer cores may be so designed that their incorporation in the envelops of 
the case is not possible. A compact heat exchanger may be attached to each 
unit and may be cooled by an individual external cooling a±r blower as shown 
schematically in Figure H-3, or it may be used in form of a separate heat 
exchanger installed at a central location and serving more than one electron- 
ic unit, as shown in Figure II-4. In the latter type of application, the 
internal air flows of all units may be mixed before reaching the central heat 
exchanger or they may pass through adjacent sections in the heat exchanger 
core -which is cooled by a common external air blower. Each unit, normally 
equipped with an individual internal air blower, has an inlet and an outlet 
duct -which forms a closed circuit with the particular section of the heat ex- 
changer core serving the unit. The internal air circulation system is the 
same as in the units in which the heat exchanger is incoi-porated in the case 
envelope. Consequently, the principal difference resulting from the use of 
a compact-core heat exchanger rather than an envelope-type heat exchanger is 
that* individual eoaponent temperatures are slightly affected by external condi- 
tions since the case of the unit is exposed to free convective and radiant cool- 
ing. However, it is unlikely that the internal air temperature is materially 
affected by the temperature of the case, since the surface area of the heat ex- 
changer core is much greater than that of the case and also the heat transfer 
coefficient between the internal air and the core is materially greater than 
between the internal air and the case surface. Therefore, the internal air 
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temperature is directly related to the air temperature at entrance or exit of 
the heat exchanger core. Because of high internal velocities the heat trans- 
fer from individual components occurs principally by forced convection and, 
therefore, the case temperature has little effect on component temperatures 
which are principally determined by the internal air temperature. However, 
there may be isolated, conponents in close proximity to the case surface which 
•would radiate a more appreciable portion of their total heat dissipation to 
the case surface. Such components are subjected to variable influences with 
variable case temperature and may not maintain an entirely constant tempera- 
ture differential with the internal air temperature. 

Vented Equipment 

The modes of heat transfer contributing to the cooling of vented units 
and the electronic components they contain are the same as those of pressur- 
ized equipment. However, an important difference between the two major 
categories is that for vented equipment the overall internal heat transfer 
coefficient is not independent of operational conditions but varies vastly 
with altitude and external air temperature. 

Vented equipment is usually enclosed in rectangular prismatic cases 
with flat surfaces. The surface temperature of the case under variable oper- 
ational conditions is affected by environmental conditions and the extent to 
which they are conducive to radiant heat transfer. Since in vented equipment 
the internal electronic components are also in direct radiant heat exchange 
with the case surfaces, environmental conditions may have appreciable influ- 
ence on the component temperatures, particularly when the other principal mode 
of internal heat transfer is free convection. In the following, more specific 
characteristics of the various classifications of vented equipment are dis- 
cussed. 

1. Closed Case Cooled by Free Convection and Radiation 

Equipment with very low heat dissipation can conveniently be incorpor- 
ated in a closed case which, however, is vented to the atmosphere. The heat 
load of such units may be from 50 to 150 watts per cubic foot, depending on 
size, i.e., surface-to-volume ratio, and operational conditions. The princi- 
pal advantage in closing the case is to prevent contamination of the interior 
of the unit with dust. The pattern of heat transfer is exactly the same as 
for the analogous pressurized unit, except that a closed vented unit is unlike- 
ly to contain an internal blower. Thus, components are transmitting their 
heat to the case by free convection, radiation, and conduction, while the case 
dissipates the entire thermal output of the unit by free convection and radia- 
tion. 

The relationships between component temperatures and case temperature 
are considerably more complicated than in the pressurized unit because the 
distribution between radiant and connective heat transfer from any individual 
component may change appreciably with environmental atmospheric pressure» 
While components which transmit their heat to the surfaces of the case prin- 
cipally by radiation and conduction change in temperature little when the 
operational altitude is changed, as long as the case temperature is constant, 
components which are dependent on free convective heat transfer would increase 
in temperature appreciably at higher altitudes. If part of their heat tends 
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to be transmitted by radiation and conduction, this tendency increases at high- 
er altitude so that the share of the latter two modes of heat transfer in the 
total heat dissipation from, the component is increased. 

2. Open Case with Through-Flow of Atmospheric Air by Natural Convection 

Some increase in heat dissipative capacity per unit volume over that 
of the closed vented unit is achieved by equipping the case vdth ventilating 
louvres. They permit circulation of external air through the unit and over the 
component surfaces. Thus, the temperature of the internal atmosphere of the 
ventilated unit is lower than that of the closed unit and, therefore, compon- 
ents would tend to operate cooler at the same spacing, or would operate at the 
same temperature if arranged more closely. The mechanism of heat transfer from 
the entire unit is quite complicated in that only part of the total heat dissi- 
pation occurs from the surface of the case while the greater portion of heat is 
transmitted directly from the surfaces qf the components to the air circulating 
through the unit. The volumetric rate of air circulation through the unit is 
a function of the temperature difference between the internal air and the am- 
bient atmosphere, and the configuration of the passages. The weight flow of air 
through the unit is highly variable with altitude. For the same temperature 
difference between the internal atmosphere and the ambient air, the weight flow 
would vary in direct proportion to the atmospheric pressure, which would re- 
sult in a substantial decrease in convective heat transfer from the components 
at higher altitude. However, there is some natural compensation built into the 
system which causes the convection to decrease less rapidly since the mean air 
temperature within the unit would be expected to increase with altitude, pro- 
viding the ambient temperature remains constant. 

In the distribution of total heat dissipation between the surfaces of 
the case and the air circulating through the unit, changes tend to occur as one 
or the other mode of heat transfer is altered in its effectiveness. For ex- 
ample, with increase in operational altitude, convective heat transfer will 
tend to decrease and the internal air temperature •will increase. Consequently, 
component temperatures will also increase. As a result, the heat transfer from 
components to the case by radiation will increase and the contribution of the 
case to the total heat dissipation will also increase. 

There are units which essentially fit into this category, except that 
they contain small blowers which are used for spot cooling. While such blow- 
ers provide a remedy to local problems of excessive temperature, their contri- 
bution to the improvement of the overall pattern of heat transfer is usually 
not substantial. Their effects are difficult to isolate but counteract to a 
limited extent the natural tendency for decrease in convective heat transfer 
at higher altitudes. 

3. Open Case with Forced Through-Flow of Atmospheric Air 

Equipment with electrical characteristics permitting it to be designed 
open to the atmosphere, i.e. vented and with extensive interchange of its inter- 
nal air with the environment, would usually be of minimum size if cooling is 
achieved by means of creating the air flow through the unit with a blower. In 
this manner, the pattern of cooling air circulation is controlled and is not 
substantially affected by external conditions, except to the extent to which 
the performance of the blower is influenced by the density of the ambient air 
in the compartment in which the equipment is installed. 
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Units designed for low pressure drop of the cooling air would have 
multiple inlets, usually distributed around the periphery of the case, and 
•would have a centrally located blower serving to induce air flow through the 
openings in the case and over the components. The blower discharges the 
heated air through a single outlet of the unit. The flow could also be re- 
versed so that discharge of the heated air would occur through the multiple 
openings. However, in the latter design distribution of the cooling air is 
somewhat more difficult to achieve. The use of internal baffles aids in giv- 
ing the air flow desired direction. In general, the air flow pattern in such 
units is horizontal, while that of units relying on natural convection for 
circulation is verticals 

Units of greatest compactness can be produced by systematizing the 
air flow by means of subdividing the entire case into ducted passages in 
which the components would be installed. Thus, practically individual cool- 
ing control can be achieved for the various components while the pressure 
drop of the cooling air passing through the unit would be fairly large. Such 
units would have a single inlet and outlet and need not be equipped with in- 
tegrated blowers. Instead, they can be cooled from a central blower system, 
if desired, either in parallel or in series with other units of similar de- 
sign. 

The cooling of components in units with forced air flow is princi- 
pally convective. The effect of the installation environment on the heat- 
dissipation from the outer case of such units is relatively small since the 
case temperature would not be substantially above the ambient air tempera- 
ture. Heat transmitted from components to the case by conduction and radia- 
tion is largely picked up by the air flow passing through the unit. Change 
of the environmental conditions in respect to air temperature and pressure, 
affects the performance of the unit's blower so that the total convective 
heat dissipation is altered. Simultaneously, the temperature of the case, 
and with it, the total radiant heat dissipation is changed. However, an ap- 
preciable redistribution of total heat dissipation between forced convection 
and radiation would occur only under operating conditions where the blower 
capacity would be inadequate to supply the necessary volume of cooling air, 
thus resulting in excessive component temperatures. Otherwise, by far the 
major portion of total heat dissipation is effected by forced air convection 
from components, internal case surfaces, and radiation-absorbing internal baf- 
fles. 

Test Methods 

For the thermal evaluation of any electronic equipment, expected to 
operate under steady state or transient conditions* it is necessary that val- 
ues ox component temperatures, air temperatures, air pressure, air flow, and 
heat dissipation rate be known, as defined by compartment air temperature, 
altitude, and environmental conditions which may be constant or variable. -As 
mentioned, there are three general test methods by which basic data for ther- 
mal evaluation may be obtained. They are bench tests, altitude chamber 
tests, and flight tests. 

1. Bench Tests 

Bench tests are characterized by operation of the equipment in the 
laboratory under prevailing atmospheric conditions. They may be so executed 
that data for thermal evaluation under steady state or transient conditions 
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are produced. They are simple to execute, do not require elaborate test 
equipment, and are, therefore, relatively inexpensive. Although bench tests 
are best performed on individual units, it may be necessary to operate the 
entire equipment if representative electronic operating conditions cannot be 
produced conveniently for an individual unit. Measurements of a large number 
of local component and surface temperatures, requiring extensive thermocouple 
installation, are necessary to provide conclusive thermal data. Therefore, 
thermal data may be obtained conveniently for only a single unit at a time. 
Bench test data may be analyzed and extrapolated to provide an indication of 
the thermal performance of electronic equipment over a wide range of operating 
conditions. The accuracy of the- extrapolation for a particular condition of 
air temperature, altitude, and type of operational environment varies somewhat 
•with the cooling methods employed for the particular unit under consideration. 
The thermal performance of pressurized units may be quite accurately predicted 
from bench test data. For vented units cooled by either free or forced convec- 
tion, the extrapolation of bench test data is less accurate due to the complex- 
ity of the variables affecting the thermal behavior of individual components. 
For units cooled by forced convection, a proper interpretation of the bench 
test data provides a means of estimating the required capacity of motor-blower 
units under various operating conditions. 

2. Altitude Chamber Tests 

Altitude chamber tests are well suited to simulate some operating con- 
ditions during flight, but generally do not completely define installation 
conditions. \?hile air temperature and pressure are controlled in such tests, 
other environmental conditions such as air motion, or surface temperature and 
characteristics of surrounding surfaces are not easily simulated. Therefore, 
altitude chamber tests fulfill only two principal functions. One is to ascer- 
tain whether equipment will withstand specified operational limits which are 
only defined in terms of air temperature and altitude, the usual method in 
present specifications for ea_uipment development. The other function of al- 
titude chamber tests should be the verification of component performance, as 
predicted from the extrapolation of bench test data of an entire unit. Thus, 
it is possible to make altitude chamber tests with the minim-jm of instrumenta- 
tion since only those component temperatures which are predicted as critical 
need be measured. 

I 
tfhile the chamber test procedure is primarily applicable to steady- 

state operation, transient operating conditions can also be studied within 
the scope of the controllable variables of air temperature and pressure. The 
effects of rapidly varying temperatures of surrounding surfaces are difficult 
to simulate in altitude chambers. For units which utilize forced convection 
and contain integrated blower equipment, the chamber tests can be used to de- 
termine whether the motor-blower unit provides adequate cooling under critical 
conditions of air temperature and altitude. Quantitative information on the 
weight flow of air under various operating conditions is usually not obtained. 
Spatial arrangement of equipment in an altitude chamber differs greatly from 
actual installation conditions in an aircraft. Consequently, particular at- 
tention should be given to correcting the data for the environmental conditions. 

For certain types of equipment, particularly vented units with natur- 
al through-flow of air, altitude chamber tests must be relied upon for eval- 
uation of performance under aircraft operational conditions. For such tests 
suitable provisions must be made to simulate as closely as possible installa- 
tion conditions by preventing the operational characteristics of the chamber, 
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particularly its air circulation pattern, from affecting the heat dissipation 
mechanism of the unit. 

3, Flight Tests 

Because of high cost and the difficulty of instrumentation, flight 
tests 3hould not be used for the accumulation of numerical data for the pre- 
liminary thermal evaluation of electronic equipment. They are suitable for 
equipment -which is expected to reach steady-state conditions when operating 
in the aircraft. However, their use is most desirable to ascertain condi- 
tions resulting from transient operation under variable flight conditions, 
or under essentially constant flight conditions of short duration. They 
serve as final checks on the actual installation of the equipment to deter- 
mine whether its operation is satisfactory under the most critical condi- 
tions. In such tests the use of extensive instrumentation for temperature 
explorations is not practical. Therefore, only critical temperatures are 
measured. A unit not operating properly can be equipped with supplementary 
instrumentation to determine the causes for overheating. Hovfever, if no 
unusual external influences are found to be present, it is usually most 
practical to test such a unit more thoroughly on the-bench or under alti- 
tude chamber conditions, before additional flight tests are made. 

I 
1 
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CHAPTER III 

MEASUREMENTS 

Thermal evaluation of any electronic unit is dependent on knowledge of 
temperatures and heat dissipation of individual components, temperature and 
flow distribution of the unit's internal atmosphere, overall flow rates and 
temperatures of the cooling air, the total rate of heat dissipation and ex- 
ternal surface temperatures of the unit, and the temperatures and character- 
istics of the environment. Thus, the bases of evaluation are the measurements 
of (l) electrical variables for the calculation of heat dissipation, (2) tem- 
peratures, (5) static pressures, (4) air flow, and (5) velocity distributions. 

Since this report is principally written for the electronic engineer, 
electrical measurements are not discussed in detail. However, it should be 
mentioned that the measurements required for thermal evaluation rarely need to 
be more complete than to give the necessary data for the calculation of the 
total rate of heat dissipation of all circuits contained in a unit. This is 
essential since a primary characteristic of the unit, its heat load, is then 
defined. In addition, the rates of heat dissipation of individual compon- 
ents, as estimated from their characteristics and the design of the circuit, 
can be checked approximately by the overall rate of heat dissipation. Meas- 
urements for the experimental determination of individual components1 heat 
dissipation rates are not necessary if the characteristics of the circuit and 
components are known. Such measurements are only indicated if overheating of 
individual components cannot be explained by inadequate cooling design. 

The measurements of temperatures, pressures, air flow, and velocity are 
treated more specifically in this chapter because they are of great importance, 
and their techniques may not be within the field of direct experience of the 
electronic engineer. The measuring methods indicated for the thermal evalua- 
tion of electronic equipment are of engineering nature, and accuracy of meas- 
urement to within less than one or two per cent is not a suggested requirement. 
$hen critically examining recommended methods of measurement and instrumenta- 
tion, it should be kept in mind that, in view of the qualitative and compara- 
tive nature of thermal evaluation and the necessity for simplification of 
procedures for reasonable speed of execution, the very precise measurement of 
temperatures to fractions of a degree, static pressure to thousandths of an 
inch of water, and air flow to more than three significant figures, are not 
only unessential, but also undesirable. 

Temperature Measurements 

The determination of temperature distribution in electronic equipment is 
the principal task-in thermal evaluation* Even without further analysis, tem- 
peratures alone give some qualitative indication of the unit's operation and 
design. Among them, component temperatures are most significant. However, as 
previously mentioned, temperatures of the inner and surrounding atmosphere of 
the equipment, as well as other surface temperatures are necessary in the analy- 
sis of the thermal performance since component temperatures are directly 
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dependent on them, 
of the equipment. 

Therefore, these temperatures affect the operating limits 

1. Component Temperatures 

Electronic components are composite structures with a vri.de variety 
of internal heat sources. In one case, such as the filament of a tube, heat 
to be dissipated may be generated within the component in a space represent- 
ing a small fraction of the total volume of the component. In another case, 
such as a transformer, the heat source may in essence be uniformly distrib= 
uted over the entire structure. Therefore, it is difficult to speak, with- 
out qualification, of the surface temperature of a component as a singular 
value. This has been realized in practice and the term "hot-spot" tempera- 
ture, referring to the maximum surface temperature of the component, has 
been generally accepted as a component characteristic. In reality, this 
temperature is not always descriptive of the structural characteristics of 
a component and its internal heat distribution, since it is often greatly 
affected by the method by which the component is cooled. A vacuum tube de- 
velops hot spots almost independently of the cooling method by virtue of 
its internal structure's and heat source's relationships to the envelope. 
For the elimination of such hot spots, change of the general cooling method 
is relatively ineffective. Only application of highly localized cooling can 
produce an essentially uniform surface temperature on such components. On 
the other hand, if a component like a resistor develops a hot spot, the prin- 
cipal cause is furnished by the cooling method. In this case, a general 
change in the cooling method, possibly involving a change in the position of 
the resistor, can result in an essentially uniform surface temperature. This 
is desirable for hes.t utilization of the heat-resistive properties of the com- 
ponent's structural elements. 

Knowledge of the location of inherent hot spots on components by vir- 
tue of construction or installation is essential since they are usually re- 
ferred to when a component's limiting surface temperature is given by the 
manufacturer. In that event, a single surface temperature measurement on the 
component is adequate for the equipment's thermal evaluation. The location 
of the maximum surface temperature may be mentioned in rating sheets together 
with its allowable.value. It may also remain unspecified because certain com- 
ponents have, by experience, demonstrated that their maximum temperature 
occurs in similar locations. Should a value of the maximum allowable surface 
temperature be specified without its location, the latter can be estimated by 
experience and the measurement can then be made at that point. If heat-gener- 
ating components are rated only on the basis of ambient air temperatures, re- 
production of the rating conditions is desirable in order to measure the 
allowable hot spot temperature. For this purpose, a closed test chamber- 
should be used. 

Figure III-l shows the suggested arrangement of a test chamber which 
may be used for the determination of component hot spot temperatures and their 
locations at rated ambient air temperature. The principal purpose of a com- 
ponent test in such a chamber is to establish a reference value for the hot 
spot temperature and to fix the location where a thermocouple should be in- 
stalled in the thermal evaluation test of the unit containing the particular 
component. No conclusions as to the performance of the component in the unit 
should be drawn from the test alone since its behavior in the circuit sur- 
rounded by other components may be quite different. This particular test 
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chamber is so designed that it is capable of dissipating 50 watts for an in- 
ternal air temperature of 85°C when the -wall temperature of the inner con- 
tainer is about 30°C. The heat-dissipating capacity of the chamber would 
change proportionally to the temperature difference between the wall and the 
internal air, should internal temperatures different than 85°C be desired. 
The wall temperature of the inner chamber can be controlled by means of the 
agitated liquid bath surrounding it. Unless the internal air temperature is 
to exceed 100°C, water can be used a3 the bath fluid. Its temperature level 
can be controlled by means of the addition of fresh water at a small rate 
which can be adjusted manually and by the automatic control of an immersed 
electric heater. The operation of the heater is controlled by means of a 
temperature-sensing element within the inner chamber, since the eventual ef- 
fect of change in the bath temperature is a change in the internal air tem- 
perature. For high-temperature conditions which do not permit the use of 
water as a bath fluid, a silicone fluid is best used. In that case, it is 
usually not necessary to cool the bath since its temperature would be suffi- 
ciently high that control can be obtained when depending on heat dissipation 
from the outer container wall to the atmosphere of the room. For the con- 
struction of the inner container, polished aluminum is desirable so as to 
reduce its thermal capacity and to provide for high reflectivity. It should 
be noted that the suggested arrangement calls for the installation of baffles 
within the test chamber. They would operate at a temperature close to that of 
the internal air. Their purpose, if made of highly polished aluminum, is to 
prevent radiant heat transfer from the component to be tested so that cooling 
can only occur by free convection. Thus, the most unfavorable cooling condi- 
tions would exist and the highest hot spot temperature corresponding to the 
rated ambient temperature would be obtained. If this hot spot temperature is 
to be used as a reference temperature in evaluation tests of equipment, it is 
possible that it may be excessive. Therefore, particularly for components 
such as tubes which potentially have a large radiant heat transfer capacity, 
it may be desirable to obta;h\ the hot spot temperature with a modified appara- 
tus where the internal reflecting baffles are replaced by others of the same 
configuration but coated with carbon black. With the latter baffles, more 
favorable conditions for radiant heat transfer would be produced and, there- 
fore, a lower hot spot temperature would be obtained. If the latter tempera- 
ture is used in thermal evaluation studies, conservative estimates of re- 
quired operating conditions for the particular component will be obtained. 
The same considerations as pointed out for the internal baffles also hold for 
the construction of the chassis plate which may either be of polished alum- 
inum or coated with carbon black, depending on the desired conditions. It may 
also be desirable to utilize a third modification for components, such as 
transformers, which may be cooled effectively by conduction, by providing for 
solid contact between the chassis plate and the cooled walls of the test cham- 
ber. The method for doing so is not obvious from the design shown in Figure 
T.II-1 since it may be noted that the chassis plate fits loosely in the chamber 
in order to facilitate its withdrawal through its bottom opening. However, 
good contact can be established with metallic shims between the edges of the 
chassis plate and the projecting ring shown as part of the chamber wall im- 
mediately above the plate. The ring is so located that a vertical air space 
of about I/O inch would exist between it and the edge of -the plate when no 
conduction cooling is desired. The chassis plate is supported on a red fiber 
plate which bolts to the bottom of the test chamber and has small openings 
which permit wiring to be passed through it. The wires are not intended to be 
sealed in the fiber plate since the openings through which they pass should 
also serve as vents which permit equalization of the air pressure within the 
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test chamber "with that of the atmosphere. Thermocouples for the determination 
of the air temperature distribution -within the chamber are supported on a ver- 
tical probe attached to the bottom of the apparatus. 

Experience has shown that maximum surface temperatures on tubes occur 
•where the internal heat-radiating structure is closest to the envelope. This 
is usually at two opposite points adjacent to the plate structure if the tube 
is subjected to essentially symmetrical cooling conditions. A  single tempera- 
ture measurement at either location should be sufficient to give an indication 
of the tube's operation. In equipment internally cooled by forced convection, 
non-symmetrical cooling of tubes may occur. If such conditions are ascertained 
by inspection, measurements at'both potential hot spot locations are desirable. 

A single temperature measurement on the coil surface of a transformer 
may describe its operating condition since it may indicate a temperature close 
to that of its hot spot if the transformer is so installed that conduction to 
the chassis can take place from the core, while heat dissipation from the sur- 
face is not great. «Tith little conduction cooling, but extensive heat dissipa- 
tion from the surface, the innermost coil winding may have a hot spot which is 
sometimes difficult to determine. Since the basis of a transformer's operating 
limitation may be an ambient temperature rating, magnitude and location of in- 
ternal and external reference temperatures are best determined in a rating 
chamber as shown in Figure III-l. The known value of the insulation's break- 
down temperature can also be used as the basis of an estimated allowable tempera- 
ture which should be located by at least two spot temperature measurements, one 
in a readily accessible location as close as possible to the center of the wind- 
ings and one at the surface of the windings. This is a feasible procedure for 
open-type transformers. Internal temperature measurements on transformers sealed 
in pitch-filled metal enclosures are not practical and, therefore, only the sur- 
face temperature of the enclosure need be measured at one location since it is 
usually uniform. The limiting temperature can also be assumed to be the soften- 
ing or decomposition point of the impregnation material. 

Considerations similar to those for transformers also apply to relays. 
Their maximum temperature is found on the holding coil and is limited by the 
heat resistive properties of the insulation. Sealed relays must be checked on 
the basis of surface temperature, pre-determined by single-component tests. 

Single resistors installed horizontally and cooled by free convection 
usually develop a hot spot at top center. When installed in the vertical posi- 
tion the maximum temperature occurs near the top. Forced convection cooling 
may change the location of the maximum temperature materially. In cross-flow 
it may be estimated to occur at points about 60 to 90 degrees from the planes 
of impinging air flow, measured along the periphery. Forced convection with 
flow parallel to the axis yields a relatively uniform surface temperature, 
although probably highest at the trailing end of the ais1 flow. The limiting 
temperature of the resistive coating material is best used as reference de- 
termined by a single surface measurement. At present, a representative value 
would be in the order of 300°C. 

Non-heat-producing components, rated on the basis of the maximum air 
temperature in which they can operate for a specified life period, are not 
normally subjects of surface temperature measurement if the temperature distri- 
bution of the air within the unit is investigated. However, such components 
may develop a hot spot temperature above the limiting temperature because of 
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external influences exerted on them by adjacent components« Therefore, if it 
appears from a study of the unit's configuration that radiation or conduction 
from high-temperature' components may raise the local surface temperature of 
a component such as a condenser substantially above the air temperature, a 
surface temperature measurement on that area of the component must be made. 
The precise location is not too critical. 

2. Air Temperatures 

Measurement of air temperatures for evaluation purposes is necessary 
inside and outside of electronic equipment. When a definite flow of air 
exists through the unit or through passages surrounding its case, knowledge 
of the air temperatures at the entrance and exit is essential. 

Air temperature measurements within electronic units are usually 
made for exploratory purposes to obtain indications of air distribution and 
circulation patterns. They are of qualitative nature and are desirable for 
overall evaluation purposes, as well as for the study of cooling effects on 
individual components. They are spot temperature measurements and must be 
determined by means of a small primary measuring element, unaffected by sur- 
face temperatures existing in the environment. Therefore, shielding of the 
element from incident radiation is necessary. The basic method of shielding 
a primary temperature measuring element most applicable to temperature meas- 
urement in the evaluation of electronic equipment is relatively simple. A 
principal requirement is that the shield be so installed that the natural 
air circulation existing in the location is not impaired. In a free convec- 
tion field the shielding surfaces should be vertical. In forced air flow 
the shielding surfaces should be parallel to the main direction of flow. The 
material of the shield must be highly reflective to incident radiation. Pol- 
ished aluminum and thin silvered glass are most suitable. The thermal capa- 
city of the shield should be small so that equilibrium with the air is 
reached readily. The preferred shape of the shield is a cylinder, entirely 
surrounding the temperature measuring element. For temperature differences 
usually encountered between air and radiating surfaces in electronic equip- 
ment, the use of a single cylindrical shield is adequate because the shield 
temperature would be barely above the air temperature. Between groups of 
resistors operating at maximum surface temperatures in the order of 300°C a 
double shield should be employed. This shield consists of two concentric 
cylinders of reflective material mounted with an annular air- gap between 
them. Shielded thermocouple probes are shown in Figure III-4. 

Measurement of air temperature outside an electronic unit being 
evaluated is usually necessary to define environmental conditions. The tem- 
perature so ascertained should be quite general and should represent a fairly 
large region of the environment without, however, being affected by radiant 
heat transfer between the measuring element and the environment. Therefore, 
for good accuracy it is usually necessary to shield the element. If test 
conditions are well controlled, shielding of the element from radiation from 
the equipment is usually more important than shielding from radiant heat ex- 
change with surrounding surfaces. 

Measurement of air temperatures at the entrance and exit of cooling 
passages is very significant because the effectiveness of overall heat ex- 
change can be calculated from it. By using the temperature rise of the cool- 
ing air and the measured rate of air flow in heat balance calculations, heat 
losses or gains can be determined, which otherwise cannot be accounted for, 
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or can be estimated only very inaccurately by calculation. In order to ob- 
tain representative temperature measurement of air flowing at some velocity, 
complete mixing of the air is necessary. This is not always attainable at 
measurement stations near the entrance and exit because of stratification and 
combination of streams of different temperatures shortly before measurement. 
Therefore, such measurements require care in execution and should be preceded 
by a careful determination of the air temperature distribution in the passage, 
•which can be obtained by probing with a small primary element. In conjunction 
with this, the velocity distribution must also be determined so that the indi- 
vidual temperature measurements can be properly weighted. It is usually pos- 
sible to determine by this method a location in the passage where the air 
temperature is equal to the weighted average. Then, after the preliminary work, 
a single temperature measurement can be used with fair accuracy for the remain- 
ing test work. 

The method for determination of the temperature distribution is based 
on subdivision of the flow passages into areas of equal magnitude. The tempera- 
ture and velocity are measured in the geometrical center of each subdivision. 
It may also be possible to probe for the air temperature and the velocity step- 
wise along lines forming diameters, diagonals, and axes of symmetry of the flow 
area's cross section. The profiles can then be plotted from the data and the 
temperature and velocity distributions may be integrated graphically. 

3. Chassis and Case Temperatures 

Measurement of chassis temperatures in electronic units having low 
rates of heat dissipation is usually of minor importance. However, in units 
having high-temperature components of high heat dissipation rates, chassis 
temperatures should be considered in the thermal evaluation. They indicate 
the extent to which the chassis is being used as a heat transmission path in 
the cooling of the components. The chassis is capable of absorbing thermal 
radiation from high-temperature components and of transferring the heat to 
either the cooling air or areas at lower temperature within the case. The chas- 
sis may also aid in cooling certain components by conducting heat directly by 
metal-to-metal contact from the component to areas of lower temperature. In 
general, spot temperatures must be measured on the chassis. Therefore, thermo- 
metric elements of small size, easily installable in or on the material of the 
chassis must be used. 

Case temperatures are required to permit computation of the amount of 
heat dissipated externally by radiation and free convection. The case tempera- 
tures are also used in estimating environmental effects and thermal performance 
under various air temperature and altitude conditions. Since case temperatures 
are usually non-uniform, a sufficient number of surface temperature measure- 
ments must be made to permit the determination of a mean case temperature. 
Therefore., like on the chassis, local temperature measurements must be made 
with the same type of thermometric elements. In most designs the case serves 
as a simple heat exchange surface. Measurements of surface temperatures on 
other heat exchanger surfaces incorporated in electronic units are of the same 
type as those on the case. 

4. Environmental Surface Temperatures 

Measurement of surface temperatures in the environment of electronic 
units being tested is not always necessary. If walls, screens, or surfaces 
of large unheated enclosures are involved, thvlr temperatures can be assumed 
equal to that of the surrounding air. However, in the performance of tests, ft 
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unavoidable conditions may be encountered where some surface with a temperature 
substantially lower or higher than the case of the unit is in radiant heat 
exchange -with it. Then the measurement of this temperature by at least one 
small thermometric element imbedded in or attached to the surface is mandatory. 

5. Primary Thermometric Elements. Thermocouples 

From the discussions in the preceding portions of this section, it 
may be noted that in the thermal evaluation of electronic equipment point 
temperature measurements are of pre-eminent importance. Temperature measure- 
ments requiring installation of a thermometric element in intimate^contact 
•with a surface nredominate. Air temperature measurements in restricted spaces 
are almost equally important. For all such applications thermometric ele-_ 
ments are needed -which are small, can be installed easily, and furnish an in- 
dication which can be determined in a remote location. These requirements^ 
are most satisfactorily met by thermocouples. Thermocouples are also appli- 
cable for measurements where space is not a restrictive criterion, such as in 
the determination of environmental surface and air temperatures. Particularly 
for the latter purpose, glass-stem thermometers or indicating-type expansion 
thermometers could also be used. By nature, they tend to integrate environmen- 
tal temperatures and may, for this reason, be more desirable. However, for 
simülification of instrumentation and ease of reading from a central test 
stand, it is recommended that all temperature measurements be made by means of 
thermo couple s. 

A thermocouple is made by joining together two dissimilar metals, usu- 
ally in the form of wire. If the two metals are joined in two places of un- 
equal temperature, a current will flow in the closed circuit. This is indi- 
cated when the two leads are attached to a voltage-measuring instrument while 
the other ends of the wires which are joined together are subjected to a 
temperature different from that at which the instrument operates. Then the 
circuit is closed by means of the instrument and the latter will indicate an 
e3m,f. which is a function of the temperature difference between one junction 
of the wires and the temperature of the instrument. This arrangement is 
shown in Figure III-2. The external junction of the wires is designated as 
the cold junction, or the reference junction. The latter may vary with the 
room temperature and, therefore, the indication obtained for a given hot junc- 
tion temperature may not be constant, unless compensation is made within the 
instrument. In commercial instruments this is usually accomplished automat- 
ically. Another method of utilizing thermocouples for more precise tempera- 
ture measurement is to incorporate into the circuit another junction made 
between the two wires which serves as a cold junction and is maintained at a 
constant controlled reference temperature such as may be produced by means of 
ice. This arrangement is also shovni in Figure III-2. It has the advantage 
of yielding measurements of greater precision but involves additional complx- 
cation in obtaining the dataT The e'.m.f. values for most commonly used metal 
combinations, as functions of temperature difference between the hot and cold 
junction, are given in tables commercially available. The choice of materials 
used for construction of the couples depends upon the operating conditions, as 
defined by temperature and character of the surrounding atmosphere, and may be 
vastly different. Before thermocouples are used in test work it is wellfor 
the operator to familiarize himself with the principles of thermo-electricity 
and to review information of more detailed character available on thermo- 
couples. Study of Reference 1, given at the end of this chapter, is recommended. 
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The following discussion is primarily intended to cover outstanding points 
which are particularly important in the application of thermocouples to tem- 
perature measurements ixi  electronic equipment. 

The large number of measurements necessary, the range of tempera- 
tures and the atmospheric conditions indicate the use of base metal thermo- 
couples. Iron-constantan, copper-constantan, and chromel-alumel couples are 
suitable. Iron-constantan couples are most useful in the commonly encoun- 
tered range of temperatures in electronic equipment. For temperature meas- 
urement below minus 20°C, copper-constantan couples are preferable. They 
can also be used v/ithin the entire operating temperature range of electronic 
equipment. Chromel-alumel couples are principally applicable to surface tem- 
perature measurement on high-temperature components. 

The size of wire to be used must usually be the result of compromise. 
Ruggedness, ease of handling in installation and ease of forming junctions 
increase with increasing size of wire. Responsiveness, accuracy in the deter- 
mination of point temperature, and insensitivity to temperature gradients along 
the wire increase with decreasing size of wire. The smallest size of standard- 
ized wire readily available is 30-gage, or 0.010 inch diameter« It is applic- 
able to most measurements for thermal evaluation, although it may be too large 
for subminiature components of high surface temperature. For measurements of 
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external air temperature and environmental surface temperatures, larger 
•wires can be used. Plain enameled wire may be used where space is limited. 
However, a variety of insulations are available which are more serviceable 
than enamel. Cotton-wrapped enamel -wire, or glass-sheathed asbestos-coated 
wire are advantageous because they resist mechanical breakdown of the in- 
sulation better than enameled "wire. They are more difficult to accommodate 
•within the equipment and require more elaborate means of making connections 
from the interior of the unit to the outside. Plain enameled wire can usu- 
aHy*be passed between two rubber gaskets from a pressurized unit to the out- 
side. 

Couples of wire smaller than 30-gage should be calibrated for high 
accuracy. Although, with care in selection, wire of at least 0.004-inch 
diameter can be obtained which would follow standard calibration data with, 
sufficient accuracy for this type of work. The smaller wires are often 
available only bare or enameled. If used, they should be used only in short 
pieces adjacent to the junction which are spliced to well-insulated 30-gage 
lead wires. IShile fine-wire couples are necessary for the study of subminia- 
ture components in the development stage, it is questionable whether the 
difficulties associated with their use warrants their application in thermal 
evaluation work. Their use is only recommended under circumstances where 
the apparent error with 30-gage couples is so great that the danger exists 
that temperatures exceeding allowable limits may remain undetected. Errors 
in the measurement of the true component surface temperature of 5° to 10°C are 
of no great importance for the present purpose, particularly since components 
are rarely changed between test runs for thermal evaluation. Thus, relative 
values of sufficient accuracy are obtained. 

The required size of the thermocouple junction is dependent upon 
the application and method of installation. Junctions which are large com- 
pared to the wire diameter, can be handled more easily and give-more accur- 
ate indications if a steep temperature gradient exists along the adjacent 
wire. Small junctions are more easily installed on surfaces and give a more 
representative indication of the point temperature if the temperature grad- 
ient along the wire is minimized. The shape of the junction is determined 
by the method used to make it, but can be modified by mechanical deformation 
so as to suit best the installation conditions. The original junction of 
small wires should be made by an electrical welding process. Arc, spot, or 
flash welding can be used. (Arc-welded junctions are best produced by draw- 
ing the arc between one electrode formed by the two wires held parallel by 
twisting together, and a mercury bath forming the other electrode.) The re- 
quired voltage can be determined by experience; it varies among metals, wire 
sizes, and size of bead. This method is difficult to use for wires of smaller 
than 0.004-inch diameter. The bead produced by arc welding is essentially 
spherical. For installation on surfaces it can bs flattened mechanically. 
Junctions produced by spot-welding the two crossed wires are particularly 
suitable for thermocouples which are to be installed on surfaces. Also, it 
may be feasible that the two wires which are to form the thermocouple may be 
spot--welded individually to the surface whose temperature is to be measured. 
By this method, an abdication of the mean temperature between the points of 
contact of each wire is obtained, ilash-welding in which each wire acts as 
an electrode produces a butt-joint between the two dissimilar wires which 
is most desirable for surface installations. Both spot- and flash-twelding 
are especially suitable for fine wires of 0.004-inch diameter and smaller. 
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The installation of thermocouples in and near electronic equipment 
must mainly be made on surfaces, within solid sections and in small or large 
air spaces. Surface installations are most critical because intimate con- 
tact must be assured and no abrupt temperature change should occur along the 
leads attached to the junction. For the latter purpose, it is essential to 
provide for contact of the individual electrically insulated leads with the 
surface for a distance from the junction equal to 50 to 100 wire diameters. 
For small vdres, as used in the applications under consideration, use of a 
small quantity of heat-resistant adhesive cement is necessary to avoid con- 
tact of bare wires with each other at any location other than the thermo- 
couple junction, or contact of both wires individual1y with a common metal 
surface, such as the chassis or the case. 

Intimate contact of the junction with the surface whose temperature 
is to be measured is best obtained by either cementing the couple to the sur- 
face, or by introducing the junction into a small recess and peening the 
material around it so as to fasten the couple securely to the surface. Cemen- 
ted couples are universally applicable regardless of the material of the sur- 
face. Their accuracy in indicating true surface temperature is fair. They 
rarely yield exactly reproducible indications for two components of the same 
type. However, they are satisfactory for evaluation purposes. They should 
be principally used on non-metallic surfaces, or on metallic surfaces which 
should not be deformed by peening. The junction should be as flat as possible 
to increase the area of direct contact with the surface. 

A satisfactory cement for the application of thermocouple junctions 
to component, chassis and case surfaces is Insa-Lute No. 1 (Reference 4) which 
is heat-resistant and oil-proof, but soluble in water. The latter character- 
istic is advantageous because it facilitates removal of the couple after use. 
The- adhesive properties of the cement to clean glass and plastics are excel- 
lent. If used on metal, removal of paint is necessary. Before application 
of the cement, it is best to tape the thermocouple leads to the surface so 
that the junction and the short length of insulated leads adjacent to the junc- 
tion are in good contact vdth the surface. The smallest quantity of cement 
sufficient to attach the junction permanently should be used. It should usu- 
ally cover an area of less than l/8-inch diameter. It must be allowed to 
harden completely either by air-drying or baking. An excessively large quan- 
tity of cement results in a high temperature reading since the cement acts as 
an insulating barrier to the flow of heat by radiation and convection from 
the surface covered by the cement. On glass tubes a large cemented area may 
cause cracking of the glass envelope when the tube is operated, because the 
coefficients of thermal expansion of glass and cement are slightly different. 

A peened-in couple on a metallic surface gives an accurate tempera- 
ture indication because the junction is fully immersed in the material and 
practically no temperature gradient exists within the depth of the couple's 
penetration. In order to make this method of installation feasible, it must 
be permissible to drill a small hole in the surface. The bead of the junction 
should fit the diameter of the hole closely. Then, only slight deformation 
of the surrounding metal by means of three or four indentations made with a 
small punch should be sufficient to fasten the couple securely. Care must be 
taken to avoid breakage or weakening of the lead wires when the junction is 
peened in. 
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Figure III-5. Rem.ovB.ble Thermocouple Element for Surface 
Temperature Measurement 

A method for measuring point surface temperature v;ith better repro- 
ducibility, when embedding of the thermocouple is not possible, consists in 
the application of a removable thermal element of the type shown in Figure 
UI-3. It is important that the thermocouple wires do not exceed the size 
indicated and that the silver contact button is of the dimensions shown. 
Unless the curvature of the surface corresponds to a radius less than l/S^ 
inch, the button's contact surface maybe flat, as shovna. The contact pres- 
sure is of principal importance « The springs used for attachment should be 
•wound as indicated with a spring constant of 0.756 pound per inch and 
should be elongated 0.003 inch per turn of coil to produce the prbper contact 
pressure. Using these precautions, the device -will give an indication of 
the true surface temperature within less than 2°C over an appreciable range 
of heat dissipation rates, including conditions of forced convection and 
liquid cooling. 

Another method of measuring surface temperatures by means of ther- 
mocouples has been used by Sylvania Electric Products, Inc. on subminiature 
tubes. It differs from those mentioned above, -which principally refer to 
hot-spot temperature measurements, in that it produces an indication of the 
mean surface temperature. In the described application, a tightly-fitting 
spring-clip is placed around the component, such as a tube, with the two 
thermocouple lead wires spot-welded individually to the clip on opposite 
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sides. Reproducible temperature measurements among several components of the 
same type have been reported when this method of thermocouple installation is 
used. 

By attaching individual couples by means of a controlled quantity of 
cement at the hot "spot, as outlined above, precise reproducibility among dif- 
ferent components of the same type is not obtainable. However, for evaluation 
purposes this method appears to be adequate and simple. On the other hand, if 
many similar temperature measurements are expected to be made on certain types 
•of components in various units, the initial investment in procuring a suffi- 
cient number of clips with thermocouples may be warranted since the labor of 
repeatedly cementing couples would be eliminated. 

The installation of thermocouples in air is considerably simpler than 
on surfaces- It is important that the junction and leads are properly suppor- 
ted. For that purpose, a small porcelain tube, preferably provided with two 
axial holes and 1 to 2 millimeters in diameter is most suitable. This in- 
sulator is also capable of supporting a small radiation shield which, if re- 
quired, would have a diameter of about 1/4 inch and be about 1/2 inch long. 
Depending on the size of the space, a shield of smaller diameter can be used. 
However, care must be taken that the shield is sufficiently large and is so 
supported that air can circulate through it freely. This general method of 
supporting thermocouples in air is particularly satisfactory inside of equip- 
ment and flow passages and is applicable to stationary and moveable probes. 
Two types of shielded probes are shown in Figure Ili-4. Considerable simpli- 
fication is possible, at the sacrifice of some accuracy .in locating the couple, 
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Figure III-4. Shielded Thermocouple Probes for Measurement of 
Internal Air Temperature 
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if electrically well-insulated leads are used. The leads may be attached on 
the nearest available surface, vihile the end of the leads having the junc- 
tion is merely bent out a distance of 1/4 to 1/2 inch, so as to be immersed 
in the surrounding air. This method is also quite satisfactory in the meas- 
urement of environmental air temperatures, providing radiation shielding is 
not necessary. However, should shielding be required, installation methods 
similar to those inside the equipment must be used for locating thermocouples 
to measure environmental air temperature. 

Mien internal temperature measurements are required within a metal- 
lic solid section at a depth of more than 1/4 inch, it is usually necessary 
to insulate the thermocouple leads by means 6f a small porcelain tube, as 
described above. The tube is inserted in a hole of slightly larger diameter 
and cemented in place. The use of a porcelain tube is unnecessary and a 
smaller hole may be placed in the metallic body if a cement of good electrical 
insulating properties is used for installation of the thermocouple. Host den- 
tal cements are suitable for this purpose because they are also stable under 
high temperature conditions, and do not shrink. Internal thermocouple instal- 
lation in plastics or other insulators is considerably facilitate'd because no 
insulating materials other than that applied to the wires for the purpose of 
insulating them from each other are necessary. 

The problem of bringing thermocouple leads from within the case of 
a closed electronic unit to the outside deserves some attention. The appli- 
cation of pressure-tight connectors is possible, but rather complicated, 
particularly -where a unit may have a large number of internal temperature 
measuring stations. It should also be observed that the connector jacks may 
have to be of the same materials as the thermocouple vdres where a tempera- 
ture difference of 2CPto 30°C exists between the interior of the unit and its 
environment. There should be practically no temperature difference between 
the two points of attachment of the thermocouple wire to the dissimilar mater- 
ial of the connector inside and outside the unit, since such difference in 
temperature would result in a net thermoelectric effect which •would produce an 
"e.m.f. This contact e.m.f. would add to or subtract from the e.m.f. avail- 
able for the primary temperature indication, depending on the nature of the 
thermocouple wire and the metal of the connector, and would, therefore, cause 
an erroneous determination of the internal temperature. The existence of a 
temperature difference is determined by the difference between internal and 
external temperatures, the internal length of the individual jack, and the 
magnitude of the cross-sectional area of the metallic part of the connector. 
If the latter is great enough, corresponding to individual jacks of about 
l/l6-inch diameter, 1/4 inch or shorter internally, temperature differences of 
30°to 40°C between the internal and the external atmosphere of units can be 
accommodated without the use of connectors made of the same materials as the 
thermocouple wires. 

A substitute method for bringing out a large number of thermocouple 
leads from closed units is by means of a flanged opening covered with a plate 
having a circumference great enough that all wires can be placed alongside^ 
each other radially outward and spaced about 3/8 inch apart. This method is 
shown in Figure III-5, The wires are placed in the arc segments between the 
hold-down bolts and between two flat rubber ring-gaskets, about 1/2 inch wide. 
Tightening of the bolts seals the flange surfaces and the wires between the 
two gaskets. The same principle, as shown in Figure III-5, can also be used 
for a smaller number of wires using the simplified installation shown in 
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Figure III-5. Method for Connecting to Thermocouples in Pressurized Units 

Figure III-6. Satisfactory sealing of 30-gage enameled wire between gaskets 
1/16 inch thick can be obtained to hold air pressure differentials of 100 
pounds per square inch. 

6. Instruments for Thermocouples 

There are a number of standard methods by which the thermal e.m.f. 
of thermocouples can be measured and interpreted in terms of a value on a 
temperature scale. The most convenient of all, for purposes of temperature 
exploration in electronic equipment, is the potentiometer method. A variety 
of instruments operating on this principle are commercially available. They 
differ in sensitivity, ease of operation, and presentation of data. Preci- 
sion instruments are not required for this work since an accuracy of l°to 
2°C in the obtained indication is adequate. This is obtainable with all 
industrial instruments. In addition, such instruments, calibrated in degrees 
centigrade, are cold-junction compensated. In other words, thermocouple leads 
from one junction alone if connected to such instruments will cause a true 
temperature indication. In contrast, precision instruments are not compen- 
sated. They require that a reference junction of known temperature, such as 
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Figure IH-6« Simplified Method for Thermocouple Connection 
in Pressurized Units 

is obtained by submersion in ice, is incorporated in the thermocouple circuit. 
This method is more accurate, but involves some additional complication and 
work which is not warranted. 

For the exploration of small units where the measurement of only 
12 to 24 different temperatures may be necessary, a small portable potenti- 
ometer with manual standardization and balancing at each temperature is 
adequate. One type of this instrument is shown in Figure III-7. It has to 
be used in conjunction with a rotary selector switch to which all thermo- 
couple leads are connected. The switch is connected to the instrument by a 
single set of leads. By its use, each thermocouple can be successively con- 
nected to the instrument and its temperature indication determined by manu- 
ally balancing the thermocouple e.m.f. against a standard e.m.f. supplied by 
a battery across a variable resistor. The latter e.m.f. is standardized fre- 
quently by comparison with a standard cell contained in the instrument. 

The use of a portable potentiometer may be somewhat slow and fa- 
tigueing when a large number of points are to be read in each set of data. 
For this purpose an indicating potentiometer is more suitable. This type 
of instrument is electrically operated and balances automatically to give 
a temperature indication. Standardization is usually manual. Both mechanical 
and electronic types of indicating potentiometers are commercially available. 
The latter is preferable because it balances more rapidly so that a complete 
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Figure III-7. Portable Indicating Potentiometer 
(Brown In3trument Company) 

I 

Figure III-S.    High Speed Indicating Potentiometer with 100 
Integral Selector Switches  (Leeds and Northrup Company) 
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set of measurements can be obtained much mors quickly. Separate rotary selec- 
tor switches can be used -with such instruments. However, some instruments are 
equipped with svdtches for up to 126 points. This is particularly valuable 
in connection "with electronic instruments because the reading of temperatures 
is thus speeded up to the greatest extent. An instrument of this type is shown 
in Figure III-8. 

If temperature-time relationships are to be established, the instru- 
ments described above are somewhat inconvenient because in conjunction with 
obtaining temperature readings with them, time data have to be obtained from 
a separate clock. Recording instruments which are basically the same as the 
indicating instruments produce a temperature-time record by printixig the indi- 
cation on a chart moving at a constant time-calibrated speed. They require 
no attendance because they are also standardised automatically. They contain 
an automatically operated switching mechanism which replaces the manually op- 
erated selector svri-tches used with indicating instruments. Standard instru- 
ments are built to record up to 16 different temperatures per minute. A typ- 
ical strip-chart recorder is shown in Figure III-9» The number of temperature 
readings to be recorded can be increased to 160 points in about 6 minutes by 
combining a standard recorder with an automatic switching unit which can be 
used so that either all l60 points are recorded in succession or any group of 
16 points, or any single point may be selected. One industrial version of the 
instrument is shown in Figure III-10. Such relatively expensive instrumen- 
tation is not particularly vjarranted in laboratory test work on electronic 
units when operation under steady-state conditions is to be investigated. How- 
ever, it is almost mandatory where transient operating conditions are being 
studied. In flight testing, recording instruments are essential if determina- 
tion of transient conditions is of importance or where room for an operator 
is not available. 

7. Checking for Operation within Specified Maximum Temperatures. 
Lacquers 

In the study of an electronic unit for evaluation purposes, with the 
aim of producing data for the determination of performance under other oper- 
ating conditions, and for possible modifications, the use of thermocouples 
for temperature measurement is necessary so as to ascertain successively the 
effects of different operating conditions without disassembly of the unit. 
However, there are circumstances under which only compliance with certain 
temperature limitations must be ascertained. Under such circumstances the 
probable locations of critical-temperature components or other surfaces are 
known. A convenient means of ascertaining whether limiting temperatures are 
reached is by use of lacquers, each rated at a specific melting point. They 
are commercially available as Tempilaq (Reference 5). A small deposit of 
such a material with a melting point equal to the limiting temperature on 
the particular component, case, chassis, or internal equipment atmosphere 
•will indicate, when inspected after operation, whether the limiting tempera- 
ture was reached. This is convenient in single tests in flight, or when 
instrumentation is difficult to apply. However, a principal disadvantage of 
the method is that it will yield no data on the quality of cooling design 
because it can only show whether the operating temperatures were below or in 
excess of the limiting values. In the latter case, subsequent measurements 
mth thermocouples are usually necessary to ascertain the extent to which a 
limiting temperature is exceeded and to furnish the necessary data for re- 
design. 
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Figure I1I-9.    Automatic Strip Chart Recorder 
(Brown Instrument Company) 

Figure IH-10.    High-Speed Multi-Bank Recorder for 
160 Thermocouples (Leeds and Northrup Company) 
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Pressure Measurements 

1. Operational Fressure Level 

Thermal evaluation of electronic equipment under any test condition 
necessitates knowledge of environmental and internal air pressures associated 
•with the operation of the equipment. Regardless of the type of equipment and 
the test conditions, the environmental pressure, normally represented by the 
barometric pressure, must be measured to provide a datum for all other pres- 
sures to be determined. The environmental pressure is also needed to define 
fully the physical properties of the atmosphere in which the equipment is op- 
erating, Temperature measurements on equipment cases and heat exchange sur- 
faces can only be properly interpreted in correlating them with atmospheric 
pressures. Similarly, component temperatures of open units require correla- 
tion vdth atmospheric pressure, particularly when free convection is the 
principal mode of heat transfer utilized. 

The internal pressure level of closed units must be defined to de- 
scribe the heat transfer conditions sxirrounding components, regardless of the 
state of motion or temperature of the internal atmosphere of the equipment. 
Measurement of internal pressure is made in reference to the atmospheric pres- 
sure of the test environment. Therefore, if the pressure-measuring element 
is surrounded by the test atmosphere and open thereto, a differential pressure 
is determined which, when added to the barometric pressure, gives the value 
of the absolute pressure within the closed equipment. 

If the only purpose of connecting a primary pressure-measuring de- 
vice to the equipment case is to determine the internal pressure level, the 
design of the connection itself is not critical. Hov/ever, it is always de- 
sirable to install the pressure tap in such a way that pressure indications 
are not affected by rates and direction of internal air motion. The location 
in the case should be so chosen that the air flow at that particular point is 
parallel to the wall of the case and is not deviated by upstream or downstream 
projections in the Immediate vicinity. Slight inclination of the air flow 
direction to the wall can be tolerated if the tap opening in the case surface 
is small, preferably having a diameter not greater than about l/l6 inch. 
Good methods for installation of single taps in the wall of a case or a duc- 
ted passage are shown in Figure III-11. It is also necessary to prevent 
projecting burrs by filing the opening flush with the inner wall. This pre- 
caution is not effective nor sufficient when high internal velocity exists, 
should the tap be installed at a location where the velocity is directed 
normally to the wall surface. Such conditions may result from baffles, turns 
in the air flow passage, and components in the immediate vicinity of the tap. 
The error thus produced in the value of the absolute operating pressure level 
in bench tests may bs as high as 1/4 inch mercury which would usually be less 
than one per cent of the total value.   The magnitude of the error wotiLd be 
similar under other test conditions, 

2. Static Pressure Differentials 

Measurement of static pressure differentials is essential for ther- 
mal evaluation of all electronic equipment cooled by internal or external 
forced air convection. The purpose may be the determination of pressure drop 
across internal passages containing components and internal heat exchange 
surfaces, to indicate, together with the rate of air flow, the minimum required 
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Figure III-11. Methods for the Installation of 
Pressure Taps in Case Walls and Ducts 

total internal cooling power. Or, the purpose may be to find the pressure drop 
across an external heat exchanger to permit calculation of the external cooling 
power, or establish the requirements for the selection of a blower. Static 
pressure differentials may also be measu. • d in the study of effectiveness of 
cooling design. For that purpose, sections in the internal passages of the 
equipment should be compared for the respective ratios of required internal pow- 
er to heat dissipation in each. 

The general equations for air flow through a system with heat transfer 
are given and discussed in Appendix II. It is apparent from the form of the 
equations that the exact interpretation of measured static pressure differentials 
is possible only if the flow rate, cross-section of the flow area at both meas- 
uring stations and the mean air temperature at both stations are known. In the 
evaluation of total internal system resistance, air inlet and exit temperatures 
at the circulating blower are essentially the same. However, it is unlikely 
that the duct passages for static pressure measurements closest to inlet and 
exit of the blower would have the same cross-sectional areas. Their dimensions 
must be ascertained to evaluate the total pressure produced by the blower. 

The flow cross-section of a heat exchanger passage is usually constant, 
but temperature change of the air occurs. Therefore, measurement must be made 
of the temperatures at inlet and exit which may in many instances require eval- 
uation of air flow rate at entrance and exit. Ducted passages with components 
installed in them have usually irregular flow cross-sections. If they contain 
heat-dissipating components, the air temperature at inlet and exit of such mass- 
ages would not be the same. However, for many equipments the temperature rise 
may be rather small. Therefore, for qualitative measurements and for purpose 
of evaluation, the temperature rise of the air may be neglected. J-n installing 
the pressure taps at such stations, it is best to attempt to choose sections of 
equal area. Since this is not always possible, care must be taken in the inter- 
pretation of the data to correct for the inequality of the flow areas at the 
pressure stations. It is ajso desirable to use for reference stations such 
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locations where the vicinity of components would not irregularly affect the 
pressure distribution along the -walls of the passage. In any case, it 
would be necessary to obtain the static pressure distribution along the wall 
surface at any reference section at more than one location- Therefore, pres- 
sure taps such as shown in Figure III-11 must be installed in the same plane 
normal to the principal direction of air flow at several points on the per- 
iphery of the ducted passage. They may be interconnected so as to yield one 
single static pressure measurement, or the pressures may be measured individ- 
ually and would then be averaged to determine the representative static pres- 
sure for the particular station. 

For the exploration of the static pressure -within an equipment, the 
measurement of individual static pressures at various stations is not satis- 
factory. The principal disadvantage of using this method is that extremely 
accurate individual measurements must be made to insure good accuracy for the 
pressure gradients determined from them. Since the latter are relatively 
small, it is preferable to make measurements of differential pressures. There- 
fore, individual pressure taps at each station should be inter-connected into 
a common header, generally referred to as a piezometer ring. Thus, by con- 
necting the pressure-measuring device differentially between two piezometer 
rings, an accurate measurement of the difference in static pressure between 
two stations can be obtained readily. Furthermore, it is also possible to 
determine the actual static pressure at any section if the static pressure 
has been measured at one section and the differential between the latter and 
the former is known. 

3. Instrumentation 

For the determination of the operational pressure level of electronic 
equipment the measurement of atmospheric pressure is a principal requirement. 
Instruments used for that purpose fall into the general classification of 
barometric devices. In the laboratory it may be a mercury column barometer, 
when high accuracy is required, or an aneroid barometer which usually would be 
satisfactory. In general, an accuracy to 0.01 inch mercury or 0.25 millimeter 
mercury is sufficient for general bench test work. Where altitude conditions 
are simulated by means of an altitude chamber, the pressure-measuring device 
which would determine the chamber's atmospheric pressure is usually incorpor- 
ated in the design of the chamber. Such devices normally are calibrated in 
terms of feet of altitude and permit the experimenter to adjust the operating 
conditions directly from the reading. 

For pressure explorations within equipment cases, instruments are 
required which are capable of measuring relatively small pressures. They are 
generally classified as manometers and use fluids of desirable specific grav- 
ity to balance the pressures to be measured. The pressure reading is ex- 
pressed in terms of the length of the fluid column, which may be in inches or 
millimeters, as desired. Commonly used manometers fluids are mercury, water, 
light mineral oil, and alcohol. In most types of manometers these fluids may 
be used interchangeably since their scales are calibrated in inches of fluid, 
in general. However, there are some types which require the use of a specific 
fluid since the scale is calibrated in terms of another fluid and therefore, 
the divisions of scale length are changed by the ratio of specific gravity of 
the scale-calibration fluid to the manometer fluid. For example, the scale of 
a manometer may indicate a pressure reading in inches of water but may use a 
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light mineral oil as gage fluid. If the specific gravity of the oil is 
0.84, the length of the vertical scale, indicated to correspond to one 
inch of water is 1/0.34- = 1.19 inches. 

Mien water is used as a manometer fluid, care must be taken that 
capillary effects are eliminated. This is aided by the addition of a -wetting 
agent such as Aerosol. In general, the use of commercial-type instruments 
is recommended for test, apparatus since in their design the necessary precau- 
tions have been taken to eliminate capillary effects of prohibitive magnitude 
vjhich may result from improper choice of tubing size and non-uniformity in the 
bore of the tubing. Simple manometers can be made up in the laboratory, if 
desired. However, factors which may affect the accuracy must not be over- 
looked. Manometric relationships are discussed in Appendix III. 

The U-tube manometer is the simplest device of this type. One of 
its commercial versions is shown in Figure III-12. It has a tube large enough 
so that various fluids can be utilized with it. In addition, it usually has 
two blow-out wells, one at the top of each tube inlet, which prevent the over- 
flow of the manometer fluid into the lines of flexible tubing connecting the 
manometer to the equipment, should the pressure range of the instrument be ex- 
ceeded. The U-tube manometer can only be employed to measure pressures suffi- 
ciently large so that its maximum accuracy of about 0.05 inch does not repre- 
sent an appreciable percentage of the total pressure. Its use lacks some 
convenience in that it is necessary to read both legs of the tube, rather than 
one, in spite of the fact that usually at zero pressure differential the two 
fluid columns are to be leveled at the zero-mark of the manometer's scale, and 
the rise and depression of the fluid in both legs would be expected to be equal. 
This precaution is necessary because the glass tubing may not be of entirely 
uniform cross-section. like all other manometric devices, it can be connected 
either differentially, or with one leg to 'the source of pressure and the other 
vented to the atmosphere. In the latter case, the pressure so measured would 
be referred to as gage pressure. 

A more convenient device is the well-type manometer. A commercial de- 
vice of this type is shown in Figure 111-13. It only requires the reading of 
the fluid level in a single tube on a calibrated scale which may take into 
account the difference in cross-sectional area between the tube and the well. 
This is necessary because, while initially the fluid level in the tube and the 
well are equal when the fluid level is at zero, the level in the well is depressed 
slightly below the zero-mark as the fluid rises in the tube. This must be com- 
pensated for in the calibration of the scale. The accuracjr of the well-type 
manometer is about the same as that of the U-tube. 

A different type of the well-type manometer is the inclined-tube 
manometer, such as shown in Figure III-14. This instrument is usually made 
an ranges x& oruer OJ. a/«, «o 3 inches of nater and can be read to an accura= 
ey of 0.01 inch or less. By use of the inclined tube the differential of 
the fluid column is magnified. The scale of the manometer is usually 
calibrated directly in inches of manometer fluid or in Inches of a standard 
fluid. Thus, the manometer may use a light oil as a fluid, though the 
scale has been calibrated in inches of water, by taking into account the 
specific gravity of the oil. Because the magnification factor of the scale is 
only a function of the inclination of the tube, it is necessary that the in- 
clination of the tube be accurately reproduced under all installation conditions 
This is done by means of a spirit level incorporated in the instrument. 
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Figure III-12.    U-Tube 
Manometer (Meriam 
Instrument Company) ä i 
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Figure 111-13.    Well-Type Single Tube 
Manometer (Meriam Instrument Company) 
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Figure III-14.    Inclined-Tube Manometer 
(F. W. Dwyer Manufacturing Company) 

Figure III-35.    Micro-Manometer 
(Meriam Instrument Company) 
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For the measurement of large or small differential pressures to an 
accuracy of 0.001 inch, instruments classified as micro-manometers are com- 
mercially available. One type of this instrument is shewn in Figure 111-15 = 
It combines the advantages of the well-type single-tube manometer -with that 
of the inclined-tube manometer. Vftien the manometer registers zero pressure, 
the fluid column must be located at an etched mark on the inclined central 
portion of the tube. If a pressure is applied to the top of the well, the 
fluid column moves up above the etched mark. The well of the manometer, 
now still behind the zero-mark, can be lowered to bring the top of the fluid 
column back to the etched mark. A pointer serves to indicate the motion of 
the well downward on the scale. The exact position of the pointer can be 
determined from the markings on the crank disc on the lower right which, by 
means of a vernier scale, permits reading of the manometer to 0.001 inch 
water. Similar devices are available which represent modifications of the 
various types. Some micro-manometers are designed to overcome in part the 
disadvantage that time-consuming balancing is required for each reading. 
They use a reversible electric-motor drive for leveling of the well and a 
revolution counter, geared to the vertical calibrated screvi carrying the 
well, to indicate the pressure. 

Air Floy; Measurements 

For the complete thermal evaluation of units cooled internally and/or ex- 
ternally by forced air convection, measurement of the air flow quantity is 
necessary. The information thus obtained serves as basis for evaluation of 
the heat exchange effectiveness of the system as well as for the determina- 
tion of the flow and the power requirements under different operational con- 
ditions. In addition, as pointed out in the discussion of air temperature 
measurements on page 21, the information is necessary for heat balance cal- 
culations which result in the determination of heat quantities otherwise 
unaccounted for. General equations for air flow through a system with heat 
dissipation are given and discussed in Appendix II. 

1. External Cooling Air Flow 

Primary flow-metering elements such as venturi meters, nozzles, and 
orifices cause pressure losses by virtue of their own characteristics and 
because they must be installed in duct runs of appreciable length which also 
offer resistance to air flov;. Blowers incorporated in electronic equipment 
for conveyance of cooling air usually are selected to produce only sufficient 
static pressure to overcome the resistance of the unit at required air flow 
rates. Adding to the unit's resistance that of the metering system, would in 
most instances reduce the blower capacity excessively and would not give cor- 
rect indication of blower performance in conjunction with the electronic unit. 
Therefore, measurement ox external cooling air flow through a unit open to the 
atmosphere, or over the heat exchange surfaces of a closed unit is best accom- 
plished by means of auxiliary equipment. The principal task of this equipment 
is to permit air flow measurement without affecting the performance of the 
blower installed in the electronic unit. 

The basic features of such an auxiliary equipment are shown in Figure 
III-16. The apparatus consists of a constant-speed centrifugal blower and a 
duct containing a metering section, a flow straightener, a throttling device, 
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and a bleed valve. The metering section has two manometers, one for measure- 
ment of static pressure, the other for measurement of differential pressure, 
and provisions for the installation of a calibrated orifice plate of suitable 
size, depending on the range of air flow required. Orifice plates are rec- 
ommended for metering purposes because they can be reproduced by simple ma- 
chining processes and need not be calibrated against a standard device for 
the accuracy required in thermal evaluation studies. Instead, their perform- 
ance can be predicted from their dimensional characteristics. The flow 
straightener is required to insure accuracy in meter readings by eliminating 
spiraling air flow which is a characteristic of single-inlet centrifugal 
blowers. The throttling device would best be an iris-type damper, but could 
also take the form of a blast-gate. Similarly, the bleed valve could either be 
an adjustable plate damper at the end of the bleeder pipe, or a blast-gate. 
Throttle and bleed valves serve to adjust the air flow and pressure level in 
the duct to the requirements of the electronic unit to be tested. 

The structural details of one embodiment of such a flow apparatus 
are described in detail in Appendix IV. The specifications are complete 
enough to permit any organization with only modest shop facilities to assemble 
such an apparatus with little expense. Also, dimensions for manufacture of 
four orifices to cover an air flow range from about 0.01 to 0.3 pounds per sec- 
ond are given, together with flow charts from which air flow quantities can 
be read directly if the barometric pressure, the static gage pressure upstream 
from the orifice, the differential pressure, and the air temperature at the 
orifice have been determined. Measurements of these quantities and suitable 
instrumentation are described in sections beginning on page 21. It should be 
noted that usually the use of a single thermocouple probe in the duct ahead 
of the orifice is sufficient for determination of the air temperature. 

An auxiliary air flow apparatus of the described type should be part 
of- the permanent facilities of an electronic equipment development laboratory, 
since it is not only useful in thermal evaluation work of existing equipments, 
but can be utilized to determine required blower characteristics for cooling 
of nev; equipments under development. 

For evaluation purposes, the apparatus can be installed in several 
ways. The two basic schemes are shown in Figure III-17. Mien the air in- 
take of the electronic unit consists of a single opening to which a duct can 
be connected, by means of a transition piece from the circular cross-section 
of the duct to the shape of the opening, the apparatus should be installed as 
shown in Figure III-17a. Since the auxiliary blower is a constant-speed de- 
vice, the bleed and throttle valves must be so adjusted that the static air 
pressure at some reference location within the unit's air flow passage is the 
same as measured when the auxiliary system is not attached to the unit and 
only the unit's blower is used* If this reference pressure is reproduced, the 
unit's blower is operating under the same conditions. Then, the auxiliary 
blower only serves to overcome the resistance of the auxiliary system, includ- 
ing that of the metering section. The type of operation of the unit's blower, 
whether as a discharge or a suction device, and the manner of discharging the 
cooling air to the atmosphere, whether through a single opening or through 
multiple openings, have no influence on the installation and operation of the 
auxiliary system. 

V»hen the air discharge from the electronic unit consists of a single 
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opening, the apparatus may be converted readily as shown in Figure III-17b 
so as to be attached to that opening. In that case, the auxiliary blov/er 
operates as a suction device. The positions of the bleed and throttling 
valves are interchanged relative to the auxiliary blower and the duct with 
straightener and metering section is reversed. The operation of the auxil- 
iary blower is controlled like in the previous arrangement by the adjustment 
of the two valves so as to reproduce a given reference pressure within the 
electronic unit. Vfoile volumetric capacity of the blower is constant, weight 
flow capacity is reduced since it handles heated air dischargedfrom the unit. 
Therefore, if a unit happens to have inlet and outlet openings both suitable 
for connection of the auxiliary system, it is preferable to connect to the 
inlet opening as described in Figure III-17a. 

2. Internal Circulating Air Flow in Closed Units 

The problem of quantitatively measuring the rate of internal air 
circulation in closed units is considerably more complicated than that of 
measuring external air flow. Yet, internal air flow measurements are of 
great value since they make it possible to separate, by calculation, the heat 
transfer by forced convection between components and the case, or other heat 
exchange surfaces, from the heat transfer by conduction and radiation. This 
permits combined evaluation of the extent of utilization of all three modes 
of heat transfer. 

In closed units which have internal air circulation by forced convec- 
tion, but in random fashion, even measurement of temperature change of the 
air passing over the inner case surfaces is not feasible because no well- 
defined flow passages exist. Therefore, for such units, an attempt to meas- 
ure air circulation quantitatively is of little use since it would not be 
possible to calculate the heat transfer by forced convection separately. How- 
ever, in close;', units with ducted passages and integrated heat exchanger, the 
temperature rise of the air passing internally through the unit can be de- 
termined by measurement of exit and inlet temperature at the heat exchanger. 
knowledge  of the flov: rate would then permit calculation of the total internal 
heat dissipation by forced convection. Internal flow measurement by standard 
means would be most difficult and unreliable, because in the congested condi- 
tions which would exist no suitable locations would be available for installa- 
tion of flow measuring devices. Exploratory devices such as impact tubes, as 
discussed on page 45 would not be satisfactory for quantitative determinations 
and should not be used for this purpose. The use of the auxiliary measuring 
apparatus, as discussed in the previous section, would not be practical for in- 
ternal flo"? measurements because it could not be installed within the inter- 
nal configuration of most electronic units. 

It is possible to measure internal flow rates indirectly by means of 
measuring the static pressure differential between inlet and exit of the blow- 
er, as well as the air's absolute pressure and temperature at the blower's 
inlet, when the electronic unit is operating under the desired conditions. The 
methods for making these measurements are discussed in previous sections. The 
rotational' operating speed of the blower must also be known. The data so col- 
lected can be used to calculate the air flow rate from the characteristics of 
the blower, if the latter are known. The methods of calculation are given in 
Appendix V, concerned with blower test methods. However, where the evaluation 
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of a completed equipment, as furnished, must be undertaken» it is possible 
that the blower characteristics are not known.    In that case,  calibration of 
the blower can be undertaken without too much complication if the blower can 
be removed readily from the unit.    The metering section and throttle of the 
flow apparatus described in Appendix IV can also be used for the purpose of 
blower calibration.    The procedures for the blower calibration and the in- 
terpretation of the data for determination of internal air  flow rates are 
described in Appendix V. 

Velocity Measurements 

In the thermal evaluation of electronic equipment with internal forced 
air circulation, occasions arise for exploration of the velocity distribution 
at various sections.    Therefore, a requirement exists for the measurement of 
local velocities.    One case like this is mentioned on pages 21 and 22 in the 
discussion of air  temperature measurement in a passage of non-uniform velocity 
distribution.    The velocity measurements needed for such purposes are usually 
only of qualitative nature and need not yield absolute values of velocity. 
It is sufficient to compare values measured at various points in the same sec- 
tion so as to determine their relative magnitudes.    Their absolute value can 
also be readily determined if the total quantity of air flow is known.    Then, 
the sum of the products of »ach local velocity function times the area for 
which it is representative, divided by the total flow volume, determines a 
proportionality factor which when applied to  each individual velocity function 
will give the true velocity at any particular point of measurement.    This pro- 
cedure is illustrated in Example A-H-3 in Appendix H« 

Exploration of local velocity distributions is of principal importance 
in equipments which have relatively high internal air velocities.    Those using 
low air velocities of less than 15 feet per second will exhibit less drastic 
effects on component temperatures by change of velocity distributions and, 
therefore, might not warrant study from that viewpoint.    The instrumentation 
required for the quantitative exploration of low internal air velocities is 
very complicated and costly and is considered to be unwarranted for the pur- 
pose of thermal evaluation of electronic equipment. 

A qualitative indication of the distribution of air flow and local veloc- 
ities within a unit can be obtained by various flow visualization techniques. 
For that purpose, it is necessary to replace the case of the unit with one of 
equal configuration, but constructed of a transparent material.    The flow pat- 
tern can then be made apparent by injecting into the air stream at the unit's 
inlet a substance producing a suspension of fine solids.    Chemicals such as 
titanium or silicon tetra-chloride are suitable, but require some experience 
in their use.    Talcum powder or finely divided magnesium silicate may also be 
used- but may require frequent cleaning of the inspection windows in the case 
to which the powder would adhere because of electrostatic charge. 

The relative magnitudes of local velocities within a unit having a trans- 
parent case can also be evaluated conveniently by means of streamers made of 
fine silk or nylon thread.    They are placed in the air flow passages of the 
unit, each so attached that their inclinations to the principal direction of 
air flow can be observed.    For example, if the flow is predominantly horizon- 
tal and across vertical component surfaces, the greatest velocities occur 
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where the streamers assume a nearly horizontal position, vdth their free ends 
pointing in the direction of flow.    A streamer not displaced from its nor- 
mally vertical position would indicate a local dead spot in the flow distri- 
bution. 

Distributions of air velocities of 15 feet per second, or greater,  can 
be determined with a relatively simple device.    The total-pressure tube, as 
shown in Figure III-18 is not only suitable for the determination of the mag- 
nitude of air velocities but also their direction.    As shown in Figure 111-18, 
the tube should be made of small seamless tubing so as to permit its insertion 
in locations where little space is available.    It has the ability to register 
a total pressure which is the sum of the static pressure at the particular 
section plus an impact pressure created by the velocity of the air at the 
particular location at which the tube is inserted.    The tube may be turned 
about its axis so as to  change the relative position of the opening with re- 
spect to the direction of air f lowr ~Its' pro per- position i=sr found when a max- 
imum pressure is registered since it can then be assumed that the opening re- 
ceives direct impingement of air flow.    The total gage pressv-re so produced 
may be indicated by means of a manometer.    Separate measurement of the total 
pressure and the static pressure at the particular section,  is usually not 
desirable since their difference, representing the velocity pressure is quite 
small.    Hence,  a slight error in the measurement of either of the two pres- 
sures would give a large percentage error in the determination of the velocity 
pressure.    Consequently,  it is desirable to connect the total pressure tube 
differentially with a piezometer ring indicating the average static pressure 
at the particular section.    Then, the manometer will indicate the velocity 
pressure only.    The latter is usually quite small,  less than 0.5 inch water, 
and requires for measurement either an inclined-tube manometer or a micro- 
manometer.    The manometer connections are the same as those shown in Figure 
A-III-3, page  350. 

MANOMETER 
CONNECTION 

DIRECTION 
INDICATOR 

PACKING 

CASE SURFACE 

MPACT PORT 

Figure III-18.    Total Pressure Tubes 
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The general air flow equation discussed in Appendix II contains a term 
for the velocity pressure which is shown to be proportional to the square of 
the air velocity. Therefore, a differential pressure measurement performed 
by means of an impact tube will give a pressure indication whose square root 
will be proportional to the local velocity at the point where the tube is 
installed. The velocity function thus obtained is referred to above. The 
absolute value of the local velocity can also be calculated readily from the 
pressure indication. For that purpose, it is also necessary to know the 
staiic pressure at the sectaon so as to be able to calculate the air density. 
This is shovm in Example &-II-1 in Appendix II. I 
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CHAPTER IV 

TEST PROCEDURES FOR EQUIPMENT DESIGNED TO OPERATE IN THE STEADY STATE 

> 

In this chapter, suggested procedures for procuring experimental thermal 
evaluation data are discussed. Bench test procedures applicable to all equip- 
ment classifications are given. Altitude-chamber test procedures are de- 
scribed only for equipments which cannot be analyzed on the basis of bench 
tests, or for which verification of predicted thermal performance is required. 
Since flight testing is not considered to be a method of obtaining data for 
preliminary thermal evaluation, but is more applicable to final acceptance 
testing, detailed descriptions of its procedures are not included. 

Bench_Tests 

In arranging electronic equipment for bench testing care must be taken 
that the surrounding radiant and convective conditions are well defined in or- 
der to make computational analysis of the data and extrapolation to other 
environmental conditions possible. Analogous to the use of a screen room for 
electrical measurements, it is necessary that the bench test area be so located 
or screened to provide a test region in which the air is not disturbed by ex- 
ternal influences and where definition of the radiation environment is not 
complicated by cold outside walls, cold glass surfaces, or hot room heating 
surfaces. It is well to use screens to protect the electronic units from drafts 
and air movements caused by building heating or cooling systems and to pro- 
vide for surrounding surfaces of known eniissivities. The screens are best 
located about five feet from the test stand. This spacing prevents the screens 
from affecting the free convective heat transfer from the units under test and 
permits the use of screens of any consistent material and surface condition. 
"Sfith such an arrangement, the radiant heat transfer is not affected by the char- 
acteristics of the surrounding receiving surfaces, since sufficient distance 
is maintained between them and the radiating surfaces of the electronic units. 

Several precautions must be observed in mounting electronic units for bench 
testing in order that the cooling performance for a particular unit is only neg- 
ligibly affected by adjacent units. Units which are cooled externally by free 
convection and radiation must be located at least two feet apart and should be 
mounted on racks, one foot or more above the table top. The units must not be 
stacked one above the other, since this arrangement would have a sizeable effect 
on the convective heat transfer. Units employing forced convection with an ex- 
ternal exhaust must be so located or baffled that the exhausted air will not 
affect other units being tested. 

If the relative mounting positions have been established by mocking up the 
component units of an equipment to simulate the positions of the final installa- 
tion, it is possible to determine the effects of the installation environment on 
the thermal operation. For evaluation of radiation effects it is essential that 
the materials composing the compartments of the test mock-up duplicate exactly 
those of the final installation. The test data obtained under those conditions, 
when compared to the data obtained in the operation of each individual unit, in- 
dicates the magnitude of the environmental effects of the installation. 

«  i 
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A considerable number of measurements is required to obtain complete 
bench test data. Therefore, the best practice is to test at one time only 
on© or two of the individually cased units composing an equipment. In addi- 
tion, the purpose of the tests must be taken into consideration since it 
affects the type and quantity of measurements to be taken. If the sole pur- 
pose is to obtain data from which the operational thermal conditions of the 
equipment in a particular aircraft installation are to be calculated, the 
number of necessary measurements is smaller than when the effectiveness of 
the thermal design is to be studied. In the former case, when no modifica- 
tions are anticipated, it is mainly necessary to determine -whether all com- 
ponents of the unit -would operate -without any one of them reaching its limit- 
ing temperature when specified operational conditions are maintained. There- 
fore, in bench tests conducted for that purpose, component temperature 
measurements may be limited to the most critical components, except -when all 
components are in direct contact with external cooling air supplied-by-a 
blower. On the other hand, when the effectiveness or quality of the thermal 
design is to be determined, the objective would usually be to accumulate 
sufficient data which would provide the necessary information for modifica- 
tion of the unit, either to make it capable of withstanding more severe 
operating conditions, or to reduce its ?ize or cooling power requirement. 
This would usually include a rather complete survey of component temperatures. 

Since the data discussed in th±3 chapter are to be used in the evaluation 
of steady-state operation, it is important that all measurements be made under 
equilibrium conditions. It is understood, therefore, that all test runs 
should be of sufficient duration to insure thermal equilibrium. Thus, measure- 
ments of the same quantity would give values which are constant with time with- 
in the limits of experimental accuracy. 

Techniques for measurements discussed in the following sections are de- 
scribed in Chapter III. The measurements are classified in accordance with 
their purposes, whether for determination of operational thermal conditions, 
or effectiveness of thermal design. In addition, the measurements are dis- 
cussed from the standpoint of their applicability to all types of.units, re- 
lated groups of units, and individual units. 

1. Measurements Required for all Types of Units for Prediction of 
Operational Thermal Conditions 

i There are certain measurements which must be taken during the bench 
test of any unit to define the test conditions and the overall characteristics 
of the unit. 

The test conditions are defined by the following measurements'. 

a. Room Air Temperature. The conditions in close proximity to the 
unit under test are most important. Therefore, the measurements should be 
made within a few inches of the unit with thermocouples or a thermometer. In 
any event, care should be taken that the air temperature reading is not affec- 
ted by radiant heat exchange between the measuring element and the unit, or 
other surrounding surfaces at appreciably different temperature than the air. 
Therefore, shielding of the thermometric element so as to permit free convec- 
tive air circulation through the shield and over the thermometric element is 
usually necessary. 
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b. Environmental Surface Temperatures. Surfaces surrounding the 
test stand are in radiant heat exchange -with the outer surfaces of the test 
unit. Particularly for units which are dependent on external heat dissipa- 
tion by free convection and radiation the definition of the external radia- 
tion environment is very important. If the test area is screened, as de- 
scribed on page 48, the surrounding surfaces may be assumed to be at room 
air temperature. However, if for any reason the test area is open and is 
exposed to adjacent cold -walls, glass surfaces, or building heating surfaces, 
the temperature of such surfaces should be determined by installation of ther- 
mocouples on them in accordance with methods described on pages 26 to 28 in 
Chapter III. If such surfaces are at low temperature, the thermocouples may 
be taped to them. On heated surfaces a heat resisting cement may be used. 
On metallic surfaces, the thermocouples may be installed by peening of the 
metal around the thermocouple's junction. 

In addition to measuring the temperatures of the surrounding sur- 
faces, their surface characteristics in respect to material and finish should 
be identified as completely as possible. This furnishes the basis for the se- 
lection of representative values of thermal emissivities which must be knovm 
for calculation of radiant heat exchange. 

c. Barometric Pressure. The third variable defining the test envi- 
ronment is the barometric pressure. Its value has considerable bearing on the 
convective conditions and should be measured, not necessarily near the test 
stand but somewhere in the laboratory where the test is being performed. 

The overall characteristics of any unit can be defined by the fol- 
lowing measurements: 

d. Heat Dissipation of Entire Unit. Knowledge of the total heat dis- 
sipation is necessary for supplementation and verification of heat transfer 
calculations made in the analysis of the test data. Measurement of total heat 
dissipation is of electrical nature and should be made in accordance with stand- 
ard methods which are not considered within the scope of this manual. The meas- 
urement of heat dissipation of individual components is necessary only in closed 
vented units if only data for the determination of operational thermal condi- 
tions are required. 

e. Outer Case Temperature. In all types of units, the outer case 
serves as a heat exchange surface which may vary greatly in its importance. 
Nevertheless, it is necessary that the surface temperature of the case, repre- 
sented by a single temperature, or by the combination of several measurements, 
be determined. The temperature of all case surfaces should be measured at 
points about six inches apart with thermocouples cemented to, soldered to, or 
peened into the metal of the case. It may also be important to measure case 
and chassis temperatures when high-temperature components are installed in the 
vicinity, and when it is indicated that considerable heat transfer may occur 
locally by conduction and/or radiation to the case. The case surface must also 
be described with respect to its external finish so that proper known values 
of emissivity can be selected in the calculation of radiant heat exchange be- 
tween the case and its environment. 

For the sole purpose of establishing sufficient test data for the 
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calculation of operational thermal conditions under aircraft installation 
conditions and to determine the unit's suitability for a specific applica- 
tion defined by the compartment temperature, installation environment, and 
operational characteristics of the aircraft, all types of units require the 
following limited measurements'. 

f. Component Surface Temperatures. From inspection of the unit 
and from knowledge of characteristics of individual .components, certain com- 
ponents can be selected -which are most likely to reach their limiting tem- 
perature under unfavorable conditions for heat dissipation. Temperature 
measurements must be made principally on two types of components. They are 
(l) high-output components singly, or surrounded by other high-temperature 
components, or located in a congested environment -where access of the .cir- 
culating internal cooling atmosphere appears to be inhibited, or individually 
shielded; (2) low-output or non-heat-dissipatixig components -which are sensi- 
tive to high temperatures and appear to be exposed to unfavorable environmen- 
tal conditions, resulting either from stratification of high-temperature air 
around the component, or heat transfer by radiation and/or conduction to the 
component from surrounding high-temperature components. 

Component surface temperatures should be measured by use of 
cemented thermocouples or other techniques, as discussed on pages 26 to 28. 
On high-temperature components the thermocouple should be located at the an- 
ticipated hot spot. On temperature-sensitive components the thermocouple 
should be installed on the surface most exposed to radiant and conductive 
heat transfer from high-temperature components. 

2. Measurements Required for All Types of units for Evaluation of 
Effectiveness of Thermal Design 

Considerably more extensive measurements are required when a unit is 
to be studied from the standpoint of quality of cooling design and for pos- 
sible modifications to reduce its size and/or cooling power requirements. 
For such purposes, the measurements necessary for determination of operation- 
al thermal conditions, as outlined above, must also be made. In addition, 
the following measurements should be made for all types of units: 

a. Internal Air Temperatures. For evaluation purposes, the deter- 
mination of internal temperature distribution is of considerable importance 
since it gives an indication of required spatial modifications. Measurements 
should be made with shielded thermocouples located throughout the unit, in 
voids between components and near the surfaces of the case* Particular care 
should be taken in locating thermocouples where stratification of high-tem- 
perature air is indicated and where lack of air distribution is suspected 
because of the interference of other components and baffles» There is no 
fixed specification in reference to spacing of internal temperature measure- 
ment stations, but they should not be separated more than six inches. For 
small units they should be located considerably closer. s?here the internal 
air circulation pattern is known, particularly in units employing internal 
forced convection, air temperatures should be measured at regular distances 
along the air flow path« 3h most locations, the thermocouple probe used 
for air temperature measurement must be shielded from radiation of surround- 
ing components. Only when the environment consists principally of non-heat- 
dissipating components may a bare thermocouple be used. 
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b. Component Surface Temperatures. If possible, the surface tem- 
perature of most components should be measured if a true determination of 
the quality of the design is to be made. It is equally important to determine 
the surface temperatures of components exposed to favorable cooling conditions, 
as -well as of components exposed to unfavorable cooling conditions» This is 
desirable since important clues for the spatial re-arrangement of components 
and the re-distribution of air flow can be gained in this manner. This applies 
equally to high- and low-temperature components since the tests are designed to 
disclose information which will indicate the changes necessary to bring the op- 
erating temperatures of all components as close as possible to the allowable 
temperature limit of each component. 

c. Siternal Blower Input. For all units utilizing blowers internally 
for spot cooling or general air circulation, it is desirable to determine the 
electrical input to the blower motor in order to provide data for the evalua- 
tion of the blower's effectiveness. A measure of the blower5s effectiveness 
is furnished by comparison of the added external heat dissipation requirement of 
the entire unit, resulting from the losses of the motor, with the reduction of 
component temperatures resulting from the acceleration of internal air flow by 
means of the blower» 

3. Measurements Required for Pressurized and Sealed Units Cooled 
Externally by Forced Convection 

Certain additional measurements, besides those applicable to all units, 
are required in bench tests of all pressurized and sealed units employing an ex- 
ternal cooling air blower. The principal purpose of these measurements is to 
furnish the data which would give information on the relationships between the 
performance and characteristics of the heat exchange system and internal and 
external blower performance. 

For the determination of operational thermal conditions the following 
measurements should be made on these units: 

a. Temperature of Heat Exchange Surfaces. Temperature measurements 
are required on all surfaces which are on opposite sides in contact with inter- 
nal and external cooling air. As pointed out in Chapter II, the heat exchange 
surface may be represented by the case proper but may also consist of tubes or 
plates within a heat exchanger core. It is important to obtain a representa- 
tive heat exchanger surface temperature usually derived from several temperature 
measurements, since the component temperatures in such units can be directly 
correlated with this temperature. Therefore, it is desirable to measure the tem- 
perature of the heat exchange surface at a number of points along the cooling 
air path and in any event at at least three or four locations where it is poss- 
ible to install thermocouples. However, in compact heat exchanger cores the 
internal installation of thermocouples would be extremely difficult and, there- 
fore, it may only be possible to measure the surface temperature near the inlet 
and near the outlet of the heat exchanger. With heat exchanger cores employed 
in equipments having an integrated or separate heat exchanger, the difficulty 
in measuring temperatures of heat transfer surfaces is avoided by describing 
performance in terms of air temperatures on both sides of the heat transfer 
surfaces. For the installation of thermocouples, methods such as those described 
on pages 26 to 28 in Chapter III should be used. It is most desirable to peen 
the thermocouple junctions into the metallic heat exchange surfaces. 
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b. Cooling Air Flow Rate. In order to make the analysis of any 
heat exchange system possible, it is necessary to correlate flow rate, 
pressure drop, and surface temperature. Therefore, in bench tests the 
determination of cooling air flow rate is necessary. This air flow may be 
caused by a blower integrated into the design of the unit or located at 
any other point in the flow system. For the purpose of air flow measure- 
ment, an apparatus consisting of a blower and a metering section, mentioned 
on page 41 and described in Appendix IV, should be used. It incorporates a 
convenient source of air supply which is satisfactory for determination of 
the characteristics of the heat exchange system under bench test conditions, 
since blowers integrated into the design of units often are not capable of 
operating contiguously under bench test conditions. They may be designed 
for only intermittent operation at low altitude since their motor may be de- 
signed to carry the cooling blower's load only at high altitude. There- 
fore, if no speed control is used, the weight flow capacity of the blower 
would be excessive at low altitude and would overload the motor. If the blow- 
er motor is capable of operating continuously under bench test conditions, 
it is desirable to use the auxiliary air flow apparatus only in such a way 
that it principally serves to overcome the resistance of the metering sec- 
tion while the cooling blower of the unit is used to overcome the resistance 
of the heat exchange system. Operating in this manner, not only air flow 
measurements, but also data on the blower characteristics are obtained. 
Variation of the air flow rate by means of the auxiliary apparatus is pos- 
sible and necessary for certain tests, as discussed in subsequent sections 
of this chapter in reference to particular types of units. 

c. Heat Exchanger Pressure Drop. An additional requirement for 
the determination of heat exchange system characteristics is the measure- 
ment of the pressure drop of the external cooling air passing over the heat 
exchange surfaces. Measurement of an overall pressure drop is usually suf- 
ficient. It can be made quite simply by installing two pressure taps, one 
at the inlet and the other at the outlet of the heat exchange system, talc- 
ing the necessary precautions as discussed and described on pages 35 and 36 
of Chapter III. A differential manometer connected between the two pressure 
taps would then simply indicate the pressure drop at any flow rate of the 
cooling air through the heat exchanger. Locations of pressure taps should 
be accurately recorded to allow adjustment of the measured pressure drop for 
the differences in flow area at the measurement stations. 

d. Cooling Air Temperatures. Measurement of the cooling air tem- 
perature at the inlet and exit of the heat exchanger is required for defini- 
tion of the heat exchanger characteristics as well as for checking the total 
heat dissipation of the unit calculated from electrical measurements. By 
comparing the heat dissipation of the unit determined from electrical meas- 
urements to the heat dissipation calculated from the measurement of the air 
flow quantity and the temperature rise of the cooling air passing through 
the heat exchanger, an indication is usually obtainable of the accuracy of 
air temperature measurements which are most likely to be less precise than 
the other measurements. In some instances where the cross-section of the 
air flow passage is most irregular at inlet and outlet and where the air 
flow distribution is not uniform it is difficult to obtain a precise measure- 
ment of the temperature of the air stream at entrance and exit of the heat 
exchanger. The methods to be utilized to get an indication of the represen- 
tative air temperature by means of multiple measurements and sub-division of 
the cross-sectional flot» area are indicated on page 21 in Chapter III 
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and should be used wherever possible. For certain types of equipments, partic- 
ularly for those in which the cooling air flows through parallel heat exchange 
passages in which the air temperature rises are unequal, use of an insulated 
mixing chamber at the exit of the equipment may prove necessary when fairly ac- 
curate bulk temperature measurements are desired. The data on tempeiature rise 
of the cooling air combined with the information on the exchanger surface tem- 
perature, heat exchanger pressure drop, and total cooling air flow rates serve 
to define the characteristics of the external heat exchange system. 

e. Blower Tests. When the operating characteristics of the external 
cooling air blower and its driving device employed with any forced-air-cooled 
unit are not known, the interpretation of the bench test data for determination 
of performance under operational conditions is not possible unless a blower test 
is performed. For that purpose the blower which may be integrated into the de- 
sign of the unit may have to be removed and tested separately as outlined in 
Appendix V. However, if the installed blower is accessible, so that it is pos- 
sible to make the necessary measurements, the blower test may be performed on 
the unit. The air flow measuring apparatus described in Appendix IV can be used 
for the purpose of flow measurement. Other measurements to be made in conjunc- 
tion with the blower tests are atmospheric air pressure, static pressure at the 
discharge of the blower, and blower speed. It is also desirable to ascertain 
the power requirements of the cooling air blower for certain loads although this 
information is of little significance in determining the operational thermal 
conditions of a unit. However, for determination of the quality of the cooling 
design of the entire system, knowledge of the power requirements of the cooling 
air blower is essential. 

For the determination of the effectiveness of the thermal design 
and to obtain data for possible modifications, the following measurements should 
be made on pressurized and sealed units cooled by forced convection: 

f. Internal Air Pressure. Units equipped with mechanical means of 
pressurization are influenced in their performance by the adequacy of the pres- 
surization device, since the internal pressure level has an effect on the con- 
vect-ive heat transfer process between the components and the internal atmosphere 
of the unit. Therefore, measurement of the internal pressure should be made 
during bench tests. For the same reason, measurements of the internal pressure 
of sealed units should be made since a characteristic pressure rise of the in- 
ternal atmosphere would occur as the internal temperature of such .units in- 
creases. The maintenance of constant pressure at equilibrium temperature would 
also indicate the quality of the methods utilized for the purpose of sealing the 
unit« The pressure measurements can be made simply by means of a manometer, as 
described on page 35 in Chapter III. 

g. Internal Cooling Air Flow Rate. For evaluation purposes, not only 
determination of the power input to the internal cooling air blower is desir- 
able, as mentioned on page 52, but it would also serve well to be informed on 
the rate of internal air circulation. Measurements for this purpose are rather 
difficult to accomplish since in equipment containing internal air cooling blow- 
ers the conditions are such that the installation of an air metering device is 
hardly possible. Therefore, it may ordinarily be necessary to perform a blower 
test on the internal circulating device according to the methods indicated in 
Appendix V. For the purposes of the test, the blower would have to be removed 
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from the unit. Another alternative is that from known operating characteris- 
tics of the blower, the measured static pressure rise of the air by the blower, 
the air temperature and static pressure at the blower intake, and the measured 
rotative speed of the blower, the internal air circulation rate can be calcu- 
lated. For internally ducted units only, where the total internal air circu- 
lation passes through the blower and the internal heat exchanger, the air flow 
rate can be calculated from the measured temperature drop of the internal 
cooling air across the heat exchanger. By dividing the product of this tem- 
perature drop and the specific heat of air into the total heat dissipation of 
the unit, determined by electrical measurements and corrected for external 
heat loss or gain of the case, ths approximate weight flow rate of the inter- 
nal cooling air would be obtained. 

h. Internal Pressure Gradient and Velocity Distribution. The ef- 
fectiveness of the cooling design of closed units cooled externally by forced 
convection and ducted internally requires the internal exploration of the 
unit for pressure drop across various sections to determine whether undue 
power requirements result by reason of the cooling air flow through sections 
where little or no heat dissipation may take place. The measurements of 
static pressure required in such evaluation tests are described on pages 35 
to 37 in Chapter III. In addition, it is also desirable for the study of 
local cooling conditions to investigate velocity distributions at various 
sections so as to ascertain what possible modifications could be made in the 
arrangement of components. The techniques outlined on pages 45 to 47 in Chap- 
ter III may be utilized, depending on the design of the unit. Shen relative- 
ly high internal circulation rates are used, rather accurate quantitative 
measurements are feasible. Otherwise, qualitative methods of flow visualiza- 
tion, such as mentioned on page 47, are applicable. They require the con- 
struction of a transparent case which in dimensions and other details affect- 
ing the flow pattern is equivalent- to the actual metal case of the unit. 

4. Tests of Pressurized or Sealed Units with Case Cooled by Free 
Convection and Radiation 

a. Measurements. All necessary measurements to be made on such 
units are covered in the preceding Sections 1 and 2 of this chapter. The re- 
quirement for measurement of internal pressure level, mentioned in preceding 
Section 3 with reference to units cooled.externally by forced convection; also 
is applicable to this type of unit. 

b. Test Runs for Determinatior of Operational Thermal Conditions 

At least four test runs should be made in which the unit should 
be so operated that the surface temperature of the case is different in each 
run. The first run should be made under known conditions of room temperature 
and pressure and with a well-defined radiation environment, as previously dis= 
cussed. In thi3 run the standard case and its finish to be used in the ac- 
tual aircraft installation should be used. The three additional runs should 
be made with increased case temperature so that at least four points are 
available from which curves of component temperatures versus case tempera- 
ture may be plotted. 

The case temperature may be increased by insulating the case 
with thin evenly distributed layers of insvlating material. The type of 
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material is unimportant, other than that it should be capable of withstanding 
the maximum anticipated temperature. For insulating many units, cotton fabrics 
or corrugated cardboard may be used without difficulty, although for high- 
temperature units •woven glass fabric or asbestos paper is preferable. 

It is most desirable that several runs are made, each with a dif- 
ferent thickness of insulation and that data for each run be recorded under 
equilibrium conditions«. In one run the temperature of the case should be in- 
creased to a point where one or more components, either heat-producing or non- 
heat-producing, would approach their respective critical or limiting temperatures. 
This would define the entire range of possible application of the unit in terms 
of its case temperature. However, choosing the correct thickness of insulation 
to cover this range by preferably no more than four runs may give some diffi- 
culty. It is simplest to use heavy insulation, immediately after the first run 
without insulation, and thus to attempt to approach limiting conditions. The 
necessary reductions of insulation thickness to obtain the two intermediate con- 
ditions may be estimated on basis of the observed increase in case temperature 
due to application of insulation. This increase in case temperature should be 
approximately proportional to the insulation's thickness. Thus, for example, 
if 1 inch of insulation is found to raise the case temperature, say, 40°C, it is 
necessary to reduce the thickness to 1/2 inch if the case temperature should be 
increased but 20°C 

Surrounding the unit with an environment of controlled temperature 
would best accomplish the desired aim of producing data on variation of com- 
ponent temperatures with case temperature. A special heated test chamber with 
temperature control could be utilized, but would add substantially to required 
costs of instrumentation. Submersion of the unit in an agitated liquid bath of 
controlled temperature would be best for small units with a volume in the order 
of one cubic foot, but would involve more elaborate construction for units of 
greater volume. A method similar to that of wrapping the unit in fabric insula- 
tion, but less cumbersome, would consist in employing an electrically heated 
blanket around the case. The operation of the heating elements in the blanket 
can be controlled and the case temperature can be maintained at the desired 
value by adjusting the level of heat input to the blanket. A potentiometer con- 
troller, actuated by a thermocouple imbedded in the wall of the case, may be 
used as an on-off control for the heating elements, thus automatically maintain- 
ing the required case temperature. 

c. Test Runs for Determination of Effectiveness of Thermal Design 

If data also have to be gathered for the determination of opera- 
tional thermal conditions, no additional test runs are required for the deter- 
mination of the effectiveness of thermal design. It is only necessary to make 
additional more complete measurements, as outlined in the preceding general 
sections on measurements applicable to all types of equipment. Should it only 
be desired to study the temperature distribution within the unit, a single test 
run would be adequate to furnish sufficient data and to indicate what modifica- 
tions may be necessary in the arrangement and methods of installation of indi- 
vidual components. Such a test run should preferably be made under equilibrium 
conditions which would produce limiting temperatures of one or several compon- 
ents. The methods for accomplishing this are described in the preceding para- 
graph on test runs for the determination of operational thermal conditions. 
Thus, one of the test runs applicable to the determination of operational ther- 
mal conditions can be also utilized for the determination of the effectiveness 
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of thermal design. The case temperature obtained in this run, -when interpre- 
ted in terms of the cooling conditions expected in the installation compart- 
ment, -would indicate whether the external methods of heat dissipation from 
the unit, i.e. free convection and radiation, are adequate to dispose of all 
the generated energy. In other words, the heat dissipation from the case, 
calculated on basis of the maximum allowable case temperature and known con- 
vective and radiant heat transfer coefficients being determined by environ- 
mental conditions, must equal the difference between the electrical energy 
input and output of the unit. A conclusion can also be reached on the re- 
quired modification, if necessary, to maintain the case temperature within 
the determined limit. 

5. Tests of Pressurized and Sealed Units with Case Cooled by Forced 
Convection 

its are 
a. Measurements. All necessary measurements to be made on such un- 
covered in the preceding Sections 1, 2, and 3. 

b. Test Runs for Determination of Operational Thermal Conditions 

The purpose of the test runs is to obtain data which would corre- 
late the surface temperature of individual components with the surface tem- 
perature of the case. In such units the surface temperature of the case is 
not only a function of the environmental conditions but is principally deter- 
mined by the rate of air flow. Therefore, the test runs must define the flow 
and heat transfer characteristics of the cooling air passage and the external 
loss characteristics of the entire unit. Using the air flow measuring appara- 
tus described in Appendix IV, the rate of air flow cannot only be measured 
but may also be controlled independently of the natural performance of the 
unit's external blower. The cooling air blower may be operated continuously 
for all test runs and would, require the assistance of the auxiliary blower of 
the air flow apparatus only when its motor would be incapable of carrying the 
entire load. 

The test runs will give only part of the data required for the 
determination of operational thermal conditions. For that purpose, the char- 
acteristics of the blower and the motor must be known to permit calculation of 
the available air flow under any specified conditions. This procedure is il- 
lustrated in Example V-S on page 127. For experimental determination of blower 
characteristics, test methods described in Appendix V may be used unless manu- 
facturers' data are available. Similarly the speed-torque curve for the driv- 
ing motor of the blower would best be obtained from a manufacturer's curve. 

In the first test run the limiting flow rate should be determined 
for which one or several components would reach their maximum allowable tem- 
peratures. This determination is based on a trial-and-error adjustment which 
involves the successive reduction of the rate of air flow. It is also likely 
that under bench test conditions the rate of heat loss from the outer surface 
of the flow passage by radiation and free convection would be sizeable. There- 
fore, the minimum flow rate so determined would not be entirely representative, 
unless the case is insulated. The insulation should be made up of 3 inches of 
glass wool or felt, covered externally with aluminum foil. This would reduce 
the heat loss from the surface of the case to about 1 watt per square foot for 
each 25°C of temperature difference. On basis of the required air flow rate 
in the limiting test run, the desired flow rates for additional test runs can 
be up to three-times greater than the basic rate. At least three,but prefer- 
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ably five runs should be made with the increased rates of air flow. 

In summary, to produce part of the data for the determination 
of operational thermal conditions, several test runs must be made vdth cool- 
ing air flow rates varying between a minimum quantity corresponding to lim- 
iting temperatures of one or several components, to a maximum quantity at 
least three-times as great as the minimum quantity. In such test runs the 
measurements pointed out in previous sections to be applicable to all units, 
and more particularly those applicable to pressurized units cooled by forced 
convection, must be made to define the heat transfer characteristics of the 
unit. The use of the auxiliary air flow apparatus for the supply of air as 
well as for a means of measuring the air flov; is necessary. 

c. Test Runs for Determination of Effectiveness of Thermal Design 

The test runs which are required to produce data necessary for 
the calculation of operational thermal conditions may also be used for the 
determination of the effectiveness of the thermal design. For that purpose, 
a single test run, preferably the one at which limiting component surface tem- 
peratures are reached, would be sufficient. However, more complete instru- 
mentation and additional measurements, as outlined in the preceding Sections 
1 and 2, are necessary« Extensive exploration of internal surface temperatures 
and air flow velocities would give data on the quality of the internal design 
of the unit which consists principally in the arrangement of components, the 
internal air distribution system, and the means employed for the transfer of 
heat from the components to the heat exchanger» The results of this single 
test run would be sufficient to give an indication of the modifications neces- 
sary in the arrangement of components and other contributing factors to improve 
the effectiveness of the design. 

6. Tests of Pressurized and Sealed Units with Case-Envelope Heat Exchanger 
Cooled by Forced Convection 

Measurements and test runs to be performed on such units for the de- 
termination of operational thermal conditions as well as for the determination 
of effectiveness of cooling design are the same as those for pressurized and 
sealed units with plain case cooled by forced convection. Because of more ef- 
fective forced convective cooling, units with case-envelope heat exchangers 
need not necessarily be tested with external insulation since heat losses from 
the external surface of the heat exchanger would represent a relatively small 
quantity of the total heat dissipation. However, in making measurements of 
the temperature of heat exchanger surfaces it is necessary to make a more com- 
plete exploration than where the plain case is the only heat transfer surface. 
Similarly, in the study of the internal heat transfer pattern, desirable for 
the evaluation of the effectiveness of the thermal design, a more complete 
exploration of internal air distribution patterns, pressure drops, and indi- 
vidual component temperatures is desirable because units with external heat 
exchangers would have, as a rule, rather systematic internal air flow patterns 
which deserve considerable care in their design in order to insure best power 
economy. The operating characteristics, consisting of power requirements, dis- 
charge quantity, as well as static pressure production, of the internal as well 
as the external cooling blowers, should also be determined. As mentioned in 
the preceding section on units with a plain case cooled by forced convection, 
the heat exchanger's flow characteristics should be determined by the use of 
the auxiliary air flow apparatus and its measuring section. If the blower 
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characteristics must be determined experimentally because performance data 
are not available, a standard test as described in Appendix V must be per- 
formed on the blower, disconnected and removed from the electronic equipment. 

7, Tests of Pressurized and Sealed Units with Integrated or Separate 
Heat Exchanger Cooled by Forced Convection 

Th« principal measurements and test runs required for this type of 
unit are the same as for the other pressurized and sealed units cooled by 
forced convection described in the preceding Sections 5 and 6. If the same 
type of test runs are performed, data are produced which would correlate the 
component surface temperatures with the average internal air temperature, and 
the external cooling air pressure drop with the weight flow rate through the 
heat exchanger. Measurement of heat exchanger surface temperatures is not re- 
quired as shown in Example VI-7, page 186. In these test runs with variable 
external air rate heat dissipation other than that caused by forced corrective 
heat transfer in the integrated or separate heat exchanger may be eliminated 
by insulating the external surfaces of the equipment case. The cooling data 
so obtained would minimize the effects of radiation and conduction from the 
components to the case. This would result in greater air flow requirements 
than would be necessary if the environmental conditions were such that some 
heat loss would be possible from the surface of the heat exchanger case under 
normal operating conditions. However, it is also permissible to make the test 
runs with bare case, but then case temperature measurements must bs made to 
provide the data for calculation of the external heat dissipation. The heat 
dissipation so calculated may be checked by heat balance calculations inwhicn 
the difference between the total heat dissipation determined from electrical 
measurements and the heat dissipation accounted for by the air flow ^aröity 
and temperature rise of the external cooling air passing through the heat ex- 
changer is determined. 

6. Tests of Vented Units with Closed Case Cooled by Free Convection and 
Radiation 

The only measurements to be performed on such units are those which 
are applicable to all types of units as discussed and described in Sections 1 
and 2. Calculations, based on bench test data, for determination of operation- 
al thermal conditions have only limited accuracy when applied to this type of 
unit. Similarly, it is difficult to determine the effectiveness of the ther- 
mal design accurately because variation of the case temperature alone under 
bench test conditions would not be sufficient to give ^raaMm on eowjj- 
ponding variations in component temperatures under various altitude conditions. 
Any given surface temperature variation of the case would correspond to a cer^ 
tSi oJSaSng altitude and operational environment for which the internal at- 
:SühoSr«f the «auinment would be different than that available under bench 
tost conditions. "Consequently, the mechanism of heat transfer from the compon- 
enfs to the case would also be altered and, therefore, the temperature differ- 
ence measured between components and the case under bench test condition* would 
X materially different, even though the case temperature coulo be identical. 
Sertfore? bench test data of suclTunits must be supplemented with altitude- 
chamber test data if a complete thermal evaluation study is to be -oade. 

Bench test data such as may be used for the determination of operation- 
al thermal conditions and the effectiveness of the thermal design may be ob- 
tainedto a single test run. In this test run which could be performed for 
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both purposes, depending on the extent of the measurements being made, the 
unit should be operated until equilibrium is reached under standard bench test 
conditions and in the form in •which it is intended to be installed in the air- 
craft. No additional test runs under modified conditions, such as could be 
obtained by covering the case with insulation, are required since the data so 
obtained would be only of limited significance. They would give some informa- 
tion on the operating characteristics of such components which would be de- 
pendent largely on conductive heat transfer to the case and vrould, therefore, 
disclose the contribution which other modes of heat transfer such as free con- 
vection and radiation would make to the total heat dissipation from such com- 
ponents. In general, however, it should be emphasized that the single test 
run, indicated above, would be sufficient to provide data for the calculation 
of temperatures of the most critical components under operational conditions 
and to give information on temperature distribution within the unit which would 
be indicative of the a.uality of thermal design. 

9. Tests of Vented Units with Open Case and Through-Flow of Atmospheric 
Air by Natural Convection 

Bench tests of such units yield insufficient data for the determination 
of operational thermal conditions by calculation. Altitude-chamber tests are 
required to produce data for evaluation of operational thermal conditions. How- 
ever, bench tests are at least partly applicable to the determination of the 
effectiveness of thermal design of such •units, although for this purpose also 
supplementary information from altitude chamber tests is desirable. The bench 
test data would not give a reliable indication of the quality of thermal design 
in terms of operation under high-altitude conditions. Under such conditions, 
the distribution between the various modes of heat transfer contributing to the 
heat dissipation from individual components would be altered. On the other hand, 
in a single bench test in which most of the component temperatures are measured, 
a temperature distribution pattern within the unit can be determined which would 
readily disclose most of the existing unfavorable conditions. The type of meas= 
urements to be made would be essentially the same as those for all other types 
of electronic units. Component temperatures are of principal importance, while 
case temperatures and air temperatures are of interest for reference purposes 
but would not be necessarily indicative of the quality of the unit's thermal de- 
sign. In some instances, internal measurements of air temperature distribution 
would disclose regions of stratification which are the result of unsatisfactory 
arrangements of air circulation passages. Since the test procedure is quite 
simple, requiring no control equipment and a limited number of measurements only, 
repeated measurements may readily be made. Successive tests should be performed 
under equilibrium conditions. They should serve to supplement data previously ob- 
tained with progressively more detailed information. The type of required in- 
formation would b© established by cumulative analyses of available data. 

10. Tests of Vented Units with Open Case and Forced Through-Flow of Atmos- 
pheric Air 

a. Measurements 

In addition to the measurements required for all electronic units, 
several measurements must be made which are similar to those required for pres- 
surized units being cooled by forced air flow. like the pressurized unit, the 
vented unit with forced air flow over the component surfaces can be defined as 
a heat exchanger on the basis of the surface temperatures of components, the 
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overall pressure drop of the cooling air, the total rate of air flow, and 
ths temperature rise of the cooling air passing through the unit. 

For the purpose of the determination of operational thermal con- 
ditions the following additional measurements must be made: 

(1) Cooling Air Flow Rate. Measurements have to be made by ap- 
plication of the air flow measuring apparatus as described in Appendix IV. 
The details as discussed on page 53 with reference to the pressurized equip- 
ment cooled by forced air flow are also applicable to this type of equip- 
ment* 

(2) Cooling Air Pressure Drop. In order to be able to define 
the flow characteristics of the electronic unit in which the components are 
±Q direct contact with the cooling air, not only the cooling air flow passing 
through it has to be measured but also the pressure drop. An overall measure- 
ment from the inlet to the outlet of the unit is sufficient. Actually this can 
be obtained by a single measurement of static pressure at the inlet or the ex- 
it of the cooling air blower, depending whether the blower is a suction or a 
discharge device, inducing or forcing flow through the unit, respectively. De- 
tails indicating the technique of making the static pressure measurements are 
discussed on pages 55 to 41 in Chapter III. 

(3) Cooling Air Temperature. Measurements of the inlet and exit 
temperature of the cooling air must be made in accordance with the require- 
ments discussed for pressurized units on page 53. 

(4) Component Temperatures. For this particular type of unit, 
the complete exploration of component temperatures, for other units usually 
only required for the determination of the effectiveness of the thermal design, 
is of considerable importance for the purpose of the determination of operation- 
al thermal conditions. Only if a sufficient number of component temperatures 
are known can the heat exchange characteristics of the unit be defined similar- 
ly to those of a surface-type heat exchanger of tubular or plate construction. 
It is necessary to measure the temperatures of as many components as possible 
which would be expected to operate near their respective limiting temperature 
under thermally severe operational conditions. 

For the determination of the effectiveness of thermal design and 
to obtain data for possible modifications, the measurements to be made on vent- 
ed units with forced through-flow of atmospheric air are the same as those re- 
quired for the exploration of the internal characteristics of pressurized units 
with internal blowers, as discussed on pages 54 and 55. In addition to the 
exploration of component temperatures, the following measurements are of par- 
ticular significance • 

(5) Air Flow Distribution. Wien several parallel flow passages 
exist, measurements should be made of flow distribution. These data combined 
with knowledge of component temperatures would be indicative of possible energy 
savings and reduction of blower size to be effected by redesign of tne flow 
passages. The techniques to be utilized are dependent on the design of the 
mit. In general, the pressure drop across a given passage, when the unit is 
operating normally with flow through all passages, could be used as reference 
to reproduce the same flow when all other passages are blocked. Then, meas- 
urement of partial flow is possible by means of throttling the blower, util- 
izing methods indicated in Chapter III. 
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(6) Pressure Gradients and Velocity Distribution. The evalua- 
tion of the effectiveness of air distribution -within a passage requires 
knovjledge of the pressure drop across various portions of the passage. Com- 
parison of the cooling energy, determined on basis of such pressure drops and 
the flow rate in the passage, with corresponding heat dissipation would reveal 
the adequacy of the component spacings used. The applicable techniques are 
outlined on pages 35 to 37 in Chapter III. 

b. Test Runs for Determination of 'Operational Thermal Conditions 

like for pressurized units cooled by forced convection the test 
runs are designed to produce data for the determination of the heat transfer and 
flow characteristics of the unit. The same general methods as described for 
pressurized units on page 51 are also applicable to vented units with forced 
through-flow of atmospheric air. An attempt should be made to make the basic 
test run with such a rate of cooling air flow that the limiting operating tem- 
perature on one or several components is obtained. However, since the case for 
all test runs should remain uninsulated, it is very likely that if the attempt 
is made to produce such cooling conditions in bench tests, a major portion of 
the heat transfer from components would be by free convection which could not 
be correlated with the operation of the unit at high altitude where forced con- 
vective cooling produced by the blower would predominate. Therefore, care must 
be taken in the interpretation of the data of this basic test run. They may have 
to be disregarded if found not to correlate satisfactorily with data obtained at 
higher flow rates. These latter test runs should be made then at increased rates 
of air flow up to the natural discharge capacity of the blower under bench test 
conditions. It is possible that the blower motor would have inadequate power to 
carry the load imposed by the blower under bench test conditions operating con- 
tinuously. In that case, the auxiliary apparatus must be relied upon to supply 
the cooling air, although the integrated blower of the unit may still operate 
but would then not have to provide for the total pressure drop which the cooling 
air would encounter passing through the unit. However, the air flow quantity 
would be the same. At least five runs should be made with different rates öf air 
flow. It is desirable to make at least three runs at higher flow rates where, 
under bench test conditions, component temperatures may be reduced appreciably be- 
IOYJ the allowable limit. For the data produced by these runs, the correlation and 
interpretation of the heat transfer process based on forced convection would be 
most applicable. At the lower flow rates, where component temperatures would tend 
to reach the maximum values, the analysis would not be entirely reliable because 
of the aforementioned considerable free convective cooling effect to be expected. 

c. Test Runs for the Determination of Effectiveness of Thermal Design 

These test runs would not differ from those to be made for the de- 
termination of operational thermal conditions, other than by the type of measure- 
ments to be made, particularly in respect to air flow distribution pressure grad- 
ients and internal velocity distributions. Since in the test runs for the deter- 
mination of operational thermal conditions a considerable number of component 
temperatures should be meastired, few supplementary component temperature measure- 
ments would have to be made for the purpose of determinijig the effectiveness of 
the thermal design. Additional information would consist in determination of the 
power requirements of the blower. Consequently, for the sole purpose of determin- 
ing the effectiveness of thermal design, only a single test run is required under 
standard bench test conditions with the blower operating at its normal discharge 
rate. From such data sufficient information would be obtainable to indicate 
possible modifications in the arrangement of the components and cooling air passages. 
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Altitude Chamber Tests 

Procedures used in. altitude chamber testing are little more complicated 
than those for bench testing. In fact, as -will be apparent from the follow- 
ing subject matter, altitude chamber tests are simpler in some instances. 
However, it is suggested that they not be looked upon as the principal experi- 
mental method for thermal evaluation. They require a sizable investment in 
test equipment, and complications arise frequently in the operation of this 
equipment. Installing an electronic unit in an altitude chamber and instru- 
menting it for suitable temperature measurements is a time-consuming task. 
Also, it should be understood that environmental conditions produced in an 
altitude chamber fall far short of simulating actual operational conditions 
encountered in aircraft installations. Altitude chambers of limited size do 
not permit testing of an entire equipment made up of several units, for eval- 
uating the thermal interaction of these units. In particular, the state of 
air motion in most altitude chambers makes it impossible to correlate test 
conditions with' those in aircraft compartments. The latter must always be 
defined in terms of four variables, i.e. the ambient pressure, the ambient 
air temperature, the rate of air motion, and the temperature and surface char- 
acteristics of the compartment -walls. As a rule, altitude chambers presently 
used can only simulate the first two of the four variables. 

In view of the above limitations of altitude chambers of current design, 
it is recommended that their use in the thermal evaluation of electronic units 
designed to operate in the steady state be restricted to certain types of 
units and evaluation problems. Recoasaeaded tests would provide data for the 
prediction of operational thermal conditions only, since the effectiveness 
of thermal design can usually be evaluated on the basis of bench test data. 
Vented units are the exception, because for them the distribution bet-ween 
free convection and radiation from basic components affects the effectiveness 
of thermal design under high-altitude operating conditions. This distribution 
cannot be predicted from bench test data. Thus, while required for vented 
units, complete temperature explorations for the purpose of evaluating effect- 
iveness of thermal design would, in general, be considered incidental to alti- 
tude chamber tests. 

Three basic applications of altitude chamber tests for thermal evaluation 
of electronic units apply to (l) vented units which cannot be evaluated on the 
basis of bench test data, (2) units equipped -with blower-motor units of un- 
known characteristics and for which operational conditions need be predicted 
only for a limited range of environmental conditions, and (3) verification of 
analytical results obtained from the interpretation of bench test data, pro- 
viding environmental conditions can be controlled to correspond to those as- 
sumed in the analysis. 

The first type of application is principally concerned with vented units 
which are either closed and cooled externally by free convection and radiation, 
or are open, and cooled by natural through-flow of compartment air. While for 
the former type of unit no special precautions are necessary in the performance 
of altitude chamber tests, the latter type is very sensitive to environmental 
conditions, particularly in respect to air motion, and therefore, in order to 
obtain data which are suitable for interpretation, extensive precautions must 
be taken to eliminate the effects of the chamber's internal air circulation 
pattern. Details of the required test apparatus are further discussed on page 
68. 
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In the second type of application to electronic units equipped with blower 
motor whose characteristics are not known, simple test procedures may be util- 
ized to correlate directly component temperatures, or, by means of heat balance, 
the available air flow rate, with environmental conditions as defined by air 
pressure and temperature. In such tests all effects of the altitude chamber de- 
sign must be eliminated by thermal insulation of the test unit. This is further 
discussed on page 66. It is also possible to obtain, by means of altitude cham- 
ber tests, additional information on units which are subject to appreciable heat 
losses from their external surfaces by other modes than the forced-convective 
cooling provided by their blower-motor units. This information can be utilized 
to predict more accurately operational thermal conditions in an environment of 
known characteristics. For all pressurized units the necessary test procedures 
are quite simple. For vented units utilizing forced through-flow of compartment 
air, more extensive-test apparatus is required, as discussed on page 70. 

It should be mentioned here that for pressurized units cooled by free con- 
vection and radiation, altitude chamber tests are entirely insignificant since 
they could not simulate actual installation conditions unless extensive auxiliary 
apparatus within the altitude chamber is used to provide essentially a mock-up of 
the installation compartment. Otherwise, it is more reliable to calculate case 
surface temperatures on such units from analytical considerations and to correlate 
component temperatures with the case temperaturej so determined, based on values 
of temperature rise measured in bench tests. 

Details on required measurements and test procedures to be used for various 
types of units in altitude chambers are discussed in the following sections to 
the extent in which they differ from bench test practice. The general consider- 
ations outlined on page 49 for bench tests in reference to types and quantity of 
temperature measurements, duration of test runs, and techniques of measurements 
also apply to altitude chamber tests. 

1. Measurements Required for All Types of Units 

The following measurements are required for all altitude chamber tests 
to define the test conditions and the overall characteristics of the unit. The 
latter are determined as in bench tests, discussed on pages 50 and 51, except that 
component temperature measurements are not necessary if bench test data are avail- 
able. Component temperature measurements would be made on vented units or on 
pressurized units if running of additional bench tests is not desired. The test 
conditions in altitude chambers are defined by the following measurements: 

a. Air Temperature. Measurement of the air temperature in an altitude 
chamber is usually practical by means of the temperature-measuring device installed 
in the chamber fcr control purposes. However, frequent calibration of such de- 
vices which are eouüonly expansion-type elements, is recommended. An independent 
measurement for calibration can be obtained at one location by means of an unshield- 
ed probe, since the inherent turbulence of air inside the chamber causes thorough 
mixing. 

b. Environmental Surface Temperatures. The measurement of altitude cham- 
ber wall temperatures is usually not necessary, since they are essentially equal 
to the air temperature. The analytical procedures outlined in Chapter VII do 
not require definition of the radiation environment created by the walls of 
the chamber. 
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c. Chamber Pressure. Pressure-measuring devices usually permanently 
installed in altitude chambers, are of sufficient accuracy to give indications 
of corresponding altitude conditions whenever individual tests are performed 
for specified conditions. However, if test data are desired for several al- 
titudes and should subsequently be correlated, or should serve to verify cal- 
culations made on basis of bench test data, accurate pressure measurements 
are desirable. The sensitivity of altitude gages commonly installed on chambers 
may not be good enough for such purposes and their calibration may not be en- 
tirely reliable. Under such circumstances, the use of a mercury-column manom- 
eter for measurement of the gage pressure and a sensitive barometer for the 
determination of the atmospheric pressure are recommended to provide informa- 
tion on the absolute chamber pressure with an accuracy of at least 0.05-inch 
mercury. 

2. Tests of Pressurized and Sealed Units Cooled by Forced Convection 

The objectives, measurements, and procedures discussed in the follow- 
ing apply to units with a plain case surrounded -with a circumferential baffle 
to provide an air flow passage, as well as to units with case-envelope type 
heat exchangers. Altitude chamber tests on such units may be desirable if it 
is necessary to determine the performance of the unit for a specified combina- 
tion of air pressure and temperature and the characteristics of the blower- 
motor unit are not known. Under such circumstances either one of two objectives 
may be fuDüilled. First, it may be desired to determine merely the air flow 
rate of the blower in combination with the unit for the given pressure and tem- 
perature conditions; then measurements of surface and component temperatures 
would not be necessary since bench test data could be used to calculate them on 
the basis of the determined air flow rats. Second, it may be desired to deter- 
mine the highest possible case temperature for the given air pressure and tem- 
perature if no external losses from the unit occur; then measurement of air 
flow would be unnecessary since component temperatures can be calculated from 
the determined case temperature on basis of temperature rise data obtained in 
bench tests. In addition to blower performance, it may also be desired to 
determine the heat transfer characteristics of the external surfaces and cooling 
passages of the unit so as to provide more concise data for the calculation of 
external losses than would be available from bench test data. For that purpose, 
more extensive measurements and test runs would be necessary, as outlined below, 
but component temperatures would not have to be determined. 

a. Measurements. In addition to the measurements required for the 
determination, of overall characteristics, as pointed out on pages 50 and 51, 
certain other measurements are necessary. In particular, if it is desired to 
determine the air flow rate of the blower, accurate measurements of heat dis- 
sipation and of the mean air temperature entering and leaving the cooling 
passage of the unit must be obtained. The positioning and methods of shield- 
ing thermocouples to be used for such purposes are discussed in Chapter III, 
pages 26 to 28. Also, if it is desired to obtain data on the heat transfer 
characteristics of the external passages and surfaces, thermocouples must be 
installed at regular intervals on the external surfaces of the cooling air 
passage. 

b. Test Runs 

For all test runs, the unit must be mounted in the chamber in 
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such a manner that the inlet and outlet of the cooling passage are not affected 
by the turbulent conditions -which may exist in the chamber. Particular care 
must be exercised that these openings are not so located in reference to the 
air circulation pattern within the chamber that a positive or negative pressure 
be produced on the air intake or outlet of the unit* Obviously, this would re- 
sult in incorrect determination of the air flow rate and the flow-producing 
capabilities of the blower. Therefore, particularly if the chamber is small as 
compared to the size of the unit, the installation of deflection baffles or of 
suitable screens is recommended. Quantitative measurements to determine such 
effects are complicated and laborious. The use of flow visualization techniques, 
as outlined on page 46, is suggested. Indications should be obtained when the 
chamber is closed and its air circulation system is in operation, while the blow- 
er of the electronic unit is inoperative. 

For the purpose of determining the air flow rate obtainable under 
specified conditions of ambient pressure and temperature, it is necessary to make 
one test run in the altitude chamber for each combination of pressure and tempera- 
ture until thermal equilibrium conditions are obtained. Since it is desired to 
determine the air flow rate on basis of the known total heat dissipation of the 
unit and the temperature rise of the air passing through the unit, it is required 
that the unit be insulated by several layers of felt, at least 2 inches thick 
overall, so that practically all the heat dissipation would occur to the cooling 
aü% The same test procedure, also with one run each for specified conditions 
of pressure and temperature, would be necessary to determine a direct correlation 
of measured case surface temperature with ambient pressure and temperature condi- 
tions without calculation of the air flow rate. The resulting measurements of 
case surface temperature would be the extreme values to be expected under actual 
installation conditions, since the external insulation prevents any other heat 
dissipation to the test environment. The other probable extreme would be estab- 
lished by one test run each for given conditions of pressure and temperature 
with a bare external surface of the unit. It is likely that this condition would 
represent the greatest probable heat loss since the rate of air motion in the 
altitude chamber would usually be greater than in an aircraft compartment. Such 
a second series of test runs is required when data are desired on the heat trans- 
fer characteristics of the external cooling passages of the unit and their effects 
on heat dissipation other than to the flow of cooling air supplied by the unit's • 
blower. 

3. Tests of Pressurized and Sealed Units with Integral or Separate Heat 
Exchanger 

The objectives of performing altitude chamber tests on this type of unit 
are usually the same as for the other pressurized units, as described in the pre- 
ceding section. 

a. Measurements. In addition to the measurements made on the other 
pressurized units, it is of particular importance for units with integral or 
separate heat exchangers to obtain temperature data on the air entering and leav- 
ing the section within the unit where the electronic components are installed. 
Also, to provide data for determination of the external heat dissipation charac- 
teristics of the unit the surface temperatures of the case must be measured by 
means of embedded thermocouples for all test conditions. It may also be desir- 
able in some instances to measure temperatures of the outer surface of insulation 
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applied to the case in the various tests, as outlined below. Such measure- 
ments are useful to provide data for comparison of heat flow through the 
insulation calculated by measured temperature drop across the insulation and 
estimated thermal conductance, with heat flow determined from heat balance 
calculations. 

b. Test Runs. The same precautions as outlined in the preceding 
section must also be observed for this type of unit. For each ambient con- 
dition specified, the number of required test runs would vary, depending on 
the purpose for which the data are intended. To determine the available air 
flow rate alone, one test run for each condition would be sufficient, pro- 
viding the external case of the unit is heavily insulated so as to eliminate 
external heat loss. Such a run would also correlate directly the mean in- 
ternal air temperature with external conditions and would permit, with the 
aid of additional bench test data, determination of component temperatures 
for the worst possible conditions which would occur when there is no heat 
dissipation from the case. Additional test runs are required to provide 
data on the heat-dissipating capacity of the unit's case. For that purpose, 
for each combination of environmental pressure and temperature at least two 
additional test runs are desired with reduced thicknesses of insulation and 
one additional test run with bare case. Pata so established for each envir- 
onmental operating condition would correlate the -heat dissipation from the 
case with the case surface temperature. 

4. Tests of Vented Units with Closed Case 

The objectives in testing such units in altitude chambers are usually 
to provide data for the prediction of component temperatures for specified 
environmental altitude, as well as for the evaluation of the effectiveness of 
thermal design with particular reference to altitude operation. Therefore, 
the scope of the tests is considerably greater than for other types of units 
and of more general significance. 

a. Measurements. In altitude chamber tests' of closed vented units, 
temperature measurements to be made must be considerably more extensive than 
for other units for which the purposes of the tests are more limited. A com- 
plete exploration of surface temperatures on components, chassis, and case is 
required and should be performed by means of thermocouples installed in ac- 
cordance with the methods outlined in Chapter ILL. 

b. Test Runs 

If the case of the unit is so designed that small pressure dif- 
ferences between opposite surfaces would not cause air flow through the unit, 
no particular precautions are necessary in installing the unit in an altitude 
chamber. However, if the possibility exists that the air circulation within 
the chamber may affect the convection conditions within the unit's case, care 
must be exercised that suitable deflection baffles are installed so that the 
circulating blower of the chamber does not create pressure differentials be- 
tween the various surfaces of the case. 

The test runs must be designed to determine a correlation of com- 
ponent temperatures with case temperature for each environmental pressure. 
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applied to the case in the various tests, as outlined below. Such measure- 
ments are useful to provide data for comparison of heat flow through the 
insulation calculated by measured temperature drop across the insulation and 
estimated thermal conductance, with heat flow determined from heat balance 
calculations. 

b. Test Runs. The same precautions as outlined in the preceding 
section must also be observed for this type of unit. For each ambient con- 
dition specified, the number of required test runs would vary, depending on 
the purpose for which the data are intended. To determine the available air 
flow rate alone, one test run for each condition would be sufficient, pro- 
viding the external case of the unit is heavily insulated so as to eliminate 
external heat loss. Such a run would also correlate directly the mean in- 
ternal air temperature with external conditions and would permit, with the 
aid of additional bench test data, determination of component temperatures 
for the worst possible conditions which would occur when there is no heat 
dissipation from the case. Additional test runs are required to provide 
data on the heat-dissipating capacity of the unit's case. For that purpose, 
for each combination of environmental pressure and temperature at least two 
additional test runs are desired with reduced thicknesses of insulation and 
one additional test run with bare case. Cata so established for each envir- 
onmental operating condition would correlate the -heat dissipation from the 
case with the case surface temperature. 

4. Tests of Vented Units with Closed Case 

The objectives in testing such units in altitude chambers are usually 
to provide data for the prediction of component temperatures for specified 
environmental altitude, as well as for the evaluation of the effectiveness of 
thermal design with par" reference to altitude operation. Therefore, 
the scope of the tests is considerably greater than for other types of units 
and of more general significance. 

a. Measurements. In altitude chamber tests' of closed vented units, 
temperature measurements to be made must be considerably more extensive than 
for other units for which the purposes of the tests are more limited. A com- 
plete exploration of surface temperatures on components, chassis, and case is 
required and should be performed by means of thermocouples installed in ac- 
cordance with the methods outlined in Chapter III. 

b. Test Runs 

If the case of the unit is so designed that small pressure dif- 
ferences between opposite surfaces would not cause air flow through the unit, 
no particular precautions are necessary in installing the unit in an altitude 
chamber. However, if the possibility exists that the air- circulation within 
the chamber may affect the convection conditions within the unit's case, care 
must be exercised that suitable deflection baffles are installed so that the 
circulating blower of the chamber does not create pressure differentials be- 
tween the various surfaces of the case. 

The test runs must be designed to determine a correlation of com- 
ponent temperatures with case temperature for each environmental pressure. 
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Therefore, it is necessary to perform at each chamber pressure several test 
runs, each at a different chamber temperature. The lowest air temperature 
to be used at any chamber pressure would be that predicted for the installa- 
tion compartment. By using higher air temperatures within the chamber, the 
air circulation effect of the chamber which tends to produce an increased 
heat transfer coefficient at the case surface is counteracted so that for 
a given ambient pressure case surface temperatures are produced which would 
be encountered if the unit were installed in an environment of less turbulent 
air motion but lower temperature, 

5. Tests of Vented Units with Open Case and Through-Flow of 
Atmospheric Air by Natural Convection 

Altitude chamber tests of this type of unit are required to give a 
direct indication of the operational thermal performance under installation 
conditions. It is not practical to appjy analytical methods to the inter- 
pretation of test data or their correction for environmental conditions 
different than those for which the tests are performed. Therefore, accurate 
prediction of operational thermal performance on the basis of altitude 
chamber tests is feasible only if the environmental conditions of the in- 
tended installation can be reproduced. In some instances it is feasible to 
simulate, in addition to pressure and temperature conditions, also the lo- 
cation of a unit relative to others in an aircraft compartment. However, 
the state of air motion in such compartments is extremely difficult to pre- 
dict. Frequently, the exact installation conditions of a unit in reference 
to other equipment items are not known and the study of the unit must be 
based merely on pressure and temperature specifications. Under such circum- 
stances, the effect of adjacent units which may greatly reduce radiant heat 
transfer from the external surfaces of the unit to be tested cannot be taken 
into consideration. However, every effort must be made to produce in other 
respects the most severe environmental conditions which would be expected, 
although considerations of surrounding surfaces at considerably higher tem- 
peratures than the unit would not be included. Otherwise, an environment 
must be created within the altitude chamber which would insure, as nearly 
as possible, free convective conditions around the unit and a relatively 
poor radiation environment. The latter not being due to high surface tam- 
per at ures but principally to a highly reflective environment. In accordance 
with the above requirements, a principal task in the performance of testd on 
such a unit is the elimination of effects of air circulation within the 
altitude chamber on the unit's mechanism of heat dissipation. 

To provide the necessary test environment within the altitude 
chamber, the construction of a double-box enclosure is necessary. The outer 
box would be similar in size to the inside of the altitude chamber but suf- 
ficient space would remain all around it for circulation of air within the 
chamber. This box would be closed but vented so that its internal pressure 
would be that of the chamber. The air flow within the chamber would not 
enter this box but would pass over its outer surfaces and thus remove heat 
from it. Within this outer box another enclosure would be installed with 
clearances from 3 to 5 inches between all adjacent walls. The inner en- 
encloSture must have louvered openings in the top and in the upper third of 
all vertical sides. Other openings should be placed around the bottom 
perimeter of the inner enclosure to allow air circulation without direct 
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impingement of the air on the surfaces of the unit being tested. A unit 
being tested in a given enclosure should have dimensions not exceeding one- 
third of the corresponding dimensions of the inner enclosure. 

The surfaces of the outer box should be painted inside and outside 
•with a flat finish, preferably black» to promote radiant heat transfer« The 
external surfaces of the inner enclosure should also be painted. The in- 
ternal surfaces of the inner enclosure should either be painted or" should bo 
of polished aluminum. The polished surfaces would provide a less favorable 
environment and would give higher test temperatures. If reflective inner 
surfaces are used, polished radiation shields should be placed outside all 
louvered openings of the inner enclosure so as to avoid heat dissipation 
through the louvers by direct radiation to the internal surfaces of the outer 
box. The use of both types of internal surfaces of the inner enclosure in 
the test of a given unit may be desirable to ascertain the effects of changes 
in the radiant heat dissipation from the case of the unit. It may not be 
practical to modify the surface characteristics of a given inner enclosure. 
Instead, it may be more desirable to construct two identical inner enclosures, 
one •with painted, the other -with polished internal surfaces. 

a» Measurements 

Measurements to be made on this type of unit are the same as 
those required for vented units -with closed case since the tests to be per- 
formed in the altitude chamber provide the sole means for prediction of 
thermal operating conditions and for determination of the unit's effective- 
ness cf thermal design. In addition, other measurements of temperature and 
pressure are required to define better the environment of the unit during 
the tests. 

It is of importance to measure the air temperature within the 
inner test enclosure by means of several shielded thermocouple probes lo- 
cated at various levels and several inches removed from the unit. The mean 
of the air temperature so determined is the control temperature describing 
the unit's environment. This temperature would differ from the air tem- 
perature as given.-by the altitude chamber's permanent measuring device since 
a temperature difference must exist to transmit the heat generated by the 
unit through the external surfaces of the outer box. The surface tempera- 
tures of the inner enclosure which should be determined by means of several 
thermocouples embedded in all surfaces would describe the radiation environ- 
ment of the test unit. 

b. Test Runs. One test run is sufficient for each specified combi- 
nation of pressure and temperature which must be obtained within the inner 
enclosure* Considerable time may be required for equilibrium conditions to 
be established because of the thermal barriers existing between the inner 
enclosure and the chamber. For each operating condition, component temper- 
atures should be observed with the inner enclosure having a reflective 
surface. A duplication of each test run would be necessary if it were de- 
sired to ascertain the effects of improving the radiant heat dissipation of 
the unit's case. This can be done, as mentioned above, by replacing the 
inner test enclosure with one having painted internal surfaces. 
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6. Tests of Vented Units with Open Case and Forced Through-Flow of 
Atmospheric Air 

Units of this type should be tested in altitude chambers for the 
same reason as other blower-cooled units. The objective may be either to de- 
termine the flow rate delivered by the blower under given conditions of 
pressure and temperature, without knowledge of the blower characteristics, or 
the objective may be to correlate component temperatures directly with environ- 
mental conditions defined by air pressure and temperature. In the first in- 
stance, it is necessary to prevent heat losses from the external surfaces of 
the unit since the air flow rate must be determined by heat balance. In the 
second instance, it is also desirable to eliminate as completely as possible 
the effects created by the air circulation pattern within the altitude chamber. 
In any event, the same precautions in placing the unit in the chamber must be 
observed as for other forced-air cooled units. Even if the influence of the 
air velocity within the chamber on the discharge characteristics of the unit's 
blower are eliminated, cooling of the external surfaces of the unit by the 
air circulation within the chamber would give slightly lower component tem- 
peratures. However, the error so introduced would depend entirely on the 
type of unit and its design characteristics. For example, in a unit of high 
heat concentration requiring a sizable through-flow of air created by the 
blower, component temperatures would be affected only slightly by air circu- 
lation within the chamber. On the other hand, in a unit having small heat 
concentration and, consequently, requiring a small through-flow of air, com- 
ponent temperatures may be affected appreciably by air circulation within the 
chamber. The air circulation may boost the flow through the unit appreciably 
or may reduce the case temperature to an extent that sizable heat dissipation 
from components to the case would occur. 

Frequently, it is not feasible to insulate the case of this type of 
unit to prevent external heat loss since the air inlet and outlet openings 
might be so arranged that the pressure drop characteristics of the flow 
passage would change if insulation were applied externally. The only type of 
forced through-flow unit suitable for application of insulation to the case 
is one which has essentially a single inlet and outlet opening. Therefore, 
if the altitude chamber test is intended to provide for a reliable determi- 
nation of the air flow rate from heat balance calculations, to be used sub- 
sequently with bench test data for the prediction of component temperatures, 
or if a unit has a relatively small rate of forced through-flow and has 
several inlet or outlet openings, an auxiliary test box should be used within 
the chamber. A schematic diagram of this test enclosure containing a unit 
with an induced-flow blower is shown in Figure IV-1« The unit to be tested 
is installed within the box and the inlet or the outlet, whichever has a 
single opening, is connected to the surface of the box, as shown in Figure 
IV-1« On the opposite side of the box another opening is provided to which 
an auxiliary blower, preferably of the axial-flow type, is attached» This 
blower would be built into a duct equipped with a regulating damper. For 
tests of a unit having induced flow and a single dischargs, and thus exr- 
hauating air from the test box, the auxiliary blower would be so installed 
that it would discharge into the test box, By means of the control damper 
regulating the flow from the auxiliary blower, the pressure within the box 
would be held equal to that in the surrounding space of the altitude chamber. 
For tests of units having forced flow and discharging air into the test box 
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through multiple openings, the auxiliary blower and its duct -would be re- 
versed so that it would exhaust from the test box and would maintain within 
the box the same pressure as in the surrounding space of the altitude chamber» 
Thus, the blower of the unit would operate essentially under the same con- 
ditions as in an installation compartment with a pressure equal to that with- 
in the altitude chamber. The inner surfaces of the box should be lined with 
highly reflective material such as aluminum foil« The outer surfaces require 
a thick layer of insulation covered externally with a reflective material so 
that heat loss from the box is practically eliminated. When the auxiliary 
blower discharges into the box, it is of particular importance that screens 
be installed 6 to 10 inches from the discharge opening so that the flow is 
diffused and does not impinge directly on the surfaces of the test unit. A 
deflection baffle may also fulfill this requirement. In general, the di- 
mensions of the box in all directions should be approximately three-times the 
dimensions of the unit to be tested. Shielded thermocouples must be installed 
at the inlet and outlet of the box so as to provide for an accurate measure- 
ment of the temperature rise of the cooling air passing through the unit» 

a. Measurements. In addition to the general measurements required 
to determine the operating characteristics of the unit, it is important to 
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Figure 17-1. Schematic of Enclosure for Altitude Chamber Tests of 
Vented Units with Forced Through-Flow of Air and Multiple Openings 
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measure, as mentioned above, inlet and outlet temperatures of the air tem- 
peratures of the air traversing the test box, the inside surface temperatures 
of the test box, and the pressure •within the test box in reference to the 
pressure within the altitude chamber. For pressure measurement, a manometer 
should be installed within the altitude chamber so as to be visible through 
the inspection -window. It should be connected to a manifold with lines to 
several static pressure taps in the wall of the test box, all located in one 
plane around the box1 periphery. These measurements of temperatures and 
pressure apply specifically to tests which are made for the purpose of deter- 
mining the air flow rate through the unit. Component temperatures would be 
calculated on basis of the correlation between air flow rate and temperature 
rise established in bench tests. Therefore, it is not necessary to measure 
component temperatures in these tests. 

In tests of vented units with forced through-flow having the 
primary purpose of correlating component temperatures directly with pressure 
and temperature of the cooling air supplied to the blower, measurements of 
component temperatures in the usual manner are necessary. Whether such tests 
would be performed using the test box described above would depend on the 
magnitude of the air circulation through the unit in comparison with the ex- 
ternal air circulation pattern within the altitude chamber. The box would, 
however, only be used for units which cannot be insulated externally because 
of multiple openings in several sides of the case and -the indefinite effect 
the insulation configuration would have on their flow pattern. 

Measurements to be made on units with inlet and outlet at oppo- 
site ends, and all others Yihich may also be insulated, are fewer because no 
pressure balance need be made. However, the air temperatures at inlet and 
outlet must be measured as accurately as possible. This represents a problem 
for units with multiple outlets because it is difficult to obtain a true 
mixed temperature. For such units, flow determinations by heat balance are 
not reliable. 

b. Test Runs. One test run must be performed for each combination 
of ambient pressure and temperature for which either component temperatures, 
or the air flow rate of the blower are to be determined. Tfiien the test box 
illustrated in Figure IV-1 is used, the necessary adjustments in the control 
damper of the auxiliary blower must be made so that pressure equilibrium 
exists between the test box and its environment within the chamber. Since 
data are desired at thermal equilibrium, each test could be terminated when 
the observed temperature rise of the air passing through the test box be- 
comes constant. However, it may be desirable to check attainment of equi- 
librium by the measurement of at least one or two component temperatures. 
In other tests, with or without the test box, in which all component tem- 
peratures are measured, equilibrium is ascertained on basis of component 
temperatures rather than air temperatures. 

For units restricted to test in the box, data for the determina- 
tion of external heat transfer characteristics cannot be obtained. Others that 
may be insulated furnish such data if at each environmental condition two test 
runs are made. One with heavy insulation with as little heat loss as possible, 
the other with bare case. 
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CHAPTER V 

BLOWERS FOR AIR-COOLED EQUIPMENT 

Design, modification and experimental evaluation of electronic equip- 
ment, air-cooled by forced convection, requires familiarity with the various 
types of applicable blowers, a thorough understanding of their operating 
characteristics, and the ability to determine their performance under speci- 
fied operational conditions. 

Cooling Blower Applications 

Blowers used as source of sir motion for the cooling of electronic 
equipment fall into two general categories. They are (l) internal devices 
in closed equipments, producing circulating air flow over the components, 
and (2) devices supplying external cooling air for the dissipation of heat 
by forced convection from the ultimate heat transfer surfaces of the equip- 
ments. Internal devices of the first category are employed to establish uni- 
form thermal conditions within the equipment. They aid in the transfer of 
heat from components to the equipment's case surfaces, or to other heat ex- 
change surfaces which are utilized for external heat dissipation. However, 
whether the external heat dissipation takes place by free convection, forced 
convection, radiation, or a combination of these modes, the selection of the 
internal blower is influenced only indirectly. The principal requirement 
the blower must fulfill is that the air distribution id thin the eqijipment is 
suitable for heat dissipation from individual components. The devices of 
the second category are used with open or closed equipments. They may pro- 
duce cooling air flow directly over the surfaces of components, or they may 
supply cooling air to external heat dissipating surfaces, such as the case 
surface proper or extended surfaces forming a case-envelope or separate heat 
exchanger- 

The internal and external phases of heat dissipation are in many in- 
stances divorced with regard to blower selection and application. In choos- 
ing a blower for internal air circulation in pressurized or closed vented 
equipment, the selection is principally affected by the pressure level with- 
in'the equipment and the air flow and distribution requirements derived from 
a knowledge of component hot spots, their severity and their locations. With 
pressurized equipments, the basic problem of proper cooling under variable 
operational conditions rests primarily upon the ability to provide adequate 
heat dissipation from the case surface. The requirements imposed on inter- 
nal blowers of such equipments are constant for all operational conditions. 
Therefore, such internal blower-motor units may be selected to operate at 
constant speed, which would result in the same air circulation rate under 
all operational conditions since the internal pressure level of such equip- 
ments would remain essentially fixed. With closed vented equipments, in- 
ternal blower-motor units having no means of control may be used, providing 
that at all operational conditions the external heat dissipation from the 
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equipment case is sufficient to prevent overheating of components contained 
within the equipment. However, since the pressure level •within the equip- 
ment is reduced as the equivalent altitude of operation increases, the 
•«eight flew capacity of the internal blo-wer and its ability to improve the 
heat distribution -within the equipment are diminished. Under equipment- 
operating conditions -where components tend to reach their temperature limits, 
the problem of inadequate air circulation vdthin the equipment, resulting 
from a reduced pressure level assumes importance since, even without im- 
proving the external heat dissipating characteristics, reductions in compo- 
nent temperature may be produced by increasing the flow rate of the internal 
blower. In such a situation a requirement may exist for control of the in- 
ternal blower to provide an increased calculation rate. However, for the 
general application of internal blowers to aid in the cooling of closed 
vented equipments, provisions for control are not of importance. 

Among blowers of the second category, used to supply air for direct 
dissipation of heat either by flow over components or over the surface of 
the equipment, the demands placed on their operational characteristics are 
considerably mere severe. In many instances unattainable variations in air 
flow requirements may result if the components are to be sufficiently cooled 
over a wide range of operational pressure levels. As is shown in the sec- 
tions of Chapter VI, dealing with units cooled by forced convection, careful 
evaluation of the equipment's heat transfer and pressure drop characteristics 
is required as basis of blower evaluation or selection. Knowledge of the 
variation of system pressure drop and air quantity, required to provide ade- 
quate cooling in the prescribed range of operational conditions, is essential 
to determine the adequacy of a blower which is to serve as air source for 
ultimate or external heat dissipation. The methods available for defining 
system characteristics for different classes of equipment based upon bench 
tests, are outlined in Chapter VI. Once the equipment's characteristics are 
established, the cooling performance of a blower and drive unit of known 
characteristics may be predicted, when operated with the equipment under 
specified conditions of air temperature and pressure. If a blower is to be 
selected, its choice should be made on basis of the calculated equipment 
cooling air requirements at the maximum altitude of operation. The charac- 
teristics of its drive unit to be selected would depend on the degree of 
temperature control desired at other altitudes to prevent over- or under- 
coolings The control requirements are severe, particularly if the desired 
range of operational, altitudes is appreciable. The selection of a blower- 
motor unit that passes the proper quantity of air over or through the equip- 
ment for all conditions of operation, without introducing excessively com- 
plicated controls, is a difficult problem to solve. 

Evaluation or selection of an external cooling air blower must be made 
on basis of the required air flow volume and head production. For operation 
Ö.U    JI1CVA-UILU1U    Ö.XUJ.UUUCÖ     CHJUV55    ^*V, \J\J<J    JLCOU      UilCO?     UIIU    i." oqUJ_l'GliiCllUO     HÖUiU     US UOj-Xtf 

both correspond to the highest altitude.    However, if high air temperatures 
must be considered at low altitude, the maximum required air flow volume may 
occur at £hat point.    As a rule- the requirements at maximum altitude would 
govern and adequate cooling would ttien be available at lower altitudes. 
Without control, over-cooling of the equipment would result, attended by 
excessive power requirements.    Therefore,  if practically feasible, provisims 
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for blower control to maintain the equipment at or near its maximum permissi- 
ble operating temperature are desirable.    However,  in selection and in evalu- 
ation with a view towards modification, a choice must be made from knowledge 
of the system characteristics for all conditions of operation, not only to 
define the requirements at the proposed maximum altitude of operation, but 
also to allow necessary compromise that invariably must accompany acceptance 
or selection of a blower-motor unit for cooling. 

In a subsequent section of this chapter, beginning page principles 
for the control of cooling blowers are described to familiarize the elec- 
tronic designer with various possibilities.    Some automatic control systems 
can be assembled from commercially available parts.    Others contain elements 
which could be perfected with a relativ^v small development effort. 

Types of Blowers 

The two basic types of blowers suitable for the supply of exterr&l 
cooling air to airborne electronic equipment are (l) centrifugal blovssrs 
and (2) axial-flow blowers.    These types are also applicable as internal 
circulating devices.    Since most internal circuits have low pressure drop, 
the axial-flow blower is often preferred for such purposes, for reasons ap- 
parent from the subsequent description of its characteristics. 

1.    Centrifugal Blowers 

The centrifugal blower consists of an impeller rotating within a 
scroll-type housing and depends upon the action of centrifugal force and 
conversion of kinetic energy for tiie production of air pressure.    Air enters 
the blower in an axial direction through a single or a double inlet, i.e., 
at one or both sides in the center of the impeller, is turned, and flows 
radially outward, discharging into a scroll.    The scroll is eccentrically 
mounted around the periphery of the impeller and serves the purpose of col- 
lecting the air and allowing its discharge from the blower through a single 
outlet.    A typical single-inlet centrifugal blower is shown in Figure V-l. 
This unit is of the type generally employed as a device for distributing and 
circulating air inside of equipments and throughout compartments.    By the 
nature of its construction, impeller tip speeds are limited to relatively 
low values so that only small pressures can be generated with it.    However, 
it has appreciable volumetric air capacity per unit of space occupied.    Thus, 
whenever flow resistance is low and the air density is at least comparable 
to that at sea-level, this type of blower is readily adaptable to equipment 
requiring considerable internal air circulation or agitation.    For a given 
impeller speed and diameter, a double-inlet blower of the same type has 
greater air capacity and roughly the same pressure-producing ability as the 
single-inlet unit.    Figure V-2 illustrates the type of centrifugal blower 
capable of producing appreciable air-pressure rise.    In comparison with the 
blower of Figure V-l, the main difference lies in the construction of the 
impeller, which is such that the very much higher peripheral speeds neces- 
sary for greater pressure generation are permissible.    For equipments cooled 
by forced convection and operating at high altitude, the required pressure- 
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Figure V-l.    Centrical Blower with Low 
Discharge Pressure 

Figure V-2.    Centrifugal Blower 
with High Discharge Pressure 

producing ability of the blower is always quite large.    Thus, when a centrif- 
ugal unit is to be employed at high altitude, it should be of the type shown 
in Figure V-2. 

Centrifugal blowers may be grouped,  according to the shape of the 
vanes of the rotating impeller, into three general classes.    They are (l) 
forward-curved vanes,   (2) radial vanes,  and (3) backward-curved vanes.    For- 
ward-curved vanes curve away from the radial direction, in the impeller's 
direction of rotation.    Backward-curved vanes curve opposite to the direction 
of rotation.    The performance of centrifugal blowers may be classified in ac- 
cordance with these general directions of vane curvature.    For a given rota- 
tional speed and impeller diameter, the pressure-producing ability of the 
forward-curved vane impeller is the greatest, that of the radial-vane impel- 
ler intermediate, and that of the backward-curved vane impeller the smallest. 
Hence, from the standpoint of utilizing "the smallest possible blower for a 
given required air pressure the forward-curved vane unit is superior.    How- 
ever, forward-curved vane blowers have relatively poor stability of operation 
and allow considerably less flexibility in control designed to avoid over- 
loading the drive unit and pulsating discharge.    Backward-curved vane impel- 
lers are best suited to attain these objectives,  although radial-vane units 
havs also proven satisfactory.    From the viewpoint of mechanical strength of 
the impeller, the radial-vane unit is far superior to the two other types. 
Mechanical strength is particularly important for units handling atmospheric 
air at high altitude since they must operate at relatively high impeller tip 
speed even if the required pressure production is nominal.    For a given dis- 
charge velocity and static pressure, the pressure rise in the diffuser or 
discharge scroll must be greatest for forward-curved vane units which have 
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the highest resulting air velocity at the impeller periphery.    This static 
pressure rise resulting from the reduction of air velocity is intermediate 
for radial-vane and snallest for backward-curved vane units.    Considering 
all the advantages and disadvantages of the various types, the radial and 
forward curved vane impellers are best suited for centrifugal blowers for 
cooling of electronic equipment.    The backward-curved vane type should only 
be employed for conservative designs in which size and presaure production 
are not critical    The radial-vane type should be employed when appreciable 
pressure production is required from a reasonably small unit having charac- 
teristics which make fairly good control possible.    In most applications the 
forward-curved vane type would prove best because of its greater pressure 
producing ability for a given speed and size.    However, proper care must 
have  been   taken that the possibility of over-loading the drive motor,  due 
to reduction in flow resistance, is avoided. 

2.    Axial-Flow Blowers 

The axial-flow blower depends entirely upon the conversion of ki- 
netic energy for the production of air pressure, since air flows through it 
parallel to the axis of rotation of the impeller or propeller.    The purpose 
of the rotating propeller is to increase the kinetic energy of the air stream 
for subsequent conversion into static pressure.    Units of this type capable 
of producing appreciable pressure, must have several rotating elements and 
are called multi-stage blowers.    However, the .general designation of axial- 
flow "blower" or "fan" usually infers a single-stage unit.    Two general types 
of single-stage axial-flow blowers, each with its drive motor, are illus- 
trated in Figure V-3.    Unit  (a) illustrates the type of axial-flow or propel- 
ler fan employed as a circulating device.    Unit  (b) is of a type of greater 
pressure-producing ability and is applicable to certain equipments operating 
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Figure V-3.    Axial-Flow Blowers 
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in an atmosphere at a pressure corresponding to relatively low altitude, and 
cooled by high-volume forced air convection.    For operation at high altitude 
a single-stage unit of this type is usually not capable of producing the re- 
quired pressure for forced convective cooling.    If an axial-flow blower is 
to be employed under such conditions it -would generally have to be a multi- 
stage unit. 

In comparison vdth centrifugal blowers, axial-flow blowers possess 
the definite advantages of higher operating efficiency and greater volumetric 
capacity for comparable external diameters.    They have the disadvantages of 
inferior control characteristics and must assume complicated multi-stage con- 
figurations in order to be capable of appreciable air pressure production. 
Single-stage axial-flow blowers are no more,  if not possibly less complicated, 
than centrifugal blo-wers, but are capable of delivering air at low pressure 
only.    For higher delivery pressure, as required by electronic equipment op- 
erating in very low-density air, multi-staging is absolutely necessary and 
results in the impediment of practical control procedures. 

When used for the delivery of large quantities of air to systems 
having very low flow resistance and relatively constant demands on volumetric 
and pressure performance, the use of an axial-flow blower as a device for 
cooling of electronic equipment is practical.    Its- configuration allows 
rather simple installation in air ducts without change in flow direction,  or 
in side panels of equipment cases without appreciable external projection. 
It can be mounted more conveniently than a centrifugal blower for producing 
induced flow over the eouipment's components.    This feature is of importance 
when it is desired to improve internal air distribution without the use of 
extensive baffling. 

Performance of Blowers 

The evaluation or selection of a blower for a specific application may 
be made experimentally.    Operation of an electronic unit vdth any blower 
under specified conditions of air supply and environment will disclose 
whether the blower is suitable to maintain component temperatures within 
prescribed limits.    If similar tests are performed under all probable oper- 
ating conditions the necessory information is obtained without formal know- 
ledge of the blower characteristics and the heat transfer characteristics of 
the equipment.    This method of attack, as applied to blower selection, is 
one of trial and error.    It is most direct where a blower's adequacy is to 
be ascertained under operational conditions of increased altitude and/or air 
temperature.    However,  extensive test facilities are required to reproduce 
probable operating conditions. 

Instead of experimental evaluation or selection, methods of analyi CU1C1JLJ oxo 

may be used which permit determination of equipment thermal conditions based 
on known heat transfer and pressure drop characteristics of the equipment 
and performance characteristics of the blower obtained at some reference 
condition of air supply. Performance data of blowers are generally available 
from their manufacturers on basis of test data obtained by standard procedures. 
These procedures and their modifications, suitable to determine the character- 
istics of a blower, as furnished, are given in Appendix V. 
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1.    Catalog Data 

The performance data most commonly given by manufacturers of blowers, 
use speed of rotation in re-volutions per minute, volumetric discharge in cu- 
bic feet per minute, static pressure in inches of water,  and horsepower re- 
quired to drive the blower,  all at a standard air density, to show character- 
istics.    The static pressure is actually not the entire pressure produced by 
the blower since the lonetic energy due to the air's discharge velocity can 
also be converted into a pressure,  called the velocity pressure,  as discussed 
on page 335, Appendix II.    The total or dynamic pressure, being the sum of 
the static and velocity pressure,  is also given at times.    However, particu- 
larly for blowers which at ground level produce static pressures of more than 
10 inches of water, the velocity pressure represents a small percentage of 
the total pressure.    Therefore the static pressure is the principal quantity 
indicating the ability of the blower to deliver air flow through an equipment. 

The air density used as standard in the representation of blower 
performance data is always calculated at sea level pressure of 29.92 inches 
of mercury, but the reference temperature may differ.    The practice for 
blowers principally designed for ground application has been to use a refer- 
ence temperature of 70°F which gives a reference density of 0.075 pound per 
cubic foot.    Data for aircraft blowers are sometimes given for the above 
reference density, but are also frequently given for 0.0765 pound per cubic 
foot corresponding to a sea level air temperature of 59°F (15°C) in accord- 
ance with the N.A.C.A. standard atmosphere,  as given in Table A-1-2 in Ap- 
pendix I. 

Performance data released by manufacturers are found in graphical 
and/or tabular form.    The most general graphical presentation of blower char- 
acteristics shows the variation of static pressure and horsepower as a func- 
tion of discharge volume at constant speed.    Often the efficiency, based on 
static or total pressure,  and the total pressure are also included.    Typical 
plots for a forward-curved vane and a backward-curved vane centrifugal blower 
are shown in Figure V-4.    The performance of axial-flow blowers is shown in 
the same manner, but may give the total pressure more frequently since, par- 
ticularly for single-stage units, the ratio of velocity pressure -to static 
pressure is appreciably greater than for centrifugal blowers. 

Another method of showing blower characteristics is by means of 
multi-rating tables which are also given for constant air density.    Table V-l 
contains an example of a multi-rating table for a blower designed for ground- 
level application in duct systems.    For such application outlet velocity and 
tip speed of the impeller are of importance because the audible noise level 
must be held as low as practical.    Therefore,  these values are given in the 
table together with the other variables previously mentioned.    An example of 
a multi-rating table for an aircraft blower is given in Table V-2 which gives 
basically the same type of data as Table V-l, but arranged in different man- 
ner.    Discharge velocities and tip speeds can be determined from Table V-2 
only by calculation. 

Data as shown in Table V-2 are also given in condensed graphical 
form by some manufacturers to facilitate interpolation.    A plot of this type 
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Table V-l.    Multi-Rating Table for Ventilating Blower 

Static pressure 
in« water V8 3/8 5/8 

Outlet 
cfm      velocity ^ speed rpm 

ft/min     ^/^ 
ho Tip speed „„_ 

JT, K rpm 
ft/min  ^ * *&Srdi» h" 

1745 800 1090 278 0.08 
2618 1200 1522 337 0.17 1800 459 0,30 2205 562 0.45 
5490 1600 1598 407 0.36 1995 509 0.51 2350 600 G.69 
4360 2000 2240 572 0.83 2550 650 1.03 
5235 2400 2510 640 1.31 2780 709 1.5( 

Table V-2.    Multi-Rating Table for Aircraft Blower 

2 in. water 4 in. water 6 in. wat er 8 in. wat er 
Static pressure Static pressure Static pres sure Static pressure 

cfm rpm hp cfm rpm hp cfm rpm hp cfm rpm hp 

500 2920 0.06 142 4120 0.16 174 5050 0.29 200 5840 0.44 
142 3150 0.09 201 4440 0.25 246 5475 0.46 284 6300 0.72 
184 54ou r\    1 rt 

U.J.O 261 4880 0.38 320 5990 O.69 368 6920 1.06 
243 3950 0.23 343 5580 0.64 422 6880 1.16 486 79OO 1.81 

as shown in Figure V-5 for a centrifugal blower permits the determination of 
a blower's discharge and power requirement for any speed of rotation and 
equipment resistance at the air density for which the rating plot is made. 

Compact blower-motor units for aircraft application with d.c.  drive 
motors operating at constant motor voltage may be subject to some speed 
variation with change in system resistance.    Characteristic curves for such 
units are given for constant density and would contain also an indication of 
the speed variation, the motor current,  and the set efficiency, the latter 
being defined by the ratio of the energy imparted to the air,  enabling it to 
overcome flow resistance, to the electrical input.    A typical plot of this 
type for a single-stage axial-flow blower-motor unit is shown in Figure V-6# 

The application of the catalog data described in the preceding 
paragraphs for the evaluation and selection of blowers at other air- densi= 
ties, but at the same speeds,  is simple since it involves only correcting 
pressure rise and power in direct proportion to the air density, while dis- 
charge volumes remain the same.    Corrections for speed variation and modi- 
.fications of blower dimensions can also be made and are treated more com- 
pletely in a subsequent section beginning on page   90,  dealing with the gen- 
eral laws of blower performance. 
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Figure V-6.   Manufacturer's Plot of Axial-Flow Blower-Motor Unit 
Performance Characteristics 

mua static pressure development, at other than zero capacity, is significant 
in terms of possible blower performance in that almost all blowers, whether 
centrifugal or axial-flow,  have unstable performance when operating at lower 
air capacity.    The instability of operation evidences itself in the form of 
pulsating or surging flov; through the system which is usually considered to 
be an undesirable operating condition.    For the ordinary type of centrifugal 
blower, the peak pressure point for finite flow volume generally occurs at a 
flow TOlume of about 25 to 40 per cent of the maximum air handling capacity. 
With axial-flow blowers the point lies between 50 and 70 per cent of the 
maximum air capacity.    For blowers handling very low density air,  and oper- 
ating to produce a high head* this point shifts to about 50 to 60 per cait 
of maximum air capacity for centrifugal units and 70 to 85 per cent for 
axial-flow units.    Since operation at lower air capacity is not considered 
desirable,  it is apparent that for any given rotational speed and size of a 
blower, the permissible operating range of a centrifugal blower is appreci- 
ably greater than that of an axial-flow blower.    Herein lies the basic reason 
why the centrifugal blower is superior to -the axial-flow blower from the 
standpoint of control. 
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Possible methods for controlling blower operation along the pressure- 
volume characteristic line, within the permissible range of operation, are 
discussed beginning on page 118. 

3. Data for Performance Analysis 

a» Generalized Performance Plots. Density Ratio 

For performance analysis at variable altitude, it is most con- 
venient that the blower characteristics, as given by manufacturers or as ob- 
tained from tests, be generalized. In particular, plots of static pressure, 
horsepower, and efficiency, as shown in Figure V-4 for constant rotational 
speed and air density, are suitable for this procedure. The generalization 
of this plot does not consist in its modification, but rather in its rein- 
terpretation. Based on the fact that pressure and power are proportional to 
the air density, the values shown in a plot such as Figure V-4 may be labeled 
as shown in Figure V-7. The values in the latter figure are corrected values 
which means that they have been divided by the air density ratio o^, defined 
as the ratio of the density at the blower inlet, for which the performance 
curves are given, to a reference density. If the reference density on which 
the density ratios are based is the same as that for which the performance 
curves are given, OJ is unity and the curves are not changed at all. How- 
ever, if, for example, a reference density pr = 0.0765 pound per cubic foot 
is chosen to express the densities under altitude conditions, such as shown 
by the plot in Figure V-8 (in back pocket), performance curves given for a 
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Figure V-7.    Generalized Characteristic Curves for a Blower 
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Standard density of 0.075 pound per cubic foot must be corrected by a^ = 
(0o075/0.0765) = 0.9Ö. This .value may be found in Figure V-8 for the con- 
dition of 29.92 inches of mercury pressure and 21°C which corresponds to the 
density of 0.075 pound per cubic foot. The reference density of 0.0765 
pound per cubic foot is used throughout this manual since it corresponds to 
sea level conditions of the N.A.C.A. Standard atmosphere which is basic for 
aircraft work. Thus, the corrected pressures and horsepowers in a plot such 
as in Figure V-7 would actually be 2 per cent greater than in the original 
performance data. This new corrected plot may now be used with the density 
ratio chart in Figure V-8 to determine the pressure-producing capacity and 
power requirement of the blower under all operational conditions identified 
by air temperature and pressure, providing the speed and, consequently, the 
discharge volume and efficiency are fixed. If, for example, the corrected 
static pressure rise corresponding to a certain volume rate of flow is read 
from the blower characteristics as 2 inches of water, at an air pressure of 
4 inches of mercury and an air temperature of 0°C, where, according to Fig- 
ure V-8, a^ = 0,141, the actual static pressure rise would be 

Ap -   o±(&p/o±)    = 0.141(2) = 0.282 inches of water 

The horsepower is found in the same manner. The efficiency remains the 
same. The values of (Ap/c^) and (hp/o^) are quantities determined directly 
from the blower characteristics and are the pressure drop and horsepower, 
respectively, at the reference density pr, but are applicable universally 
by means of multiplying with the actual value of o±t  as indicated above. 

A chart of the type shown in Figure V-7 is descriptive of the 
performance of a. centrifugal or axial-flow blower for one speed of rotation 
and a single size of the blower, usually defined by the impeller dimensions. 
The performance so presented may be considered as the reference performance 
or characteristic curves of the prototype blower, and may be used for the 
determination of blower performance not only at other air densities but also 
at other rotational speeds and impeller dimensions. For such purpose, values 
taken from corrected performance plots, such as Figure V-7, must be modified 
in accordance with the laws of blower performance which are given on pages 
90 to 92. 

b. Yfeight Flow Rate 

As stated above, the volume flow indicated by the abscissa of 
the performance plot in Figure V-7 is independent of the density of the air 
being-handled by the blower. However, it should be remembered that, for- 
given volume flow, the weight flow handled by the unit varies in direct pro- 
portion to the density ratio o±.    Thus, as the density ratix> decreases the 
weight rate of flow delivered by the blower to the electronic equipment wxll 
decrease for any fixed operating point of the blower. 

Weight flow data are usually required to evaluate cooling per- 
formance of a blower with any specific equipment. Therefore, the conversion 
from volume flow, as given by the performance curves, to weight flow in 
pounds per second is usually necessary. For this purpose, the equation 
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W = OiQ/7Ö4 (V-l) 

may be vised, -where c^ is the density ratio at blower inlet based on the ref- 
erence density pr = 0.0765 pound per cubic foot, as determined from Figure 
Y-8, and Q is the volume flow in cubic feet per minute. Equation (V-l) is 
shown graphically in Figure V-9 (in back pocket) which may be used instead 
of the equation. The range of the chart may be extended by use of a common 
multiplier for abscissa and ordinate. 

As further discussed in Chapter VI, page 153, the pressure drop 
characteristics of most equipments can be generalized in terms of an equation 
in which the product of the density ratio at the equipment inlet and the 
actual pressure drop is proportional to an exponential of the weight flow. 
The constant of proportionality may be assumed to remain unaltered by envi- 
ronmental conditions. This relationship simplifies the evaluation of blower 
performance over a range of operational conditions, providing the necessary 
conversion is made from volume flow to weight flow in blower performance, or 
oppositely, from weight flow to volume flow in equipment characteristics. 
Either basis may be chosen as long as it is used to describe both blower and 
system characteristics« 

c. Temperature Rise of Air Across Blower 

A factor of considerable importance in the performance analysis 
of blowers supplying forced air flow through or over an electronic equipment, 
is the temperature rise the air undergoes while passing through the blower. 
This temperature rise is the result of compression and losses and is directly 
related to the head of the blower which indicates the magnitude of pressure 
rise relative to the absolute air pressure. Thus, at high altitude where 
the head required to produce flow through the equipment may be great, this 
temperature rise may become particularly significant. It is conceivable that 
if forced air flow must be provided at an altitude in the order of 60,000 
feet to an equipment with high flow resistance, the discharge temperature of 
the blower may be so high that the air would not be suitable as. a cooling 
medium. The only alternative would be to induce air flow through the equip- 
ment by installing the blower at the equipment discharge. This blower would 
receive air at higher temperature and lower pressure than the forced-flow 
blower. The blower would be larger and would require more power' to drive it. 

In evaluating the temperature rise the air undergoes while 
passing through the blower, it may be assumed that the heat loss from the 
blower to its environment would be practically negligible. Therefore, all 
the input energy of the blower would be transferred to the air and would 
evidence itself in form of air temperature rise. On basis of this assump- 
tion the following two equivalent equations for the calculation of the tem- 
perature rise of the air Atg in °G from inlet to exit of the blower are de- 
rived: 

AtB = (l280/Q)(hp/ai), and 

Atg = (0.202/T)g)(Ap/oi), 

(V-2) 

(V-5) 
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•where hp is the input power to the blower in horsepowers, and T^ is the 
blower efficiency based on static pressure rise. Strictly speaking the tem- 
perature rise calculated from equation (V-2 or -3) accounts for the change 
in total temperature, as determined when the discharge jet of the blower is 
caused to stagnate. In heat transfer calculations, the temperature so de- 
termined is more significant than the static temperature. However, for usual 
blower discharge velocities there is little difference between the total and 
static temperature. 

For the sake of convenience in determining air temperature at 
the blower discharge, Figures V-10 and V-ll are presented as graphical solu- 
tions to equations (V-2 and -3), respectively. To use Figure V-10, it is 
necessary to proceed as shown by the set of lines with arrows, i.e., from 
the known flow volume Q on the abscissa vertically up to the density ratio 
line corresponding to a.j_, horizontally to the horsepower line corresponding 
to the actual power input to the blower, and vertically up to read the tem- 
perature rise Atg on the upper scale. The type of available blower perform- 
ance data determines by which chart the temperature rise of the air may be 
most conveniently evaluated. Equation (V-2; and Figure V-10 are generally 
applicable when the necessary data are available. However, equation (V-3; 
and Figure V-ll are strictly applicable only to situations wherein the den- 
sity of the air remains essentially constant while passing through the blower 
and the air may be assumed as an incompressible fluid. This relationship may 
be considered valid so long as the pressure rise across the blower does not 
exceed about 7 per cent of the absolute pressure of the. air at the inlet, 
although its use for blower pressure rise of as much as 10 to 15 per cent of 
the absolute pressure at the inlet would not introduce serious error. Under 
conditions of very high altitude of operation, where the ambient air press.ure 
is quite low, the pressure rise of the air across the blower may well exceed 
these limitations. Under such circumstances the temperature rise of the air 
across the blower should, if possible, be calculated from equation (V-2) oy 
from 

AtB = (tiAls) j [i+ (£p/l3.55Pi)]
0-283- l] (V-4) 

where t^ is the air temperature at the blower inlet in °C, and p^ is the air 
pressure at blower inlet in inches mercury absolute» 

In addition to the required use of equation (V-4) for calcu- 
lating air temperature rise across the blower when the pressure rise repre- 
sents an appreciable percentage of the inlet absolute pressure and the use 
of equation (V-2) is precluded because power and air rate data are unknown, 
it is also necessary to revise the procedure for the determination of actual 
static pressure production. As pointed out above, for incompressible flow, 
which may be assumed to occur in most applications, the method of determin- 
ing actual air pressure rise involves only multiplication of the corrected 
blower pressure rise by the actual density ratio a^ of the air at the blower 
inlet. However, for compressible flow the actual blower pressure rise curve 
must be calculated by the relation 

Ap = 13.55 Pi j [l + (°± Apcorr)/(47.6 p0)]
5'53 - 1 (V-5) 
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where the value of Apcorr is the static pressure rise developed by the blower 
for the same flow volume Q under standard reference conditions of operation 
where o^ = 1.0 and p^ = pr = 0.0765 pound per cubic foot. 

^ 

4. Laws of Blower Performance 

In evaluating any one blower, or selecting a blower from a group of 
homologous, i.e., geometrically similar blowers, the known laws of blower 
performance are useful. By their application, the operating characteristics 
of a combined equipment-blower system may be defined. They make possible 
the selection of blower-motor units to meet the cooling requirements of an 
equipment if blower, motor, and equipment characteristics are given. Al- 
though the exactness of these laws depends on the assumptions of dynamic and 
geometric similarity, in the comparison of blower performance they are suf- 
ficiently accurate and of great utility for thermal evaluation work. 

The blower laws may be stated in form of the following generalized 
proportionalitie s: 

Ap a OJD~N^ 

Q a ND3 

hp a QAp a aiN
3D5 

W a a-jQ 

(V-6) 

(V-7) 

(V-8) 

(V-9) 

where N is the rotational speed of the blower, generally expressed in revo-* 
lutions per minute, and D is seme radial dimension of the blower, almost al- 
ways taken as impeller diameter in inches. In addition to the above-men- 
tioned general relationships for centrifugal and axial-flow blowers, the 
following qualitatively accurate rules apply with variation in impeller width 
B of centrifugal blowers, providing impeller diameter, rotational speed and 
inlet air density are maintained constant:  (l) volume flow rate is propor- 
tional to impeller width, (2) horsepower is proportional to impeller width, 
and (3) static pressure rise is independent of impeller width. The rules 
are of value viien predicting performance of centrifugal blowers on basis of 
known data for blowers of equal diameter but different impeller width. 

The above-stated general laws of blower performance may be broken 
down into the following specific cases: 

a. For constant impeller diameter (blower size)., air density, and 
impeller width, but variable rotational speed: 

Ap a N^ 

Q a N 

hp a N3 

W a N 

(V-6a) 

(V-7a) 

(V-8a) 

(V-9a) 
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b.    For constant rotational speed, air density, and impeller width, 
but variable impeller diameter: 

Ap a D^ 

Q a D5 

hp a D5 

W a D5 

(V-6b) 

(V-7b) 

(V-8b) 

(V-9b) 

c«    For constant rotational speed,  impeller diameter, and impeller 
vddth, but variable air density: 

Ap   a   Oj_ 

Q    =   constant 

hp   a   a^ 

a   OA 

(V-6c) 

(V-7c) 

(V-8c) 

(V-9c) 

d.    For constant rotational speed,  impeller diameter, and air den- 
sity, but variable impeller -width of centrifugal blowers only: 

Ap   =    constant 

Q   a   B 

hp   a   B 

W   a   B 

(V-6d) 

(V-7d) 

(V-8d) 

(V-9d) 

Any of the independent variables described above may be combined to illustrate 
the effect on blower performance when more than one variable is involved, such 
as would be the case, for example, when considering variable speed in con- 
junction with variable impeller width.    The use of these laws for the predic- 
tion of blower performance at other than reference conditions is illustrated 
in Example V-l, page 124. 

In order to apply these laws to the prediction of performance,  it is 
necessary to have available as reference,  the performance characteristics of 
a blower of known dimensions which is dynamically and geometrically similar 
to the blower under consideration.    With these characteristic curves, given 
for a known speed and corrected to standard conditions, the performance of 
any homologous blower of different impeller, diameter operating at any other 
rotational speed, may readily be evaluated by the above-stated laws of blower 
performance for any inlet air density and, if a centrifugal blower,  for any 
impeller width. 

The application of the blower laws is necessary for many purposes 
such as:     (l) the selection or modification of a blower to provide satis- 
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factory cooling for a given equipment,   (2) the evaluation of an installed 
cooling blower's adequacy based on extrapolation of bench-test performance 
of electronic equipment to other specified operational conditions,   (3) the 
determination of control requirements for temperature regulation of blower- 
cooled equipment, and (4) the correlation of blower-performance data ob- 
tained from tests«    TShen using these laws for the determination of blower 
performance with equipment at other than reference conditions, more often 
than not trial-and-error solutions are required which involve considerable 
labor and time for computation.    By graphical presentation of the blower 
laws many problems of blower evaluation,   selection and design may be per- 
formed more rapidly than by computation.    The chart in Figure V-12 (in back 
pocket) is intended to serve this purpose.    Its construction and use are 
discussed in the following two sections. 

5»    Description of Chart for Blower Performance Analysis and Design 

The generalized working chart shown in Figure V-12 is a graphical 
presentation of the blower laws.    It consists of eight quadrants with inter- 
related curves.    The chart is applicable to centrifugal and axial-flow 
blowers.    The individual quadrants and their functions are described as fol- 
lows. 

a.    Grid for System Characteristics 

In quadrant  (l) the characteristic curve for any equipment can 
be inserted which would show the relationship between standard pressure drop 
(the product of density ratio ?t inlet and true pressure drop) and -Height 
flow rate.    These system (equipment) resistance characteristics are inde- 
pendent of blower evaluation and design considerations.    They are derived 
from experimental data.    Methods of data reduction for blower-cooled elec- 
tronic units are discussed in Chapter VI and illustrated in Examples VI-5, 
-6,  and -7. 

The density-ratio lines for system resistance and flow volume 
snown in quadrant (l) may be used to translate the entire system resistance 
characteristics or any point thereon into the relationship of actual pres- 
sure drop as function of volume flow at any operating condition.defined by 
a specified density ratio.    Thus,  for any flow condition defining a point in 
quadrant (l) of known weight flow and standard pressure drop at specified 
density ratio at the equipment inlet, the actual pressure drop (system re- 
sistance) is determined by projecting vertically from this point to the ap- 
propriate density-ratio line for system resistance (a at equipment inlet) 
and then horizontally to the right-hand ordinate of quadrant (l).    The vol- 
ume flow is determined by projecting from the point horizontally to the ap- 
propriate density-ratio line for flow volume (c? at equipment inlet) and then 
vertically downward to the abscissa of quadrant  (l). 

If in a problem of blovier selection or design the equipment's 
required flow volume and corresponding resistance are given specifically 
for a certain opera.ting condition, the operating point can be plotted di- 
rectly in quadrant  (1) using the right-hand ordinate and the lower abscissa. 
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b»    Grid for Blower Characteristics.    In quadrant (5), a reference 
blower's characteristic curves of corrected static pressure versus volume 
flow rate and corrected input horsepower versus volume rate should be 
plotted.    Depending on the problem, the reference blower may be the actual 
blower whose performance with a given equipment is to be evaluated, or it 
may be Hie prototype for evaluation, selection, modification, or design of 
a similar blower which may be homologous or of different impeller width 
ratio.    Hhen selecting the reference performance of a blower for use in this 
quadrant, it may occur that the ranges of volume flow and static pressure 
rise are greater than can be accommodated by the scales of the grid.    In 
that case, it is simplest to reduce the selected performance to the range of 
the quadrant's scales by reducing the reference speed.   According to the 
blower laws, this reduces the range of the flow volume in direct proportion, 
the range of the static pressure in proportion to the square, and the horse- 
power in proportion to the cube of the reduced speed.    The same procedure in 
reverse can be used to obtain the best accuracy in the use of the charts 
when a small blower is chosen as the reference blower.    The other blower laws 
can also be applied to better match the available characteristic data to the 
ranges of the grid's scales.    Particularly, the laws relating the variation 
of static pressure and horsepower with that of the impeller diameter are 
useful in magnifying the performance of a small reference blower. 

c.    Diameter Ratio lines for Determination of Flow Volume.   Quad- 
rant (2) contains a graphical presentation of the blower law given by equa- 
tion (V-7b) which indicates that,  if all other conditions remain fixed,  "the 
air volume delivered is proportional to  the cube of "the impeller diameter. 
The diameter ratio, as shown in this quadrant, is defined as the ratio of 
the diameter of the actual blower being evaluated to the diameter of the 
reference blower whose characteristics are inserted in quadrant (5) as dis- 
cussed above. 

d.    Width-Ratio and Density-Ratio Lines for the Determination of 
Flow Volume and System Resistance 

The width-ratio lines in quadrant (3) are a graphical presenta- 
tion of the basic assumption,  given by equation (V-7d), that the flow volume 
is proportional to the effective impeller width of a centrifugal blower. 
The width ratio is defined as the ratio of the impeller width of the actual 
blower being evaluated to the impeller width of the homologous blower de- 
rived from the reference blower by geometrical similarity.    If,  for example, 
the impeller of the reference blower has a 10-inch diameter and a 4-inch 
width and the actual blower has a 5-inch diameter and a 1-inch width, then 
the actual blower should have an impeller width of 2 inches in order to be 
homologous.    Since, however, the impeller width of the actual blower being 
considered is only 1 inch, then the width ratio to be used in quadrant (3) 
is 0.5.    In using this chart for axial-flow blowers only geometrically simi- 
lar blowers can be analyzed and, therefore, only the unity width-ratio line 
in quadrant (3) may be used. 

The constant density ratio or a A- lines are based on the pro- 
portionality of blower pressure to air density for incompressible flow, as 
indicated by equation (V-6c).    As pointed out previously,, this proportion- 
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ality is valid for almost all operating conditions encountered by cooling 
blowers of electronic equipment.    Should a situation arise "wherein the use 
of compressible-flow relationships are required,  these curves are no longer 
usable for the determination of corrected blower pressure rise»    Then, the 
correct Ap/oj_ should be calculated by equation (V-5) and introduced on the 
abscissa of quadrant (3).    By use of the a^-lines,  all system pressure drops 
are converted to standard conditions and represent the pressure drop in the 
system when the flow volume at standard conditions is the same as that re- 
quired for altitude conditions« 

e. Speed-Ratio Lines for the Determination of Flow Volume and 
System Resistance.    The flow-volume lines in quadrant (4) represent the 
blower law of equation (V-7a) which states that the delivered flow volume 
varies in direct proportion to the blower speed.    The system-resistance lines 
represent equations (V-6a and -6c) combined,   stating that the corrected 
blower pressure rise is proportional to the square of the blower speed.    The 
lines are labeled "system resistance", although they are actually static 
pressure lines for the blower, because they are used in matching blower pres- 
sure and equipment resistance at a given speed ratio.    The speed ratio is de- 
fined as the ratio of the rotational speed of the actual blower being evalu- 
ated to the rotational speed of the reference blower,   for which the charac- 
teristics are inserted in quadrant (5).    Quadrant (4) is particularly useful 
when determining required variation in blower speed to be produced by a var- 
iable-speed control. 

f. Diameter-Ratio Lines for the Determination of System Resistance 
and Power.    The diameter-ratio lines for system resistance contained in 
quadrant (6) state graphically equations (V-6b and -6c) combined and indicate 
that if everything else remains the same, the corrected static pressure riöe 
is proportional to the square of the impeller diameter.    The word "system- 
resistance" is here used in the same sense as in quadrant  (4).    The diameter- 
ratio lines for power state graphically equation (V-8b), i.e., that input 
horsepower is proportional to the fifth power of the ijnpeller diameter.    The 
diameter-ratio is defined as explained for quadrant (2), 

g. Speed-Ratio, Width-Ratio, and Density-Ratio Lines for Determina- 
tion of Power.    By equation (V-8a), the required input power varies with the 
cube of the rotational speed.    The speed-ratio lines contained in quadrant 
(?) illustrate this variation graphically.    The speed-ratio is defined as 
explained for quadrant (4).    The reflection-line shown in quadrant (7) serves 
merely to project a value obtained on the vertical coordinate axis in quad- 
rant (7) to the horizontal coordinate axis of quadrant (8).    Quadrant  (8) 
contains width-ratio and density-ratio lines to correct for these effects on 
the required power input.    These two families of lines graphically illustrate 
eouations (V-8c and -8d), which state that the power is directly proportional 
to both inlet air density and, for centrifugal blowers only, to the impeller 
width also.    To find the required power input of a blower by use of these 
quadrants, it is necessary to proceed in the direction indicated by the solid 
line and arrows. 
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6. Applications of the Analysis and Design Chart 

The working chart in Figure 7-12 may be used conveniently to facil- 
itate solution of problems where blower performance in connection with cool- 
ing a given equipment must be determined. Such problems may be concerned 
with evaluation, modification, selection, design, or control. The method of 
attack for each problem is somewhat different. However, in every case it is 
necessary that the characteristic cttrve of the blower to be evaluated, modi- 
fied, or controlled, or of the reference blower on which the selection or 
the design is to be based, be plotted in quadrant (5). The resistance char- 
acteristics of the equipment to be cooled must be defined generally in quad- 
rant (l) for problems of evaluation or in terms of specific operating points 
for other types of problems. 

In some problei  it is convenient or necessary to modify, for best 
accuracy, the known characteristics of the actual blower or of the reference 
blower by applying the blower laws, in order that the scales in quadrant (5) 
be fully utilized or may accommodate the characteristics. In particular, 
the laws of speed effect, equations (V-6a to -9a), and of width effect, equa- 
tion (V-6d to -9d), should be used. For that purpose, the width relation- 
ships apply to any type blower. Thus the modified blower becomes the refer- 
ence blower so that in order to analyze the actual blower, speed ratios and/ 
or width ratios to b e used must represent the ratios of the actual blower to 
the fictitious reference blower. Therefore, in problems discussed hereafter 
in which it is specified that the width ratio must be unity, because it is 
assumed that the characteristics of the actual blower or a true homologous 
blower are given in quadrant (5), the width ratio may be other than unity if 
a fictitious reference blower is used. 

a. Evaluation of Available Flow Rates 

The chart can be used to determine the flow rate produced 
through an equipment of known characteristics by a blower operating at pre- 
determined speed. If the speed is a function of the load, a direct deter- 
mination of the flow rate by means of the chart is not feasible. However, 
preliminary data towards the solution of this problem can be obtained with 
the chart. The evaluation of equipment-blower-motor combinations is dis- 
cussed in detail in the subsequent section, beginning page 105« A method 
for flow determination by calculation, without use of the chart in Figure 
V-12, is given there. That method can be used as an alternate to the pro- 
cedure described in the following. 

The performance of a given blower may be known by its own pres- 
sure-volume flow characteristic, or by the characteristic of a homologous 
blower. Also, the numerical values of the characteristic curves may be 
either at the specified operating speed or at another reference speed. 

•Whichever curves are available for reference, they are plotted in quadrant 
(5). The pressure curve must be translated to quadrant (l) to determine for 
each environmental condition the available air flow by intersection with the 
system characteristic. 

In general, irrespective of environmental conditions (as defined 
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by the density ratio), the blower's corresponding points of corrected static 
pressure  (£p/o^) and flow volume can be plotted on the abscissa of quadrants 
(l) and (3), respectively»    The subsequent constructions can be performed 
originating from these tv;o axes. 

There are two methods available to obtain corresponding points 
of corrected static pressure and flow volume to be plotted on the abscissa 
of quadrants (l) arid (3) respectively.    Values to be plotted can be deter" 
mined directly from the available characteristic performance of the blower 
when the diameter and speed of the reference blower are those of the actual 
blower.    Also,  corresponding values can be ascertained by simple calculations 
using equations (V-6 and -7) when the speed and diameter of the reference 
blower are not those of the actual blower»    These calculation procedures 
constituting "the first method would usually be more convenient than the sec- 
ond method described in the following, in which quadrants (2),   (3),   (4), and 
(6) are used,   ~The second method is presented to indicate the solution to 
the general problem by usdxtg the chart exclusively. 

The process using the second method can be explained best with 
reference to Figure V-13 which shows the necessary construction lines.    The 
complexity of the example is increased in that a homologous blower of greater 
diameter but lower than specified speed is used as reference blower, rather 
than the actual blower.    Thus, the diameter ratio of the actual blower is 
0.9 and its speed ratio is 3.    The width ratio is 1.0 since the blowers are 
homologous.    To find for a point on the reference curve of quadrant (l) the 
corresponding pressure on the abscissa of quadrant (3), the construction 
shown for point A in Figure V-13 mus(t be used.    Frem A in quadrant (5), a 
line is projected downward to a]_ on'the line of 0.9-diameter ratio for system 
resistance in quadrant (6), then over to &2 on the line of 3-speed ratio for 
system resistance in quadrant (4),  and finally up to ag representing the de- 
sired point on the abscissa of quadrant (3).    Similarly, the point represent- 
ing the actual flow volume corresponding to A is found on the abscissa of 
quadrant  (l).    From A a line is projected horizontally to a4 on the line of 
l.O-width ratio for flow volume in quadrant (3), then downward to ag on the 
line of 3-speed ratio for flow volume in quadrant (4), then over to aD on 
the line of 0.9-diameter ratio for flow volume in quadrant (2), and finally 
up to a7 representing the desired point on the abscissa of quadrant (l).    By 
the same methods are found points b3 and b7,  03 and C7", and dg and d7,  cor- 
responding to points B, C and D, respectively. 

The final steps to translate the points of the reference blower 
characteristic to a curve in quadrant  (l) of actual pressure versus flow 
volume, besed on blower inlet conditions,  are performed by using for each 
point the appropriate density ratio line in quadrant (3).    Under identical 
environmental conditions,  the procedure for forced and induced flow through 
the equipment differ since the inlet conditions to the blower would not be 
the same.    The differences are apparent with further reference to Figure 
V-13.    The constructions are based on an example for v/hich the environment 
where the cooling air originates is at 16°C and at a pressure of 3 inches 
mercury.    The equipment flov* characteristics are represented by the plot of 
standard pressure drop versus weight flow (points E,  F, G, H) in quadrant 
(1),    The heat dissipation of the equipment is  such that for a weight flow 
of 0.1 pound per second the temperature rise of the cooling air is 50°C. 
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with forced flow, i.e., the air pressure at the inlet to the 
equipment is greater than atmospheric,  the blower receives air from the en- 
vironment.    Thu3,  the density ratio at the blower inlet corresponds to 16°G 
and 3 inches mercury and is 0.1 (Figure V-8).    Using this density-ratio line 
in quadrant (3), the blower characteristic is constructed in quadrant  (1) by 
point ag, and others obtained in the same manner,  corresponding to B, C and 
D.    For example, ao. is obtained by projecting upward from a3 to ag on the 
line of 0.1-density ratio in quadrant (3), then over to quadrant (l) and in- 
tersecting with a line projected upward from a? on the abscissa of quadrant 
v-U» 

In the solution of the forced-flow evaluation problem, the 
blower characteristic in quadrant (l) must be further translated into a plot 
of standard pressure rise versus weight flow, based on the discharge condi- 
tions of the blower, in order to establish an operating point with known 
equipment characteristics.    To perform this conversion,   the density ratio 
lines in quadrant (l) are used." ~~*"or conditions of low altitude and for 
blowers supplying little pressure the density ratio at blower discharge is 
not different from that at inlet.    However, with high-speed machines at high 
altitude,  some difference may result.    Within the limitations of incompres- 
sible flow relationships, as pointed out on page 87, for which alone the 
chart and the chosen interpretation of equipment characteristics are appli- 
cable, the differences are normally not great because pressure and tempera- 
ture rise across the blower tend to compensate mutually.    In the following, 
the complete procedure,   taking into account the compression effect of the 
blower,  is described. 

For example, to find weight flov; and corrected pressure corre- 
sponding to point A, the temperature rise across the blower can be calculated 
directly from equation (V-3), by using the value of the static efficiency 
read for a.jß in quadrant (l) and the value of the corrected pressure rise 
read at ag.    If instead of the static efficiency curve the horsepower curve 
is given, equation (V-2) must be used.    To determine the actual blower's 
brake horsepovier corresponding to point A, the following procedure is used. 
Point &21 ^ quadrant (5), representing the horsepower of the reference 
blower corresponding to A, is projected downward to ai2 on the line of 0.9- 
diameter ratio for power in quadrant (6),  then over to ai3 on the line of 
1.0-width ratio  (appropriate for a homologous blower), then upward a]_4 on 
the line of 3-speed ratio, then horizontally to the reflection line, then 
downward to a.25 on the line of 0.1-density ratio, and finally over to ai6 
indicating the horsepower required.    That value,  the density ratio of 0.1, 
and the flow volume determined by a.y are used to find Atß by equation (V-2). 
For point A the temperature rise so calculated is 21°C, indicating a blower 
discharge temperature of 37°C.    At ag the value of &p/o± is found, and from 
it and c.j_ =» 0.1 the static discharge pressure,  here 4.1 inches water.    This 
pressure converted to inches mercur""- and added to the environmental pressure 
gives the absolute inlet pressure to the equipment, here 3.3 inches mercury. 
Using the equation in Figure V-8, the density ratio at the blower discharge 
is calculated as o^ = 0.1026.    This value is used to  find the point corre- 
sponding to A on the blower's discharge characteristic of standard static 
pressure (.oj&p) versus weight flow, since the blower's 03 is the equipment's 
inlet density ratio a^.    From ao. vertical and horizontal projection lines 
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determine aqjj and a^g on 0.1026-density ratio lines for flow volume and sys- 
tem resistance, respectively« The intersection of horizontal and vertical 
projection lines from a^7 and aig, respectively, determines the desired 
characteristic point ai9« In similar manner b]q, 030 and djq are f ound. 
The curve drawn through them intersects the system characteristic at x^c? 
which represents the operating point of the blower. This point can be pro- 
jected back to X in quadrant (5) by establishing first its location on the 
curves through points with subscripts (17) and (9), in quadrant (1), as 
shown in Figure V-13, and then the lines on which points with subscripts 
(6), (5) and (4) are located. For the weight flow rate given by X19 (0.14 
pound per second) and the other values of flow volume, pressure rise and 
horsepower (0.92 hp), determined-as for A, the temperature rise across the 
blower at the operating point (ll.Ö°C) can also be found. 

The preceding procedure may be compared with that for induced 
flow which is also indicated in Figure V-13, using dashed projection lines. 
The curve for actual flow volume versus static pressure, at the equipment 
exhaust, which is equivalent to the blower inlet, must first be determined. 
The static pressure is negative in reference to the environment. For exam- 
ple, for point E in quadrant (l), the actual system resistance i3 found by 
projecting downward to the line of 0.1-density ratio for system resistance, 
corresponding to a]_ (conditions at equipment inlet), and over to e2« Thus 
the absolute pressure at the equipment outlet is established by deducting 
the value at 02, converted to inches mercury, from the environmental pres- 
sure (3 inches mercury). The air temperature at the equipment outlet would 
be determined by the equipment's heat dissipation characteristics} for esc- 
ample, here stated to be 50°C above inlet for 0.1 pound per second flow 
which corresponds to E. Thus the density ratio at the equipment discharge 
02 which equals cr^ at the blower inlet can be determined. For the figures 
given previously, it is found to be 0.0812 for E. Thus, to establish the' 
characteristic of discharge flow volume versus pressure drop of the equip- 
ment, the point corresponding to E is found by projecting horizontally over 
to 63 on the line of 0.0812-density ratio for flow volume, and then downward 
to intersect the horizontal projection line passing through e;j_ an<* e2 a^ e4» 
Points f^, g4 and I14 to establish the curve, are found in tho same manner. 
The temperature rise across the equipment is taken as being inversely pro- 
portional to the weight flow, assuming no other means of heat dissipation or 
heat gain. For example» since the weight flow for H is 0.2 pound per second, 
the temperature rise would be only 25°C. 

The next problem in the induced-flow evaluation is to bring the 
discharge characteristic of the equipment to intersection with the blower 
characteristic, the latter being based on inlet conditions determined by tem- 
perature rise and pressure drop of the air passing through the equipment at 
equal weight flow rates. To establish this blower characteristic in quadrant 
(1), points e= through h.5 are found in quadrant (3) on density ratio lines 
corresponding to equipment discharge conditions, e.g., 65 on 0.0812-line. 
These points determine a curve on which points a20 through d20 J^y be located 
by projecting upward from &Q through d%.    Then projecting over to quadrant 
(1) and intersecting with the vertical lines from a.*? through d7 the blower 
characteristic through points with subscripts (21) is established. The op- 
erating point is found at y^.. The corresponding weight flow (0.12 pound per 
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second) is found by projecting to 0.1-density ratio line for system resist- 
ance, finding X]_9 and up to Y on the equipment characteristic. The point 
may also be projected by way of quadrants (2), (4) and (3) to Y on the ref- 
erence characteristic« The power requirement can be established in the pre- 
viously described manner, using the density ratio (0.0Ö) found by interpola- 
tion and based on y$  in quadrant (3). The value found is lower than for 
forced flow because of the lower air density at the blower inlet, although 
the flow volume is approximately the same, 

b. Determination of Required Blower Speed 

The problem of finding the required operating speed of a blower 
applied to an equipment can be solved by trial-and-error calculations which 
may be replaced by graphical procedures using the chart. The problem may 
arise in various instances when the flow volume and static pressure needed 
to operate an electronic unit under given environmental conditions are spec- 
ified» For example, it may arise in the selection of a drive motor for a 
blower made available in the development of an equipment, or in the modifi- 
cation of an equipment for operation under changed environmental conditions 
which may be accomplished by substitution of the drive motor by one of dif- 
ferent speed and power. The problem may also arise in determining the nec- 
essary characteristics of a speed control device to be developed for a 
blower-motor unit used on a specific equipment. 

The specification of the required flow volume and static pres- 
sure of the blower depends on the equipment's flow and heat transfer charac- 
teristics and the arrangement used. In forced-flow applications, as dis- 
cussed on page Ö6, the density ratio at the equipment inlet depends also on 
the temperature rise across the blower which would be a function of the 
static efficiency at the operating point (defined in terms of the percentage 
of the blower's maximum flow capacity) yet to be found. Therefore, an esti- 
mate of the efficiency would be required to establish the flow volume and 
pressure required. After determination of the blower's operating point, the 
estimate can be verified. However, in pract-'ce, as pointed out on page 90, 
the- density ratio could not change appreciably between the blower ±nlet and 
outlet. Therefore, the speed evaluation can be performed with little error 
based on the density ratio o^ ab the blower inlet which would correspond to 
the environmental a0. 

In induced-flow applications the required flow and pressure can 
be established directly from the equipment characteristics, thus defining 
the conditions at the blower inlet. These data, like in the forced-flow 
evaluation, establish the actual flow volume and actual system resistance 
at the blower inlet plotted in quadrant (l) of the chart as a point such as 
S (500 cubic feet per minute and 4 inches water) shown in the schematic of 
Figure 7-14. 

The pressure and power characteristics of the blower to be 
evaluated for speed requirement would be plotted in quadrant (5) at some 
reference speed for which they are known. The curves for a homologous 
blov/er could also be used, although this is not likely to be the case. The 
graphical procedure in the chart consists in the construction of two sets of 
lines? starting at point S in horizontal and vertical directions, respec- 
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Figure V-14.    Determination of Required Blower Speed and Selection 
of Blower Size by Use of Chart 

tively,  and finally intersecting in quadrant (5) at a point which, for the 
solution of the problem, must lie on the blower's pressure characteristic. 

If the characteristics of the blower being evaluated are plotted 
in quadrant (5), the construction lines shown in Figure V-14 are used.    Point 
S is" projected downward to (a) on the line of 1.0-diameter ratio, and then 
over to b]_ in quadrant (4) located on the line of 2.0-speed ratio for flow 
volume.    This speed ratio is chosen arbitrarily as first estimate of the 
probable operating speed, here assumed to be twice that on which the charac- 
teristics in quadrant  (5; are based.    From b]_ the line is  drawn up to C]_ on 
the line of l»0-v;idth ratio,  and from there over to quadrant  (5).    The other 
set of lines is started by projecting S over to  (d) on the line of 0.2-den- 
sity ratio  (the given blower inlet condition), down to ci on the 2.0-speed 
ratio line for system resistance (in accordance with the first assumption of 
probable operating speed), then over to fi on the line of 1.0-diameter ratio 
for system resistance,  and finally up to quadrant (5) to intersect the line 
drawn from quadrant  (3) at point gj_.    This point is seen to be not on the 
pressure curve and, therefore,  another speed must be assumed.    Since the 
pressure at g;j  is lower than that on the blower characteristic at equal flow 
volume, the as'sumed speed ratio of 2.0 is too great.    Assuming a value of 
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1,8, the lines through e2, f2 a*id g2, respectively through b2, 02 and g2 are 
drawn. The operating point X is found at the intersection of line gi-g2 
with the blower characteristic. The speed ratio for X is found by projecting 
back to X' in quadrant (6) and over to X" on the vertical line between ei 
and e2 in quadrant (4), By interpolation, the speed-ratio line passing 
through X" is found (1.9)« The power required to drive the blower can be 
found in the manner described on page 90, using the newly found speed ratio 
(1.9). Figure V-14 doe3 not contain the construction. 

The speed established by the above-described method may not be 
exactly obtainable using one of a series of standard drive units. In that 
case, the nearest available greater speed must be used. The increased flow, 
necessitating also greater power, may be utilized. The operating point can 
be established as described previously for evaluation of available flow 
rates. Otherwise, it may be desired to dissipate the excess pressure by 
means of throttling, as discussed subsequently on page 118. For example, if 
for the probl&m illustrated in Figure V-14, the nearest available drive speed 
would correspond to a speed rctio of 2.0, the operating point would be at Y, 
found by projecting gi horizontally onto the blower characteristic. The cor- 
responding power would also have to be determined for a speed ratio of 2.0. 

c. Selection of Blower Size 

The problem of selecting a blower from among a group of geomet- 
rically similar, homologous blowers to be operated at a specified speed may 
present itself in some phases of equipment modification and development. It 
is solved like the problem of speed determination for a given blower, as de- 
scribed in the preceding, except that instead of assumptions for speed ratio, 
assumptions for diameter ratio are made. The dashed lines in Figure V-14 are 
for the correctly determined diameter ratio (1.75) to be used if a speed ra- 
tio of 3.0 is specified with flow conditions expressed by point S and the 
blower characteristics in quadrant (5) are those of the reference blower» 
The operating point is shown at Y. 

The diameter so determined may actually not be available among 
the series of homologous blowers. Then a larger blower may have to be used 
and the same considerations vrould apply as discussed above An reference to 
the use of a speed greater than that determined to be necessary for a given 
blower. 

This method would sometimes be undesirable because the oper- 
ating point resulting from the selection of a blower diameter for a speci- 
fied speed may fall on a pert of the blower characteristic near maximum flow 
volume for which the efficiency is low. To improve the economy of the ap- 
plication a lower operating speed can be chosen for which the dimensions of 
the blower would have to be larger to deliver the required air flow. Its 
operating point -would move towards a lower percentage of maximum flow volume, 
with corresponding higher static efficiency. 

d. Design of Blovrer 

If a blower is to be designed to deliver a specified flow volume 
and pressure under certain environmental conditions, and its operation is in- 
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tended to be continuous,  its efficiency should be high and its flow be stable, 
Therefore, -with the design based on the characteristic of a reference blower 
the operating point is specified, as shown by point P in quadrant (5) of 
Figure V-15.    Since for the design condition the flow volume,  system resist- 

Figure V-15.    Besign of Blower by Use of Chart (Figure V-12) 

ance (point S, Figure V-15) and density ratio at the blower inlet are also 
specified, the blower's speed, diameter,  and, for centrifugal blowers, the 
width may enter the design considerations.    Among the three characteristics, 
only one can be fixed, two must remain to be determined to meet the reauire- 
ments of points S and P.    If the design is to be limited to homologous blow- 
ers, or if the blower is axial-flow, the width ratio is unity.    Then the ob- 
jective of the design procedure becomes to find the proper combination of 
speed- and diameter-ratio so that proper projection lines on the chart would 
connect points S and P.    Thus, the blower would create the pressure and would 
deliver the quantity of air required by the equipment«    The solid projection 
lines in Figure V-15 illustrate the procedure for the example chosen,  having 
defined the system's operating point S in terms of actual flow volume and re- 
sistance (400 cubic feet per minute and 1 inch water), the density ratio at 
the blower inlet (0.5),  and the desired operating point P in terms of its 
location on the pressure curve, chosen for high efficiency and stability of 
operation (400 cubic feet per minute and 4 inches water). 
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Point S is projected to x on the line of the density ratio at 
blower inlet (0.5) in quadrant (3). Point P is projected to z on the line 
of 1.0-width ratio in quadrant (3), since the design is concerned only.with 
homologous blowers. Then, the vertical projection lines from x and y must 
terminate in quadrant (4) on a speed ratio line for system resistance, re- 
spectively for flow volume, both having the same numerical value. The hor- 
izontal projection lines drawn from the points so established must intersect 
the vertical projection lines drawn from points P and S, respectively, at 
points located on a diameter ratio line for system resistance in quadrant 
(6), respectively for flow volume in quadrant (2), which both have again 
equal numerical value. Obviously, this could be accomplished by trial-and- 
error projections to assumed speed ratio lines in quadrant (4) and comparing 
the diameter-ratios determined by points of intersection located in quadrants 
(2) and (6). This procedure may be made more precise by finding on at least 
three sets of speed-ratio lines in quadrant (4), shown in Figure V-15 as 
1.0, 0.7 and 0.5, the points corresponding to x, i.e., a3, b3 and C3-in Fig- 
ure V-15, and determining by projecting each to quadrant (6) the correspond- 
ing diameter ratios specified by 84, b^. and 04. In an auxiliary plot of di- 
ameter ratio versus speed ratio, shown in the upper left of Figure V-15, the 
data so found are entered as curve 3-4. Similarly, corresponding to y points 
al> kl> an<i cl a^e  located and their mating points a2» b2, and C2 with cor- 
responding diameter ratios are located by projecting to quadrant (2). These 
data are also entered in the auxiliary plot to establish curve 1-2. The in- 
tersection of the two curves in the auxiliary plot, point P-S, gives the 
values of the diameter and speed ratio (1.22 and 0.58) which, if used in 
quadrants (2), (4), and (6), would connect points P and S with a continuous 
system of lines. To determine the proportions of the blower so designed, 
all the dimensions of the reference blower must be multiplied with the di- 
ameter ratio (1.22). To determine the speed of the designed blower-, the 
speed of the reference blower must be multiplied with the determined speed 
ratio (0.58). 

I 
If the design is limited to a specific operating speed, the 

blower laws expressed by equations (V-6d to -9<i), but only applicable to 
centrifugal blowers, must be used to determine a modified impeller width 
which is not changed in the same proportion as the diameter. Since the pres- 
sure production of the blower is assumed by the laws to be independent of 
impeller width and only dependent on operating speed and impeller diameter, 
the projection lines for system resistance can be drawn directly to define 
the impeller diameter. If for the design shown in Figure V-15 a speed is 
specified, the line for system resistance in quadrant (4), having a value 
equal to the ratio of the specified speed to the reference speed (0.4), lo- 
cates a point d on the projection line from x. The projection of point d 
over to quadrant (6) intersects the vertical projection line from P in point 
e whose location relative to diameter ratio lines for system resistance, 
having known values, determines uniquely the diameter ratio of the impeller 
so designed (1.8). This value may then be used to determine the diameter 
ratio line for flow volume in quadrant (2) on which point f is located by 
vertical projection from point S. The following construction is from f over 
to g in quadrant (4) on the speed ratio line for volume flow of specified 
value (0.4), and up to the intersection in quadrant (3) with the horizontal 
projection line from P, locating point h which by its position relative to 
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lines representing known width ratios determines the width ratio of the de- 
signed blower (0.41).    The actual width of the impeller is the product of the 
reference blower mdth and the width and diameter ratios determined in the 
described construction (B x 0.41 x 1.8). 

If the design is limited to a specific diameter, the same con- 
siderations as discussed in the preceding paragraph in reference to speed 
specification applies.    In this case,  the speed and width ratios must be 
found.    Again the pressure requirement governs and determines the speed ra- 
tio by the projections from P to j in quadrant (6) on the line for specified 
diameter ratio  (0.6), and then to k in quadrant (4),  located by the inter- 
section with the vertical projection from x.    By interpolation the speed ra- 
tio is found (1.75), and the same value is used to establish the speed ratio 
line for flow volume,  in quadrant  (4),  on which m is found by projection from 
1,  the latter being located on the line for specified diameter ratio  (0.6) in 
quadrant (2).    The intersection of the projection lines from P and m at n in 
quadrant (3; permits determination of the width ratio by interpolation (5.8). 

Combined Equipment-Blower-Motor Performance 

An important phase in the evaluation of blower applications with elec- 
tronic equipment is the determination of air flow rates over the range of 
environmental conditions in which the equipment is expected to operate,.    As 
described on pages 95 to 100, the analysis may be performed directly by use 
of the chart in Figure V-12 if a drive is used which has at every operating 
condition a known speed,  obtained by control,  or otherwise.    However,  if only 
the speed-torque characteristic of the drive is known,  in addition to the 
equipment's flow characteristics, the analysis is more complex and requires 
supplementary methods. 

It is generally known that constant-speed blowers are not satisfactory 
for equipment cooling applications over wide ranges of altitude.    If they 
provide adequate cooling at high altitude, they usually overcool the equip- 
ment greatly at low altitude,  unless the environmental temperature is very 
much increased.    Their power requirement also increases with lower altitude 
and necessitate? a larger drive motor.    To satisfy requirements for best 
cooling over wide ranges of environmental conditions, the torque of the drive 
motor should increase about in dire_*y proportion with the speed.    All types 
of practical electric motors have lower torque at increased speed.    However, 
various types of motors have natural operating speeds v;hich may cover a range 
from one to three or five.    Thus, when used for blower drive over an appreci- 
able range of altitude,  they provide some increase in air flow volume with 
increased altitude.    Although not entirely adequate,   such motors have been 
and will be used where required blower size and the corresponding power are 
both small so that the expense of overcooling is not prohibitive.    They may 
also fit the situation when sustained operation of the equipment would occur 
only over a limited range of ambient pressure and temperature, and when vari- 
ations of component temperatures are permissible. 
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1.    Flow Rate in Specified Environment 

The evaluation of available flow rates resulting from the combina- 
tion of an electronic equipment, a cooling blower, and a blower drive-motor 
may be performed experimentally.    For that purpose, the use of a test facil- 
ity providing for control of environmental temperature and pressure vjould be 
necessary.    Some relevant procedures are discussed in the portions of Chap- 
ter IV dealing with altitude chamber tests. 

The necessity for extensive experimentation is eliminated if the 
following information is available:     (l) the flow and resistance character- 
istic of the equipment, giving graphically or analytically the relation be- 
tween standard pressure drop crj/ip and weight flow of a:r,  (2; the variation 
of pressure and required driving power with flow volume of the blower at any 
speed and air density,  permitting derivation of the blower's torque-flow 
volume curve,  and (3) the speed-torque curve of the drive motor. 

At any environmental condition,  analysis of the blower's air supply 
to the equipment at various speeds would define the relationships of avail- 
able flow volume and corresponding driving torque with blower speed.    The 
operating point, using a specific drive motor, would be determined at a speed 
where the motor torque and the blower torque would be equal.    Thus the flow 
volume, or weight flow, would also be defined. 

The type of problem outlined above is not amenable to mathematical 
analysis.    The solution could be obtained by trial-and-error calculations 
which, however,  are likely to be very time-consuming,  unless a good first 
estimate is available based on a set of operating conditions for vfcich flow 
rate, blower speed, torque,   etc. are already known.    To evaluate such com- 
bined operation of three available components it is advantageous to employ 
calculations combined with graphical methods.    In general, when the equip- 
ment is to be operated at various environmental conditions,  it is best to 
evaluate first the available air flow at the condition of lowest air density. 
At this point, which usually occurs at maximum altitude, the weight flow of 
air vould be smallest and most critical.    The evaluation procedures differ 
somewhat,  depending on whether a forced- or an induced-flow arrangement is 
used» 

It will be noted in the following that a substantial portion of the 
procedures is concerned with determining air flow rates through the equip- 
ment at different assumed speeds.    For that purpose the procedures described 
beginning on page 95, utilizing the chart in Figure V-12, may be used.    How- 
ever,   the following methods are presented using an alternate method for de- 
termination of air flow rate at specified speed. 

a.    Forced Flow Arrangement 

The environmental condition, given in terms of air temperature 
and pressure,  is defined by its density ratio (Figure 7-8).    This is the 
density ratio at the blower inlet.    That at the equipment inlet would be 
slightly different because of pressure and temperature change across the 
blower.    However,  as pointed out on page 90, these are compansatrmg effects 

1 
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•which usually cause snail change of density ratio.    Therefore, in the proce- 
dure to be presented» the density ratio at the equipment inlet is assumed to 
be equal to that at the blower inlet.    Thus corresponding values of actual 
flow resistance and volume are derived from an equation or plot of ojfsp 
versus W for the equipment.    For example, Figure V-l6 contains the curve of 
£p versus Q, derived for an equipment having the experimentally determined 
characteristic flow equation ojfsp - 830 W2#^,  operating at 60,000 feet 
N.A.C.A.  standard atmosphere (a0 « 0=0942, Table A-1-2).    For any valvte of 
•weight flow W,  the flow volume Q is found in Figure V-9 or by equation (V=l) 
and -üp = (oizip)/0.094:2. 

> 

£    Figure V-16.    Deter- 
•     ruination of Combined 
8    Equipment-Blower 

l2-     Characteristics for 
z"    Forced and Induced 

Flow 

300 
Q, CFM 

The blower characteristics of pressure and power versus flow 
volume are available at some reference speed Nr which need not necessarily 
be within the practical speed range of the motor.    For example,  Figure V-17 
contains the data for a blower operating at 6000 revolutions per minute at 
standard density (cr^ = 1.0).    By means of the blower laws, the pressure char- 
acteristic can be converted to the values corresponding to the specified in- 
let air density and to one of three or four speeds within the operating range 
of the motor.    Some knowledge of the probable operating speed is desirable 
so that the chosen speeds are not too greatly different.    By equation (V-6), 

^P    =    <?i (N/Nr)2 (Ap/o-i) 
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and by equation (V-7) 

Q    =-•    (N/Kr) Qx 

1 m 

> 

Three or four points for each speed will suffice to enable one to plot'the 
necessary portion of the curve,  as shown in Figure V-16 for three different 
speeds (6,000,  12,000 and 18,000 rpm).    Corresponding points a, b and c are 
found at the intersections with the equipment characteristic -which determine 
the operating point for each speed.    At the operating point the pressure and 
flow volume are so related that they arc equal to the requirements of the 
equipment.    Thus three points are established on the curve of operating speed 
versus flovf volume for the equipment-blower combination (see Figure V-l6). 
For each point, the necessary blower torque is found by means of the refer- 
ence characteristics where values of corrected horsepower hp/a^ are found 
corresponding to the reference flow volumes Qr obtained by reversing equation 
(V-7),  as given above.    The equation for the blower torque in pound-feet is 

\   =    [33,000/(2nNr)] (a±)   (N/Nr)2 (hp/c L) (V-10) 

6 
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Figure V=>18. Determina- 
tion of Blower Operating 
Speed for Equlpment- 
Blower-ilotor Combination 
by Means of Speed-Torque 
Curves 
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The blower torque calculated for the operating point determined 
at each speed may then be plotted against the speed on the same grid as the 
speed-torque curve of the motor,  as shown in Figure V-18.    The intersection 
of the two curves at F indicates equality of the motor torque with the re- 
quirement of the blower and determines the operating speed (12,000 rpm). 
The corresponding flow volume is established by the speed versus flow volume 
curve in Figure V-l6 (point F», 240 cfm) and the weight flow by Figure V-9 
or equation (V-l),    Also, the operating point on the blower characteristic 
F" in Figure V-17 (120 cfm) is found by reversing the forms of equations 
(V-6 and -7) given above. 

If speed-torque curves of the motor are available for different 
air densities, they should be used instead of a single curve,  as shown in 
Figure V-18.    Then the corresponding operating point F would be obtained on 
the speed-torque curve for the specified environmental conditions. 

b.    Induced Flow Arrangement 

The density ratio of the air at the equipment inlet corresponds 
to environmental  conditions.    Due to temperature rise and pressure drop 
across the equipment,  the density ratio of the cooling air may change appre- 
ciably.    Therefore,  this effect must be taken into arccount in determining 
the flow volume and density ratio at the blower inlet.    Thus',  in order to 
match equipment and blower characteristics,  the plot of a]Ap versus W for 
the equipment must be converted into a plot of Ap versus Q, where the pres- 
sure drop is that across the equipment at the specified inlet condition and 
the flow volume Q is that at the outlet of the equipmait.    In order to per- 
mit evaluation of Q the relationship of temperature rise with flow rate must 
be known.    It is a function of the heat dissipation within the equipment. 
If no other heat dissipation occurs or if that other dissipation is constant, 
the temperature rise must be inversely proportional to the weight flow rate 
of cooling air.    In order to der. ve the plot of Ap versus Q, the value of 
Ap can be found directly for any weight flow W, as indicated for forced flow. 
However,  to find the discharge flow volume corresponding to a given weight 
flow, the density ratio at the discharge must be calculated based on the 
absolute pressure and the absolute temperature at that point.    The absolute 
pressure and temperature are affected by the pressure drop,  respectively the 
temperature rise,  across the equipment.    The dashed equipment curve in Fig- 
ure V-16 is derived for the same equipment as for forced flow having such 
heat dissipation that At = 1.5/W.    At any pressure drop the difference be- 
tween the curves for forced and induced flow show the expansion of the cool- 
ing air passing through the equipment. 

The values of density ratio 0% at equipment outlet are also 
plotted versus the discharge volume.    The variation shown in Figure V~l6 is 
j-_ ji.n    „_ J   j it..   _.._.._   4. -  _J _—   JV.««.   _   T „.. ..„-i.._   „4-   1 ~...   fn «•"•  -"n+"   {A>in iijyjLMOLA.   cum   aiuvis   unc   uui'vo   uu   IJ.OC   iruiu   o  _LUH   value   au   iun   J.JLO«;   xauw    \uu» 

to large temperature rise), to a maximum,  and then to drop at very large 
flow rates (due to large pressure drop). 

The blower characteristics at three or four speeds can be 
transferred to the plot of Ap versus Q of the equipment like for the forced 
flow arrangement, except for one important difference.    For each value of 
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flow volume obtained by equation (V-7), the corresponding, pressure rise is 
determined by equation (V-6). However, the density ratio used must be that 
corresponding to the same flow volume on the curve of £p versus Q of the 
equipment» In this manner the three dashed blower curves for different 
speeds (6,000, 12,000 and 10,000 rpm) shown in Figure V-16 are obtained from 
the blower characteristics in Figure V-17. After obtaining the operating 
points (d, e, and f) by intersections, the procedure is the same as for 
forced flow in finding the blower speed. In calculating the blower torques, 
the density ratio to be used for each point is that determined by the value 
on the curve of 02 versus Q in Figure V-l6 corresponding to the actual flow 
volume» Similarly, when the operating point determined in Figure V-16 (I at 
13,000 rpm) is to be located on the reference blower characteristic (point I", 
131 cfm, Figure V-17) and when the v/eight flow is to be calculated (o"2 = 
0.072, corresponding to I' at 13,000 rpm and 283 cfm on the speed curve in 
Figure V-16) the density ratio at the equipment outlet must be used. 

2. Variation of Flow Rate and Blower Speed with Air Density 

The evaluation of available flow rates for a given equipment-blower- 
motor combination at several conditions of air density may be performed for 
each condition by a repetition of the procedure described in the preceding 
outline. However, after the first determination has been made, preferably 
at minimum operational air density, it is convenient to use a procedure which 
will yield relative, but exact values. The equipment blower and motor char- 
acteristics are expressed on a percentage basis relative to the values cor- 
responding to reference operating conditions, best taken at minimum air den- 
sity. Since this requires some preparatory work, the method outlined in the 
following is desirable mainly when the evaluation of flow rate, blower speed, 
etc. is desired at possibly more than three environmental conditions. 

Use is made of the chart contained in Figure V-19 (in back pocket) 
for finding the blower speed by matching blower and motor characteristics at 
a known value of equipment resistance. The speed thus obtained can be 
checked for its compatibility with the weight flow requirement of the equip- 
ment which would correspond to flow resistance at which the blower and motor 
characteristics have been matched. 

a. Chart for Performance Analysis of Blower-Motor Units 

The chart in Figure. V-19 substitutes a graphical procedure for 
the evaluation of density and speed effects on blower torque and provides a 
simple means of correlation with motor characteristics. A schematic diagram 
of the chart is given in Figure V-20 to clarify the following discussion of 
the features and the use of the chart. 

The chart in Figure V-19 consists of four quadrants, two of 
which provide grids for plotting the characteristic curves of the blower and 
the motor, respectively. The lower grid in quadrant (l) should contain a 
plot of the corrected blower characteristics for constant rotational speed, 
with the corrected torque and the corrected pressure rise of the blower, as 
percentages of the actual values which are required at the minimum air den- 
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SPEED    RATIO   OF   MOTOR 
6        1.0 

PER   CENT  Af/o-j PER   CENT   MAXIMUM    CAPACITY 

Figure V-20.    Speed Determination of Blower-Motor Unit 
by Use of Chart    (Figure V-l°) 

sitjr of the operating range.    These percentage values are plotted against 
per cent maximum, capacity of the blower as the abscissa.    At constant speed, 
the torque curve of the blower is the same as its horsepower curve since by 
equation (V-10) torque and corrected power are proportional.    The upper blank 
grid in quadrant (4) should contain a plot of the motor speed-torque charac- 
teristics with per cent of reference torque (minimum air density) as ordanata, 
and the ratio of operating speed to reference speed (minimum air density) as 
abscissa«    In Figure V-20, which is a schematic diagram of Figure V-19, typi- 
cal characteristic curves for the blower and motor are shown in quadrants 
(l) and (4)«,    The reference point corresponding to 100 per cent pressure rise' 
and torque,   (usually at minimum air density) ic shown at 60 per cent maximum 
capacity of the blower.    This is a typical value for a good combination, but 
may differ,   depending on the application. 
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Quadrant (2) contains the parameter relative speed-ratio which 
is defined as the ratio of the actual speed under the conditions of opera- 
tion being analyzed to the reference speed. One purpose of the speed-ratio 
lines in quadrant (2) is to relate the required corrected pressure of the 
blower £$/o± to the per cent design pressure rise of the reference blower 
having the characteristic contained in quadrant (l). Quadrant (2) is simi- 
larly used when correcting per cent design torque of the reference blower to 
the actual speed ratio of operation. Quadrant (3) contains the relative 
density ratio at the blower intake as a parameter and relates the required 
corrected torque of the blower to the torque made available by the motor. 
The relative density ratio as contained in quadrant (3) is defined as the 
ratio of the actual density of the air at the blov/er intake under the condi- 
tions of operation being analyzed to the density at the blower intake under 
reference conditions. 

The chart in Figure V~i° is set up on a percentage and ratio 
basis in order to make it generally applicable to any design, independent of 
operating characteristics of the motor and blower, design altitude, system 
resistance or range of altitude over which the combined performance is to be 
determined. The reference point of operation may be any selected condition 
for which the combined equipment-blower-motor performance is known. As in- 
dicated repeatedly above, operation at minimum air density may conveniently 
be taken a's the reference condition. By definition, for the combined system 
at the reference point, the corrected equipment resistance, the corrected 
torque and pressure rise of the blower, and the torque of the motor are 100 
per cent, with the speed ratio of motor and blower both being unity. This 
condition is illustrated by the series of dashed lines shown on the schematic 
diagram in Figure V-20. As previously mentioned, the per cent maximum ca- 
pacity of the blower at the reference point happens to be shown at 60 per 
cent an Figure 7-20. 

The series of solid lines shown in Figure V-20 illustrates the 
procedure for determining the performance of the equipment-blower-motor com- 
bination at other than reference conditions. Suppose at some reduced alti- 
tude the corrected equipment resistance &p/o± referred to blower inlet con- 
ditions is A per cent of the reference (&p/o±)r.    Starting at A on the ab- 
scissa in quadrant (2), one moves vertically to B on the line for an assumed 
speed ratio, then horizontally into quadrant (l) to point C, the intersection 
with the pressure-rise curve. Reading from C downward to the abscissa of 
quadrant (l) gives the operating percentage of maximum capacity of the blower. 
From C, reading upward to D, the intersection with the torque curve, then 
horizontally into quadrant (2) to the assumed speed-ratio line, defined by B, 
then vertically into quadrant (3) to E, the intersection with the relative 
density-ratio line (referred to blower inlet conditions) and finally into 
quadrant (4) to point F, which defines the motor-speed ratio at G and per 
cent torque at H. The operating speed ratio for the corrected equipment re- 
sistance given by A is defined when the assumed speed ratio B and the motor 
speed ratio at G resulting from the described construction are equal. Hence, 
a trial-and-error solution is required for each operational condition of the 
system. At the determined operating point, actual torque developed by the 
motor and required by the blower is equal to the per cent torque at H in 
quadrant (4), multiplied by the torque corresponding to the 100-per cent 
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point in quadrant (4). Similarly, the speed of the blower-motor combination 
is found by multiplying the speed ratio at G by the speed corresponding to 
the reference condition. The horsepower, being proportional to the product 
of speed and torque, is equal to the combined product of the speed ratio, 
the per cent torque, and the horsepower at the reference point, divided by 
100. Volume flow of air at the operating point is equal to the product of 
the volume flow at the reference condition, the speed ratio, and the ratio 
of the per cent maximum capacity at the operating point to that at the ref- 
erence point. The weight rate of air flow is given by the product of the 
weight flow at the reference condition, the relative density ratio, and the 
ratio of per cent maximum capacity at the operating point to that at the 
reference point. 

It is very probable that with referenqe design conditions es-> 
tablished at the maximum altitude of operation (minimum air density), the 
scales provided on the chart will not have sufficient range or accuracy to 
allow a solution to the problem over the entire range of altitude to be con- 
sidered» This difficulty is readily overcome by selecting, as the new refer- 
ence condition, another altitude, below design altitude, at which the oper- 
ating conditions of the blower-motor unit have previously been established. 
To accomplish this shift in reference conditions, it is necessary to replot 
the corrected pressure rise and torque curves of the blower in quadrant (l), 
and the motor characteristic curve in quadrant (4). The value of the cor- 
rected blower pressure rise at the altitude selected as the new reference 
is changed to represent 100 per cent on the (£$/o"i)r-scale. The per cent 
pressure rise and torque in quadrant (l) must become 100 per cent at the 
same per cent maximum capacity of the blower that occurred for operation 
under the same conditions but for the previous reference conditions. All 
points on the per cent pressure-rise curve in quadrant (l) must be changed 
in direct proportion to the change in pressure rise at the new 100 per cent 
point. The speed ratio and relative density ratio are again unity for the 
new reference point, i.e., the actual blower speed at the new reference con- 
dition becomes the reference speed. In quadrant (4) the motor speed ratio 
and per cent torque evaluated at the operational condition corresponding to 
the new reference condition must be shifted to unity and 100 per cent, re- 
spectively. Other points describing the speed-torque curve of the motor are 
determined from the original speed-torque curve in oiract proportion to the 
shift of the reference point. 

Figure Y-21 illustrates the shifting of the reference point, as 
discussed above, from 60 to 00 per cent maximum blower capacity. The solid 
lines describe the operational conditions and the blower and motor character- 
istics before the shift. The dashed lines illustrate the same conditions 
after the shift, but now as the new reference conditions. Operating points 
for the new reference condition change within the chart according to the in- 
dicated shift by the letters* point A to A1, B to B', etc. A check on the 
accuracy of procedure in making the shift in reference conditions may be 
made by noting that all reference points within the chart must fall at values 
of 100 per cent or unity, with the exception of the per cent maximum capacity 
of the blower which must remain at the previously established value (00 per 
cent). 
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Figure V-21.    Shift of Reference Point to Extend Range of Chart 
(Figure V-19) for Speed Determination of Blower-Motor Unit 

After a shift in reference conditions, the numerical values of 
the various parameters within the chart are appreciably different.    For ex- 
ample,  suppose operation of a system at an altitude of 70,000 feet is used 
as the initial reference point.    Say that at 40,000 feet the per cent 
(Ap/a^)r is evaluated,  based on the 70,000 feet condition, as 15, a value 
sufficiently low on the pressure scales that a change in the reference point 
is desirable.   Making the shift at this point moves the Ap/ai of 15 per cent, 
based on 70*000 feet, to 100 per cent based on 40,000 feet (A to A!)«    Hence, 
for the next lower altitude,  say 30,000 feet,  if the per cent (A p/o"i)r based 
on 70,000 feet is 7.5, it now becomes 50 per cent for the new reference alti- 
tude of 40,000 feet.    Similar considerations apply to speed ratios,  density 
ratios, per cent torque,  etc.    Should, for example,  the speed ratio be 0.40 
at 40,000 feet relative to 70,000 feet,  and then be found equal to 0.80 at 
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30,000 feet relative to 40,000 feet, the over-all speed ratio at 30,000 feet 
relative to 70,000 feet is 0.8 x 0.4 » 0.32. 

b.    Forced Flow Arrangement 

Based on the data determined for the chosen reference conditions, 
it is convenient to convert the equipment characteristics into a plot of per» 
centages of standard pressure drop (o^Ap5r versus vfr, as shown in Figure 
V-22.    This particular plot is derived for an equipment defined by ai^p = 
Ö30 W2*5 and the operating point determined in the description given on pag 
106 to 109  (240 cfta, Öl.,, = 0.0942, Wr » 0,0288 pound per second,   {oj&p)T 
0.U8 in. water). 
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In the chart of Figure V-19,  the curves of Figures V-17 and -18 
would be plotted in terms of percentages, based on the operating point of the 
blower at the reference condition,  such as F" shown in Figure V-17 (120 cfm 
maximum capacity,  3.32 in. water corrected pressure drop and 0.15 hp),  and 
the operating point of the motor at the reference condition,  such as F shown 
in Figure V-18 (0.0494 lb-ft torque,  12,000 rpm).    For the blower data the 
common point of the torque and pressure curves in quadrant (l) must be at 60 
percent maximum capacity (120/200).    (See Example V-3, page 127.) 

For any different operating condition,  e.g., 50,000 feet N.A.C.Ä. 
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standard atmosphere (cr0 = a^ = 0.1523), the first step is to assume a per- 
centage of reference weight flow and to determine the corresponding percent- 
age of reference standard pressure drop [e.g., for 150 per cent Wr, 276 per 
cent (oj/^O-J. The relative density ratio (.0.1523/0.0942 - 1.618; is used 
to find per cent (£p/o±)r based on the reference conditions by dividing the 
per cent (&p/o$)T  by the square of the relative density ratio (276/1.6182 = 
105.5). This is the value to be used in the chart to find by successive as- 
sumptions, as described above, the corresponding blower speed ratio (0.9) 
and the per cent maximum capacity (47). The per cent weight flow is then 
calculated as the product of the ratio of per cent capacity, the relative 
density ratio and the speed ratio [(47/60) (1.618) (0.9) = 114]. The value 
so determined should check the assumed per cent weight flow. If it does not, 
it is convenient to plot it against the per cent pressure drop corresponding 
to the assumed weight flow (a, Figure V-22) to ascertain the deviation and 
to permit a better next assumption for the per cent weight flow. If the sec- 
ond point (b, Figure V-22, assumed 125 per cent) is also close to the equip- 
ment curve, the operating point (F]_) may be found by intersecting the curve 
with a straight line drawn through the two points. Thus the per cent weight 
flow and standard pressure drop at the new altitude are determined and the 
corresponding values of relative speed ratio, relative density ratio, and 
per cent torque may be found by interpolation or use of Figure V-19* basing 
the trial-and-error procedure on the value of /$>/aj_ shpwn applicable to this 
altitude (50,000 feet) by the manner in which Fj_ in Figure V-22 has been 
found. 

If in the analysis of a forced-flow arrangement it is necessary 
to shift the reference condition, as discussed on pages 113 to 115, it is 
merely necessary to refer all determlred values to the new reference condi- 
tion. This is principally necessary in making each assumption of weight flow 
and in checking it. Thus for any assumed weight flow, the per cent (£p/a±)r 

referred to the new reference is the ratio of the per cent (£sp/o±)T  referred 
to the original reference to the per cent (Ap/o±)v  characteristic of the sys- 
tem operation at the new reference. The per cent (&p/o±}r  referred to the 
original reference is determined by use of the relative density ratio of the 
operating condition to the original reference condition. However, in using 
the per cent (Ap/o"j_)r referred to the new reference in the chart of Figure 
V-19, modified as previously discussed and shown schematically in Figure 
V-21, the relative density ratio is that of the operating condition to that 
of the new reference- condition. As pointed out before, it is sufficiently 
accurate to use throughout the density ratio corresponding to environmental 
conditions. Also, in converting the results to the original reference con- 
ditions, they must be multiplied with the known ratio values of the new to 
the original reference. 

c. Induced Flow Arrangement 

The procedure for the induced-flow arrangement is similar to 
that with forced flow, but somewhat more complex. The conversion of the 
equipment characteristic is the same and will give the identical curve, as 
shown in Figure V-22, although the basic values would be different (283 cfm, 
01 = 0.0942, a2 = 0.0718, Wr - 0.0259 pound per second, (ajßp)r = 0.0895 in. 
water). In addition, a plot of temperature rise versus per cent weight flow 
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is necessary with the maximum altitude condition as reference, as shown in 
Figure V-22 for the specific case described before (Atn-o - 1.5/0.0259 = 
588C). 

The curves in quadrants (l) and (2) of Figure V-19 are drawn 
in the same manner,  based on the pertinent reference conditions (Blower: 
131 cfm,  200 cfm maximum capacity, 2.9 in. water corrected pressure drop, 
and 0.161 hp.    Motor:    0.043 lb-ft torque, 13,000 rpm). 

For any different operating condition,  e.g., 50,000 feet 
N.A.C.Ä.  standard atmosphere (3.426 in. mercury, -55.3°C, a0 = C]_ = 0.1523), 
the first step is to assume, a percentage of reference weight flow and to de- 
termine the corresponding percentage standard pressure drop and temperature 
rise (e.g.,  for 150 per cent %,, 276 per cent (a;iAp)r and At]-2 ° 3Ö.5°C). 
The corresponding actual pressure drop must be determined to permit evalua- 
tion of the density ratio at the blower inlet.    For example, ChAp = 2.76 
(o;|£p)r = 2.76 x 0.0895 = 0.247 in. water,  and Ap » (o^Ap)/^ = 0.247/0.1523 
= 1.62. in. water.    The density ratio at the blower inlet (02 = 0.1242) is 
based on these values of pressure drop and temperature rise and the environ- 
mental conditions.    In the subsequent determination of per cent (Ap/o"i)r at 
the blower inlet to be used in the chart,  two relative density ratios must 
be used since in the reduction of per cent  (Ap/oj_)r to Ap the density ratio 
at equipment inlet is applicable, while in the determination of Ap/a^ from 
Ap,  the density ratio at the equipment outlet (02 = <?i) is applicable.    The 
relative values must be referred to the pertinent density ratio determined 
for the reference condition.    Thus,  for example, oj/ajrr = 0.1523/0.0942 = 
1.62 (like for forced flow),  but 02/°2-r " 0.1242/0.0718 = 1.73.    Then in 
finding the per cent  (Ap/aj_)r not the square of one relative density ratio, 
but the product of both values is used  [per cent  (Ap/a^)r = 276/(1.62x1.73) 
= 98.5], 

The subsequent procedure in the use of the chart is the same as 
described for forced flow.    In the chert only the relative value of 0*2 - 
0]_ (1.73) is used.    It is also used to check the weight flow after the com- 
patible per cent maximum capacity (56) and the speed ratio  (0.88) are deter- 
mined,     (per cent % = (56/65.5)(1.73)(0.88) = 130).    The successive assump- 
tions of per cent weight flow yielding points such as c and d in Figure V-22, 
close to the equipment curve, are sufficient to determine the operating 
point I^.    For the percentages of (a]_Ap)r and Wr so determined, the entire 
procedure outlined above must be repeated to determine all other correspond 
ing values for the specified environment (50,000 ft.). 

If a shift of reference conditions is necessary in the evalua- 
tion of induced-flow systems,  it is made in the manner described on pages 
113 to 115.    To perform the evaluation at another operating condition, based 
on the new reference, the procedure outlined above for determination of per 
cent (Ap/o-j_)-, is followed based on the original reference.    The ratio of the 
value so  determined to that pertinent to the operation at the new reference 
condition is used in the chart of Figure V-19.    Also, the relative density 
ratio in the chart is that for the equipment outlet and is determined by 
.Jividing the actual density ratio by that pertinent to operation at the new 
reference condition.    The results referred to the original reference are ob- 
tained in the same manner as for forced flow. 
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Control of Blower Performance 

Ideally, the function of a cooling blower is to maintain the temperature 
of all critical components in the equipment constant under all operating 
conditions. The natural tendency of a blower equipped with a generally 
available electric drive motor is to provide excessive air flow at low alti- 
tude with substantially increased power requirement which governs the size 
of the motor. The objective in control may be temperature control and/or 
limitation of required driving power. 

In the following, several methods of control are described. Units in- 
corporating their use may not be readily available. However, some of them 
require only a limited design and development effort which may well be within 
the capabilities of organizations concerned with the development and applica- 
tion of airborne electronic equipment. Unless otherwise indicated, each 
method is applicable to centrifugal as well as axial-flow blowers. 

1. Throttling 

This method can provide close temperature control, but is not ap- 
plicable over wide ranges of air density, nor does it limit the driving 
power. The system requirements at reduced altitude are met by introducing 
a pressure loss caused by a damper somewhere in the flow passage. The effect 
on the blower operation is illustrated in Figure V-23. It can be seen that, 
since at reduced altitude less volume flow is required, the blower operating 
point is shifted towards the pulsation region* For axial-flow units the 
variation in flow volume which may be so obtained without reaching the pul- 
sation limit is relatively small. For centrifugal units the variation is 
greater but is usually only sufficient to cover a limited altitude range, 
unless the operating po.Lnt at minimum air density approaches the point of 

DESIGN    POINT 
(MAXIMUM    ALTITUDE) 

BLOWER 
OPERATINO 

POINT 

Figure V-23. Blower 
Control by Throttling 

VOLUME    FLOW,    Q 
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maximum discharge. This, however, would be undesirable in respect to blower 
size and power requirement. In general, the reauired output of the drive 
motor increases appreciably with reduction in operating altitude, i.e., with 
increase in air density. Compared to operation without throttling, the power 
requirement is somewhat smaller. 

Automatic operation of the throttling device is practical. It is 
most desirable to refer to an equipment temperature which must be maintained. 
Simplicity may be gained by reference to environmental conditions which, 
however, may give less accurate temperature control. 

Because of limitation in the practical altitude range, necessary to 
avoid pulsation and oversizing the drive motor, throttling can rarely be 
utilized alone. It may, however, serve as a convenient means of improving 
the accuracy and of reducing the complication of other control systems if 
employed for auxiliary purposes, as discussed subsequently. 

2. Bleeding 

This method can also provide close temperature control but is ob- 
jectionable principally because of great power requirements. The require- 
ment of preventing overeooling at r educed altitude is met by bleeding off 
the air flow in excess of that needed to maintain the desired equipment tem- 
perature. The effect on the blower operaoion is illustrated in Figure V-24. 
It can be seen that the operating point is shifted toward the point of max- 
imum discharge. Thus the range of altitude of which bleeding can be employed 
is great. However, at a great expense in power, requiring over-sizing the 
drive motor, since at minimum altitude only a very small portion of the air 
flow would be utilized while the blower would operate at extremely low ef- 
ficiency. Thus, the power requirement would be much greater than when no 
control is used and the equipment is overcooled. 

BLOWER     OPERATING    POINT 

DESIGN     POINT 
(MAXIMUM     ALTITUDE) Figure V-24. Blower 

Control by Bleeding 

VOLUME    FLOW,   Q 
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The application of bleeding should be limited to auxiliary purposes. 
In conjunction with another principal control method, bleeding may be desir- 
able for precise temperature control. In combination with throttling, the 
additional objective of keeping the operation of the blower out of the pul- 
sation region can be attained to insure stable performance. 

3. Speed Variation 

She method of providing continuously variable controlled speed is 
best suited to match equipment requirements and blower performance at all 
environmental conditions. It also results in the lowest power requirements 
of the blower. The effect of speed variation on blower operation is illus- 
trated in Figure V-25. The operating point at reduced altitude is specified 

Figure V-25. 
Blower Control by 
Speed Variation 

VOLUME FLOW, Q 

by the corrected system (equipment) resistance curve. The speed reduction 
is such th?t the volume flow and pressure requirements are met. The oper- 
ating point on the blower characteristic is defined as a percentage of the 
maximum capacity at the given speed. Since the blower laws indicate that 
the static pressure varies as the square of the 3peed while the discharge 
volume varies in direct proportion to the speed, the operating point on the 
characteristic curve must shift, unless the system resistance and air flow 
requirement happen to vary in the same manner. As a rule, the shift in per- 
centage of maximum capacity will be slight. Therefore, the blower would 
operate at almost the same efficiency. The relationships are illustrated by 
the dimensions in Figure V-25. The control speed is related to design speed 
in the ratio C to A. The ratio D to C, expressing the percentage of maximum 
capacity at control speed, is not necessarily the same as the ratio B to A, 
which expresses the .percentage of maximum capacity nt design speed* The con- 
trol speed can be determined conveniently by use of the chart in Figure V-12, 
as described on pages 100 to 102. 
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The power requirements at reduced altitude decrease rapidly and are 
normally quite low in the vicinity of sea level, unless the air source tem- 
perature is high relative to the temperature of the heat transfer surfaces. 
T/hatever control apparatus may be utilized, it is permissible that its ef- 
ficiency at reduced altitude be lower because of the lower power requirement 
and improved cooling of the drive motor. Methods which appear feasible for 
incorporation in electric drives with speed ratio of ten to one expected to 
be required, are (l) a constant-speed induction motor with a magnetic fluid 
clutch, (2) variation of armature circuit resistance in a shunt-wound direct- 
current motor, and (3) variation of rotor resistance in a wound-rotor induc- 
tion motor. In these applications, the control devices, such as the clutch 
or the series resistors, would have increasing losses as the altitude is re- 
duced. These losses would be greatest at about half-speed where sufficient 
cooling air would be available to dissipate the losses readily. Automatic 
operation of these devices could be accomplished without undue difficulties. 

Where good temperature control and greatest power economy are re- 
quired, the application of continuously variable speed is most desirable. 
Beyond the development of the basic means of control, the method is less 
complicated than others which must usually employ a combination of at least 
two basic methods to accomplish the same effect. 

With most combined control methods, part of the control is accom- 
plished by use of a multi-speed motor. A multi-speed motor alone could pro- 
vide approximate temperature control over a reasonably small range, but 
would also have to supply increased power at each operating speed when the 

air density is increased. Three- or four- 
speed devices may fulfill requirements over an 
altitude range of 60,000 feet. Combined with 
other auxiliary means, a two-speed motor may 
also accomplish the objectives of close tem- 
perature control. EQUIPMENT - 

-BLOWER 
MOTOR 

Figure V-26.    Schematic of 
Control Arrangement with 
Throttling and Forced 
Motor Cooling 

An arrangement to utilize throttling, 
a two-speed drive, and parallel cooling air 
flow through the equipment and the motor may 
be as shown schematically in Figure V-26.    A 
portion of the blower discharge is utilized to 
cool the motor.    A throttle in the 'equipment's 
flow system restricts the cooling air only to 
that required to maintain constant component 
temperatures.    The excess air delivered by the 
blower is bypassed through the cooling passages 
of the driving motor.    As the altitude is re- 
duced, the weight flow through the motor in- 
creases.    This permits overloading the motor 
until limiting internal temperatures are 
reached.    At that altitude the speed of the 
unit is reduced.    Over the range from 60,000 
feet to ground level, a two-speed motor with 
a four-to-one ratio would usually be adequate. 
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The motor -would be not much larger than one designed to operate only at the 
maximum altitude» 

Temperature control with multi-speed motors can be accomplished by- 
throttling or bleeding. Since the application of throttling at any given 
speed would then only be required over a relatively small altitude range, 
pulsation trouble is not litely to be encountered. The power requirement 
would be lower than without throttling. In contrast, if temperature control 
at the various speeds is to be accomplished by bleeding, the power require- 
ments would be greater than without control. In general, a three-speed motor 
with throttling or bleeding would insure constant temperature for a range of 
about 60,000 feet altitude. With throttling, the design output of the motor 
at maximum speed would have to be about twice that required at the maximum 
altitude because of the rising power reouirement with reduced altitude. 

4. Impeller Width Variation 

To produce the effect of an impeller of variable width by partial 
shielding of the impeller tip section represents a method of performance 
control for centrifugal blowers which has not been utilized heretofore. It 
provides a means of holding the power to that required at maximum altitude. 
With this type of control the pressure-producing ability of the blower re- 
mains essentially unaffected, while the volume flow delivered by the blower 
for any rotational speed and impeller diameter varies nearly in direct pro- 
portion to the free width of the impeller. Thus, the power requirements with 
this type of control are almost in direct proportion to the width setting and 
do not include required input power not utilized for the delivery of air at 
required static pressures. 

CORRECTED    BLOWER    CHARACTERISTIC 

' 0ESI0N   POINT 
(MAXIMUM    ALTITUDE) 

CORRECTED 
SYSTEM    CHARACTERISTIC 

' Figure V-27. Blower 
Gontrol by Variation 
of Impeller Width 

1 
VOLUME    FLOW,    Q 
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Figure V-27 illustrates the possible process of control by varia- 
tion of impeller width. The reduction in impeller -width is such that the 
volume flow and pressure requirements are met at the reduced altitude. The 
control impeller width is related to design impeller width in the ratio of 
C to A. The ratio D to G, expressing the percentage of maximum capacity at 
control width, is always greater than the ratio B to A, which expresses the 
percentage maximum capacity at design width. The advantages of vddth vari- 
ation are best utilized when employed in conjunction with a tiro-speed motor 
and a throttle. By thi3 combination, the required range of width variation 
is reduced and the blower operates within the range of maximum efficiency 
at all times without exceeding the power requirement at maximum altitude. 

Application of this method would rea_uire a considerable development 
effort since a blower of relatively complex mechanical design must be em- 
ployed. In this particular respect the method differs from all others pre- 
viously mentioned. The former do not necessitate any modification of a 
standard blower, but merely require a driving device or auxiliary control 
elements of specific characteristics. 

5. Vane Ingle Variation 

The variation of inlet guide vane angle and/or rotor vane angle are 
feasible control methods for axial-flow blowers. The variation of rotor vane 
angle necessitates complex mechanical design which is not likely to be justi- 
fiable for blowers of the relatively small size required to cool electronic 
equipment. The variation of inlet guide vane angle is practical for control 
over a limited range of operation. When used in conjunction with variable 
speed control, it serves to reduce greatly the range of required speed vari- 
ation, and allows the blower to operato at, or near, its peak efficiency. 
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Figure V-2Ö.    Effect of Inlet 
Guide Vane Angle on Performance 
of« Axial-Flow Blower 
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The effect of variation of inlet guide vane angle at constant speed 
is shown in Figure V-2Ö. A practical variation of volume flow of two to one 
is indicated. This would permit the use of a two-speed motor, in addition 
to vane angle variation, to insure required flow variation and temperature 
control. 

Examples 

Example V-l.    Application of Blower laws 

According to data from a manufacturer's catalog, a centrifugal 
blower having an impeller diameter of 6-5/8 inches and an impeller width of 
2-7/8 inches develops 2 inches water 3tatic pressure rise,   delivers 520 cu- 
bic feet of air per minute and requires 0.34 horsepower input when operating 
at 3000 revolutions per minute rotational speed.    The air density at the 
blower intake is 0.075 pounds per cubic foot.    It is required to determine 
the performance of a geometrically similar (homologous) blower of 5 inches 
diameter,  operating under the following conditions: 

rotational speed,  11,000 revolutions per minute 
ambient air pressure, 5.0 inches mercury absolute 
ambient air temperature, -30°C 

First,  it is desirable to correct the reference performance to 
standard conditions,  as used in this manual, i.e.,  corresponding to pr •= 
0.0765 pound per cubic foot.    The value of a^ corresponding to the reference 
performance given is 

a± = 0.075/0.0765 =0.98 

so that by use of equations (V-6c, -7c,  and -8c) 

APcorr * ^/ai = 2.0/0.98 » 2.04 inches water 

Qcorr = Q =520 cubic feet per minute 

nPcorr » hp/o± = 0.34/0.98 = 0.347 

and by Figure V-9 or equation (V-l) 

W a 0.650 pound per second. 

For the actual conditions of operation, p0 = 5 inches mercury absolute and 
t0 = -30°C, therefore from Figure V-8, a± = 0.198.    The static pressure rise 
of the air for the actual conditions of operation will be, by equation (V-6) 

/$   a   Oj_ D2 N2 

so that 

£p =« 0.198 (5/6.625)2(11,000/3000)2(2.04) » 3.09 inches water 
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The volume rate of flow is calculated by equation (V~?) 

Q a ND3 

Q = (11,000/3000)(5/6.625 )3(520) = Ö20 cubic feet per minute 

and the input horsepower by equation (V-8) 

hp a a± N
3 D5 

hp = 0.198 (il,000/3000)3(5/6.625)5(0.347) = 0.83 

The weight rate of air flow is defined by equation (V-9) or Figure V-9 

W   a   o-£ Q 

W = 0.198 (820/520)(0.650) = 0.203 pound per second. 

For the above-described performance the width of the impeller is 
the homologous width and is 

B « (2.875)(5/6.625) = 2.17 inches, 

where 2.875 is the width in inches of the reference blower. 

If the blower were not homologous, i.e., the width of the impeller 
would not be proportioned in reference to the diameter in the same way as 
the width of the reference blower is proportioned to the diameter of the 
reference blower, corrections of the values -calculated in the preceding 
would be required to account for width variation. For example, ii the actual 
width is 2.5 inches, the width ratio is 

2.5/2.17 = 1.15 

so that the actual performance of the blower is calculated to be, by equa- 
tions (V-6d, -7d, -8d,  and-9d), 

£p = 3.09 inches water 

Q = 820 x 1.15 = 945 cubic feet per minute 

hp = 0.83 x 1.15 = 0.955 

W « 0.203 x 1.15 = 0.234 pound per second* 

Should this blower be operated at the same speed under standard sea-level 
conditions, its performance would be 

/Npcorr = £p/Ci - 3.09/0.198 = 15.6 inches water 

Qcorr = Q ~ 943 cubic fee-fc Per Jainute 

I . 
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hpcorr = hp/o^ = 0.955/0.198 =4.02 

•ffcorr a W°± = 0.234/0.198 = 1.18 pounds per second 

Example V-2.    Use of the Blower Design and Performance Chart to Deter- 
mine Required Blower Speeds at Various Altitudes 

This example illustrates the procedure used for determining blower 
operation necessary to match system requirements.    An electronic unit having 
a case to be cooled by forced flow requires the performance given in Table 
V-3 of the cooling blower,  so as to prevent overheating of its components at 
the various altitudes of operation. 

Table V-3.    Required Blower Performance for Cooling of Unit 
at Various Altitudes  (Example V-2) 

Equivalent 
compartment 

altitude, feet 

Compartment 
density ratio, 

°o=ai 

Equipment pressure 
drop, Ap, 

inches water 

Blower inlet air 
rate, Q, cubic 

feet per minute 

sea level 1.0 0.30 75 

10,000 0.738 0.41 102 

20,000 0.533 0.50 133 

30,000 0.374 0.90 210 

40,000 0.245 1.45 325 

50,000 0.352 2.50 550 

If the unit's requirements are to be met by control of the blower 
speed, the problem is to determine the rotational speeds required at the 
various altitudes of operation.    The reference performance of the blower for 
unity width ratio,  a^ = 1.0,  and 7200 revolutions per minute,  is as follows: 

Q 150 200 250 300 350 400 
Ap/Oi 4.4 4.0 3.33 2.4 1.28 0 
hp/04 0.226 0.266 0.311 0.358 v»~xvw A    /IKK V/.-xv/«-/ 

First, it is necessary to plot in quadrant (1) of Figure V-12 points 
of pressure drop versus corresponding air rates required at the various alti- 
tudes.    Then the reference performance of the blower is inserted in quadrant 
(5) of Figure V-12, with the corrected static pressure rise Ap/a^ and cor- 
rected input horsepower hp/cr^ plotted as a function of the volume rate of air 
flow Q.    To improve the accuracy of the chart, the volume flow and corrected 
horsepower values are doubled when the reference performance data of the 
blower are plotted on the grid in quadrant (5).    This requires the use of a 
width ratio of 0.5 in quadrants (3) and (8).    Since the diameter of the im- 
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peller is constant in this example, the diameter ratio for quadrants (2) 
and (6) is unity in all cases.    Hence, the basic control quadrant for the 
determination of the required rotational speed is quadrant (4), which con- 
tains speed ratios for flow volume and system resistance.    The necessary 
procedure is that described in part (4b),  page 100.    To find the required 
power,  the procedure described on page 98 is used for the operating point 
established for each altitude.    The torque, in pound-feet,  is calculated 
from the equation 

Torque = 33,000 (horsepower)/2TT (revolutions per minute). 

The results are given in Table V-4. 

Table V-4.    Required Spsed Variation, Power, and Torque 
of Blower with Altitude  (Example V-2) 

Altitude, 
feet 

Speed 
ratio 

Spe ed, j.-evoj.Ur' 
tions per minute 

Input power, 
horsepower 

Torque,pound- 
feet 

S.L. 0.30 2160 0.0084 0.020 

10,000 0.41 2950 0.016 0.0285 

20,000 0.53 3820 0.025 0.0345 

30,000 0.84 6050 0.069 0.060 

40,000 1.30 9350 0.166 0.093 

50,000 2.20 15,850 0.50 0.169 

Example V-3. Performance of Equipment-Blower-Motor Combination at 
Variable Altitude 

The values for the blower and motor performance curves to be 
plotted in quadrants (l) and (4) of Figure V-19 are based on the character- 
istics given in Figures V-17 and -18 and the reference conditions indicated 
by points F" and F thereon.    The pressure and torque of the reference blower 
expressed in terms of per cent maximum capacity of the blower at a fixed 
rotational speed, and based on reference point F are: 

Per cent maximum capacity 
Per cent pressure rise 
Per cent torque 

30 
JLOO 

64 

40 
144 

75 

50 60 70 80 90 100 
T AT» OK 

1 IS o 
87 100 114 128 142 156 

The speed-torque variation of the electric motor, based on reference point 
F»,  is; 

Per cent torque 20 60 100 140 180 220 
Per cent speed 250 353 100 66 38 15 
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The equipment characteristics presented in Figure V-22, based on 
reference point F1  in Figure V-16,  are used to evaluate the system operation 
at altitudes from 60,000 feet to sea level according to N.&.C.A.  standard 
atmosphere.    Using the procedures described on pages 115 to 116, the results 
given in Table V-5 are obtained.    The full range of the characteristics given 
in Table V-5 could only be determined by shifting the reference values,  as 

Table V-5.    Variation of Performance of Equipment-Blower-Kotor 
Combination with Altitude (Example V~3) 

Altitude Speed-ratio 
Corrected 
system 

resistance, 
per cent 

Motor 
torque, 
per cent 

Weight 
air flow, 
per cent 

Per cent 
maximum 

capacity of 
blower 

60,000 i;o 100 100 100 60 

50,000 0.85 77 114 132 58 

40,000 0.73 59 128 174 55 

30,000 0.62 45 141 220 53 

20,000 0.55 36 152 268 51 

10,000 0.49 29 163 319 50 

Sea level 0.43 24 170 375 49 

discussed on pages 113 and 114*    For example, a shift is made to 20,000 feet* 
It is necessary to replot the pressure rise and torque curves of the blower 
in quadrant  (l).    The operating points on the blower characteristic curves 
in quadrant  (l) for an altitude of 20,000 feet with the reference altitude 
at 60,000 feet are defined from quadrant (2) by a percentage {&p/o$)r of 36.2 
and a speed ratio of 0.55, or directly in quadrant (l) by the per cent maxi- 
mum capacity of the blower of 51.    In quadrant (l) on the abscissa,  at 51 per 
cent maximum capacity, tht per cent torque and per cent pressure rise for the 
blower are 89 and 120, respectively.    The two characteristic curves of the 
blower are to be shifted so that these points become 100 per cent on the or- 
dinate of quadrant (l) at the same per cent maximum capacity of 51.    All 
other points on the two original curves are shifted in the same proportion. 
The numerical values for several points or. the curves, resulting from the 
shift,  are: 

Per cent maximum 
capacit'"" of blower 30 40 51 60 
Per cent pressure 

rise 129 119 100 83 
Per cent torque 72 84 100 112 

70 80 90 100 

63 42 21 0 
127.9    143.5    159.5    175.5 

In quadrant (4) the operating point on the motor characteristic 
curve for an altitude of 20,000 feet with the reference altitude at 60,000 
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feet is at a per cent torcme of 352 and a speed ratio of 0.55.    This point 
is shifted so that the per cent torque becomes 100 and the speed ratio unity. 
All points on the original curve are shifted in the same proportion as the 
reference point.    Values for points on the motor characteristic curve result- 
ing from the shift in reference conditions are: 

Per cent torque 
Speed ratio of motor 

The procedures to determine operating characteristics at altitudes 
below the new reference altitude are those described on pages 135 to 116. 
In order to refer the results to the original reference altitude,  as shown 
in the results of Table V-5, the values relative to 20,000 feet altitude 
are multiplied ra.th those for 20,000 feet altitude relative to 60,000 feet 
altitude. 

80 100 12C 140 150 164 
..42 1.0 0.66 0.34 0.19 0 
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CHAPTER VI 

USE OF BENCH TEST DATA FOB DETERMINATION OF OPERATIONAL 
THERMAL CONDITIONS IN TIE STEADY STATE 

In this Chapter, methods of computation and analysis, based on bench 
test data obtained according to procedures outlined in Chapter IV, are pre- 
sented» The methods are applicable to the determination of case and component 
temperatures and other characteristics of a unit at conditions of altitude, 
compartment air temperature, and radiation environment other than those at 
which the unit was tested. 

Pressurized Units Externally Cooled by Free Convection and Radiation 

The Internal and external mechanisms of heat transfer of this type unit 
are discussed in Chapter II, page 6. They are summarized schematically in 
Figure VI-1. The indicated internal modes of heat transfer are affected only 
by the case temperature since the internal air pressure and air circulation 
rate -would be practically constant-» The external modes of heat transfer, 
however, are dependent on the environmental conditions. Assuming the unit so 
mounted that conduction from the case vrould be negligible, heat dissipation 
can only occur by radiation and convection» Their relative contributions 

•would depend on the environmental air temperature, pressure and velocity, and 
the temperature and surface characteristics of surrounding objects and en- 
closures. If no external means are used to create air flov; over the case 
surface, the convection is natural or free. 

f        I 
CASE       . CASE 

RADIATION "*" CONVECTION 

COMPONENT 
CONVECTION 

(FORCED)/^ COMPONENT^ 
RADIATION^ 

TOTAL HEAT 
DISSIPATION 

Figure VI-1. Heat Transfer Diagram of 
Pressurized or Sealed Unit Cooled by 
Free Convection and Radiation 

COMPONENT 
CONDUCTION 
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The component temperatures are direct functions of the case temperature. 
Therefore, if the test data yield a correlation betvjeen individual component 
temperatures, and a representative case temperature, the component tempera- 
tures can be predicted under all environmental operating conditions for which 
the case temperature may be calculated. For that purpose, calculation methods 
are presented in the following -which involve the use of generally accepted 
free convection and radiation heat transfer equations. Probable deviations 
of calculated values from actual values are compensated by means of correc- 
tion factors determined on basis of the test data. 

> 

1.    Free Convection 

The rate of heat transfer qcv by free convection from a heated sur- 
face to air can be evaluated by the equation 

qcv h'     S'At', (VT-1) 

where all terms must be in consistent units, and h£v represents the convec-^ 
tive heat transfer coefficient, being the time rate of heat transfer per unit 
surface area S' and per degree temperature- difference At! between the surface 
and the air. The free convective heat transfer coefficient is dependent on 
the temperature level, as defined by a film temperature tf, the temperature 
difference At', and the cönfigurational characteristics of the surface, as 
indicated by a significant dimension L» and the magnitude of a constant C. 
The film temperature tf is the average of the air and the surface tempera- 
ture, (t^+tgf )/2. The coefficient may be calculated from 

hcv = C (kf/L')(afL'5At')n} 
(VI-2) 

v;here all terns must be in consistent units.    The thermal conductivity kf 
and the convection parameter af of the air are evaluated at tf.    The convec- 
tion parameter af is defined by (g'ßP2Cp//ik)f, g being the gravitational ac- 
celeration,  ß the coefficient of thermal expansion, p the density,  CQ the 
specific heat at constant pressure, and ß the absolute viscosity,  all in 
consistent units and at tf.    For air,  af is proportional to  (p,2Cp/T,3ftk)f 
where p'  and T1 are the absolute air pressure and the film temperature, re- 
spectively.    The exponent n is dependent on the magnitude of (aL'^At')>  so 
that if (aL'3At') <= 103 to 109, n = 3/4,  if (aLt5At') > 10?, n = 1/5«    In 
most situations of free convective heat dissipation from electronic compo- 
nents and units n = 3/4. 

Values of the dimensionless constant G and methods for determining 
the correct dimension L have been established from many previous laboratory 
studies of freely suspended vertical plates, horizontal cylinders,  vertical 
cylinders, and planes with the heated surface facing upward or downward. 
The significant/ dimension L should be evaluated as follows: 

(l)    Horizontal planes 

L = ["(length) (wi idth)]/ (length) + (width) J. 
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(2) Vertical planes (rectangular), 

L = height of plane in vertical direction, but united to two 
feet even if height is greater. 

(3) Vertical planes (non-rectangular), 

L = surface area of plane divided by horizontal width of 
plane.    For circular sections, 

L = 0.7Ö5 x diameter. 

(4) Cylindrical surfaces, horizontal, 

L = dianeter of cylinder. 

(5) Cylindrical surfaces, vertical, 

L = height of cylinder, but united to two feet even if 
height is greater. 

(6) Spheres, 

L = one-half diameter of sphere. 

By use of the relationships represented by equations (VI-1 and -2), 
the empirical values for the dimensionless constant C, and the physical prop- 
erties of air, the charts of Figure VI-2 are constructed. These calculation 
charts (in back pocket) serve for the rapid determination of free convective 
heat transfer fron surfaces whose dimensions, position, temperature and en- 
vironment are defined. Figure VI-2a covers a Yjider range of variables, but 
Figure VI-2b permits more accurate evaluation in a range usually encountered 
in problems concerned with electronic components or units. Rates of heat 
transfer are expressed in watts per square inch so that the charts can be 
used conveniently, in electrical heat dissipation problems. 

As applied to calculation of free convective heat transfer from in- 
dividual surfaces, the charts are reasonably accurate. Their application to 
combinations of surfaces, 33 encountered on equipment cases, yields estimated 
rates of heat transfer which can be correlated with actual heat dissipation 
by use of corrective procedures. The uses of the charts for the evaluation 
of test data are illustrated in Examples VI-1, -2, and -3, page 139> and 
many others in this manual. 

a. Combinations of Individual Surfaces. The basic assumption in 
the use of the charts of Figure VI-2 for calculation of free convective heat- 
transfer from equipnent cases with composite surfaces is that the summation 
of the heat dissipation calculated for portions of the entire sarface would 
represent a fair estimate of the total heat dissipation. Consequently, the 
entire» surface must be broken up into subsidiary surfaces which can be so 
defined that they can be identified by one of the characteristic curves, 
shown in the lower left quadrant of Figure VT-2, which are representative of 

1 i 
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various values for the dimensionless constant C. However; it should be 
realized that in making use of the chart, experimental data of individual 
surfaces are applied to composite configuration. Therefore, the mutual in- 
fluences of the various surfaces, as well as end effects are neglected. 
Similarly, in determining the characteristic dimension L of each subsidiary- 
surface by use of one of the relationships given on pages 131 and 132, the 
interrelationships of all surfaces describing the particular equipment case 
are disregarded because significant dimensions as defined for individual 
freely suspended surfaces are used. Here then, are two sources of possible 
error of not predetermined magnitude, usually in the order of less than 20 
per cent, but not likely to exceed 50 per cent. 

b. Evaluation of Representative Case Temperature 

In addition to inaccuracies which unavoidably result in the 
definition of C and L for portions of an actual body, such as an equipment 
case, errors in computing the convective heat transfer may also result from 
the method by -which a representative case temperature is determined. The 
representative case temperature is a calculated temperature obtained by the 
combination of the temperatures measured on the surface of the case under 
defined environmental conditions. It is only practical to correlate the 
temperatures of individual components with one representative case tempera- 
ture rather than vdth a variety of surface temperatures which may be ob- 
tained by measurement of case temperatures at different points. 

In general, it is assumed that thermocouples are spaced fairly 
uniformly over the case surface so that all temperature measurements repre- 
sent approximately equal surface areas. Under these conditions an arithmetic 
average of the measured surface temperatures is sufficiently accurate for 
definition of a representative case temperature, providing the various meas- 
ured case temperatures do not vary more than about 30° or 40°C. This per- 
missible variation in temperature decreases as the difference between the 
average case surface temperature and the compartment air temperature, or the 
radiation-receiving wall temperature, decreases. 

TJhen the measured surface temperatures vary appreciably with 
respect to position on the case surface, it is necessary to evaluate the 
free convective heat transfer by subdividing the "case surface into subsidi- 
ary areas of known average surface temperature. The choice of this area 
subdivision is not entirely arbitrary since it is necessary to use configu- 
rations similar to the various cases which may be analyzed by means of the 
charts of Figure VI-2. For example, it would not be permissible to sub- 
divide a vertical plane into several horizontal strips of known average tem- 
perature and calculate the free convective heat transfer by use of the 
charts in Figure VI-2, since the state of motion and temperature of the air 
approaching the top horizontal or the intermediate strips would be entirely 
different than for the bottom horizontal strip. However, in general,, it 
would be entirely permissible to subdivide a vertical plane into vertical 
strips of known average surface temperature. By this method of subdivision, 
the subsidiary areas so defined are fairly descriptive of freely suspended 
vertical planes and the methods indicated for use with Figure VI-2 are di- 
rectly applicable. 
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In subdividing the case surface area, segments should be so de- 
fined that the natural convective air flows over them are always in parallel 
and never in series. The following general procedure should be applied: 

CD 

(2) 

(3) 
(4) 

(5) 

Vertical planes. Subdivide into vertical strips of known average 
surface temperature, as determined by thermocouple location. 
Two to four vertical strips are generally sufficient for the 
necessary accuracy of calculation. 

Horizontal planes. Do not subdivide a horizontal plane. Use an 
average of the various measured surface temperatures to deter- 
mine free convective heat transfer. 

Vertical cylinders. Same procedure as for vertical planess 
Horizontal cylinders. Subdivide by vertical segmentation, yielding 

short cylindrical areas of known average temperature. 
Spheres. Use average surface temperature without area subdivision, 

unless sphere is quite large. For the latter case, the area may 
be subdivided into" lunes by vertical segmentation. 

For the majority of surface temperature distributions actually 
encountered in electronic equipment, the use of the arithmetic average sur- 
face temperoture without area subdivision, other than the usual breakdown 
into the various "types of surfaces as defined on pages 131 and 132, is satis- 
factory and most convenient. If, however, the calculated heat dissipation 
from a case surface differs widely from that determined by electrical meas- 
urement (the difference of electrical input and electrical output of the 
unit), a check on the accuracy of the calculations of heat transfer by free 
convection should be made by the above-indicated method of area subdivision. 

If one or several local hot spots o.ccur on a case surface as a 
result of a coiaponent being attached to or located near the case, these max- 
imum temperatures are best not considered in obtaining the average repre- 
sentative temperature. Other units may be so designed that the chassis 
blocks off the internal radiation and convection over a surface of the case, 
causing a region of low temperature. In such designs, the heat transfer, if 
any, by free convection and radiation from the low-temperature surfaces should 
be ooniputed separately. If the calculated heat dissipation from such areas 
is not greater than five per cent of the total heat dissipation, as deter- 
mined from electrical measurements on the unit, the surfaces should be omitted 
in obtaining the representative case temperature. SJhen the method of area 
subdivision is required because of pronounced surface temperature variation, 
a representative case surface temperature properly related to component tem- 
perature is more difficult to define. This problem is treated in the subse- 
quent discussion of heat transfer by radiation on pages 135 to 137. 

c. Area of Individual Surfaces. The area S used in computing the 
free convective heat transfer from a particular portion of the total surface 
of a case must correspond to the dimensions used in computing the character- 
istic dimension L. For example, in calculating the heat transmission from 
the envelope of a cylindrical case, excluding the ends, where L is equal to 
the diameter, the area 8 is computed as the product of the cylinder's cir- 
cumference and its length. In certain designs, fins or other surface exten- 
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sions are welded to the basic case to increase its free convective heat 
transfer area. If the fins project perpendicularly from the case, the con- 
vective area must include the total surface of the fins, and the representa- 
tive surface temperature must be evaluated by taking a weighted average in- 
cluding the temperatures and areas of both the fins and the basic case. In 
those designs vMch include extended surfaces made up of corrugated sheet 
metal, seam or snot welded to the basic case, the free convective heat trans- 
fer coefficient in the vertical passage formed by the corrugated member and 
the case cannot be computed accurately. The best procedure for such desxgns 
is to detemrine the convective heat transfer as the difference between the 
electrically measured heat dissipation and the computed values for the total 
external radiation plus the free convection from the outer corrugated surface. 

2. Radiation 

The rate of heat transfer qr(j by radiation from one surface to 
another can be evaluated by the equation 

qrd    =    0.0037 Fe FA S [(Tj/lOO)4 -  (T2/IOO)4], (VI-3) 

where q„H is in watts, the surface area S in square inches, and the absolute 
sur^acetamperatures Ti and T2 in °K, Fe represents a dimensionless factor 
dependent on the radiation emissiviti.es and^the configuration of the surfaces, 
and F^ is a dimensionless configuration factor. 

Calculation Charts and Their Application 

Values for factors Fe and FA as functions of the emissivities of 
the heat exchanging surfaces, their configuration, and environments have been 
determined by analytical and experimental methods for various situations.^ 
The literature also contains a fair quantity of data on surface emissivities. 

To facilitate calculation of heat dissipation from electronic 
components and equipment cases, the basic equation for radiant heat transfer 
may be rewritten in the form 

qrd   a   ^L fe s» 
(VI-4) 

where cb, is a function of Fe and FA and is, therefore, also a function of the 
surface emissivities, and ^ is a function of the temperatures of the neat 
exchanging surfaces.    Generally applicable values of c^,  mcluoing some ap- 
SoSions for various equipment arrangements and combinations of surxace 
characteristics are given in Table VI-1^    F« gd^^^c^o «^^t. 

Sr^Sli^S F?gr?^(SSba& SÄrin^^Äated 
xnL FigSef ??-3a and -3b.    The use of Table VI-1 and Figure VI-3 for the 
Valuation of test data is illustrated in Examples VI-1, -2, and -3, page 
139,  and many other examples contained in this manual. 
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Table VI-1. Radiation Factor $1 for Various Combinations of 
Surfaces and Configurations 

Confinement 
Case 

Surface 
Environmental 

. Surfaces 
Close Intermediate Large 

(laboratory) 

Black or 
painted 

Painted or 
fabri c~covere d 0.9 0.93 0=9-5 

Black or 
painted 

Dural, 
unpolished 

0.3 0.63 0.95 

Alclad, 
unpolished 

Painted or 
fabric-covered 

0.10 0.10 0.10 

Alclad, 
unpolished 

Dural, 
unpolished 0.0Ö 0.09 0.10 

Dural, Painted or 
unpolished fabric-covered 0.3 0.3 0.3 

Dural, 
unpolished 

Dural, 
unpolished 0.2 0.24 0.3 

b. Emissivities and Configuration 

Like for the calculation of total heat transfer by free convec- 
tion, the radiant heat transfer can be interpreted as the summation of radiant 
heat transfer from individual surfaces.    However, more frequently it is pos- 
sible to evaluate entire equipment cases without subdividing them into repre- 
sentative surfaces -which are defined by specific values of cfc^ in Table VI-1. 

Calculation of radiant he&t transfer may be as inaccurate as 
calculation of free convective heat transfer because several decisions are 
left to the discretion of the analyst.    In his choice of a value for cpjL» by 
identification of surface characteristics and configuration, he is limited to 
known values.    They may not exactly fit the situation at hand, but for lack 
of exact information,  the value of cp^ corresponding to variables which are 
apparently most applicable must be chosen. 

c. Representative Case Temperatures 

Like in the calculation of free convective heat transfer, only 
the use of a single representative case surface temperst ure is practical. 
For most surface temperature distributions the use of an average surface tera- 
perature for the calculation of radiant heat transfer is satisfactory,    fthen 
the surface temperature of any case varies widely with position on the case 
surface, it may be necessary to calculate the total radiation by subdividing 
the case surface into subsidiary areas of known temperatures.    In general, 
application of this method becomes necessary if 20 to 60 per cent of the case 
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surface is at an average temperature more than 50° to 40°C greater than the 
remainder of the case surface. Since the shape or size of the subsidiary 
areas has no effect on the radiation calculations, it is permissible to sub- 
divide the ease area in any way suitable for the best definition of the tem- 
peratures of the subsidiary areas from the measured values. 

The area S in the radiant heat transfer equation (VT-4) is the 
area of the surface of the case for -which the radiation is being computed. 
When the representative case temperature is used as the average of the meas- 
ured surface temperatures, the area S is the entire area of the case surface. 
Tfith area subdivision, the term S represents only the subsidiary area. Then, 
the total heat dissipation by radiation from the entire case surface is found 
by the sum of the radiant heat transfer from all subsidiary areas. In those 
designs -which include fins projecting perpendicularly from the case, the 
areas of such surfaces may usually be disregarded in determining the radiating 
area. However, with corrugated-type extended surfaces the radiating area and 
representative case temperature -would be that of the external corrugated sur- 
face. 

When it is necessary to employ the method of area subdivision to 
determine the total heat dissipation by radiation, the representative case 
temperature is best obtained by finding, using Figure VI-3, a single surface 
temperature -which -would give the same total heat dissipation by radiation. 
Hence, an effective temperature evaluated on basis of the total heat dissipa- 
tion by radiation, rather than the average measured surface temperature, would 
be used as the representative case temperature. The representative case tem- 
perature so determined should be satisfactory for correlation with component 
temperatures so that their temperature variations -with varying operational, 
conditions may be predicted. In a few instances where free convective heat 
transfer represents a large percentage of the total heat dissipated, proper 
correlation of representative case temperature with component temperatures-, 
as determined on basis of bench test data, may no'o be obtained if the repre- 
sentative case temperature is determined from the analysis of radiant heat 
transfer only. Under such circumstances a similar effective temperature de- 
scribing the free convective heat transfer should be obtained vdth the aid of 
Figure VT-2. A study should then be made to determine which temperature or 
combinations of the effective temperatures yields the proper correlation with 
measured total heat dissipation and component temperatures. However, should 
the average of measured surface temperatures be reasonably accurate in ac- 
counting for the total heat dissipation by defining radiant and free convec- 
tive heat transfer under bench test conditions, it should be also employed as 
a representative case temperature to define the variations in component tem- 
perature under other operational conditions. 

3. Determination of Correction Factors for Evaluation of Extended 
Operational Conditions 

The principal reason for the calculation of free convective and 
radiant heat transfer rates under bench test conditions is to determine the 
adequacy of the methods of calculation, by comparing the results obtained 
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with the known value of total heat dissipation derived from electrical meas- 
urements, ("flhen electrical output measurements are very complicated, it is 
usually advisable to make a thermal calibration of the load to establish by 
means of a measurable energy source the variation of a reference temperature 
gradient -within the load system as function of the input, simulating the 
unit's output.) It is necessary to compare calculated and measured heat dis- 
sipation rates because under operational conditions in aircraft installations, 
the relative effects of free convection and radiation may be different than 
under bench test conditions. However, the only means of predicting case sur- 
face temperatures under such conditions is dependent on the ability to calcu- 
late the unit's free convective and radiant rates of heat dissipation inde- 
pendently and on the basis of assumed surface temperatures. That case sur- 
face temperature for which the sum of both rates of heat transfer equals the 
known total rate is the operational case temperature to be expected. 

In the preceding discussion of the calculation of free convective 
and radiant heat transfer, the factors which may contribute to increase the 
probability of erroneous results are pointed out. Thus, when bench test data 
are used, the total calculated heat dissipation may differ from the known 
electrical heat dissipation. An attempt should always be made to eliminate 
errors exceeding 20 per cent by re-examination of the assumptions for signifi- 
cant dimensions, characteristic configuration, emissivities, and representa- 
tive case temperature. In particular, the latter variable may yield reduc- 
tions in error if it is re-evaluated by means of combining known surface tem- 
peratures in a different manner which, however, must still be reasonably rep- 
resentative. In that respect, the analyst's experience and judgment must be 
relied upon. Finally, adjusted values of calculated and measured heat dissi- 
pation are compared. From their ratio, a correction factor Fc is obtained 
•which can be assumed to remain applicable to all heat dissipation calculations 
for the particular unit under all operational conditions. The use of the cor- 
rection factor and its determination are illustrated in Examples VT-1 and -2. 

It should be noted that a value of Fc which is between 1.1 and 1.2 
and cannot be reduced by revision of the assumptions, as indicated above, may 
point to other than free convection conditions during the bench test. In that 
event, careful examination of precautions taken to avoid the influence of ex- 
traneous air currents is necessary. The correction factor as obtained, should 
only be accepted if it is ascertained that all feasible provisions were made 
to insure free convection conditions during the test. 

4. Variation of Component Temperatures 

In pressurized equipment, the internal modes of heat transfer are not 
changed with the operational conditions. Therefore, the case temperature is 
the cnlw vari^bl0 rtri v»^1^ ch component temperatures defend« The interrelation 
between component temperature and case temperature is discussed on page 6. 
It is pointed out there that components of unappreciable temperature rise, 
i,e*; those which are mostly cooled by conduction and convection, would main- 
tain a practically constant temperature difference with the case, as the case 
temperature changes with operational conditions. However, high-temperature 
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components would probably have a decreasing temperature rise above the case 
temperature with increasing case temperatures   since an appreciable portion 
of their heat dissipation may occur by radiation. 

Thus,  the determination of the representative case temperature at 
specified operational conditions permits an estimate of individual component 
temperatures by two means.    If only one bench test was performed, the tem- 
perature difference between each component and the case obtained in this 
bench test must also be used at other operational conditions to estimate the 
component temperature from a calculated case temperature.    This procedure 
would yield somewhat higher than actual surface temperatures for components 
•which vrould be expected to be cooled to an appreciable extent by radiation 
to the case.    More accurate estimates of component temperatures v/ould require 
their measurement in several bench tests with different case temperatures, 
according to procedures outlined in Chapter IV, page 55.    With the aid of 
these data, more precise values can be established for each component's tem- 
perature under variable operational conditions since a curve of component 
temperature versus case temperature -would be available for each critical 
component. 

5.    Examples 

Three examples are presented in this section to illustrate how by 
use of the charts in Figures VI-2 and -3 and Table VI-1, the heat dissipation 
from an equipment case by free convection and radiation may be calculated. 
In Example VI-1, methods of analyzing bench test data to establish a repre- 
sentative correction factor Fc are illustrated. In Example VI-2, methods 
are presented for computing case temperatures under operational conditions 
different from bench test conditions. In Example VI-3, methods of deter- 
mining free convective and radiant heat transfer, as well as a representative 
case temperature when surface area subdivision is required are illustrated. 

Example VI-1. Computation of Heat Transfer from a Pressurized Case by 
Free Convection and Radiation,  Using Bench Test Data 

The purpose of this example is to illustrate the use of Figures 
VI-2 and -3 and Table VT-1 in computing free convective and radiant heat 
transfer from a pressurized unit.    The calculated results are used to define 
the test correction factor,  discussed on page 138. 

The case of the unit is a horizontal cylinder having a length of 
14 inches,  a diameter of 12 inches, and closed ends.    An internal blower is 
used, primarily for cooling a high-output tube.    Since the air agitation 
created by the internal blower gives fairly uniform case and internal air 
temperatures, the representative case temperature is assumed equal to the 
arithmetic average of the various measured case surface temperatures. 

The following bench test data are reported: 

Temperature of room air, wall, and screens 
surrounding test area, t0 and t^, 30°C 
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Barometric pressure, Pbar» 28.9 inches mercury 

Radiation environment (for use vdth Table VI-1): 

surface of case, 
surface temperature of radiation re- 

ceiver, tyj 
confinement, 

Heat dissipation (including internal motor), 
measured by difference of electrical input 
and output, 

Representative case temperature (obtained 
from arithmetic average of 14 measure- 
ments at various locations on surface of 
case), tc> 

Typical component temperatures and tempera- 
ture differences at hot spots, limiting 
values determined from manufacturers1 

data and tests, 

black, painted 

30°C 
large room, painted 

122 watts 

55°C 

Hot snot. °C Difference. UC 
Component Measured Limiting Limiting 

to 
Measured 

Component 
to 
Case 

High-output tube 128 260 132 73 
Blower-cooled tube 96 150 54 41 
Blower motor 80 120 40 25 
Resistor 77 200 123 22 
Transformer- 73 150 77 18 

Heat Transfer Areas 

Configuration of case,  horizontal cylinder -with closed ends, 
length 14 inches, diameter 12 inches. 

Effective area for radiation (two ends plus cylindrical surface) 

2 (nD2/4) + rrDL = 2(rr x 144/4) + n x 12 x 14 = 754 square inches 

Effective area for free convection, 

ends, vertical planes, 
shell, horizontal cylinder, 

Radiation from Case 

From Table VI-1,   for radiation environment of black- 
painted case in large room, radiation factor 

226 square inches 
528 square inches 

d>L « 0.95 
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From Figure VI-5b, at ordinate for case temperature 
of 55 C, read across to receiving surface tem- 
perature of 30°C, and down to radiation factor   4% 0,12 

Radiant heat transfer per unit area, 

Total radiant heat transfer, determined from heat 
transfer per unit area and the effective radia- 
tion area,  calculated 

Free Convection from Oase 

Significant dimensions of parts, 
horizontal cylindrical portion of case 
vertical ends of case, L^t = 0.785 x D, 

•watt per square 
inch 

86 watts 

L^z «* 12 inches 
Iyk = 9.42 inches 

From Figure VI-2b in upper right quadrant at ordi- 
nate of 55°C surface temperature, read across to 
air temperature of 30°C, down to pressure line 
of 28.9 inches mercury,  over to line for horizon- 
tal cylinder in lower left quadrant, up-to L = 12 
inches in upper left quadrant,  and across to value 
of unit heat dissipation for horizontal cylindrical 
surface, 

Total heat transfer from cylindrical surface by 
free convection,   (0.054 x 528) 

From Figure VI-2b, using same procedure as for 
horizontal cylinder,  determine unit heat transfer 
from vertical ends for L = 9.4 inches, 

Total heat transfer from vertical ends by free 
convection,   (0.071 x 226) 

Summary of Computed Heat Dissipation from Case 

Radiation 
Free convection 

horizontal cylindrical surface 
vertical ends 

0.054 watt per 
square inch 

28.5 watts 

0.071 watt per 
square inch 

16.0 watts 

86.0 watts 

28.5 watts 
16.0 watts 

Total calculated heat dissipation 

Total measured heat dissipation 

Correction Factor 

150*5 watts 

122     watts 

Since the computed total heat dissipation does not agree with the 
electrically measured heat dissipation,  a correction factor Fc,  discussed 
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on page 158, must be applied to all radiation and free convection heat trans- 
fer computations.    For this bench test, 

Fc • 122/130.5 = 0.935 

Summary of Corrected Heat Dissipation from Case 

The corrected heat dissipations are calculated to determine the distri- 
bution among the two modes of heat transfer.    They equal the computed in- 
dividual values of heat dissipation multiplied by the correction factor Fc. 

Radiation 
Free convection 

horizontal cylindrical surface 
vertical ends 

80.3 watts 

26.7 watts 
15.0 watts 

Total corrected heat dissipation 122.0 watts 

The percentage distribution among the two modes is: 

radiation, 
free convection, 

65.9 per cent 
34.1 oer cent 

Example VT-2. Determination of Component Temperatures under Operational 
Conditions on Basis of Bench Test Data 

It is required to determine the case and component temperatures of 
the unit described in Example VT-1, operating under the following conditions: 

Compartment, 
equivalent altitude, 
air temperature, 

50.000 feet 
306C 

Radiation -environment, 
radiation from entire surface of black-painted case.j 
receiver surface of unpolished Dural at 30°C, 
close confinement in small installation compartment. 

In this example,  the conditions for radiant and free convective 
heat transfer from the case are very much inferior to tho se of Example VT-1, 
since the free convective heat transfer is hindered by the low absolute air 
pressure within the compartment and the radiation-receiving compartment wall 
is considerably more reflective.    Hence,  it is difficult to predict the dis- 
tribution of heat dissipation between radiation and free convection, on basis 
of the values obtained in Example VT-1. 

As a first step of the procedure, it may be assumed that the heat 
dissipation from the case by radiation is the same as under bench test con- 
ditions.    The radiation per unit area of case surface would be 

(80„3)/(754 x 0.935) = 0.114 watt par square inch, 
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since it is assumed that the same correction factor Fc evaluated on basis of 
the bench test data in Example VI-1 is applicable to this condition. 

Estimate of Case Temperature 

From Table VI-1, for radiation environment of 
black-painted case surrounded by Dural sur- 
faces in close confinement, radiation factor 

The value of the ease surface temperature may be 
estimated if the radiation factor 4>2 is known. 
d>> = 0.114/cfi     Then by use of Figure VI-3b, 
opposite to the manner indicated for Example 
VI-1, the estimated case surface temperature 
is found as 

Convection from Case 

Significant dimensions,  same as in Example VI-1 

From Figure VI-2a and -2b for altitude of 50,000 
feet, estimated surface temperature of 96 C, 
air temperature of 30°C, and L = 12 inches, the 
unit heat dissipation for the horizontal cylin- 
drical portion of the case is 

Total heat transfer from cylindrical surface by 
free convection,   (528 x 0.060) 

From Figure VI-2b, usiJig same procedure, unit 
heat dissipation for vertical ends, for L - 
9.4 inches, 

Total heat transfer from vertical ends by free 
convection,   (0.082 x 226) 

Total estimated heat dissipation by free convec- 
tion, uncorrected,  (31.V + 18.5) 

Corrected heat dissipation by free convection, 
(0.935 x 50.2) 

Total heat dissipation by radiation and free 
convection, for case temperature of 96 C, 
(80.3 + 46.9) 

Percentage of cooling by radiation, 
(80.3/127.2)100 

d>j_ = 0.30 

96°C 

0.060 watt per square 
inch 

31.? -watts 

0.082 watt per square 
inch 

18.5 v/atts 

50.2 watts 

46.9 watts 

12? s2 watts 

63.1 per cent 

Using the above percentage of the total known heat 
dissipation of 122 watts, the radiant heat trans- 
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fer is 77.0 watts.    Then,  for the conditions given, 
cfe = 77.0/(0.935 x 754 x 0.3) 

From Figure VI-3b,  for <$2 = 0.364, the case tempera- 
ture is 

Convection from Case 

For surface temperature of 94°C, and air temperature 
of 30°C, 
Cylindrical portion,  (0.057 x 528) 

Vertical ends,  (0.081 x 226) 

Total calculated heat dissipation by free convec- 
tion, uncorrected, 

Corrected heat dissipation by free convection, 
(0.935 x 48.4) 

Heat Balance 

Radiation 

Free convection 

Total calculated heat dissipation 

Measured heat dissipation 

dp2 a 0.364 

94°C 

30.1 watts 

18.3 watts 

48.4 watts 

45.2 watts 

77.0 watts 

45.2 watts 

122.2 watts 

122 watts 

This agreement between the calculated heat dissipation and the 
electrically measured value,  based on the difference between input and out- 
put, is sufficiently close.    An additional trial would lower the case surface 
temperature only about 0.2°C.    Hence, the case temperature of 94°C is essen- 
tially correct.    In general, Table VI-1 and the working charts of Figures 
vT-2 and VI-3 cannot be used to an accuracy greater than plus or minus 2 or 
3 per cent, so that another trial for computing the case temperature is not 
necessary whenever the computed heat dissipation agrees with the measured 
heat dissipation within these limits. 

For this pressurized unit, the component temperatures and the inter- 
nal air temperature may be conservatively assumed to follow directly the case 
temperature,  so that the component temperatures may be computed from the bench 
test component temperatures given in Example VI-1 3imply by adding the increase 
in case temperature.    Hence, the increase in component temperatures for this 
example is (94-55) = 39°C«    If trend curves of component surface temperature 
versus case temperature were available for the various components, which is 
preferable, a particular component temperature would be obtained from the 
curve at a value of case temperature of 94°C.    Here, the component tempera- 
tures are taken bo increase 39°C,  and by use of the component temperatures 
obtained in the bench tests of Example VI-1, the following values are ob- 
tained: 
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Hot spot. °C Difference. °C 
Component Computed Limiting Limiting to Computed 

High-output tube 167 260 93 
Blower-cooled tube 135 150 15 
Blower motor 119 120 1 
Resistor 116 200 84 
Transformer 112 350 38 

Among the above temperatures, it is quite certain that the highest 
is over-estimated more than the lowest, while all are likely to be conserva- 
tive.    The one of the five components, having the lowest percentage of heat 
dissipation contributed by direct radiation to the case, would have a sur- 
face temperature most accurately estimated by the above temperature. 

Example VT-3. Determination of Heat Dissipation from Case Surface 
having Non-Uniform Temperature 

Figure vT-4 indicates the magnitude and location of the various sur- 
face temperatures measured on a side panel of an equipment case during bench 
test.    This single panel of the entire case is used to illustrate the methods 
employed for evaluation of free convective. and radiant heat transfer from a 
surface having a non-uniform temperature distribution. 

Figure VT-4.    Location and Magnitude of 
! Temperatures Measured on a Side Panel 

8 |N     of an Equipment Case (Example VI-3) 

The equipment operates under the following environmental conditions: 

Compartment 
equivalent altitude, 
air temperature, 

Radiation Environment 
surface of case, black painted in large room, 

painted surfaces at 30°C 

30°C 
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Total heat dissipation, from electrical meas- 
urements, 

Calculation of Radiant Heat Transfer 

150 watts 

For the distribution of measured surface temperatures 
on the panel, the entire area is subdivided into 
the three subsidiary areas A, B and C, having average 
temperatures of 90,  40 and 35°C,  respectively.    The 
total radiant heat transfer from the side panel to 
the heat-receiving compartment walls is equal to the 
sum of the heat dissipations from the subsidiary areas. 

From Table VI-1, for black-painted case in a large 
room, 

From Figure VI-3b, for area A 
for area B 
for area C 

The radiant heat transfers are: 
for area A (0.95 x 0.332 x 10 x 8) 
for area B (0.95 x 0.043 x 10 x 4) 
for area G (0.95 x 0.020 x 10 x 4) 

Total radiant heat transfer from side panel, 

Calculation of Free Convective Heat Transfer 

Convective air flow is vertically upward.    Therefore, 
the panel is subdivided into two vertical strips, 
one corresponding to area A, the other being a com- 
bination of areas B and C. 

d^ - 0.95 

<+2 = 0=332 
eg «» 0.043 
cfe = 0.020 

25.2 watts 
1.63 watts 
0.76 watts 

27.59 watts 

For area A, 
average surface tern; srature, 
significant dimension, 
unit heat transfer rate,  from Figure VI-2b 

free convective heat transfer,  (0.223 x 10 x 8) 

For area B-C 
average surface temperature,   (40 + 35)/2 
significant dimension 
unit heat transfer rate,  from Figure VI-2b 

free convective heat transfer,   (0.022 x 10 x 8) 

Total heat dissipation from panel by free convection 
(17.9 + 1.78) 

90°C 
L • 8 inches 
0.223 watt per 
square inch 

17.9 watts 

37.5°C 
L = 8 inches 
0.022 watt per 
square inch 

1.78 watts 

19.68 watts 
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Total Heat Transfer from Panel 

The total heat transfer is the sum of the total 
radiant and convective heat dissipations, 
(27.59 + 19.68) 

Percentage radiation, (27.59/47.27)100 
47.27 watts 
58 per cent 

This procedure must be repeated for any other panel having a tem- 
perature variation in excess of the qualitative limits described on page 135. 

Representative Case Surface Temperature 

If it is assumed that this panel is typical of the entire case, a 
representative case surface temperature, as discussed on page 133, may be 
calculated. 

For the total radiant heat transfer of 27.59 watts, 
the entire surface of the panel of 160 square 
inches,  and 4l = 0.95, cfe = 27.59/(0.95 x 160) 

From Figure VI-3b for the above value of 42 and the 
environmental temperature of 50°, the representa- 
tive case temperature is 

cp2 « 0.181 

66.5°C 

._._ ..If the average_or -weighted average surface temperature of 63.8°C is 
used as representative surface~temperat-ure for the entire panel,  the calcu- 
lated heat dissipation is 8 per cent smaller than that obtained by the above- 
described method of area subdivision. 

Pressurized and Sealed Units -with Case Cooled by Forced Convection 

This general classification of units includes all those for which the 
case is the principal external heat dissipating surface.    The two major 
types among these units are described in Chapter II, pages 7 and 8.    They 
are (l) those having a plain case surrounded by a circumferential baffle 
-which forms -with the case an air flow passage (this includes the simple heat 
exchanger type shown in Figure H-l),  and (2) those having a case-envelope 
heat exchanger with surface extensions between the case proper and the outer 
shell of the unit,   similar to the type shown in Figure II-2.    The heat dis- 
sipation of such units occurs mainly by forced convection to air which is 
either induced or forced to flow, usually by means of e. blower, through the 
heat transfer passages which are in direct thermal contact with the inner 
case of the unit, 

1«    Heat Transfer Processes 

The heat transfer processes of units with plain case and circum- 
ferential baffle are shown schematically in Figure vT»5. As indicated in 
Figure 71-5, the heat transfer by forced convection to the cooling air in 
the passage is practically equal to the total heat dissipation of the unit. 
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The cooling air not only receives heat from the case directly, bub also from 
the inner surface of the external baffle. If the baffle is externally in- 
sulated, like in the bench tests suggested in Chapter IV, the heat it dis- 
sipates to the cooling air originates at the case surface and is conveyed to 
the baffle by radiation and by conduction through structural members* In 
that event, the temperature of the baffle is defined by the case temperature, 
the cooling air rate and the cooling air temperature. Therefore, the'heat 
transfer characteristics of the entire unit -would depend only on these three 
variables. However, if the baffle is not insulated, it may dissipate to th.e 
environment a portion of the heat received from the case, or it may receive 
heat from the environment if the environment is at a much higher temperature 
level than the cooling air-. In the first instance the cooling air would not 
account for the entire heat dissipation of the unit, while in the second in- 
stance it would absorb more heat than is generated by the unit. 

\ \ 
CASE 

CONVECTION 
(FORCED) 

2. TOTAL HEAT 
DISSIPATION 

COMPONENT       I 
CONVECTION As, 

(FORCED) /%sZ- ^f 
—COMPONENT 
V   RADIATION 

Figure VT-5. Heat Transfer Diagram 
of Pressurized or Sealed Unit 
Cooled by Forced Oonvection 

BAFFLE RADIATION 
AND  CONVECTION" 

CASE  RADIATION^ 
AND   CONDUCTION 

TO BAFFLE 

COMPONENT. 
CONDUCTION 

-BLOWER 

ffhen the environment of the unit is essentially at the temperature 
of the cooling air and free convective conditions exist in the vicinity of 
the unit, the heat transfer from the baffle to the environment can be ex- 
pected to be 10 to 30 per cent of the heat transfer from the case to the 
baffle, the remainder being transferred from the baffle to the cooling air. 
Thus, the cooling air would usualDy account for 9l to 98 P^r cent of the 
total heat dissipation of the unit since the heat transfer from the case to 
the baffle should not be expected to exceed 20 to 30 per cent of the total 
heat generation.    On the other hand, in environments where heat transfer 
from the baffle would be promoted by high air circulation rates and adjacent 
surfaces having high emissivity and temperatures more than 50WC lower, the 
heat loss may be greater than the maximum of 9 per cent implied above.    Sim- 
ilarly, high environmental air and surface temperatures would result in heat 
gain of the baffle and the cooling air may have to account for a heat absorp- 
tion rate considerably higher than the heat generation of the unit. 

In this type unit the internal modes of heat transfer from compo- 
nents to case are seen in Figure VI-5 to be similar to those of the pres- 
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surized and sealed units cooled only by free convection and radiation, except 
that, as a rule, random forced convection produced by means of a circulating 
blower exists at the component surfaces. Thus the internal heat transfer 
mechanism remains fixed and is only affected by the case temperature. There- 
fore, component surface temperatures can be related to the case temperature 
hy  an approximately constant difference, or more correctly by trend curves 
established from measurements made at thermal equilibrium and at different 
case temperatures. 

Since the case temperature is the principal parameter defining the 
thermal state of the unit and its components, evaluation methods based on 
bench test data must be principally concerned vdth prediction of the case 
temperature under specified operational conditions. In environments in which 
heat loss from the external baffle may occur to the extent of less than 10 
per cent of the heat generation of the unit, as discussed above, insulating 
the baffle would affect the case temperature usually by no more than 2° or 
3°C, if the unit has a heat concentration of 300 watts per cubic foot, or 
more, and has therefore, an appreciable air velocity in the cooling passage. 
Thus, neglecting baffle heat loss in the evaluation procedure would lead to 
conservative results. Case temperatures for specified air rates and required 
air rates for specified case temperatures would be slightly overestimated. 
This would be a satisfactory procedure to follow in all instances where ihe 
operating environment of the unit is only specified by air temperature and 
pressure, essentially at the same level as the cooling air. The methods 
given in this Chapter take this approach since they could be applicable in 
most instances where evaluations of operational conditions are to be made on 
the basis of bench test data. For environments in which appreciable baffle 
heat loss or gain may be expected, i.e., when environmental surface tempera- 
tures are 50° to 100°C, lower, respectively higher, than the air temperature, 
the methods described in Chapter VH for the determination of the heat trans- 
fer characteristics and for the evaluation of operational temperatures of 
this type unit should be used. As will be apparent- from comparison of the 
methods given in the following vdth those of Chapter VII, neglecting external 
heat loss or gain may be expected, i'.e., when environmental surface tempera- 
tures are between 50° to 100°C lovrer or higher than the air temperature, 
Also, the heat transfer characteristics of the unit can be expressed and used 
in equation form which permits reasonably reliable application of the bench 
test data in extrapolated ranges of case temperature, higher and lower than 
obtained in the tests. 

.The same considerations described above in reference to units with 
circumferential baffle also apply to -those with simple case-envelope heat 
exchanger, as shown in Figure II-1. The only difference between the units 
is in the internal heat transfer mechanism. The internal baffle shown in 
Figure 11=1 would eliminate direct- radiation from components to the case and, 
therefore, the use of trend curves of component versus case temperature would 
not be as necessary, since component temperatures are more likely to maintain 
a constant difference vdth the case temperature. This would also be true for 
units'with case-envelope heat exchangers of the type shown in Figure II-2 
where also direct radiation from components to the case do not occur» In 
this latter type unit, direct conductive thermal contact exists between the 
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case and the unit's outer shell. The heat transfer surfaces exposed to the 
external cooling air flow are at an average temperature lower than the case, 
but are many times greater than the case surface. The outer shell receives 
heat from the case mainly by conduction and dissipates it in the same manner 
as the outer baffle of the plain unit, as discussed previously. Consequently 
the same considerations for neglecting external heat loss or gain apply. The 
outer shell may operate at a higher temperature than the outer baffle of a 
comparable plain unit and may, therefore, have more heat loss. However, this 
heat loss -would represent smaller percentage of the total heat dissipation 
since a unit -with an extended surface type case-envelope heat exchanger having 
the same over-all dimensions as a plain unit with circumferential baffle would 
normally have more than twice the total heat dissipation. If operational en- 
vironmental conditions are such that surrounding surface temperatures 50° to 
100°C lower or higher than the air temperature exist, external heat loss, re- 
spectively gain, must be considered, using for the determination of heat 
transfer characteristics and the operational analysis the methods described 
in Chapter VII and VIII for this type unit. Otherwise, the methods for de- 
termining operational case temperatures described in the following in refer- 
ence to the plain unit with circumferential baffle are equally applicable to 
all units with case-envelope heat exchangers. 

Two methods of analysis, based on bench test data and neglecting ex- 
ternal heat loss or gain, are described in the following. In the first, the 
test data are reduced to express the heat transfer and resistance character- 
istics of the unit's air flow passage in two equations which may be applied 
to other conditions of air flow and temperature. In the second method, the 
heat transfer and resistance characteristics are expressed as generalized 
plots derived from the test data and applicable to all conditions of air flow 
and temperature within their respective ranges. 

2. Determination and Application of Heat Transfer and Resistance 
Equations 

a. Heat Transfer Equation 

The -rate of heat absorption q^ of the cooling air in the heat 
exchange passage, expressed in watts, is related to the air flow rate W 
in pounds per second, and the inlet and exit temperatures of the air, t^ and 
\>2 in °C, by the equation 

qa - 456W(t2-t:J (VI-5) 

If the external heat loss is negligible, q^ equals the total heat transfer 
rate from the case qc which is the unit's rate of heat generation q in gen- 
eral*    Thus if q is  constant under all operational conditions q^ also remains 
constant. 

The forced convective heat transfer coefficient of the heat ex- 
change passage, bounded by the case surface and the outer baffle or shell, 
may be expressed as 
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and the rate of heat absorption c^ by 

qa  =  Ca^aCtz-tiViogefcte-tiVCvta)], (VI-7) 
•where Ci, C2 and exponent n are constants, tc is the case temperature in °C, 
and a is a function of the average cooling air temperature, ta = (t^+t2)/2f 
defining the relative variation of physical properties of air with tempera- 
ture.    The function a is based on a reference temperature ta_r for which 
a = 1.    Combining equations (VI-5, -6, and -7) gives, if q is constant and 
no external heat loss or gain occurs, the general correlation equation 

a VP- loge[(tc-ti)/(tc-t2)J    =   constant,   =   K (VI-8) 

The choice of the reference temperature ta_r is arbitrary. It 
fixes the value of a for every other condition characterized by an average 
air temperature ta. Based on the variation of physical properties of air 
with temperature, grouped in the combination in which they affect the forced 
connective heat transfer coefficient, gives for the temperature range appli- 
cable to electronic equipment the relationship 

a - (I170fta.r)/(ll70+ta), (VI-9) 

where both temperatures are in C« 

Since the representative case surface temperature tc is directly 
related to component surface temperatures, once having chosen ta-r and estab- 
lished n and K from bench test data, the component temperatures and required 
air rates of the blower may be computed by use of equations (VI-8 and -9) for 
any operational condition of the equipment. 

b. Bench Test Determinations 

The bench test determination of temperatures, air rate and con- 
stants of equations (VI-8 and -9) is discussed in the following paragraphs. 

(l) Air Entrance and Exit Temperature, t-j_ and t2« The methods 
outlined in Chapter IV, page 53, should be followed when determining bench 
test values of the inlet and exit temperatures of the cooling air, t]_ and t2» 
Tfhen it is known that non-uniform flow conditions exist at entrance and exit, 
the lose of a single temperature measurement at some point in a transverse 
section of the stream will not be satisfactory and the method of weighting 
the temperature on the basis of flow rate and temperature of subsidiary areas 
must be employed. For many units having forced, rather than induced flow, 
through the cooling passage, it is not feasible to probe th stream at the 
cooling air entrance because of the proximity of the blower to the equipment 
case. Then, the inlet temperature tn_ is best determined by measuring the 
temperature of the air entering the blower and adding to it the temperature 
rise of the air across the blower as calculated by equation (V-2 or -3), 
page 86. If the total heat dissipation from the equipment case to the cool- 
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ing air is knovm from electrical measurements of heat dissipation, it may not 
always be necessary or desirable to measure the cooling air exit temperature 
tg since it can readily be calculated from equation (VI-5), assuming no heat 
loss or gain, once the air rate has been established. In particular, when 
the flow conditions at the equipment exit are highly non-uniform -with respect 
to available transverse measuring sections and considerable difficulty in 
measuring a true mean exit temperature is encountered, a better value may 
well be obtained by use of equation (VI-5). In general, however, it is de- 
sirable to have a measured value so that a check on the heat output of the 
components is obtained by calculating the heat dissipated to the co)ling air. 

•föLth bench test programs not including the electrical measurement of heat 
dissipation, the measurement of the exit temperature of the air is, of course, 
always necessary. The difficulty in measuring a true mean temperature of the 
entering air is not nearly so great. For induced flow, the entering air tem- 
perature is equal to that of the environment. For forced flow, the air tem- 
perature ahead of the. blower, being equal to that of the environment, may be 
measured accurately, and little error in determining the blower discharge 
temperature will be introduced by use of equation (V-2 or -3). As a matter 
of fact, in many instances the air temperature rise across the blower is 
negligible. 

(2) Representative Case or Heat Exchanger Surface Temperature, 
tc. The methods and suggested number of temperature measurements on the case 
surface are outlined in Chapter IV, page 52. It is always desirable with 
forced convective cooling to make as many measurements as possible so that 
surface hot-spot effects may be included in the evaluation of a representative 
case surface temperature, llost equipments will exhibit fairly uniform case 
surface temperature and the evaluation of the representative case" surface 
temperature is obtained simply from an arithmetic average of all measured 
values» Even for equipments exhibiting appreciable variation in temperature 
over the case or heat exchanger surface, the use of an arithmetic average of 
the measured values still should result in a fairly satisfactory correlation 
of the test data by equation (VI-8). However, in some instances an adjust- 
ment of the value of the representative case surface temperature tc may be 
required in order that equation (VI-8) may satisfactorily describe the inter- 
relation of the heat transfer variables. No general rules on procedures to 
be used for making thsse adjustments are possible to set down. In general, 
the exclusion of measured surface temperatures below the bulk air temperature 
at the same point along the flow path should aid in improving the correlation 
since at these points heat transfer from the case to the air stream is not 
possible. If adjustment of the case surface temperatures is found necessary, 
attention must be directed to re-examination of the correlation between repre- 
sentative case surface temperature and component temperature, so as to provide 
correct trend curves for use in predicting cooling requirements under all 
probable operational or environmental conditions of the equipment. 

(5) Air Rate, W. The air rate W used in the correlation of 
bench test data must be expressed on a weight rate basis« Its measurement 
should be made by the procedures indicated on page 53. If known or measured 
on a volume rate basis, conversion to weight rate may be accomplished quite 
simply by use of Figure V-9 or equation (V-l). 

I 
f ! 
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(4) Physical Property Factor a.    As previously mentioned the 
factor a indicates relative changes in physical properties of air with tem- 
perature, as they affect the heat transfer process.    At the reference temper- 
ature ta_r it is equal to unity and varies for other average air temperatures 
ta as indicated by equation (VI-9).    While the reference temperature ta_r may 
be chosen arbitrarily,  it is most convenient to make it equal to the average 
air temperature in the most typical bench test.    In ttiis test the air rate 

•would be approximately at the average of the range of flow rates used. 

(5) Constants n and K.    Evaluation of n and K in the general 
correlation equation (VI-S) requires the use of bench test data,  from which 
numerical values of all other variables in equation (VT-8) are obtained.    The 
numerical value of n may be determined by measuring the slope of the line 
representing a log-log plot of   a loge[(tc-ti)/(tc-t2)3   versus the air rate 
W for all test runs.    A graphical method is outlined in a subsequent section 
beginning on page 15Ö where the use of generalized vorking charts for han- 
dling the correlation equation (VT-8) is discussed.    Example VI-4 contains 
additional info mat ion on procedures used in determining the exponent n. 
Having established a representative value of n,  the determination of the con- 
stant K may be made by direct calculation from equation (VI-Ö) or by use of 
the working chart in Figure VI-7,  described on page 158. 

In order to establish reliable values of n and K the log-log 
plot of the test points should yield, with minor scatter,  a straight line. 
If there is a definite indication of curvature, a mean straight line may be 
chosen to express the range of the test data, but must not be extrapolated 
in applying the data.    However, in the case of curvature it is preferable to 
use the alternate method of data reduction on basis of generalized plots, 
described subsequently on page 156. 

c.    Flow Resistance of Heat Exchange Passage 

Normally, cooling air flow is produced by a blower having char- 
acteristics such that any change in the resistance of the air flow passage 
affects its air handling capacity.    Since the operating temperature of the 
equipment is directly related to any change in air flow,  it is necessary to 
correlate'bench test data on air pressure drop in such manner that operational 
thermal conditions at other than bench test conditions may be predicted. 

Within the altitude and flow velocity ranges most likely to be 
encountered with a forced conv'ective cooling system,  a satisfactory correla- 
tion between system pressure drop and weight rate of air flow is obtained by 
use of the general equation 

01   ZÜD    •* C **, (VI-10) 

where £p is the static pressure drop of the cooling air from cooling passage 
entrance to exit, normally expressed in inches of water, 0T_ is the air den- 
sity; ratio at the cooling passage entrance, Vt is the weight rate of air flow 
produced by the blovjer- in pounds per second,, and m and C constants evaluated 
from bench-test data. 
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As a result of any change in operation of the blower, the equip- 
ment, or the aircraft, the air flow rate produced by the blower will adjust 
itself until the static pressure at the exit of the air discharge duct is 
equal to the environmental air pressure. For exauple, for a unit receiving 
air from and discharging air to the installation compartment, under all equi- 
librium operating conditions the air is supplied to and is discharged from the 
unit at the compartment air pressure, so that the pressure production required 
by the blower is that necessary to overcome the resistance of the air flow 
passage. 

For purposes of correlating air flow and system resistance by 
use of the general equation (VI-10), care must be taken that the pressure 
drops measured in the bench tests correspond to those of a comparable flow 
system in an actual installation. The safest procedure to follow in this re- 
spect is to measure the static pressure of the cooling air when forced flow 
is used at the blower discharge section, or at the blower inlet section when 
induced flow is used. The location of the blower relative to the equipment 
would be exactly the same as used in the actual installation. This is to in- 
sure that the resistance of any air passage located between the blower and the 
cooling passage is included in the evaluation of the air flow system resist- 
ance against which the blower must operate. If, for any reason, it is not 
feasible to simulate actual installation configurations during bench testing, 
the proper procedure would be to measure the static pressure at the cooling 
passage and to correct later the bench test pressure drops to include the ef- 
fect of any actual duct length between blower and equipment. Otherwise, of 
course, the resulting correlation would not be descriptive of the air floY/ 
system resistance of the actual installation. If the blower characteristics 
and the test air rates are accurately known, fairly reliable values for the 
air flow system resistance may be determined indirectly from these data, since 
the blower's operating characteristic is defined by static pressure rise versus 
air flow rate. It is not recommended that this procedure be followed for gen- 
eral test work even if the blower's performance is known, but it may be used 
when difficulties in pressure measurement preclude the collection of accurate 
experimental data. 

Methods for actual measurement of static pressure and air rate 
should follow those discussed on pages 35 to 44. No additional special re- 
quirements or provisions to the indicated techniques are necessary. The val- 
ues of the constants m and G are determined by plotting the bench test values 
of pressure drop versus air rate on log-log coordinate paper. In Example 
VT-4, page 164, their determination is illustrated in conjunction with the 
description of the use of a generalized working chart designed for this pur- 
pose. As for the determination of n in the forced convection heat transfer 
equation, a single value of m should satisfactorily correlate the pressure 
drop data with air rate, i.e.., the test data should yield a straight-line 
lcg=log plot. Should this not be uu.e case, a mean suraighu line may us  Cuosen 
to express the resistcince characteristics in the limited range of the test 
data. However, in general it would then be preferable to use the alternate 
method of applying directly the curve of ojj^p versus W, without attempting to 
evaluate m and C, as described subsequently on page 157. 
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d. Application of Equations 

In the determination of operational conditions from bench test 
data, equations (VT-5, -8, and -10) can be used to predict the case tempera- 
tures and air flow rates resulting from the application of a blower, or any 
other air source, of known characteristics. Also, for any specified case 
temperature, the required air flow rate and static pressure can be ascer- 
tained for any condition of pressure and temperature at the source of air 
supply. In all instances, external heat I033 or gain would be neglected. 

As pointed out previously, the equation method is principally 
applicable when the test data yield straight-line log-log plots for heat 
transfer and resistance characteristics of the unit. Then, the use of the 
equations for considerably highe'i* air weight flow rates than covered in the 
bench tests is permissible and would yield accurate results. Use of the 
equations for much lower weight flow rates than the minimum used in the tests 
should be made with caution since the characteristics of the flow are likely 
to change, thus making the equations established from the test data invalid. 

For the determination of available flow rates, using a blower 
of known characteristics to produce induced or forced flow, the procedures 
described in Chapter V are applicable. Blower characteristics, system re- 
sistance characteristics defined by equation (VI-10), and the known heat 
dissipation rate q = qc are used to determine the available air flow rate 
under any environmental condition. 

For the determination of blower specifications using induced 
flow, the required weight flow rates can be determined directly from the 
heat transfer characteristics defined by equations (VI-5 and -8). However, 
using forced flow it is necessary to use equation (VI-10) first to determine 
for a range of weight flows the pressure drops Ap, and to calculate for an 
assumed static efficiency T)s (on the order of 50 to 60 per cent) the probable 
corresponding values of temperature rise across the blower Atu from equation 
(V-3). This establishes for any given environmental temperature t0 the 
equipment inlet temperature t]_ « t0 + Atg and its variation as a function of 
the weight flow W. 

The solution of equation (VI-10) to determine Ap or W, the 
other being known, can also be performed graphically by the use of a working 
chart such as given in Figure VI-9, described in a subsequent section, page 
162. 

The equations describing the heat transfer characteristics can, 
as previously mentioned, also be solved conveniently by the use of workirg 
charts. However, the temperature rise of the case above the inlet air tem- 
perature can be determined by calculation, using equations (VI-5 and -8) in 
the combined form 

(tc-t;j)    =    (q/456W)/ 1- 1/e K/cdfl11 
(VT.-11) 

Equation (VI-11) is best used for known values of weight flow.    Using a 
blower of known characteristics, the values of W and t are defined from 
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equation (VI-10) and the flow arrangement, as indicated above. The discharge 
temperature t£» and with it the average air temperature ta, is found from 
equation (VI-5), thus defining a according to equation (VI-9). Therefore, 
the case temperature rise (tc-ti) can be calculated directly. If the blower 
specifications are to be determined for a specified case temperature, the 
right-hand side of equation (VI-ll) is best determined for several values of 
IT to establish the variation of (t^-t^) with H. For induced flow, ti is 
known and defines, for any val\ie of Yf, ^-t^) from equation (VI-5) and thus 
the average air temperature ta and a. Therefore, for any value of n the cor- 
responding (tc-tj) can be calculated from equation (VI-11) and the case tem- 
perature tc is defined, tx being invariable -with W. For forced flow, the 
estimated variation of t^ as a function of W mast first be determined from 
the resistance characteristics, using equations (VI-10) and (V-3), as indi- 
cated above. Then the procedure is the same as for induced flow, defining 
(tc-tx) versus W, and from this tc based on the probable variation of t]_ 
versus W. Eith any blower having at the operating point a static efficiency 
different from that assumed in establishing the variation of t^ versus W, a 
slightly different case temperature tc would be obtained. The effect would 
only be appreciable if the temperature rise across the blower At£ would be 
great because of a large value of Ap/o^  and/or if the efficiency of the 
blower would be very much lower than assumed. Consequently, it would usually 
be unnecessary to recalculate the case temperature. 

3. Determination and Application of Generalized Heat Transfer and 
Resistance Plots 

This second method of reducing the bench test data and applying 
them for the determination of operational thermal conditions represents a 
simplification of the equation method. It is applicable with good accuracy 
over the range of weight flow covered in the bench tests. The bench test 
data determinations discussed on pages 151 to 154 are also required for this 
method. However, instead of reducing the data so as to express heat transfer 
and resistance characteristics in the form of equations, the working curves 
as shown in Figure VI-6 are obtained which may be applied directly to the 
evaluation of operational conditions. 

It is apparent from inspection of equation (VI-ll) that when the 
effect of variation in physical properties due to temperature, expressed by 
a, is omitted, (an approximation introducing usually less than 2 per cent 
error in the required weight flow for a given case temperature), the case 
temperature rise (tc-ti) is only a function of the weight flow if q is con- 
stant. Therefore, the difference in values of the representative case tem- 
perature and of the inlet air temperature measured in the bench tests, 
plotted against the corresponding measured weight flow rates, gives a curve, 
~...«.l*   _«.   T>   4~.   T?4 ~*«*»2   TTT—A       AMiifilW  iroT4d   *-*vi/4o'w   «IT    Anaflo+,^A«o1    ^»Anrf^+.T Ano   HAM 

fined by air pressure and. temperature.    The curve would be valid even if K 
and n are hot constant over the range of weight flow covered and no single 
values can be determined for them, using the previously described equation 
method.    For the general application of the data,  it is only assumed that K 
and n would depend principally on W, vMch is basically correct,    Sven then, 
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Figure VI-6. Working Curves for Pressurized or Sealed Unit 
•with Case Cooled by Forced Convection 

it is likely that the plot could be fitted for a limited range of weight flow 
by a simple equation having the form tc-ti = K'/iS

31, where constants K' and 
n' differ from K and n, respectively. 

Similar to the generalization of the heat transfer data, the pressure 
drop data can be reduced. Instead of attempting to find the values of C and 
m in equation (VT-10), the test data are plotted as o^pp versus TS,  irrespec- 
tive of whether C and m vary or are constant over the range of weight- flows 
covered. This plot, such as C in Figure VI-6, can also be applied under all 
operational conditions within the test range of TF. The actual pressure drop 
is determined by dividing the value of a-j£p determined for the given weight 
flow by the inlet density ratio a-^,  calculated from the operational values 
of air pressure and temperature. 

The general application of the data plots should be limited to the 
weight flow range covered in the bench tests. Some extrapolation at the 
lower and upper ends of the curves for weight flow rates not used in the 
tests is permissible, but should be made with caution. If these limitations 
are observed, these plots are adequate to evaluate case temperatures under 
operational conditions with a minimum of complication and calculational ef- 
fort. It is desirable to use in conjunction with these plots trend curves 
established in bench tests showing the variation of individual component tem- 
peratures with case temperature* Such data, as shown in plot A of Figure 
VI-6, are also desirable to determine the minimum flow rate to be used in the 
bench test3 which should correspond to a case temperature at which limiting 
component temperatures are reached. For units of low heat concentration this 
flow rate may be so low that the accuracy of the measurements may be question- 
able. Therefore, the most accurate portions of the temperature rise and 
pressure drop curves established from bench tests would be utilized in evalu- 
ating operational conditions at which the air temperature is higher than 
during the bench tests. 
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For the evaluation of operational conditions where the air tempera- 
ture is considerably lov;er than in the bench tests the use of the more com- 
plicated equation method is more reliable, although, as mentioned before, use 
of the equations at flow rates appreciably lower than the minimum used in the 
tests is not advisable. The equation method is much preferable for extra- 
polation of the data to appreciably higher weight flow rates than used in the 
tests. Such requirements exist when the available cooling air temperature 
under operational conditions is quite high in comparison to the desired case 
temperature which for existing units would usually require the selection of a 
new blower or a ram air supply system. 

Because of the simple use of working plots, such as shown in Figure 
VI-6, Examples VI-4, -=5 and -6 on page 164 dealing with units of the type 
here discussed, are concerned with illustrating the applications of the more 
complex equation method, using graphical means described in the following 
section. 

4. working Charts for Equation Method 

To eliminate the necessity for repeated computations, in the appli- 
cations of the equation method, as described on page 155, the working charts 
contained in Figures VI-7 and -9 (in back pocket; may be used. They are ap- 
plicable to (l) the evaluation of bench test data to determine the constants 
and exponents of the correlation equations, (2) the evaluation of thermal 
performance under any operational condition of a unit employing a blower 
having defined performance characteristics, and (5) the evaluation of limit- 
ing operational conditions of the unit and the corresponding required blower 
performance for the purpose of selection and design of the blower and cooldng 
air system. Uses of the charts are illustrated in Examples VI-4, -5, and -6. 

a. Heat Transfer Chart 

Figure 71-7 contains a multi-quadrant chart that allows graphical 
solution of the two basic heat dissipation equations (VT-5 and -Ö). For pur- 
poses of identification, the quadrants are numbered (l) through (6) and are 
described in the following paragraphs. 

Quadrant (l). The ordinate to the left of this quadrant is the 
weight rate of air flow in pounds per second. The parameter plotted within 
the quadrant is the exponent n contained in equation (VI-8). A range of val- 
ues is included which is likely to be encountered with this "type of cooling. 
The procedure to be followed for determining n by use of this chart is dis- 
cussed on page 159. 

Quadrant (2). The parameter contained within this quadrant is 
the factor a used to account for the variation in physical properties of the 
air with temperature. Its value is determined by the average temperature of 
the air -in the cooling passage, according to equation (VI-9;. The numerical 
value of a for use in this quadrant is determined by the procedure subsequa±3y 
discussed with regard to quadrant (6). 
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Quadrant (3).   A range of values of the constant K in equation 
(VI-8) is plotted as the parameter in tiiis quadrant*   The numerical value of 
K Yjould. be expected to vary somewhat -with the absolute size of the unit, con- 
figuration of cooling air passages, blower performance and bench test condi- 
tions,  so that a single value of K is applicable only to one unit snd one 
reference set of bench test conditions.    Determination of the constant K 
should be made after the exponent n has been defined, and amounts to simply 
using the available test data and n to define a point in quadrant (s)s or by 
calculation from equation (VI-8). 

Quadrant (4).    The difference between the representative case 
surface temperature and the air temperature at entrance to the cooling pas- 
sage (tc-t;j_; is plotted on the right-hand ordinate with the air temperature 
rise (tjj-ti) as the parameter.    The air temperature rise (tg-t^) is indicated 
at the bottom of quadrant (5). 

Quadrant (5).    If external heat loss is negligible, for any 
known heat dissipatir n rate from the equipment and air flow rate over the 
cooling surfaces of the equipment, the air temperature rise (tg-t^) may be 
determined directly in quadrant (5) by reading horizontally to the left from 
the air rate scale to the intersection of a line describing the heat dissipa- 
tion q in watts, and down to the temperature -scale at the bottom of the quad- 
rant.    The value of (tg-t^) is the air temperature rise required for use in 
quadrant (4J.    The procedure may be reversed to define the air rate required 
for a given heat dissipation and temperature rise, or for the evaluation of 
the heat absorption of the air from known values of the air rate and air tem- 
perature rise.    Quadrant (5) is a graphical solution to equation (VI-5). 

Quadrant (6),    By preceding along a vertical line defined by the 
air- temperature rise (tjj-ti), through quadrant (5) to the intersection with 
a line in quadrant (6) defined by the air temperature t^ at the entrance of 
the cooling passage, then moving horizontally to -the intersection of the line 
corresponding to the reference temperature ta_r, and finally vertically to 
the top of quadrant (6), the numerical value of a required for use in quad- 
rant (2) is obtained. 

The procedure for determining n and K from bench-test data, by 
use of the generalized working chart in Figure VI-7, is illustrated schemat- 
ically in Figure VI-8.    The first step is to choose from the various air rates 
employed in the bench tests a typical average value, the rate being expressed 
ixi pounds per second«    This air rate Vf is introduced on the ordinate scale 
of quadrants (l) and (5) in Figure VI-7, illustrated by point A in Figure 
VI-8.    The second step consists in locating point B in quadrant (5).    This 
point is defined by the air rate W and a known heat rate dissipated to the 
cooling air q, or by the air rate W and a known temperature rise of the air 
(t2-tx) measured in the bench test.    Since measurements of air temperature 
rise are often not reliable,  the electrically determined heat dissipation 
rate q to the cooling air would be preferable in all instances where the ex- 
ternal heat loss from the outer surface of -the unit is certain to be practi- 
cally negligible. 
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Figure VI-3. Schematic Diagram of Figure 71-7, 
Illustrating Determination of n and K 

The next step is to define the reference average air temperature 
ta_re The factor a is taken equal to unity at the air rate defined by point 
A, since this air rate is a typical average of all bench-test air rates. 
From point B, a vertical line is drawn into quadrant (6) to point D„ defined 
by the intersection with the line corresponding to the inlet air temperature 
t]_. From point D, a horizontal line is projected to the right and is inter- 
sected with a vertical line projected downward from a equal to unity. The 
intersection of these two lines, point E in Figure VI-8,' defines the refer- 
ence average air temperature ta-r. This is the reference temperature used 
tc evaluate K and to define a for any other air rate under all operating 
V/V11UJ. V.l. wxxo « 

Continuing the procedure for finding n and K, point F on the 
ordinate of quadrant  (4) is located by the magnitude of the temperature rise 
of the heat exchange surfaces over the inlet air temperature (tc-ti),  as de- 
fined by the test data at the air rate being considered.    From point F, a 
horizontal line locates point G at the intersection with a line corresponding 
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to (t^-t]_), as defined by point C. From point G» a vertical line is drown 
to point H at the intersection -with the line corresponding to an assumed tem- 
porary value for K. Next, point I in quadrant (2) is determined by the in- 
tersection of the horizontal line from point H in quadrant (3) -with the line 
corresponding to a = 1 in quadrant (2). From point I, a vertical projection 
line is drawn to quadrant (l) and is made to intersect with a horizontal pro- 
jection line from point A in quadrant (l). The point of intersection is J 
•which defines the first point on a line representing the test data. From the 
preceding it is apparent that the location of J for the chosen test run de- 
pends on the choice of the assumed temporary value for K vhich is entirely at 
the discretion of the analyst. The best guide for the choice of a good tem- 
porary value for K is to make it such that point J, -when fcund, should lie 
approximately in the horizontal third of quadrant (l) since then it is fairly 
certain that the other points corresponding to the other test runs "would all 
fall -within quadrant (l). 

For all other air rates and associated test data the procedure 
is to start -with the air rate W in quadrant (5) and find point B according to 
the same criteria as used in the first reference procedure. Then, for each 
air rate the value for a can be determined in quadrant (6) by the intersection 
of a horizontal line from the appropriate value of point D with the line for 
the reference air temperature ta«r determined in the first reference procedure. 
The rest of the procedure for any test run is the same as for the reference 
run, using the same assumed temporary value for K and in quadrant (2) the 
value for a determined in quadrant (6). Thus, for each test run a correspond- 
ing point similarly to point J of the reference run, is determined in quadrant 
(1). An example of a series of test points so defined is shown on the heavy 
line in quadrant (l) of Figure VI-8. The numerical value of n is defined by 
that n-line exactly parallel to the line drawn through the test points. For 
the data illustrated in Figure yi-8, the dashed n-line runs parallel to the 
heavy solid line passing through the test points and, hence, has the correct 
value of n for the test data. 

In the above procedure for determination of n, an assumed value 
for K -was used temporarily. The correct value for K is determined after the 
value of n ha3 been found. For that purpose, the reference test condition 
for -which a = 1 is used. The procedure is to start at point A in quadrant 
(l) and to determine point L at the intersection of a horizontal line from 
point A vdth the n-line -which is parallel to the line representing the test 
points. The intersection of a vertical projection line from point L vdth a 
line for a equal to unity in quadrant (2; determines point M. From point M 
a horizontal line is projected" into quadrant (3). This latter dashed line, 
as shown in Figure VI-8, is brought to intersection with the line between 
noints G and H for the reference test run. Thus, poi.;t P is found in quad- 
rant (3). The K-line passing through point P determines the value of K in the 
air flaw equation representing the test data. 

The values of n and K determined from the bench test data by the 
above procedure are applicable to the analysis of thermal performance of the 
cooling air passage under all operational conditions. For that purpose, the 
procedure is similar, except that the preliminary lines corresponding to those 
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through points J and H in Figure VI-8 are disregarded, and instead the estab- 
lished n- and K-lines corresponding to those through point L and P in Figure 
VI-8 are used. 

In using Figure VI-7 for the solution of thermal evaluation prob- 
lems, the movement from one quadrant to another may be in either direction 
along the indicated line,  except in quadrant (6), vhere movement in an upward 
direction only is necessary.    For the type of problem requiring evaluation of 
the weight flow of cooling air for a specified operating temperature tc of 
the case surfaces,  the solution would involve successive assumptions of val- 
ues of (tg-t^) and the use of the chart by starting in quadrant  (4) and pass- 
ing through quadrants (3),   (2) and (l) to establish the corresponding weight 
flow W which should check the value of If determined in quadrant (5) by (tjj-ti) 
and q.    However, this procedure is inconvenient because "the characteristics 
of the function expressed by the chart make the selection of suitable values 
of (t2-t^) by successive approximation difficult.    Therefore, these problems 
are best solved by finding for various values of W corresponding values of 
(tc-ti) in quadrant  (4).    The remainder of the procedure would follow that 
discussed on page 155, depending in details on whether forced or induced flow 
is used. 

It may occur that the numerical magnitudes of the various vari- 
ables involved in the use of Figure VI-7 do not fall within the ranges pro- 
vided on the chart.    $hen this happens, the data may be brought within the 
ranges of the chart by adjusting the heat dissipation q, the air rate W, and 
the constant K, by use of an arbitrary factor 4>.    The relations correlating 
the values in the chart with the actual values are (l) W(cimrt)

t=4> ^(actual)> 
(2) Schart) = $ factual)» and (3) K(chaxt) = 4^K(    tual).    For example, 
suppose n = 0*4 and W = 0.04.    Then,  as may be seen in quadrant  (1) or Figure 
VI-7, the point on the n-line for W = 0.04 falls outside the quadrant and, 
therefore, the chart would not be useful.    This maybe corrected by choosing 
$ « 5, so that with n = 0.4 the chart air rate is 5 x 0.04 - 0.20, which 
gives a point on the n-line in the middle of quadrant (l).    For the chosen 
value of cj> = 5, the value of K to be used in the chart would be (50,4: = 1.7) 
x K(actual)» 

b.    System Resistance Chart 

A working chart for the correlation of bench-test pressure drop 
with air rate and the evaluation of system pressure drop for any operational 
condition is given in Figure VI-9.    The chart permits graphical solution of 
the basic resistance equation (VI-10).    The right-hand quadrant has air flow 
rate W in pounds per second as the abscissa and the exponent, m in equation 
(VI-10) as a parameter.    The left-hand quadrant has the density ratio c^ and 
the constant C contained in equation (VI-10) as parameters.    System pressure 
drop in inches of water is plotted on the left-hand ordinate of this quadrant. 
The order of moving from one quadrant  ':o another is indicated by the line 
shown on the chart.    It may be in either direction, depending upon the type 
of problem. 

The density ratio o^ is evaluated from the chart in Figure V-8, 
on basis of the air temperature and pressure at the entrance to the heat ex- 
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change passage. Wien,  correlating bench test data on system resistance, the 
exponent m in equation (VI-10) is obtained by plotting test points in the 
right-hand quadrant of Figure VI-9, using temporarily an arbitrarily assumed 
value for C. The procedure is illustrated in Figure VI-10 where a schematic 
diagram of Figure VI-9 is shown. For each test run o^ must first be deter- 

A-fo 

ASSUMED 
C-LINE 

Figure VI-10.    Schematic Diagram of Figure VI-9» 
Illustrating Determination of C and m 

mined.    Then,  starting at point R for the measured pressure drop Zip, a hori- 
zontal line is drawn to point S on the oi~line for the given run.    From point 
S a vertical line is drawn to point T at the intersection with a line for a 
temporarily assumed value for C.    A horizontal projection from point T is 
made to intersect at point V a vertical projection line determined by the 
measured air rate W.    Points similar to point V are established for other 
runs and determine the solid line shown in the right-hand quadrant of Figure 
VI-10.    The numerical value of m is then defined by the m-line in the quad- 
rant which is exactly parallel to the solid line representing the test points. 
This m-line is shown dashed in Figure VI-10. 

After establishing the pertinent m-line, the correct C-line is 
found by intersecting a horizontal projection line from point X, determined 
by projecting point V down on the m-line, with the vertical projection line 
between points S and T. The point of intersection Y so established lies on 
the correct C-line. This line and the m-line must be used in all evaluation 
procedures to correlate air rate, pressure drop, and air density under all 
operetional conditions. 
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For evaluation problems having defined conditions of cooling 
air at the inlet of the heat transfer passage,   such as in bench tests and in 
the analysis of the air flow requirements of units with induced flow under 
operational conditions,  the use of the chart is straightforward.    However, 
when evaluating the air flow requirements of forced-flow units, or the per- 
formance of a combination of any type unit with a blower-motor unit of known 
characteristics, the magnitude of the pressure drop is not known until the 
inlet density and/or the flow rate are determined which,  in turn, are func- 
tions of the pressure drop«    Procedures for the solution of such problems 
are givsn in Chapter'V.    Additional details are contained in Examples VI-5 
and -6 in the following section. 

4.    Examples 

The examples given in this Section are concerned with the use of the 
charts in Figures VI-7 and -9, and applications of the method for which heat 
transfer and resistance characteristics obtained in bench tests are reduced 
to equations.    Examples VI-5 and -6 involving the application of blowers are 
intended to review in part some of the principles outlined in Chapter V.    In 
all examples, no reference is ms.de to component temperatures since they are 
assumed to be functions of the case temperature only.    Thus the last step in 
any analysis of operational conditions, not shown in the examples, would be 
to determine from trend curves,  such as shown in plot A of Figure VI-6, the 
component temperatures corresponding to the operational case temperature. 
As an alternate, the less accurate method of constant differences between 
component and case temperatures can be utilized. 

Example VI-4. Correlation of Bench Test Data by Use of Working 
Charts and Calculations 

A pressurized unit having a case cooled by forced convection is 
bench-tested according to the „*eco~unended procedures described in Chapter IV. 
The unit is provided with a baffle concentric with the case. Through the 
annular passage so formed, cooling air is forced by the action of a blower- 
motor unit mounted ahead of the unit and the air-flow metering section. By 
throttling and bleeding of the blower to vary the air flow rate the test 
data of Table VI-2, in addition to the following, are obtained: 

Room air temperature, all tests, t0 
Barometric pressure, all tests, Pbar 

Air pressure at cooling passage exit, 
all tests, 

Electrically measured heat dissipation, 
all tests, q 

21°0 
29.4 inches mercury 

absolute 

zero gage 

400 watts 

a.    Heat Balance.    It is assigned that all heat dissipated by the 
case is absorbed by the cooling air passing over the case surface.    A rea- 
sonably good check on this MB.J be obtained by comparing the measured air 
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Table VX-2. Test Data (Example VI-4) 

Run 
No. 

Air flcw,W, 
potind per 
second 

Air pressvire, 
cooling passage 
entrance, Ap, 
inches -water, 

gage 

Air Temperatures, °C 
Cooling  Cooling 
passage  passage 
entrance,  exit, 

ti     t2 

Case 
surface 

temperature, tc, 
C 

1 0.021 0.06 21.1 63.1 193 

2 0.032 0.13 21.0 48.9 147 

3 0.048 0.29 21.2 39.0 108 

4 0.066 0.48 21.2 34.7 86.5 

5 0.081 0.73 21.4 32.5 81.5 

6 0=105 1.13 21.5 30.0 71.0 

7 0.136 1.90 21.8 28.0 57.5 

8 0.157 2.51 22.0 27.5 57 

10 

0.189 

0.219 

3.40 

4.41 

22.0 

23.0 

27.0 

27.3 

52.3 

50.5 

Average of 8 thermocouple readings. 

temperature rise (tg-tn) -with that calculated from the energy equation (VI-5), 
or by use of quadrant (5) in Figure VI-7,   since air flow rate and total case 
heat dissipation are known.    The calculated comparison is shown in the table 
below.    The deviation between the measured and calculated air temperature 
rise is shown to be within the limits of experimental accuracy for thi3 type 
of heat balance and substantiates the assumption of negligible heat loss from 
the baffle surface by convection and radiation. 

b.    Correlation of Heat Transfer Data 

The general correlation equation (VI-8) for heat transfer char- 
acteristics of this type of unit requires the evaluation of the exponent n 
and constant K.    This may be done by use of the working chart in Figure VI-7, 
as discussed in detail on pages 159 to 162, or by direct plotting of the 
measured heat transfer data on log-log coordinate paper. 

In using the chart in Figure VI-7, Run No. 6, having approxi- 
mately the average value of the test air rates,  is taken as a reference run. 
From quadrant (5), at the air rate W *» 0.105 pound per second, and for q = 
400 watts, the theoretical temperature rise (t^-t^) =« 8.5°C. 

Projecting upwards into quadrant (6) to the line corresponding 
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Table VI-3. Comparison of Calculated and Measured Air 
Temperature Rise (Example VT-4) 

"~~~~~~~"~~~~~~~ Air temperature rise. °C 
Measured   Calculated by  Difference, cal- 

Äir rate, W, equation (71-5)   cuiated minus 
Run  pounds per or Figure VI-7   measured, per 
No.    second cent of measured 

1 0.021 42.0 41.7 -0.7 

2 0.032 27.9 27.4 -1.8 

3 0.048 17.8 18.3 +2.8 

4 0.066 13.5 13.3 -1.5 

5 0.081 11.1 10.8 -2.7 

6 0.105 8.5 8.3 -2.3 

7 0.136 6.2 6.5 +4.8 

Ö 0.157 5.5 5.6 +1.8 

9 0.189 5.0 4.6 -8.0 

10 0.219 4.3 4.0 -7.0 

to the measured entrance temperature ti = 21e5°C and over to the right to the 
intersection with the vertical line from a = 1.0 projected from the upper ab- 
scissa of ajuadrant (6), the point defining the reference air temperature is 
found. The line established for ta_r is located at approximately 26°C. By 
calculation, the value would be found as ta_r= t^ + (t2r*ti)/2 = 21.5 + 4.2 = 
25.7°C. 

At the ordinate of quadrant (4) for (t0rti) = (71.0-21.5)^= 
49.5°C, a horizontal line is drawn to the line corresponding to (tjj-ti) » 
8.3°C. The vertical line drawn from quadrant (4) to quadrant (3) is stopped 
at the line corresponding to K = 0.14 which is arbitrarily assumed as a tem- 
porary value of K until n is determined. A horizontal line is drawn from the 
point established on the line for K =0.14 and is intersected in quadrant (2) 
vdth the line for a = 1. The vertical projection line from the point of in- 
tersection establishes a point in quadrant (l) corresponding to the air rate 
W = 0=105 pound per second. 

For the air rates in the other runs the same procedure is used 
utilizing the values for a established in quadrant (6) by means of the line 
for ta..r = 26°C. For example, Run No. 1, at W = 0.021 pound per second, 
q = 400 watta, gives (t^-t]) = 41.7°C, and at tj. = 21.1DC, a - 0.986. 

I 
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Figure VI-11. Test Data Plot in 
Quadrant (l) of Figure VI-7 for 
Determination of n (Example VI-4) 

The points in quadrant (l) corresponding to the ten test runs 
are established in the above manner and give a plot as shovm in Figure VI-11. 
The best line passing through the test points is indicated by the heavy solid 
line, and the n-line running parallel to this line is shown dotted and cor- 
responds ton = 0.22. It should be observed that test points corresponding 
to low air rates are favored in establishing a best line, since under this 
condition overheating of the components is most likely to occur. However, 
the line represents a good average for high values of air rate so that n = 
0.22 should satisfactorily describe the heat transfer characteristics of the 
cooling air passage. 

The correct value for the constant K is found from the data of 
Run No. 6 by projecting a point in quadrant (l) on the line for n = 0.22 and 
W = 0.105 pound per second, vertically upward on the line for a = 1 in quad- 
rant (2) and from there horizontally to the right to quadrant (3). This lat- 
ter horizontal projection line is brought to intersection with the previously 
established vertical projection line for Run No. 6 in quadrant (3) at a point 
through which the K-line has a value corresponding to K = 0.117. 

By means of the described graphical procedure, the generalized 
correlation equation describing the heat transfer characteristics of this 
unit is established as 

a W'22 loge (tc-t^Mtc-ta) =  U.JJ.Y, 

where ex is based on a reference temperature of ta-r = 26 C. 

A second method for- determining n and Tf is by direct plotting 
of the measured heat transfer data on log-log coordinate paper. Referring 
to equc-tion (VI-8),  it is apparent that by plotting a loge   |_(tc-t1)/(lte-t2)J 
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versus the air rate W on log»log coordinate paper, a straight line should re- 
sult, the slope of which is numerically equal to the value of n. A plot of 
this type is saown in Figure VI-12 using data taken from the tabular summary 
of aU test data listed in this examole. 

0.3 

 »^  

Figure VI-12.    Plot of Re- 
duced Temperature Data versus 

-    Air Rate (Example VI-4) 

.02 .05 .08 .10 

W 

.20 .50 .60 1.0 

The points on the plot in Figure VI-12 are obtained by calcula- 
tion based on an assumed reference temperature ta_r = 26°C. For example, for 
Run No. 1, the procedure is as follows: 

(tc-tx) » 193 - 21.1 = 171,9°C 

(tc-t2) •» 193 - 63.1 = 129.9°G 

loge   [(V^/ftc-^)]    "   loge (171.9/129.9)    -   0.279 

ta    =    (tx+t2)/2    =    (21.1 + 63.l)/2    =   42.1°C 

a   «   (1170 + ta_r)/(ll70 + ta)    =   1196/1212.1   =   0.986 

a loge  [(te-txVCtc-ta)]    =   0.986 x 0.279    =    0.275 

For an average of all test points, a single straight line is dravai in Figure 
VI-12.    The slope of this line is calculated to be 0.22, the value of the 
exponent n.    For evaluation of the constant K,  corresponding values of W = 
0.10 and a loge[(tc-t1)/(tc-t2)] * 0.195 are read from Figure VI-12.    There- 
fore,  from equation (VI-8) 

K   <=   0.195 (0.10)0,22    •»   0.117 

c.    Correlation of Cooling Air Pressure Drops 

The general correlation equation (VI-10) for the unit may be 
established on the basis of the test data by the graphical methods outlined 
on pages 162 to 164 using the chart of Figure VI-9, or by calculation and 
plotting of the corrected test data on log-log coordinate paper. 
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In using the graphical procedure, the values for o^ are found 
in Figure V-8.    For example, for Run No. 7 the air pressure at the inlet to 
the cooling passage is 

p3  = p^ + £p/13.55 = 29.4 + 1.9/13.55 = 29.54 inches mercury absolute 

for this value and the inlet temperature tx » 21.8°C, Figure V-Ö gives 
a± = O.96. 
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Figure VI-15.    Plot of Corrected Pressure 
Drop Data (Example VI-4) 

1.0 

To plot the test data in Figure VI-9,  so as to determine a char- 
acteristic line from which m may be determined, an arbitrary value of the 
constant C is assumed.    For example, using C = 100 a plot as shown ir^ Figure 
VI-13 is obtained in the right-hand auadrant of Figure VI-9.    The individual 
points on this plot are established by drawing for each run a set of con- 
struction lines.    For example,  for Run No. 7 the lines stare at the ordinate 
in the left-hand auadrant £p =1.90 inches water, pass horizontally to the 
line for oi  = O.96, then vertically downward to the line for the arbitrarily 
chosen constant C = 100,  and horizontally to the right-hand quadrant where 
they terminate at a point corresponding to the weight flow rate ff - 0.13b 
pound per second.    The line for the test points shewn in Figure VI-13 is 
parallel to that corresponding to m - 1.85.    Therefore,  the value of m an 
the correlation equation (VI-10) would be the same. 

The correct value of C is established simply by starting at a 
point on the line in the right-hand quadrant for m = 1.85 and the airflow 
rate for one particular run such as nun No. 7 and drawing a i»orizon-a-. pro- 
tection line to the left-hand quadrant where it is made to intersect the 
vertical line for Run No. 7 established by the pressure drop Q? - J..9 inches 
water and oi  - O.96.    The value of C for the line, which would pass through 
the point of intersection is found to be C = 73.5.    Thus the pressure drop 
correlation equation for this unit is 

1 
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Oi £p    »    73.5  (W)1,05 

The same result could be obtained, as pointed out above, by 
calculation and plotting of the data«    First, the pressure drop data may be 
corrected by calculating the values for 0]_.    For example, for Run No« 7, 
Pl = 29*54 inches mercury absolute and ti » 21.3°C, as determined above« 
Thus, using the equation given in Figure V~8, the air density ratio at the 
inlet to the unit is, 

ax   »   9.63 Pi/(273 + tx)    »    9.63 x 29.54/(273 + 21.8)    »   0.965 

Then, the corrected pressure drop for Run No. 7 is 

ox Ap   «   0.965 x 1.9   =   1.83   =   C(W)m 

The data for all test runs, according to the above method, are as follows: 

Run No. Air flow, W 0]£q3 Run No. Air flow, W öl^P 

1 0.021 0.058 6 0.105 1.09 

2 0.032 0.125 7 0.136 1.83 

3 0.048 0.280 8 0.157 2.42 

4 0.066 0.464 9 0.189 3.30 

5 0.081 0.705 10 0.219 4.26 

A log-log plot of the above data gives a straight line as shown 
in Figure VI-13 from which values of m. and C may be found.    The slope of the 
line is equal torn and is found by linear measurement of the horizontal and 
vertical intercepts to be 1.85.    Using a point on the data line in Figure 
71-13 corresponding to IT = 0.10, a value of 0]£p « :'..04 is found.    Then, 
C ••= o^/tf* = 1.04/0.101*85 - 73.5. 

The correlation equation established by the above methods evalu- 
ates the pressure drop only for the unit proper and does not include the re- 
sistance due to ducting or other flow restrictions between it and the blower 
ihat may be used to supply the cooling air under installation conditions. 
Therefore, in applying this correlation to the selection of a blower care 
would have to be taken to evaluate all other flow resistances since other- 
wise the installed blower capacity would be insufficient under operational 
conditions. 

Example VI-5.    Determination of Blower Specifications for Tempera- 
ture Limitation Under Operational Conditions 

A pressurized unit cooled by forced convection was bench tested. 
Correlation of the data gave the following constants for equations (VI-8 and 
-10). 
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n   -   0.20 m   =   1.9 
K    »   0.13 C    =   150 
ta-r    -    30°C q    •=    200 -watts 

For operation at 50,000 feet altitude, at atmospheric pressure 
of p » 3.44 inches mercury, and a compartment temperature of t0 « 30

CC, the 
characteristics of a blower are to be found -which -will insure that tc = 85°C. 
This case temperature is the highest allowable since with it several com- 
ponents reach their limiting temperatures for reliable operation. It is de- 
sired to determine (l) the characteristics of a blower to induce flow through 
the air cooling passage, and (2) the characteristics of a blower to provide 
for forced flow through the air cooling passage based on a probable static 
efficiency of 50 per cent. 

a. Analysis of Induced Flow Requirement 

The most convenient manner to determine the requirea weight 
flow rate for induced flow is to find the case surface temperature t0 cor- 
responding to two or more rates of air flow and to determine then the re- 
quired air rate either from a plot or by interpolating between known values. 
A-good basis for the first choice of air rate is given by the test data since 
for the same difference between the case surface temperature of the unit and 
the temperature of the air supplied to the unit, i.e., the value of (tc-ti)» 
the air rate would remain approximately constant.    Here, a value of (tc-ti) 
=• (85 - 30) = 55°G is desired and therefore an air rate among the test data 
providing for a similar value of (tc-t^)  should be chosen as a first approxi- 
mation. 

The required data can be determined by use of the working chart 
in Figure VI-?=    For example, an air rate of W ° 0.04 pound per second is 
chosen.    Using quadrants (5) and (6),  for W * 0.04,  q = 200, t^ = 30,  and 
ta_r » 30, the values of (tjj-ti) = il°C and a = O.996 are determined.    Then 
by successive use of quadrants (l),  (2),  (3),  and (4), and using the values 
of n = 0.20, a » 0.996, K *= 0.13, and (tjj-ti) - 11, the value cf (tc-ti) = 
50°C is found.    From this, tc - 50 + 30 = 80°C.    This result indicates that 
a slight reduction in the air rate is necessary to obtain the desired tc = 
85°C.   A second assumption for W = 0.035 gives tc = 87°C.    Since the two 
values approach very closely the desired value,  straight-line interpolation 
can be used to find the desired air rate which is established as ft = O.usb 
pound per second.    Otherwise, at least one or two additional assumptions must 
be made which permit plotting of the data so that t» versus V? will give a 
curve from which the value of HT corresponding to 85°C could be picked. 

In order to determine the required characteristics of the blower 
which would serve to induce flow over the heat exchange surfaces of the unit, 
the conditions of the air at entrance tc the blower, i.e.,  at the discharge 
from the unit must be determined.    From quadrant  (5) of Figure VI-7, the 
temperature rise of the air passing through the unit is found to be (t^t^) 
=» 12 C so that the temperature at the entrance to the blower would be t2 a 

42°C.    For determination of the absolute pressure at the inlet to the blower, 
the pressure drop in the unit must be determined.    The air density ratio a^ 
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at the inlet to the unit is defined by Figure V-Ö and more accurately by the 
equation shown there*    By calculation it is found that oj_ = 0.1092.    The 
pressure drop of the unit may either be calculated from equation (VI-10) or 
may also be determined conveniently from Figure VI~9.    For 7! = 0.036, m = 
0.9,  C = 150,  and a - 0.1092,  it is found that £p = 2.75 inches water. 
Therefore, the absolute pressure at the inlet to the blower is determined by 

p2 = Pi = P0 - Ap/13.55 = 3.44 - 2.75/13.55 = 3.24 inches mercury. 

With above value and t2 = 42°C, o2 may readily be calculated and is found 
to be 02 = 0.099 which is also the value of a^ on basis of which the per- 
formance of the blower must be  corrected.    Consequently the corrected static 
pressure of the blower is 

Ap/Oj 2.75/0.099 27.8 inches water. 

The required volume flow of the blower is determined from equation (Y-l), 
based on the assumption that the standard performance of the blower at 
ground level conditions is given for an air density equal to 0.0765 pound 
per cubic foot.    This may not always be the case.    However, any performance 
data may readily be converted by correcting them according to the methods 
indicated in Chapter V.    Here,   the volume flow requirement of the blower is 
obtained by 

Q = 784 Wo± = 784 x 0.036/0.099 = 2G5 cubic feet per minute. 

b.    Analysis of Forced Flow Requirement 

If forced flow is used, the properties of the air at the en- 
trance to the unit are not exactly defined since they are dependent on the 
pressure drop through the unit which in turn is determined by the air flow 
rate necessary to produce the desired case surface temperature.    Therefore, 
the process is one of trial and error and can be simplified by the use of 
graphical methods.    As a starting point in the series of assumptions which 
must be made,  it may be assumed that the pressure the blower would have to 
create would be equal to the pressure drop through the unit when induced 
flow is used.    However, it must be realized that this is usually on the low 
side since particularly with units of appreciable resistance such as the 
one with which this problem is concerned, a temperature rise which is not 
negligible occurs as the air passes through the blower.    In the present ex- 
ample,  the air density ratio at the inlet to the blower is the same as at 
the inlet to the unit when induced flow is used.    Therefore, o^ = 0.1092. 
If for a first assumption the pressure drop is assumed to be Ap =3 inches 
water, £p/cM = 3/0.1092 = 27.5, and an average blower efficiency of 50 per 
cent is assumed, Figure V-ll shows the temperature rise across the blower 
to be AtB = ll°Ct    To define the flow through the unit the air density ratio 
at the exit of the blower must be determined sines it is the value of a^ to 
be used in the system resistance equation (VI-10) or in the chart of Figure 
VI-9.    Thus, 

P2_   -   3.44 + 3/13.55    =   3.66 inches mercury 
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ti = 30 * 11 41°C 

a1   - 9.63 x 3.66/(273 + 41) = 0.112. 

Using Figure VI-9 in reverse, i.e., starting at Ap = 3, and proceeding to 
the right to o = 0.112, then downward to C = 150, then to the right to m = 
1.9» and downward from there, the corresponding weight flow is found to be 
0.0394 pound per second. From the chart in Figure VI-7, using W = 0.0394 
and tx = 41, the value for the case surface temperature tc is found in the 
manner indicated above. For the first assumption it is t,, = 91°C. In view 
of this, it appears that it is necessary to increase the flow through the 
unit whicb would result in higher pressure drop. Therefore a new assumption 
of pressure drop is made for which the same procedure is followed. Based on 
the uniform assumption of a static efficiency Tig = 0.50, the following data 
are obtained in this manner. 

Ap h W *e 
3 41 0.0394 91 

4 45 0.0471 89 

6 52 0.0590 87 

8 59 0.0693 90 

9 63 0.0735 93 

The plot of these data shown in Figure VI-14 indicates that a minimum value 
of case temperature of about 87°C is reached and that it appears to be im- 
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Figure VI-14.    Variation of Case 
Temperature with Air Flow Rate of 

"t"    Forced-Flow Blower (Example VI-5) 
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possible to obtain a case temperature of 85 C.    This is due to the fact that 
with increasing air flow the pressure drop of the unit would increase and 
therefore the temperature rise across the blower would also go up as indicated 
by the plot of t]_ versus W.    This is an important criterion which may prevent 
the use of a forced-flow blower for cooling of a unit of relatively high re- 
sistance.    Such a unit would require the use of an induced-flow blower. 

From the data in Figure VT-14 it is also apparent that if the 
efficiency of the blower would be higher than 50 per cent it is conceivable 
that the temperature rise may be sufficiently small that a case surface tem- 
perature of 85°C could be obtained.    At the minimum point where tc = 87°C, 
Atß = 22°C.    Consequently if Atg could be reduced to 20°C it would appear 
that tc could also be reduced by 2°C.    The temperature rise across the blower 
being inversely proportional to the efficiency, a value of Tjg = 0.55 is indi- 
cated.    In fact, using the same procedure as before, it is found that the air 
rate is essentially the same as previously determined for tc = 87°C, i.e., 
tf = 0.0591 pound per second, giving tc = 85°C if TIS = 0.55.   The pressure drop 
is also unaj-tered.    Therefore the characteristics of the blower must be 

Ap/o^    =   6/0.1092    =   55 inches water 

Q   =   784 x O.O59V0.1092   =   424 cubic feet per minute. 

It is apparent from the above data that the use of a forced-flow blower for 
the unit treated in this example would be disadvantageous since its pressure- 
producing ability would have to be twice that of the induced-flow blower and 
its discharge volume almost twice as great.    Both factors would contribute to 
making the size of the blower greater as well as to increasing its power re- 
quirements» 

1 

I 
Example VT-6. Determination of Case Surface Temperature Under 

Operational Conditions with B3.ower of Known 
Char act er is t ics 

n = 0, 25 

K = 0, 15 

*» •r S3 20°C 

k pressurized unit having a case cooled by forced convection was 
bench tested and the following constants were determined: 

m = 1.85 

C » 50 

q = 400 watts 

Subsequently, selection was made of an induced-flow blower to provide a case 
surface temperature tc - ö5°C at 40,000 feet altitude where the compartment 
pressure due to flight speed effect was assumed to be 5.80 inches mercury and 
the air temperature 50°C. 

The characteristics of the blower selected for the unit are 
shown in Figure VI-15, based on standard conditions (pr = 0.0765 pound per 
cubic foot).    It is desired to check the operation of the system for 60,000 
feet altitude with an assumed compartment pressure of p0 = 2.50 inches mercury 
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Figure VI-15.    Character- 
istics and Method for 
Determination of Operating 
Point of Induced-Flow 
Blower (Example VI-6) 

and an air temperature of t0 = 0°C.    It is also desired to determine whether 
under these conditions forced-flow may be more advantageous than induced- 
flow using the given blower.    The speed of the blower remains constant under 
all conditions.   Essentially, the methods discussed in Chapter V, page 160 
to 163, are applicable with minor modifications. 

a.    Analysis of Induced-Flow Application 

Under the conditions for which the blower was selected, the de- 
sired weight flow rate was W = 0.0605 pound per second and the air density 
ratio was o^ a o0 = 0.184.    For the specified operating conditions, o^ = 
0.0881.    Since the air density ratio is reduced to roughly one-half of the 
value for the conditions under which the blower was selected,  it would ap- 
pear that the air rate under these extended operational conditions would be 
roughly one-half of that previously determined.    For 1? = 0.03, and q = 400, 
(t2~t;j) = 29, as found in quadrant  (5) of Figure VI-7.    Therefore, the inlet 
temperature to the blower would be t£ = tc = 29°C.    From Figure VT-9 and the 
given constants,  using W = 0.03 and öT_ = 0.0881. the pressure drop of the 
unit is found to be £p = 0-862 inches water.    Consequently, the inlet pres- 
sure to the blower is Pj_ = 2.50 - (0.862/13.55) » 2.14 inches mercury.    Cor- 
responding to these values,  the air density ratio at the entrance to the 
blower o± - 0.0776.    Then,  the corrected pressure rise of the blower would 
have to be 

up/v^   °   0.862/0.776   =   11.1 inches water, 

and correspondingly 

Q    =   784 x 0.03/0.0776    =   303 cubic feet per minute. 

These values plotted on the  coordinates of the blower characteristics in 
Figure VI-15 give point A which is seen to be considerably above the charac- 
teristic curve.    Therefore, the weight flow at the operating point is ex- 
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pected to be considerably lower.    Two additional assumptions of the air rate 
W give points B and C in Figure VI-15 so that the system characteristics can 
be plotted.    At the same time,  a plot of W versus Q may be made (not shown). 
Then at the intersection marked by X the resulting flow volume is found for 
which the corresponding air rate is determined from the plot of If versus Q. 
The value so found is W = 0.0262 pound per second.    By use of the working 
chart in Figure VI-7 in the previously indicated fashion,  for W •- 0.0262, 
t]_ = 0°C and the other known values,  it is found that (tv-t-i) « 108°C which 
for ti = 0°C makes tc = 108°C. 

Tfrus it is seen that in spite of the considerable decrease in 
the cooling air temperature, the reduced density due to reduced atmospheric 
pressure at 60,000 feet altitude is responsible for an appreciable decrease 
in the air rate which would result in overheating of the unit,  if the speed 
of the blower remains constant. 

b.    Analysis of Forced-Flow Application 

It is to be determined what case surface temperature the same 
blower as used for induced flow would produce under forced-flow conditions 
for p0 = 2.50 inches mercury, and t0 = 0°C.    For this analysis it is desirable 
to convert the blower characteristics into a plot of 03AP versus TSf, where Ap 
is the pressure rise across the blower and o^. = °d» ^e a^-r density ratio at 
the discharge of the blower.    Thus, this value would be equivalent to the 
system resistance characteristics defined by CO?)-*-*    .    Regardless of the 
flow rate, the air density ratio at the inlet to the blower o^ is that of the 
installation compartment, previously calculated to be o0 = 0.0881 = a^.    The 
subsequent procedure is to assume a volume flow rate for which corresponding 
values of static pressure, efficiency, and temperature rise across the blower 
can be determined so as to define Ojfp*    From the previous analysis of the 
induced-flow application it would appear that the desired flow rate should 
lie between 300 and 200 cubic feet per minute.    Assuming a flow rate of Q = 
300 cubic feet per minute,  corresponding values of Ap/a^ = 7.9 inches water 
and 71S = 0.595 are determined from the plot of the blower characteristics in 
Figure 71-15.    For good accuracy it is desirable to calculate the temperature 
rise across the blower which would be,  according to equation (V-3), 

Atß    =    (0.202/%) (Ap/o^)    =    (0.202/0.595) (7.9)     =   2.68°C 

The pressure rise across the blower is 

Ap    =    Oj_ (Ap/c^)    =   0.0881 x 7.9    =   O.696 inch water 

Thus, the absoluts discharge pressure and temperature of the blower are de- 
fined.    The air rate itself is determined by the inlet conditions to the 
blower.    The following values are obtained: 

Pd = Pi = Po + Ap/13»55 «=» 2.50 + 0.696/15.55 = 2.55 inches mercury 

td = ti = t0 + AtB = 0 + 2.68 = 2.68°C 

ad = cx = 9.63 Pi/(273 + ti)  = 9.63 x 2.55/275.7 = 0.0892 
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a-j/vjp = O.0Ö92 x O.696 = 0«062 inch -water 

W = tf! Q/784 = OiOS92 x 300/784 = 0.0341 pound per second 

C (W)1*85 = 50 (0.0541)1'85 = 0.0962 inch water 

By the same method corresponding values for flow rates of 250 and 200 cubic 
feet per minute can be determined and give plots as shown in Figure VI-16. 
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Figure VI-16.    Discharge Character- 
istics and Method for Determination 
of Operating Point of Forced-Flow 
Blower (Example VI-6) 

0.03 0.04 

At the intersection of the lines in Figure VI-16 for o^zto of 
the blower and oysp = C(t?)    ^ for the unit, the operating point is found 
which indicates a corresponding air rate W = 0.0286 pound per second and a 
blower discharge temperature of ti = 3.25°C.    Using these values in the 
working chart in Figure VI-7, the case surface temperature rise is found to 
be (tc-ti) = 102°C from which the case temperature of the unit is defined as 
tc = 105.3°C which is only 2.7°C lower than the case temperature obtained 
with induced flow.    Thus,  it is apparent that for this type of unit with 
relatively low pressure drop there is little difference between the effects 
of induced and forced flow.   .Because of slightly greater density of the air 
supplied to'the forced-flow blower,  its air-handling capacity is better than 
that of the induced-flow blower.    Since the heat exchange system also would 
operate at somewhat greater air density, a tendency for reduced pressure 
drop exists.    By comparison of the air rates for the two types of flow it 
may be seen that the blower unit operating at the same speed would provide 
roughly 10 per cent more air flow if operating under forced-flow conditions. 
The temperature rise of the air passing through the blower,  in the order of 
3°C, would have relatively little significance compared to the temperature 
difference between the^incoming air and the surface of the unit which would 
be in the order of 100°C.    The effect on component temperatures, which would 
change approximately as much as the ease temperature is of negligible im- 
portance in respect to component reliability and life. 
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I 

Pressurized and Sealed Units with Integrated or Separate Heat Exchanger 
Cooled by Forced Convection 

units of this type are usually capable of maintaining the same component 
temperatures for greater heat concentrations per unit volume than other types 
of sealed units. This capacity for increased heat dissipation at a given 
temperature level results from the use of an integrated or separate heat ex- 
changer which provides additional surface for heat transfer. In comparison 

•with a unit having its case cooled directly by forced convection, greater 
surface areas are available for heat transfer from internal circulating air 
and for heat transfer to external cooling air. In comparison with a unit 
having a case-envelope heat exchanger, the surface area is increased and the 
thermal resistance is lowered mainly for the internal heat transfer process. 
The heated air circulating inside the equipment is made to flow over the heat 
exchange surfaces by means of an internal blower and is cooled by air flow 
created by either an external blower or ram action. A schematic arrangement 
of a unit with an integrated heat exchanger is shown in Figure II-3, page 10, 
and of a unit having a separate heat exchanger, being part of a central sys- 
tem, in Figure II-4, page 10. 

The three basic heat exchange processes occurring with this type of 
equipment are (l) heat dissipation of the electronic components to the air 
circulating through the component space by action of the internal blower, (2) 
heat exchange in the integrated or separate heat exchanger, from the internal 
air to the external or cooling air, each on opposite sides of the heat ex- 
changer's surface (caused by the temperature differential existing between the 
internal and external air flows), and (5) heat exchange between the internal 
air and components and the equipment's environment by transfer through the 
equipment's case or, in addition, through duct walls when a separate heat ex- 
changer is employed. Figure VT-17 illustrates schematically the internal and 
external air flow paths as well as the general heat exchange processes listed 
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Figure 71-17.    Heat Transfer Diagram of Closed Unit 
with Integrated Heat Exchanger 
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above. The heat dissipation from the components to the internal air flow 
occurs principally by forced convection during passage of the internal air 
through the component space. The heated air is moved by action of the inter- 
nal bloyjer to the integrated heat exchanger, or to a separate heat exchanger 
by way of additional ducting. The air temperature decreases while passing 
through the exchanger. Then, the air is discharged to the component space. 
The total heat dissipated from the unit equals the heat transfer by forced 
convection to the external cooling air plus any heat transfer from the case 
surface to its environment, generally by radiation and free convection. Heat 
gain from the environment to the internal structure of the equipment may occur 
in some installation. Then» the heat to be dissipated in the heat exchanger 
TOuld equal the heat gain through the case surface plus the heat dissipated 
by the components -within the equipment. 

The heat sink for the heat removed from the internal air during passage 
through the heat exchanger is air, designated as external cooling air. This 
air may be supplied to the heat exchanger by an external blower, or by ram 
action. The external blower may be located at the entrance or exit of the 
heat exchanger, depending upon whether forced or induced flow is desired. 

The location of an integrated heat exchanger within a unit depends upon 
the required size of the core, the general arrangement of the heat-producing 
components, and the path of the internal air flow. It may be located in one 
end of the case, possibly opposite to the end housing the internal blower. 
Or, if the spatial requirement of the heat exchanger is not great, and its 
configuration is of the "pancake" type, the heat exchanger may be suspended 
from an upper panel near one end of the case. From the standpoint of internal 
pumping power, it is always desirable to place the exchanger near or at the 
top of the case so that the internal air flow is aided to the greatest extent 
by natural convection. 

In the following, the correlation of bench test data and their use for 
prediction of thermal performance at other operating conditions are discussed. 
The methods for a unit having an integrated heat exchanger are the same as 
for a unit utilizing a separate heat exchanger except for the evaluation of 
heat loss or gain of the internal air while passing through the ducts to and 
frcm the separate heat exchanger. Measurements and bench test procedures for 
this general type of equipment are described in Chapter IV. In Example VX-7 
measurements made on a unit during bench test and the procedure for reducing 
the test data to a generalized form are given. In Example VT-8 the use of 
the generalized data obtained from bench test, for the evaluation of required 
external blower performance under altitude conditions is illustrated. The 
prediction of operating temperatures of components at other than bench test 
conditions is illustrated in Example VI-% 

1. Heat Transfer in the Heat Exchanger 

The integrated or separate heat exchanger in a unit of this type 
must transfer from the internal air to the external cooling air a* quantity 
of heat qeX equal to the difference between the heat q dissipated by the 
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heat-producing components and the heat qc lost to -the environment through the 
equipment case«    Hence, 

^ex q- <ic 072-12) 

The case heat transfer rate qc is negative -when heat is gained by the unit 
from the environment, making the total heat that must be dissipated by the 
heat exchanger equal to the sum of the heat produced by the components and 
that gained from the environment. 

T5hen employing an integrated or separate heat exchanger the unit would 
be pressurized or sealed. Therefore, the internal pressure -would be inde- 
pendent of altitude and the flow rate at -which the internal blower circulates 
air through the unit would remain constant for all operational conditions. 
Hence, for ä given unit y;ith known heat dissipation and having a heat ex- 
changer of fixed size and configuration, the temperature level of the compo- 
nent space is determined by the temperature and flow rate of the external 
cooling air. The average temperature level of the air passing through the 
exchanger determines the physical properties of the air which affect the heat- 
transfer characteristics of the exchanger secondarily only, since these char- 
acteristics vary little for the temperature range encountered in the opera- 
tion of the exchanger. 

The difference in temperature level between the internal and external 
air is of major significance in defining the heat transfer ability of the 
exchanger. The maximum temperature difference in the heat exchanger is the 
difference between the temperatures of the internal and external air at the 
entrance to the heat exchanger, (tit-l"*e-l)• The ratio of the heat transfer 
rate of the heat exchanger q,^ and the inlet temperature differential 
(tit-l~'fce-l) defines a heat exchanger parameter Hex in watts per °C as 

H. ex - qex/C^it-l ~ Vl) (vT-13) 

For a heat exchanger of fixed size and configuration, having a constant cir- 
culation rate on one side of its heat transfer surface, He?r may be shown to 
be only dependent on We> the external cooling air rate. Therefore, the equa- 
tion 

H, ex = W^it-l " te-l) "   £  (We) (TO-14) 

is valid for all operational conditions. The functional relationship f (We) 
is evaluated from bench test data by plotting H^ versus the external air 
rate TCe. For any temperature condition, the plot serves to define the re- 
quired cooling air rate for the required heat dissipation rate. 

The temperature drop of the internal air across the heat exchanger 
^it-l"*^it-2^ ^-s related to the heat transfer rate qgx and the internal air- 
rate W^ by the heat balance equation 

qeX » 456 »tb^it-l " *it-2) (VT-15) 
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Similarly, the temperature rise of the external cooling air (te_2-te_]_) is 
related to qgX and We by 

^ex ve~l' ftfT-lM 

"SBLth temperature expressed in ' G and air rate in pounds per second, the heat 
transfer rate qex,  determined by equations (VI-15 and -16), is in watts.    The 
mean temperatures of the internal air at entrance and exit to the heat ex- 
changer, i.e., tjLt-l and t^t-2 respectively, must be measured during bench 
test of the equipment.    In general, probing the inlet and exit sections of 
the heat exchanger is required in order to define mean values of air tempera- 
ture.    On the external cooling air side of the exchanger the temperatures 
tg_;j_ and te_2 and the external cooling air rate &e must be measured during 
bench test.    Probing of the air stream at discharge from the exchanger is re- 
quired to define a mean value for tg_2, but a single measurement of the inlet 
temperature tg_^ should be sufficient.    Knowledge of these temperatures and 
the external cooling air rate allows evaluation of the heat exchanger's dis- 
sipation rate qgX by equation (VI-16), and of the internal air rate fl^ by 
equation (VI-15;. 

2,    Evaluation of Heat Transfer Through Equipment Case 

As illustrated in Figure ¥1-17, heat may be transferred from the 
components to the equipment case, or vice versa, by conduction through the 
chassis and by direct radiation.    Also, the internal air flow undoubtedly 
creates some forced convective heat transfer over the inside surface of the 
case.    In general, the entire heat transfer process is quite complex and does 
not permit direct evaluation.    The heat transfer between the case surface and 
the equipment's environment may be evaluated by procedures outlined on. pages 
131 to 139, since usually the heat is transferred principally by free convec- 
tion and radiation. 

A working method for evaluation of case heat loss or gain is obtained by 
plotting the case heat loss q^ as a function of the difference between the 
average internal air temperature t^_av, and the case surface temperature tc, 
all data having been determined from bench test of the equipment.    The average 
internal air temperature is defined by 

*it-av   =    ftit-l + tit-2)/2, (VI-17) 

the average of the entrance and exit temperature of the internal air for both 
component space and heat exchanger.    The case heat transfer qc occurring 
during bench test is best evaluated by calculation of free convection and 
radiation between the case surface and the test environment.    Correction fac- 
tors to be applied in' the evaluation of radiation and f^se convection, dis- 
cussed on page 158, may be selected on basis of bench tests of geometrically 
similar closed ec Ipments viiere all heat is dissipated through the case sur- 
face.    If such tesi&s are not available, the correction factors must be esti- 
mated or may possibly be ignored.    Otherwise,  the case heat transfer may be 
evaluated from the heat balance equation (VI-12), once 'the heat dissipation 
in the heat exchanger is known.    After that the approximate correction factor 
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Fc to be applied to radiation and free convection from the exterior of the 
case, calculated by the method outlined on page 138, may be determined. As 
a general rule it is recommended that the entire case surface be utilized 
for evaluation of free convection and radiation. 

Bench tests of the equipment should cover a sufficiently large range 
of conditions so that a variation in the temperature differential Ctit-av~''';c) 
is obtained which contains values of this differential likely to be encoun- 
tered under aircraft operational conditions. During bench test, insulation 
of the case would probably be required for units dissipating more than 10 per 
cent of the total heat generated through the case surface, since in all like- 
lihood, even at equal internal air temperature, higher case temperatures would 
prevail under operational conditions at high altitude and in close confine- 
ment because of reduced convection and radiation from the case surface. 

The recommended procedure of plotting case heat transfer rate qc as 
a function of the internal temperature differential (tit-aV^c) allows direct 
evaluation of qc only if the case surface temperature tG arid the average in- 
ternal air temperature t^t-av ars ^orca« In the application of this method 
a trial-and-error fsrocsss is necessary to define the case surface temperature 
which meets the reo.uirement that the heat transfer rate between the internal 
air and the case surface and that between the case surface and the unit's 
environment be equal. Equality of these two heat transfer rates defines the 
steady-state case temperature. 

Ducts required with a separats heat exchanger provide additional 
surface for transfer of heat to or from the environment. This surface should 
be included in evaluation of case heat transfer, using essentially the same 
procedures. 

5. Heat Transfer in Component Space 

The surface temperatures of the individual components within the 
unit may be defined in terms of the average temperature of the air within 
the component space t^.av. Trend curves giving average or h->t-spot surface 
temperatures of the individual components as a function of t^-ay are deter- 
mined from bench test data, where tit-av ^s variQCi by changing the rate of 
external cooling air flow. These trend curves allow evaluation öf component 
surface temperatures under any operational condition, since the internal air 
ratethrough the component space remains constant. An example of trend curves 
so established may be seen in Figure VI-20, Example VI-7. It is apparent 
that, in general, permissible thermal conditions can be maintained by control 
of the average air temperature within the component space. 

4. Resistance of External Cooling Air Passages 

A knowledge of the flow resistance of the external cooling air pas- 
sages of the heat exchanger is necessary for complete evaluation and predic- 
tion of thermal performance at other than bench test conditions. This re- 
sistance should be the total of that of the passages within the heat ex- 
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changer and of the inlet and exit air headers. Procedures for generalizing 
bench test data on resistance are the same as for other type units cooled by- 
forced convection. The working equation is 

o^Ap = C (Wer (VI-13) 

where Ap is the flow resistance of the exchanger in inches of water, and aj_ 
the air density ratio at the entrance to the exchanger. The constant C and 
the exponent m are evaluated from bench test data of Ap and a]_ for several 
values of the external air rate We in pounds per second. The procedure for 
evaluating C and m iß discussed on page 154. A useful alternative to that 
procedure is to plot the term ajAp obtained from bench test data versus the 
external air rate We, so that the pressure drop Ap may be determined directly 
from this plot for any operational condition if the external air rate is 
known. 

If forced flow is used» evaluation of temperature rise across the 
blower is important, since it not only affects the density ratio Oj_ but also 
the inlet temperature differential (fcit-l~''1e~l) o:C *^e heat exchanger. 

The methods required for determining the external air rate when 
the blower and its drive motor have prescribed or known performance charac- 
teristics are discussed in Chapter V. 

5. Summary of Working Curves Necessary for Analysis of Thermal Per- 
formance 

A summary of working curves derived from bench test data of unit 
with integrated or separate heat exchanger, needed for thermal evaluation of 
the unit at other than bench test conditions is illustrated in Figure VI-18. 
Plot A presents trend curves which shov; the effects of the average tempera- 
ture of the internal air on the surface temperature of all thermally critical 
components. The working curve for evaluation of case heat transfer qc is 
shown in plot B. Plots C and D describe the heat transfer parameter and 
flow resistance of the heat exchanger, respectively, as affected by the flow 
rate of external cooling air. Additional information on "blower and motor 
characteristics is necessary when the external cooling air is to be supplied 
by a specific blower unit and if it is desired to evaluate the performance 
of the equipment-blower-motor combination under aircraft operation conditions. 

6. forking Procedure for Units with Internal Baffle 

Some units with integrated or separate heat exchanger may have a 
baffle which encloses the component space completely and may be concentric 
with the equipment case. It forms an annular passage for the return flow 
of internal air from the component space to the heat exchanger. An arrange- 
ment of this type is illustrated in Figure VI-19, page 186. With this ar- 
rangement a more rigorous analysis of the heat transfer processes may be made. 
In particular, the case heat transfer may be evaluated more accurately. 
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Figure VI-18.    Summary of Working Curves for Unit -with 
Integrated or Separate Heat Exchanger 

The temperature of the heated air leaving the component space t.^-3 
may be measured during bench test.    Furthermore, because of the presence of 
the internal baffle it may be assumed that all heat dissipated by the compo- 
nents is absorbed by the internal air passing through the component space and 
over the inside surface of the baffle.    Hence, a heat balance across the com- 
ponent space yields 

q    =    456 Tt±t(t±t-z - tit-2)> (VI-19) 

where t^-3 represents the mean air temperature at entrance to the return 
flow passage formed by the baffle and the case. Equation (VI-19) allows 
definition of the internal air rate W-y; from bench test data. This additimal 
heat balance permits a check on the accuracy of the heat balance of the heat 
exchanger by equations (VI-15 and -16). 

The internal air returning to the heat exchanger through the annular 
passage undergoes a temperature change due to heat transfer through the case 
surface, which is defined by the heat balance equation 

1 
qc = 456 Wit(tj_t-3 - "kif-i) (VI-20) 
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The case heat transfer may be correlated in terms of the average temperature 
differential available for transfer of heat to or from the case surface. 
This temperature differential is defined by the difference between the aver- 
age temperature of the air returning in the passage formed by the case and 
the baffle, t^,.^^ = (t^_3+t^_2)/2 and the average case surface tempera- 
ture tc. The case heat transfer rate qc, plotted as a function of 
^it-b-av"*^c) derived from bench test data, establishes a working curve for 
evs_! lation of case heat transfer under all operational conditions of the 
equipment. The ratio <ic/(t;Lt-b-av"*'kc) sk°uld remain essentially constant 
for all values of case heat transfer. The calculation of a case temperature 
•which satisfies the requirement that qc across the inside thermal resistance 
equals that across the outside thermal resistance requires a trial-and-error 
procedure. 

Except for the.above-described variations, all other evaluation 
procedures are the same as previously discussed for units -without internal 
baffle. 

7. Discussion of Evaluation Procedures for Prediction of Thermal 
Performance 

Two general types of thermal evaluation problems are encountered 
•with units cooled by an integrated or separate heat exchanger. The first 
problem is an evaluation of the cooling air rate We and the corresponding 
performance of a blower or a ram air induction system required to maintain 
the average temperature within the component space at or near a specified 
level -which will insure against overheating the electronic.components. The 
second type of problem occurs when a blower-motor combination having known 
performance characteristics is used to supply air to the heat exchanger, 
either by forced or induced flow, and it is desired to evaluate the operating 
temperatures of the electronic components. Either type of problem requires 
a trial-and-error solution in which one variable is assumed and must be 
checked by defining the performance of the entire heat transfer system. 

Suppose, for example, the external cooling air rate We, the tempera- 
ture of the external cooling air at the entrance to the exchanger tg,^, and 
the generalized bench test performance data are known and that it is desired 
to determine the average temperature of the internal air within the component 
space. First, the temperature of the internal air at the entrance to the 
heat exchanger tj^-i is assumed. This allows evaluation of q^x by equation 
(VI-14). or a plot such as C in Figure VI-18 since the external cooling air 
rate We is known. Next the caae heat transfer is evaluated from the heat- 
balance equation (VI-12). The internal air temperature at exit from the 
heat exchanger tj_t-2 ^s determined from equation (VI-15), using the value 
ox ?»£fc established in the bench tests* This allows evaluation of the average 
internal air temperature t.j£_av by equation (VI-17) and the required case 
surface temperature tc from the generalized case heat transfer plot, such as 
curve B in Figure VI-18. Knowing tc and the environmental temperature of 
the equipment, one may calculate the heat transfer Hstween the case surface 
and the environment. This value must agree with the previously defined case 
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The case heat transfer may be correlated in terms of the average temperature 
differential available for transfer of heat to or from the case surface. 
This temperature differential is defined by the difference between the aver- 
age temperature of the air returning in the passage formed by the case and 
the baffle, t.y._k_av = i^xt-Z^lt-Z^2- and "^^e average case surface tempera- 
ture tc. The case heat transfer rate qc, plotted as a function of 
(^it-b-av-^c) derived from bench test data, establishes a working curve for 
evaluation of case heat transfer under all operational conditions of the 
equipment. The ratio q.(/('tit-b-av~'kc) should remain essentially constant 
for all values of case heat transfer. The calculation of a case temperature 
•which satisfies the requirement that qc across the inside thermal resistance 
equals that across the outside thermal resistance requires a trial-and-error 
procedure. 

Except for the.above-described variations, all other evaluation 
procedures are the same as previously discussed for units without internal 
baffle. 

7. Discussion of Evaluation Procedures for Prediction of Thermal 
Performance 

Two general types of thermal evaluation problems are encountered 
with units cooled by an integrated or separate heat exchanger. The first 
problem is an evaluation of the cooling air rate WQ and the corresponding 
performance of a blower or a ram air induction system required to maintain 
the average temperature within the component space at or neap a specified 
level which will insure against overheating the electronic.components. The 
second type of problem occurs when a blower-motor combination having known 
performance characteristics is used to supply air to the heat exchanger, 
either by forced or induced flow, and it is desired to evaluate the operating 
temperatures of the electronic components. Either type of problem requires 
a trial-and-error solution in which one variable is assumed and must be 
checked by defining the performance of the entire heat transfer system. 

Suppose, for example, the external cooling air rate We, the tempera- 
ture of the external cooling air at the entrance to the exchanger tg_^, and 
the generalized bench test performance data are known and that it is desired 
to determine the average temperature of the internal air väthin the component 
space. First, the temperature of the internal air at the entrance to the 
heat exchanger tj^-l is assumed. This allows evaluation of qgX by equation 
(VI-14). or a plot such as C in Figure VI-18 since the external cooling air 
rate We is known. Next the case heat transfer is evaluated from the heat 
balance equation (VI-12). The internal air temperature at exit from the 
heat exchanger t^t-2 ^s determined from equation (VI-15), using the value 
of »it established in the bench tests. This allows evaluation of the average 
internal air temperature tit-av ^ equation (VT-17) and the required case 
surface temperature tc from the generalized case heat transfer plot, such as 
curve B in Figure VI-18. Knowing tc and the environmental temperature of 
the equipment, one may calculate the heat transfer between the case surface 
and the environment. This value must agree with the previously defined case 
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heat loss based on the assumption of t^_^. If a check is not obtained, 
another value of t^t-i must be assumed and the process repeated until agree- 
ment results. At this point the correct average internal air temperature is 
known and individual component temperatures may be determined from the trend 
curves established during bench test of the equipment, such as shown in plot 
A of Figure VI-18. The trial-and-error process converges quite rapidly, and 
seldom, if ever, is it necessary to repeat the calculation process more than 
twice for any operational condition of the equipment. 

8. Examples 

Example VI-7. Description of Bench Test and Reduction of Test Data 
to Generalized Form for the Prediction of Thermal 
Performance of a Pressurized unit -with Integrated 
Heat Exchanger and Internal Baffle 

a* Description of Equipment and Procedure of Measurements 

An electronic unit having an integrated heat exchanger is bench- 
tested to determine the thermal performance data neeessary for the prediction 
of thermal operation at other than bench test conditions. A schematic ar- 
rangement of the equipment and its cooling system is shown in Figure VI-19. 
The case consists of a closed cylinder 12 inches in diameter and 12 inches 
long. The equipment is cooled by an Internal heat exchanger of the tubrlar 
type, containing 230 tubes each of 0.20-inch outside diameter, 0.19-inch in- 
side diameter, and 8 inches long. The tube bundle dimensions are 4 by 4 by 
8 inches. 

-INTERNAL   CIRCULATING 
BLOWER 

-COOLING 
AIR   OUTLET 

Figure VI-19.    Schematic of 
•TUBULAR HEAT   Unit with Integrated Heat 

EXCHANGER      Exchanger and Internal 
Baffle (Example VI-7) 

it-i 

COOLING 
AIR  INLET 

A blower located inside and at one end of the case induces air 
flow over the heat-producing components and discharges it through a shroud 
to the return air flow passage formed by a baffle concentric with the equip- 
ment case. The diameter of the baffle is 11 inches. This annular passage 
directs the air flow to the rear of the heat exchanger where its flow direc- 
tion is turned 180 degrees, allowing the air to pass over the outside of the 

I 
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heat-producing components. The components' heat dissipation is transmitted 
to the internal circulating air by convective heat transfer over the compo- 
nent and baffle surfaces. Radiant heat transfer to the baffle surface is 
picked up by the internal air flow as it passes over the baffle surface. 
During bench test the external cooling air is forced through the inside of 
the heat exchanger tubes by a blower located in an auxiliary air flow appa- 
ratus. The external cooling air is discharged directly to the room. 

Internal air temperature at the exit from the heat exchanger 
i^it-2 is determined by averaging ten temperatures measured at equally spaced 
positions by a thermocouple probe inserted in the equipment in plane Ä-A. 
It is assumed that the air flow velocity over the tube bundle is uniform, so 
that the mean air temperature is defined by an average of the measured tem- 
peratures. Calculations indicate the temperature rise across the blower to 
be negligible. Thu§; the temperature of the air leaving the component sec- 
tion is equal to that at the blower discharge. Five thermocouples are lo- 
cated in the air flow passage formed by the shroud at the blower discharge. 
They are equally spaced on an 8-inch diameter at B-B and the average of the 
indicated readings is taken as the mean air temperature at exit from the 
component section tj_t-3» Internal air temperature at entrance to the heat 
exchanger t-y^ is determined from 10 thermocouple readings taken adjacent 
to the end plate of the equipment case at point's immediately ahead of en- 
trance to the tube bundle in plane C-C. The average case surface tempera- 
ture is determined by 10 thermocouples equally spaced over the case surface. 
Temperatures of the external cooling air are measured at the inlet and exit 
of the heat exchanger by a single thermocouple located in the center of the 
inlet duct and a thermocouple probe located in the exit duct, positioned 
during test to give six readings. An average of the latter readings is as- 
sumed equal to the exit mean air temperature, since the air approaches the 
inlet header to the heat exchanger in an essentially uniform fashion. 

Static pressure, measurement of the external air flow is taken 
in the inlet and exit ducts several inches ahead and behind the heat ex- 
changer. The rate of external air flow is metered by an auxiliary air flow 
apparatus. 

Surface temperatures of 11 critical components are measured 
using the methods described in Chapter HI. 

b. Test Data 

The following bench test data are reported: 

Altitude of test location, 
Temperature of room air and walls, t0 
Temperature of screens surrounding test 

area, t• 
Density of enclosed air in case sealed at 

room air temperature, pQ 

sea level 
20°C 

20°C 

0.0765 pound per 
cubic foot 
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Radiation environment (for use -with Table VI-l): 
Surface of case 
Temperature of radiation-receiving surfaces 
Confinement 

Configuration of case, horizontal cylinder with 
closed ends. Length, L = 12 inches, diameter, 
D = 12 inches. 

Heat transfer areas of case 
Effective area for radiation, two ends plus 

cylindrical surface 
Effective area for free convection 

Ends, vertical planes 
Case, horizontal cylinder 

Significant dimensions for free convection 
from case 
Cylindrical portion of case, Ifrc 
Vertical ends of case, L^ 

Heat dissipation to internal air (difference of 
electrical input and output) 

Temperature of external cooling air at inlet to 
heat exchanger, te-^ 

Ambient air pressure, pQ 

black painted 
20°C 
large room 

680 square inches 

226 square inches 
454 square inches 

12 inches 
9.42 inches 

800 watts 

20°C 

14.7 pounds per 
square inch abso- 
lute 

The air rates, average temperatures, and external cooling air 
pressure drops measured for the eight test runs are given in Table VT-4. 

c. Reduction of Test Data 

The calculational procedure for reducing the test data to a 
generalized form is illustrated in detail below for test run No. 1. Test 
data for other runs are reduced in the same manner. 

The heat dissipated by the heat exchanger to the external cool- 
ing air is evaluated from the heat energy balance equation (VI-16). Using 
the data given in Table VI-4 for Run No. 1, 

qex   "    456 (0.036)(56.8 - 20) » 604 watts. 

Since the total heat dissipation of the equipment is 800 watts, the heat 
loss from the equipment case is 

qj, = 800 - 604 = 196 watts. 

The inlet temperature difference at the heat exchanger is 
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Table VI-4. Measured Air Rates, Temperatures, Pressure Drops, 
 and Component Temperatures (Example VI-7)  
Run No. 1234567 8 

Air rate, We, pound per 
second 

External air temperature 
at heat exchanger exit, 
te-2,  °G 

Internal air temperature 
at heat exchanger inlet, 
*it-l» °c 

Internal air temperature 
at heat exchanger exit, 

Internal air temperature 
at exit of component 

0.0360 0.0640 0.0920 0.119 0.150 0.183 0.200 0.211 

56.8  41.8  35.5  32.2  29.9  28.2  27.6  27.2 

96.3  85.0  79.4  73.6  70.4  65.3  63.8  62.9 

73.7  61.1  55.2  50.1  44.7  38.9  37.0  36.5 

sect ion, *it ,-3» °C 103.6 91.2 85.0 79.9 75.1 69.5 67.9 66.9 

Case surface 
°C 

temperature, 
63.5 57.0 55.5 53.3 49.5 48.0 47.0 45.6 

Component temperatures-°C 

No. 1 123.5 114.2 105,1 99.1 99.0 89.4 87.7 86.5 

No. 2 138.7 126.7 119.0 118.0 110.8 103.0 101.8 101.7 

No. 3 213.4 204.1 195.0 186.2 185.2 180.0 177.8 176.6 

No. 4 103.5 90.6 85.4 78.0 75.5 69.4 67.8 66.6 

No. 5 98.5 86.2 80.1 75.. 2 70.1 64.6 62.9 61.7 

No. 6 183.6 171.2 162.0 160.0 158.2 150.3 151.2 146.7 

No. 7 171.1 160.1 157.0 146.2 144.6 138.4 136.9 138.0 

No. 8 153.6 144.2 135.0 132.1 125.2 122.5 117.8 116*7 

No. 9 223.6 211.2 202.0 200.1 198.1 189.5 190.2 186.7 

No. 10 83,6 70.3 69.O 62.1 55.1 51.6 50.9 48.6 

No. 11 198.0 186.2 178.1 172.1 173.3 168.4 159.5 163.8 

Static pressure 
nal cqpldng air 
heat exchanger, 
of -water 

of exter- 
ahead of 
inches 

0.075 0.19 0.34 0.55 0.80 1.11 1.30 1.42 
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•fcit-l " *e-l    =    96.3 - 20    =    76.3°C 

Hence, the generalized parameter for the heat exchanger is 

H ex =   604/76.3   =   7.92 watts per °C 

The circulation rate of the internal air is found from an inter- 
nal heat balance,  given by equation (VI-19), which gives for Run No. 1 

Wit    =   800/ 456 (103.6 - 73.7)      =    0.0587 pound per second. 

The average temperature of the air passing through the component section is 

tit_av   =    (103.6 + 73.7)/2    =    88.6°C 

The free corrective and radiant heat transfer from the case sur- 
face to the environment is calculated by procedures illustrated in Example 
71-1, page 139. From Table VI-1„ cpj_ = .0.95. From Figure VI-3b, for the case 
temperature of 63.5°C and an environmental temperature of 20°C, cj>? = 0.203 
watt per square inch. Hence, qc by radiation equals 0.95 x 0.203 x 680 = 132 
watts. Figure VI-2b is used for evaluation of free convective heat transfer, 
Using data of Run No. 1, qc by free convection is 84 watts. Thus, qQ = 132 + 
84 = 216 watts, as calculated, in comparison with 196 watts obtained from the 
heat balance.    The correction factor Fc to be applied to the calculated case iieciL.  ueu-cmce.     ine correction lucuor SQ I 
heat loss is,  then, Fc = 196/216 = 0.9I. 

The average temperature differential for heat transfer from the 
return air to the case surface is 

"kit-b-av - *e    B    (1°3»° + 96.3)/2 - 63.5    =   36.5°C 

Pressure drops across the external path of the heat exchanger 
are corrected to a common datum plane by multiplying actual pressure drop by 
the corresponding density ratio a-\ evaluated at entrance to the exchanger. 
For Run No. 1,  o^ = 0.985  (from Figure V-8) and a^Cp = 0.985 (0.075) = 0.074 
inch -water. 

Following a similar procedure for all other test runs yields the 
reduced test data of Table VI-5. 

These data are generalized for use in predicting thermal perform- 
ance at other than bench test conditions by plotting (l) component tempera- 
tures versus average internal air temperature in the component space tj^-av» 
(2) Hex - qgX/(tit-r^e-l) versus external air rate We,   (3) corrected pressure 
drop öf heat exeh?\nger- cjyip versus external air rate Tfe, and \**j case heau 
loss qc versus (tit-b-a.v~*c)'    These plots are shown in Figures VI-20, -21, 
-22, and -23,  respectively.    The correction factor Fc for calculation of case 
heat loss and the internal air rate H^ are assumed constant for thermal 
evaluation work and taken equal to the average of the values obtained from 
bench test.    The average values are Fc = 0.91, and W^t = °*0580 pound per 
second. 
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Table VI-5.    Reduced Test Data (Example WL-'?) 

*) 

Run No. 8 

External cooling air 
rate, We, pound per 
second 0.0360 0.0640 0.0920 0.119    0.350   0.133    0.200   0.211 

Heat dissipation rate 
to heat exchanger, 
qQX, watts 604        636        650        662        677        684        693        693 

Heat dissipation rate 
from case, a^, watts    196        164        150        138        123        116        107        107 

Inlet temperature 
differential to heat 

Cfcit-l-'le^l)s  °C 76.3      65.0      59.4      53.6      50.4      45.3      43.8      42.9 

Qex/ ('i'it-l"t e-l) > 
watts per °C 7.92      9.78 .10.94    12.35    13.44    15.10    15.82    16.15 

Internal air rate, 
%t> pound per 
second 0.0587 0.0583 0.0589 0.0589 0.0577 0.0574 0.0568 0.0577 

Average internal air 
temperature in com- 
ponent space, 
*i-b-av»    C m,(>     76,1      70*1     ^^     59*9      54*2     52,5      51,7 

tit-b-av'*tc»   U° 

Correction factor, 
Fc, for calculated 
heat loss from case  0.91  0.93  0=90  0.89  0.91  0.92  0.89  0.94 

°" 36.5      31.1      26.7      23.4      23.2      19.4      18.8      19.3 

Corrected heat ex- 
changer pressure 
drop,  on<Cp,  inch 
water 0.074    0.187    0.335    0.522   0.789    1.095    1.284    1.403 
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Figure VI-20. Component Temperature 
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Example VI-8. Determination of Performance Specifications of Cool- 
ing Air Blower for a Pressurized Unit -with Integrated 
Heat Exchanger and Internal Baffle 

The pressurized unit with integrated heat exchanger described 
in Example VI-7 and shown schematically in Figure VI-19 is to be operated in 
a compartment of an aircraft at a pressure altitude of 50,000 feet and an 
ambient air and compartment -wall temperature of 0°C.    To avoid overheating 
of any components -within the unit the average internal air temperature in 
the component space tit-av ^s united to 80 C.    It is required to defin«. the 
performance specifications of an external cooling air blower suitable for 
inducing sufficient flow of .air through the heat exchanger that the specified 
average internal air temperatuie be maintained. 

No special provisions are made for inducing air flow over the 
case, and the unit's view of compartment walls is essentially unobstructed. 
It is assumed that free convective and radiant heat transfer occur between 
the case surface and the environment.    The case surface is unpolished Dural 
and the compartment walls are fabric-covered.    Dimensions,  flow passage ar- 
rangement,  etc.,  are the same as those defined in Example VI-7. 

A trial-and-error solution is required because of unknown case 
surface temperature and case heat loss.    Known operational conditions are: 

Compartment air pressure, p0 = 3.426 inches mercury absolute 
(found from Table A-I-2t  page 324,  for altitude of 50,000 feet) 

Compartment air and wall temperature, t0 = 0°C 
Average internal air temperature in component space, t^-av = 80°C 
Gross heat dissipation,  q = 800 watts 

From Example VI-7, 

Correction factor for- calculated case heat loss, Fc = 0.91 
Internal air flow rate, %^ = 0.0580 pound per second 

From Table VI-1, page 136, 

Radiation factor for case surface, cj>^ = 0.30 

The temperature rise of the air across the component space is 
by equation (VI-19) 

^it-3 - *i1>-2    =   000/(456 x 0.018)    »    30.3°C 

Since the average internal air temperature in the component space is fixed 
at 80°C, then the temperatures at entrance and exit of the component space 
are 

*it-2    =   00 - 30.3/2    =    64.85°C 

tit_3    =   80 + 30.3/2    =   95.15°C 
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Next, an assumption of case temperature is required.    Say, tc = 74°C« 

From Figure VI-3b, for tQ = 74°C and tQ = 0°C, cj^ = 0.334 watt per 
square inch 

From Example VI-7,  surface area for radiant heat transfer « 680 
square inches 

Calculated radiant heat transfer from case = c+>j_ cpg S •=> 0.3 x 0.334 
x 680 = qj.^ = 68.1 -watts 

From Figure VI-2b,  for tc = 74°0, t0 = 0°C,  and p0 = 3.426 inches 
mercury,  free convective unit heat transfer rate for cylindrical 
portion of case = 0.072 watt per square inch, 
for ends of case = 0.098 watt per square inch 

From Example VT-7,  surface area for free convective heat transfer, 
cylindrical portion = 454 square inches,  ends = 226 square inches 

Calculated free convective heat transfer = 0.072 x 454 + 0.098 x 226 
=» q^y =» 54.8 watts 

<lc *" *c (^cv + ^rd) = °*91 (68.1 + 54.8) = 111.8 watts 

If the assumed value of tc = 74°C is correct,  the heat loss from the case 
surface should be equal to the heat loss of the internal air in the return 
air flow passage.    From equation (VI-19), using the calculated value of qc = 
HI.8 watts and W-^ = 0.0580 pound per second,  the temperature change of the 
internal air in the baffle passage is 

tit_3 - tit-1    =   111.8/(456 x 0.058)    =   4.22°C 

t-it-l    =   tit-S ~ 4.22    **    95.15 - 4.22    =    90.93°C 

^t-b-av    =    95.15 -  (4<22)/2    =    93.04°C 

"tit-b-av" *e   *   93.04-74   =   19.04°C. 

Corresponding to this last temperature differential, Figure VI-23, containing 
the case heat loss characteristics of the unit developed in Example VI-7 from 
bench test data, gives q<j = 113.5 watts. This shows that for the assumed 
case surface temperature of 74°C the calculated heat loss from the internal 
air to the case surface exceeds the calculated heat loss from the case to the 
environment by 1.7 watts* Thus, the correct equilibrium case temperature 
would be slightly above the assumed value. In general, agreement of values 
for qc within 2 per cent would be good enough. In this example, a second 
series of calculations gives a slight change of the equilibrium case tempera- 
ture to tc = 74.3°C, the case heat loss to q» =» H2„0 watts and the internal 
air temperature at entrs.ice to the integrated heat exchanger to t^-1 a 90.9°C. 

Since, with induced flow the blower is located in the discharge 
duct of the external air path, the temperature of the external air at entrance 
to the heat exchanger t^^ i3 equal to the ambient air temperature tQ = 0 C. 
Consequently 

I 

1 
*it-l " Vl    "   90.9 - 0 90.9°C. 

Also, 
%x =   800 "• % 800 - 112   =?   688 watts, 
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and 

%3/^it-l " te-l)    =   688/90.9    =   7.57 watts per °C 

For this value Figure VI-21, containing the heat transfer characteristics of 
the heat exchanger developed from bench test data in Example VI-7, the re- 
quired external air rate is found to be We •= 0.033 pound per second. 

From Figure VI-22 developed in Example 71-7, the corrected pres- 
sure drop of the external air across the heat exchanger for Ue = 0.033 is 
aj&p - 0.065 inch water.    Since o-^ = o0, then from Figure V-8, for pc = 3.426 
inches mercury and t0 = 0 C, a0 = c?i - 0.121, and Ap = 0.065/0.121 = 0.537 
inch of -water.    This is the static pressure rise the blower must produce to 
create the required air flow through the heat exchanger.    At entrance to the 
blower, 

Pi = P2 = Pi ~ AP = 3.426 - 0.537/13.55 = 5.39 inches mercury 

t± = t2 = tx + qex/(45° ^e) " ° + 688/(456 x 0.033) = 4547°C 

ai =   °2   =   0.101   (from Figure 7-8) 

The required volumetric capacity of the blower is, by equation (V-l) 

QB    =   78A x 0.033/0.101    =   256 cubic feet per minute 

The required corrected static pressure rise of the blower is 

Ap/o^    =   0.537/0.101    =   5.31 inches of water 

Hence a blower must be selected having a static pressure producing ability 
of 5.31 inches of water at a volumetric capacity of 256 cubic feet per minute 
when the inlet density to the blower is standard, i.e., p^ = 0.0765 pound per 
cubic foot (o^ =1). Assuming a static blower efficiency of 50 per cent, the 
horsepower input to the blower required at the operating point at 50,000 feet 
altitude is 

hp Q Ap/(6350 T)s)    =   255 x 5.31/(6350 x 0.5)    «   0.0427 

This would require an electrical input to the drive motor on the order of 
100 watts. 

"When case heat transfer is to the environment, any increase in 
the case heat loss aids in reducing the size and power requirements of the 
external blower.    In this example the case heat loss can be increased by- 
painting the case surface black.    From Table VI-1,  for a black-painted case, 
fabric-covered walls, and intermediate confinement, cj>j_ s 0-93.    Following the 
procedure illustrated in the example, it is found that the case surface tem- 
perature drops from 74.3° to 59°C, the case heat loss increases from 112 to 
178 watts, and the external air rate drops from 0.033 to 0.027 pound per sec- 
ond.    The pressure drop of the air across the heat exchanger is 0.386 inch of 
water.    The blower must handle 210 cubic feet of air per minute at a corrected 
static pressure rise of 3.8 inches water.    Power input to the blower drops 
from 0.044 to 0=025 horsepower» 
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Example VI-9« Determination of Operating Surface Temperatures of 
Internal Components in a Pressurized Unit •with Inte- 
grated Heat Exchanger and Cooling Air Blower of Known 
Performance Characteristics 

The unit -whose description and bench-test performance are given 
in Example VI-7 is operated in a compartment having a pressure altitude of 
45,000 feet, p0 = 4.356 inches mercury absolute.    The temperature of the air 
and surrounding walls is 20°C.    The performance characteristics of the blower 
supplying the external cooling air by forced flow to the integrated heat ex- 
changer are known,  so that the volumetric capacity, pressure drop, and power 
required may be directly evaluated.    It is required to determine the oper- 
ating temperatures of the various internal components for this condition of 
operation. 

For the performance characteristics of the external blower and 
by the procedure illustrated in detail in Example VI-5,  for forced flow, the 
following data are determined. 

Volumetric capacity of blower at intake, Q = 411 cubic feet per 
minute 

Air rate delivered by blower, TTQ = 0.075 pound per second 
Static pressure rise of air across blower, Ap = 1.765 inches water 
Corrected static pressure rise of blower, Ap/o^ = 12.33 inches water 
Efficiency of blower, T)g = 56 per cent 
Power required to drive blower, hp - 0.204 horsepower 
Temperature rise of air across blower, Atg = 4.5 C 

The heat dissipation in the component space is 800 watts and the equipment 
case is painted black. 

The temperature of the external cooling air at entrance to the 
integrated heat exchanger is to-i = t0 + Atg = 20 + 4.5 = 24.5°C.    From Fig- 
ure VI-21 of Example VI-7,  %*/^it-r^e-l) = 10»28 for we = °'075 Pound Per 

second. 

At this point in the analysis an assumption of the case heat 
loss is required.    Let qc = 150 watts.    Hence, 

and 

qex    =   800 - qc    =    800-150    =    650 watts, 

*it-l " te-l    =    650/10.28    =    63.2°C. 

The temperature of the internal air at entrance to the integrated heat ex- 
changer is tjjk.,1 = ^e-1 + °5»2 = 24.5 + 63.2 - 87.7 C. The temperature of 
the internal air leaving the heat exchanger is, then 

tit-2 = tit-l " qex/'456 Wit s 87.7 -  650/(456 x 0.058)  = 63.1°C, 

since the internal air rate %^ remains equal to the bench test value of 
0.058 pound per second (see Example VI-7).    The temperature of the internal 
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air leaving the component space is 

tit-S = 'tit-a + q/456 Wit ° 63.1 + 800/(456 x 0.05Ö) = 9S.4°C. 

The average temperature of the internal air passing through the component 
space is t^t_av = 63.1 + 15.2 = 78.3°C. 

The next step is to evaluate the case heat loss to check the 
assumed value of 150 watts.    The magnitude of the areas, significant dimen- 
sions, etc.- for free convective and radiant heat transfer are listed in Ex- 
ample VI-7, page 186.    From Table VI-1, $1 = 0.93.    Assume tc = 65°C.    From 
Figure VI-3b, $2 a 0.212, hence, radiant heat transfer qr£ = FccW:2s = 

0.91 x 0.93 x 0.212 x 680 = 121.9 watts.    From Figure VI-2b,  for the cylin- 
drical portion of the case, watt per square inch by free convection = 0.042, 
for ends of case, watt per square inch = 0.059, total free convective heat 
transfer q^ = 0.91(0.042 x 454 + 0.059 x 226) =29.5 watts.    Case heat loss 
qg = 29.5 + 121.9 = 151.4 watts.    The average temperature of the air in the 
return air flow passage t-ft-b-av = 0*5(93.4 + 87.7) = 90.5°C and tit-b-av^c 
= 25.5°C.    Therefore,  from Figure VT-23, the heat loss from the return air 
flow to the case equals 143 watts.    Since the inside and outside case heat 
transfer rates do not agree,  another assumption of case surface temperature 
is required.    A second trial gives a balance at tc = 64 C and q<, = 147.5 
watts.    This heat loss of 147.5 watts differs slightly from the originally 
assumed value of 150 watts.    However, the values check within less than 2 per 
cent and, therefore, the internal air temperature t^-av = 78.3°C may be as- 
sumed as correct.    A greater difference would necessitate repetition of the 
procedure based on a new assumption of q,, equal to the calculated value. 

The component temperatures are found from the trend curves es- 
tablished from bench test data and the calculated average internal air tem- 
perature of 78.3°C.    The trend curves for this particular equipment are given 
in Figure VI-20, Example VI-7.    For example, the surface temperature of com- 
ponent (6) -would be,  according to its trend curve, 175 C vfhen t^-av = 78.3°C. 

Vented Units with Closed Case Cooled by Free Convection and Radiation 

In this type unit,  as discussed in Chapter II, page 11,  the components 
operate in an environment which is at ambient atmospheric pressure.    The con- 
struction of the case permits pressure equalization with the ambient atmos- 
phere.    The internal and external heat transfer mechanisms of this type unit 
are shown schematically in Figure VI-24.    Generally speaking, the heat trans- 
fer modes of the unit resemble those of the pressurized unit cooled externally 
by free convection and radiation,  except that the internal heat transfer sys- 
tem is variable with altitude while that of the pressurized unit is essen- 
tially constant.    Also, the configuration of the case is usually different, 
being rectangular prismatic, while pressurized units most frequently have 
cylindrical cases.    The heat transfer patterns of both types are essentially 
the same, except that vented units are not likely to have forced convection 
internally.    Heat is being dissipated from the  components to the case by con- 
vection,  radiation and conduction,  and subsequently from the case to the at- 
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Figure VI-24. Heat Transfer Diagram of 
Vented Unit with Closed Case Cooled by- 
Free Convection and Radiation 
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mosphere principally by free convection and radiation. Consequently the de- 
termination of the case temperature under operating conditions, by calcula- 
tions based on bench-test data, is the same for both types. The methods and 
principles of analysis are discussed on pages 132 to 138, and are illustrated 
in Examples 71-1, -2 and -3 with reference to the pressurized unit. 

1. Determination of Component Temperatures 

On the basis of bench-test data alone, component temperatures at 
operational conditions different from test conditions can only be calculated 
approximately, because the internal heat transfer pattern is extremely dif- 
ficult to analyze and to break up into the three contributing modes, i.e., 
conduction, convection, and radiation, tlhile conduction and radiation are 
only affected by the case temperature and the component temperature, free 
convection is also affected by the internal pressure of the unit which is 
variable with environmental altitude conditions. Therefore, the extent to 
which each mode participates in the total heat dissipation from each compo- 
nent is also variable with environmental altitude conditions. 

Since the closed vented unit has usually a relatively moderate rate 
of total heat dissipation, complete thermal evaluation for the operation of 
evsry component is frequently not necessary. If required, it can only be 
made on the basis of altitude chamber test data, as discussed in Chapter VII. 
Bench test data provide sufficient information which can be made the basis 
of approximate calculations to ascertain whether certain critical components 
may undergo changes in temperature which may result in their failure under 
extended operational conditions. 

It is usually of importance to determine the surface temperatures 
of three types of components under extended operational conditions. They 
are (1) high-temperature components like tubes surrounded by other high-tem- 
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perature components,   (2) high-temperature components like transformers sur- 
rottnded by other high-temperature components, and (3) low-temperature compo- 
nents like condensers surrounded by high-temperature components.    For the 
first two types it is necessary to ascertain vhether conditions vjould be such 
that they can dissipate their heat without reaching excessively high surface 
temperatures.    The third type must be studied for the effect which the sur- 
rounding high-temperature components may have in causing an increase of sur- 
face temperature due to reduced convection under operation conditions en- 
countered in flight. 

A high-temperature component like a tube surrounded by other high- 
temperature components -is capable of dissipating heat by radiation only from 
a relatively small portion of its surface which is usually the top.    Because 
of the surrounding similar components, no temperature gradient may exist in 
the chassis, thus eliminating heat dissipation by conduction.    Therefore, 
the principal mode of heat transfer is convection.    Free -convective heat 
transfer is quite difficult to evaluate for a component in this position and, 
therefore,  it is best to estimate by calculation the heat transfer from the 
portion of the surface capable of dissipating heat by radiation,  and to de- 
termine then the convective heat transfer by difference-    If this estimate 
is made for bench test conditions,  using the component and case temperatures 
determined under these conditions,  a distribution of heat dissipation between 
free convection and radiation can be determined.    Under other operational 
conditions,   such as at higher altitude, the  distribution will change in favor 
of radiation since convective heat transfer is impeded with increase in al- 
titude.    Thus,  if the case temperature at the higher altitude is known,  cal- 
culations must be made to establish the resulting surface temperature of the 
component on basis of a heat balance between the component and the case and 
the internal atmosphere of the unit.    The normal procedure would be to assume 
a vastly increased percentage of radiant heat transfer from the component to 
the case and to calculate for this partial rate of heat dissipation the re- 
quired surface temperature of the component.    Then,  the convective heat trans- 
fer from the component may be determined on basis of this calculated surface 
temperature and a local internal air temperature,  estimated as the average 
of the component surface temperature and the known case temperature.    The 
result of "this calculation added to the originally assumed rate of radiant 
heat transfer must equal the known rate of heat dissipation of the component. 
Thus, by successive approximation,  an approximate component temperature can 
be determined for which tnis calculated heat balance is obtained.    The pro- 
cedure is based on the assumption that the radiant heat dissipation calcu- 
lated at test conditions for the part of the surface of the component in in- 
terchange with the other surrounding high-temperature components remains con- 
stant with changed altitude conditions since the other high-temperature com-' 
ponents are also assumed to increase in temperature.    The procedure utilized 
in making these calculations for individual components is illustrated in 
Example VI-10.    Figures VI-2 and VI-3 and Table VI-1,  discussed previously, 
are used.    The procedure is only applicable to tubes having negligible heat 
transfer by conduction. 

The method of analysis for high-temperature components such as 
transformers is quite different since their principal mode of heat dissipa- 
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tion is conduction. This makes calculation relatively simple since the rise 
of case temperature over test conditions is also indicative of the tempera- 
ture rise of the transfoimer. Radiant heat dissipation from transformers 
•would be low under bench test conditions. A relatively small percentage of 
heat dissipation may occur by free convection. This free convective heat 
transfer would be practically eliminated under high-altitude conditions and, 
therefore, the heat transfer by conduction would have to be increased by the 
quantity of heat dissipation previously attributed to free convection. Nor- 
mally» the analysis of the distribution of heat dissipation between free con- 
vection and conduction would not be- necessary. It is sufficient to adjust 
the temperature difference between the transformer surface and that of the 
case, measured under test conditions, by increasing it about 10 to 20 per 
cent to compensate for the convective cooling -which would be practically 
eliminated at high altitude. 

Low-temperature components such as condensers, when surrounded by 
high-temperature components may be subjected to critical conditions, under 
high-altitude operation. This may be due to the fact that the internal air 
temperature of the equipment would increase beyond the permissible limit of 
the component, or that the component would be subject to large conductive or 
radiant heat gain from surrounding hot components. For purposes of analysis, 
approximations must be made on the basis of assumptions which provide for 
heat gain of the low-temperature component solely by radiation and dissipa- 
tion of heat from the component solely by free convection. This assumes that 
the thermal conductivity of the low-temperature component's material is low 
and little conductive heat transfer occurs. The assumption is conservative 
and will tend to yield a high component temperature if conductive cooling 
exists. The methods of analysis are shown in Example VI-11. They are not 
applicable when heat gain by conduction is likely to occur. 

If a low-temperature component gains heat by conduction and radia- 
tion from surrounding high-temperature components, the final operating tem- 
perature would be determined by a heat balance between these two modes of 
heat transfer and free convection. The calculation of conductive heat trans- 
fer is complex, and for most components only a qualitative estimate can be 

made. 

In all computational methods described above, the heat dissipations 
by free convection and radiation need only be calculated under test condi- 
tions. For the determination of component temperatures at extended opera- 
tional conditions proportionality factors can be applied for free convection 
as well as radiation. As far as free convective heat transfer is concerned, 
the dimensional characteristic L and the configurational characteristic C 
are unchanged. Therefore, free convective heat transfer will vary for any 
gxven component as wie vSxuc <JX <+^ uouoji-juino« JUVIH ufc u.w  ui »«»« O^JJW. =•••~ 
lower right quadrants in Figure VX-2* For radiant heat transfer, the con- 
figuration and the emissivity function ^ also remains constant and, there- 
fore, the radiant heat transfer for any particular component under changed 
operating conditions will vary as the temperature function 4%. Use of these 
relationships simplifies calculations considerably. The mentioned Examples 
VI-10 and -11 illustrate the procedures. It should also be noted that in 

I 
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the examples the local air temperature TO.thin the unit in the vicinity of 
the component is assumed to be the average of the case temperature and the 
component temperature, It should be recognized that this is not absolutely 
correct but -will represent a fair approximation for each component analyzed. 
Accurate calculation of the internal air temperature distribution under ex- 
tended operational conditions is not possible. 

2. Examples 

The following examples are intended to illustrate the procedures 
for the determination of the operational thermal conditions of closed vented 
equipment cooled internally and externally by free convection and radiation. 

Example VT-10. Determination of Operational Surface Temperature of 
High-Temperature Component, Surrounded by Other 
High-Temperature Components in a Closed Vented Unit 

A closed vented unit is bench tested to determine the opera- 
tional thermal characteristics of a tube mounted vertically in the chassis 
and s-urrounded by similar high-temperature components.    The component is 
cooled by internal radiation, free convection and conduction, and the equip- 
ment is cooled by radiation and free convection from the equipment case sur- 
face.    The position of the component (A) to be studied relative to the 
equipment chassis and case and relative to the other high-temperature compo- 
nents is illustrated in Figure VI-25. 

• THERMO- 
COUPLE 

LOCATIONS 
ooo 
ooo 

Figure VI-25.   Relative Locations of 
High-Temperature Components in Closed 
Vented Unit (Example VT-10) 

TOP Or 
CASE 

CHASSIS- 

I  ^ 

® 

Part A.    Analysis of Bench Test Data 

Bench Test Data 

Measured heat dissipation of tube, 
Dimensions of tube 

diameter, 
height, 

6.0 watts 

1«0 inch 
2.0 inches 
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surface area of top of tube, 
surface area of cylindrical part of tube, 

Average measured temperature of tube surface as 
obtained from several thermocouple readings, 

Average measured temperature of surrounding 
components, 

Surface of case 
inside and outside, black-painted 
average measured temperature, 

Calculation of Radiation to Surrounding Components 

From Table VI-1 
From Figure Vl-Sa, for tube surface temperature of 

197°C and surrounding surface temperature of 
174°C, 

Heat transfer by radiation to surrounding compo- 
nents,  (0.9 x 0.33 x 6.28) 

Calculation o f Eadiation to Case and Chassis 

From Figure VI-3a,  for tube surface temperature 
197°C and case surface temperature of 55°C 

Calculated radiation to case and chassis based on 
radiation from top surface of tube to case and 
an arbitrary increase of 50 per cent to account 
for radiation from cylindrical tube surface to 
case and chassis, therefore, 
(0.9 x 1.396 x 0.785)1.5 

Total calculated radiation,  (1.87 + 1.48) 

Free Convection 

Free convection, determined by difference between 
measured heat dissipation and calculated radia- 
tion,  (6.0 - 3.35) 

Heat Balance 

Source 
Radiation to surrounding components 
Radiation to case and chassis 
Free convection 

Watts. 
1.87 
1.48 
2.65 
6.00 

0.785 square inch 
6.28 square inches 

197°C 

174°C 

55°C 

&l = 0.90 

§2 " 0.33 

1.87 watts 

4s »1.396 

1.48 watts 
3.35 watts 

2.65 watts 

Per cent total 
dissipation 

31.2 
24.7 
44.1 

100.0 

Determination of Free Convection Proportionality Factor 

average surface temperature of component, 197°C 
average case temperature, 55°C 

Average local internal air temperature in vicinity 
of tube,   (average of average case temperature and 
average component surface temperature;,  (55+197)/2   126°C 
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From Figure VI-2a, using first two quadrants, pro- 
portionality factor for free convective heat 
transfer, 4>s - 17.3 

Part B.    Determination of Thermal Performance Altitude of 40,000 Feet 

The determination of the component temperature at altitude is based 
on the assumption that the radiant heat dissipation to adjacent components 
remains constant and that the decrease in convective heat transfer at alti- 
tude is overcome by an increase in radiation from the components to the chas- 
sis and case«    By use of the same methods as outlined in the discussion on 
closed pressurized equipment cooled by free convection and radiation and 
Examples VI-1 and -2,  the case surface temperature at 40,000 feet altitude 
is calculated to be 84°C. 

Component Surface Temperature 

The free convective heat transfer is expected to 
decrease.   As a first trial, it is assumed as 
50 per cent of the bench test value,   (0.5 x 2.65) 

By heat balance,  the total radiation must then be, 
(6.Ü - 1.33) 

Based on assumption of constant radiation to ad- 
jacent components,  the radiation to case and 
chassis is,   (4.67 - 1.87) 

As in Part A, the radiation to the chassis and case 
assumed as 1.50-times the radiation from the top 
of the tube, ^ = 2.8/(0.9 x 0.785 x 1.5) 

From Figure VI-3a,   for d^ = 2.64 and case surface 
temperature of 84°C, find component temperature, 

Average local internal air temperature,  (27Q+84)/2, 
From Figure VI-2a, for above temperature, propor- 

tionality factor at altitude, 
By proportion, based on calculated free convective 

heat dissipation under bench test conditions,  free 
convection at altitude, 2.65(9.8/17.3) 

Heat Balance 

Radiation to surrounding components, 
Pvadiation to case and chassis, 
Free convection, 
Total calculated heat dissipation 
Measured heat dissipation 

1.33 watts 

4.67 watts 

2.80 watts 

$2 = 2.64 

270.5°C 
177°G 

<p3 = 9.8 

1.50 watts 

1.87 -watts 
2.8 -watts 
ihfiP mtts 
6.17 -watts 
6.00 -watts 

Since heat balance bet-ween calculated and measured heat dissipation 
is not obtained, re-calculation of the component surface temperature is re- 
quired.    The temperature was too great.    Therefore, as next trial, 4>2 is re- 
duced in the ratio of the measured to the total calculated heat dissipation. 
Thus, 4% = 2.64(6.00/6.17).    For the corresponding component surface tempera- 
ture of 265°C the following heat balance is obtained. 
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radiation to surrounding components, 
radiation to case and chassis, 
free convection, 
total calculated heat dissipation, 
measured heat dissipation, 

1.87 watts 
2.66 watts 
I.46 watts 
5.99 watts 
6.00 watts 

Agreement between the measured and calculated values is sufficiently 
close and the approximate component temperature is 265 C under the specified 
altitude conditions. 

Example VI-11. Determination of Operational Surface Temperature of 
Low-Temperature Component Mounted Adjacent to a 
High-Temperature Component in a Closed Vented Unit 

The location of a condenser relative to a tube is shown sche- 
matically in Figure VI-26.    The condenser is assumed to be non-heat producing 
and of a material having low thermal conductivity» 

GO 
-CASE 

• THERMOCOUPLE 
LOCATIONS 

TUBE   (HIGH-TEMP. 
COMPONENT) 

CONDENSER   (LOW- 
TEMP. COMPONENT) 

CHASSIS 

Figure VI-26.    Relative Locations of Case 
and High- and Low-Temperature Components 
in Closed Vented Unit" (Example VI-Ll) 

Part A.    Analysis of Bench Test Data for High-Temperature Component  (Tube) 

Bench Test Data 

Measured heat dissipation 
Dimensions 

diameter, 
height, 
surface area of top, 
surface area of cylindrical part 

Average surface temperature, determined from 
several thermocouple readings, 

Surface of case 
inside and outside, black-painted 
average measured temperature 

10.0 watts 

1.0 inch 
2.0 inches 
0.785 square inch 
6.28 square inches 

188°C 

55°C 
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Radiation from Tube 

From Table VI-1, neglecting the effect of the 
adjacent low-temperature component, 

From Figure VI-3a, for 188"C and 55"C, 

(0.9 x 1.26 x 7.07) 
Surface area,  (6.28 + 0.735) 
Total radiant heat transfer, 

cj>2 = 1.26 
7.07 square inches 
8.02 watts 

1.98 -watts 

121.5°C 

Free Convection from Tube 

Free convection, by difference (10.0 - 8.02) 
Average local internal air temperature near 

tube, (55 + 188)/2 
From Figure VI-2a, using first two quadrants, 

proportionality factor for free convective 
heat transfer, d^ =15.6 

Part B.    Temperature of High-Temperature Component at Altitude of 40,000 Feet 

By the procedures outlined in Examples VI-1 and -2 on pressurized 
equipment coolßd externally by free convection and radiation,  the case sur- 
face temperature at 40,000 feet altitude is calculated to be 84 C. 

Based on a first assumption that cooling by free 
convection at 40,000 feet altitude would be 50 
per cent of bench test value, free convective 
heat dissipation,   (0.5 x 1.98) 

Radiation, by difference,   (10.0 - O.99) 
radiation factor, cfe = 9.01/(0.9 x 7.0?) 

From Figure VT-3a, for case surface temperature of 
84°C and §2 ~ 1*415» component surface temperature,  210°C 

Average local internal air temperature near tube, 
(85 + 210)/2, 

From Figure VI-2a,  using first two quadrants,  pro- 
portionality factor, 

By proportion, based on calculated free convection 
and proportionality factor under bench test con- 
ditions, free convection at altitude, 
1.90(6.1/15.6) 

1 

0.99 watt 
9.01 watts 
cj^ = 1.415 

147.5°C 

4fe - 6.1 

Heat Balance 

Radiation, 
Free convection, 
Total calculated heat dissipation, 
Measured heat dissipation, 

0.77 watt 

9.01 watts 
QjJ? watts 
9.78 watts 
10 watts 

Following the same procedure the heat balance is found to check at 
a surface temperature of 211 C, which may be accepted as the approximate 
value of the tube's surface temperature at 40,000 feet altitude. 
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Part C.    Temperature of Adjacent Low-Temperature Component (Condenser) at 
Altitude of 4-0,000 Feet 

From bench test data, 
average measured surface temperature of 

component, 
average local internal air temperature near 

condenser,  (120 + 55)/2 
From Figure VI-2a, corrective proportionality factor, 
From Figure VI-3a, for high-temperature component 

at 188°C and low-temperature component at 120°C, 
radiation proportionality factor, 

120°C 

87.5°C 
cj>3 = 6.8 

$2 = 0.797 

The radiant heat transfer from the high-temperature component to 
the low^temperature component is assumed to be dissipated from the low-tem- 
perature component by free convection.    Therefore, the free convection from 
the low-temperature component is proportional to 0.797.    If for the first 
trial it is assumed that the free- convective heat transfer from the low- 
temperature component at 40,000-feet altitude is 50 per cent of the bench 
test value,  the radiation proportionality factor at altitude 4% = 0.5 x 0.797 
= 0.399.    At 40,000-feet altitude, the surface temperature of the tube is 
211°C, determined in part B.    Then from Figure VI-3a, for 211°C and cfe » 
0.599, the low-temperature component has a temperature of 185°C. 

Checking assumed free convective heat dissipation, 
case temperature 40,000 feet altitude, 
average local internal air temperature near 

condenser,   (185 + 84)/2 
from Figure vT-2a, free convective heat trans- 

fer proportionality factor, 
calculated percentage of free convective heat 

transfer based on bench test conditions, 
(5.0/6.8)100 

84°C 

134.5°C 

cj>s =5.0 

73,5 

This is not in agreement with the assumed percentage of 50.    Hence, 
a second trial is required.    By repeating the process it is found that free 
convection at 40,000 feet is equal to 65 per cent of that under bench test 
conditions, corresponding to a surface temperature of 176.5 C for the low- 
temperature component.    The following summary of calculated temperatures in 
°C is obtained: 

Case surface 
High-temperature component 
Low-temperature component 

Bench 
Test 

55 
188 
120 

40,COO-Feet 
Altitude 

84 
211 
176.5 

Temperature 
Increase 

29 
23 
56.5 
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Vented Units with Open Case and Through-FiLow of Atmospheric Air by Natural 
Convection 

The heat transfer pattern of this type unit, as discussed in Chapter II, 
page 12, is complex and cannot be analyzed on the basis of bench test data 
alone.    The heat transfer diagram in Figure VI-27 summarizes the various 

COMPONENT 
t        t 

CASE CASE        _  TOTAL HEAT 
CONVECTION T RADIATION T CONVECTION ~ DISSIPATION 

J3.\/   n 
'COMPONENT 

CONDUCTION 

Figure VI-27.   Heat Transfer Diagram 
of Vented Unit with Open Case and 
Through-Flow of Atmospheric Air by 
Natural Convection 

participating modes of heat transfer,  as described on page 12.    The principal 
difficulty arises in the evaluation of direct convection from individual 
components to atmospheric air.   An approximate method of analysis to deter- 
mine the general component temperature level at any operational condition is 
outlined in Chapter VIII, page 304.    However, for its utilization bench-test 
data alone are not sufficient and at least two altitude chamber tests are 
required.    This method is limited to the determination of an average compo- 
nent temperature and does not give information on the exact variation of 
surface temperatures of individual components with changes in operational 
environment.    This latter data can only be obtained by altitude chamber 
tests at the operational ambient temperature and pressure.    In such tests, 
the procedures and precautions discussed in Chapter IV, page 68, must be 
followed if reliable thermal data are desired. 

Vented Units with Open Case and Forced or Induced Through-Flow of Atmos- 

Uriits of this type in which air flow is produced from the environment 
over component surfaces are normally not operated so as to be subject- to 
electrical malfunctioning due to low internal air pressure.    Also, the unit's 
heat transfer surfaces are not extensive enough to dissipate the generated 
heat by radiation and free convection at a temperature level permissible for 
the safe operation of individual electronic components.    Cooling by through- 
flow of air is direct, allowing heat dissipation to the air without passage 
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of heat through secondary heat transfer surfaces, such as equipment cases or 
heat exchangers -which unavoidably introduce additional thermal resistance. 
Therefore, this air cooling method is superior to all others from the stand- 
point of least quantity of air and pumping power required. 

f        til 
CASE      +      CASE    + COMPONENT _ TOTAL HEAT 

CONVECTION    RADIATION    CONVECTION       DISSIPATION 
(FORCED) 

Figure VI-28.    Heat Transfer Diagram of 
Vented Unit with Open Case and Forced 
Through-Flow of Atmospheric Air 

\7COMPONENT 
CONDUCTION 

a__ 

The various modes of heat transfer contributing to dissipation of heat 
generated by the unit when cooled by this method are illustrated in Figure 
VI-28.    The principal mode of heat transfer from the components is forced 
convection, created by air flow produced by a blower or ram action.    In ad- 
dition»   should the temperature of the unit's case be lower than the average 
temperature level of the components, heat is transferred from the components 
to the case by radiation directly and by conduction through the chassis.    The 
case surface dissipates heat to the environment by convection and radiation. 
The rate of total heat dissipation equals the sum of that given to the through- 
flow of air and that dissipated from the surface of the case.    Heat gain 
through the equipment case occurs when environmental temperatures exceed the 
case surface temperature.    This heat gain must be dissipated by the through- 
flow of air,  in addition to the heat generated by the  components. 

Units of this type have,  in general, induced flow and the case so de- 
signed as to admit air through multiple openings in side panels and/or in one 
end.    Air discharge occurs through a single outlet in the end opposite that 
to which the blower is connected.    Other equipments may employ forced flow 
of air through a single inlet, with the heated air discharging through a sin- 
gle outlet or several louvered openings in the side panels and/or the end of 
the case.    The air flow pattern obtained with multiple discharge openings in 
side panels is not the most effective for cooling by through-flow of air. 
Frequently, it is the result of remedial application of blowers to equipments 
originally intended to be cooled by free convection and radiation only.    It 
may also be resorted to when the design of the unit does not permit internal 
location of the blower and modification for inducing through-flow. 
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Evaluation procedures discussed in subsequent paragraphs apply specifi- 
cally to units having cases -with closed side panels, admitting and discharg- 
ing air through opposite ends, or to those discharging the air through a sin- 
gle outlet but having air f lov; induced through multiple openings in end and 
side panels of the case,,    Evaluation procedures for equipments having flow 
discharging through multiple openings in the case are discussed separately 
on pages 214 to 215. 

1.    Forced Convection Heat Transfer to Through-Flow of Air 

Of the total heat q dissipated by an equipment, the major portion 
qa is absorbed by the through-flov/ of air, while the remainder qc' is dissi- 
pated through the case surface to the environment.    A heat balance for the 
equipment is then 

% + % (VT-21) 

The case heat transfer o^ becomes negative when heat gain from-the environ- 
ment occurs. 

Air flowing through an open unit comes in contact -with many geomet- 
rically dissimilar components having different surface temperatures. Thus, 
a complex heat transfer pattern exists which cannot be analyzed in detail by 
conventional methods. However, it may be postulated that a rational analysis 
of the heat transfer process is possible by introducing a new variable, re- 
ferred to as the effective temperature of the components. It is assumed that 
this temperature may be defined from individually measured component tempera- 
tures so. as to allow simulation of the actual heat transfer process by means 
of a surface having a uniform temperature, equal to the effective temperature 
tef and dissipating heat to the through-flow of air. 

The use of an effective component temperature for evaluation pur- 
poses permits two possible procedures for generalization of bench-test data. 
The working chart in Figure VI-7 for closed units with case cooled by forced 
convection, could be employed to generalize the heat transfer characteristics 
by substituting the effective temperature tef for the case surface tempera- 
ture tc designated in the chart, and using the heat dissipation to the 
through-flow of air q^ for the heat dissipation. This method requires def- 
inition of a constant exponent n. Undoubtedly, this characteristic would 
not be exhibited by all units cooled by through-flow of air because the na- 
ture of the heat transfer processes of the individual components may differ 
appreciably. 

A working method not requiring definition of a constant exponent, 
but based upon similar heat transfer principles is obtained by rearranging 
equations (VI-6 and -8), page 151. From equation (VI-6), neglecting varia- 
tion in physical properties with temperature, an equivalent heat transfer 
coefficient for the entire unit may be expressed as some arbitrary function 
of the air flow rate W, i.e., 

h = f"(W) (VT-22) 
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Thus,  equation (VI-ö) is equivalent to 

<Ja a (t2 -t1)f"(W)/loge [(tef - t!)/(tef - t2)] (VI-23) 

The hsat dissipation to the air is related to the temperature rise of the air 
by the heat balance equation 

qa    =   456 IT (t2 -tx) (VI-24) 

Hence, combination of above equations (VI-23 and -24) yields 

loge [(tef - t^Atef - t2)]     =   f   (W) (VI-25) 

•which may be rearranged using equation (VI-24) to give in simplified form 

(tef - tj)/^    =   f (W) (VI-26) 

The difference between the effective temperature tej and the inlet air tem- 
perature ti divided by ihe heat dissipation to the through-flow of air q^ is 
a function only of the rate of cooling air flow W. Equation (VI-26) indicates 
that a plot of the parameter (tef-ti)/qo versus the air rate W, determined 
from bench-test data, provides a generalized basis for evaluation of the ef- 
fective temperature for any environmental condition and flow rate of cooling 
air associated with operation of the unit. 

2. Evaluation of Effective and Individual Temperatures of Components 

In order that the prediction of operational thermal conditions from 
bench test data on the basis of an effective temperature be feasible, two re- 
quirements must be met. They are: (l) effective temperatures derived from 
individual component temperatures in bench tests must satisfactorily correlate 
the heat transfer parameter (tef-t^/q^ with the cooling air rate W for all 
environmental conditions to -;hich the equipment is subjected, and (2) the ef- 
fective temperature must satisfactorily correlate individual component tem- 
peratures so that knowledge of effective temperature for any operational con- 
dition of the equipment will permit definition of component temperatures. 

Component temperatures employed in the evaluation of the effective 
temperature may be all hot-spot or all average surface temperatures. It is 
recommended that the effective component temperature of a unit be determined 
as the arithmetic average of the measured temperatures of those components 
producing 75 per cent or more of the total heat dissipation. However, prac- 
tical limitations may exist on the number of component temperatures possible 
to determine during bench test of an equipment and, in general, temperatures 
measured on a relatively small number of components should satisfactorily 
serve to define the effective temperature. Regardless of the magnitude of 
the heat dissipation and the number of components whose surface temperatures 
are to be measured, every attempt should be made to select representative 
components located throughout the unit. Among them should also be those com- 
ponents known to be thermally critical for ihe operational conditions to 
which the unit is to be exposed. The selection of components used to define 
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the effective temperature may have to be revised repeatedly for some units 
in order to obtain data correlation.    Factors to be considered must be loca- 
tion in the air flow passages, magnitude of heat dissipation,  surface area 
of exposure to air flow, probable radiation and conduction to case surface, 
and possible effects of internal baffles or partitions separating heat pro- 
ducing from non-heat producing components. 

Individual component surface temperatures should be correlated by 
plotting the difference between component temperature and inlet air tempera- 
ture (tCp-t]_) versus the difference between effective temperature and inlet 
temperature,   (tef-t^).    The trend curves so obtained are applicable to the 
definition of component temperatures during operation of the equipment at 
other than bench test conditions. 

3.    Evaluation of Heat Dissipation to Through-Flow of Air 

Recommended procedures for thermal evaluation necessitate a break- 
down of the total heat dissipated by the unit into that absorbed by the 
through-flow of air and that transferred through the case of the unit.    Be- 
cause of possible uncertainties in the calculation of case heat transfer 
from knowledge of case surface and environmental temperatures,  it is recom- 
mended that the heat dissipation to the through-flow of air be determined by 
the heat balance equation (VI-24).    This procedure requires bench test data 
of air rate W, inlet air temperature t]_, and exit air temperature t£.    Since 
most equipments of this type have air flow induced by action of a blower, 
the inlet temperature t]_ is equal to that of the ambient air, and the exit 
air temperature t2 may be measured readily at the discharge of the blower, 
correcting for any probable temperature rise during passage through the 
blower.    Probing the discharge air and correcting the ambient temperature 
for r5.se due to air compression, whether by action of a blower or ram, would 
normally be required vdth forced flow.    Procedures for probing air streams 
to determine mean values of temperature are discussed in Chapter HI, page 
21, and in Appendix II, page  343, 

4.    Case Heat Transfer 

Heat transfer between components and the equipment case occurs 
principally by direct radiation and conduction through the chassis.    Since 
the effective temperature t-ef represents to a considerable extent an average 
temperature level of the components,  the difference between this temperature 
and the average case temperature defines an average temperature differential 
for case heat transfer.    Therefore,  it is recommended that the case heat 
transfer rate qc be generalized by plotting its magnitude,  derived from bench 
test data as the difference of q and q^, as a function of the internal tem- 
perature differential (tef-tc).    Case temperature tc is determined during 
bench test of the equipment, and should be measured at a number of positions 
on the case surface to allow evaluation of an average temperature.    During 
bench tests of most units, the case temperatures are likely to be similar to 
those encountered at other environmental conditions.    Hence, insulation of 
the case to increase the case temperature would not normally be required. 
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However, it is advisable to make a preliminary evaluation of operational con- 
ditions after the first test data are available so as to obtain an estimate 
of the probable case temperature. Should it be high, it may have to be re- 
produced in bench tests by use of insulation. 

An average value of the correction factor Fc applied to the evalua- 
tion of case heat transfer at other than bench test conditions may be ob- 
tained from bench test data. Heat transfer between the case surface and the 
equipment's environment should be evaluated for each bench test run by pro- 
cedures discussed on pages 132 to 138 and the charts shown in Figures VI-2 
and VI-3. The ratio of qc, determined from heat balance equation (VI-21), 
to the calculated value of qc from the working charts defines the correction 
factor for each test. The average of the correction factors for all bench 
tests should be used when predicting thermal performance of the unit under 
operational conditions. 

5, Equipment Resistance to Air Flow 

Knowledge of the resistance to through-flow of air is necessary to 
render bench test data useful for predicting thermal performance of the 
equipment. Resistance data obtained from bench test of the equipment should 
be correlated by the generalized equation 

o^Ap = C (VI-27) 

where en is the ratio of the air density at entrance to the equipment to 
standard air density, Ap is the pressure drop of the air while passing through 
the equipment,  generally expressed in inches of water, W is the air flow rate 
in pounds per second, and G and m are constants.    Correlation of bench test 
data to the form of equation (VI-27) may be obtained by use of the resistance 
chart in Figure VI-9.    The density ratio 0]_ is  defined by use of Figure V-8. 
If it is determined that resistance data of any equipment are not accurately 
correlated by equation (VI-27), numerical values of cr^Ap should be plotted 
as a function of the air rate W,  and the resultant plot could then be used as 
a generalized chart for evaluation of pressure drop for any operational con- 
dition of the equipment. 

6*    Summary of Working Curves and Discussion of Evaluation Procedures 
for Prediction of Thermal Performance 

The generalized working curves derived from bench test data necessary 
for thermal evaluation of open units having through-flow of cooling air are 
summarized in Figure VI-29.    Plot A is the correlation of the temperature rise 
of individual components  (tcp-t]_) with the effective temperature rise (tef-tQ_). 
Plot B shows the heat transfer parameter ('tef-t^)/qa as a function of the flow 
rate of cooling air W.    Plot C gives the correlation of case heat transfer 
rate qc in terms of the difference between effective temperature and case 
temperature (tef-tc).    Plot D gives the corrected flow resistance C]Ap as 
function of the flow rate W.    The plot may be used as a working curve or may 
be expressed by an equation. 
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INT.  CASE TEMP.  RISE,   tef-tc AIR  RATE. W 

Figure VI-29.    Summary öf Working Curves for Open Unit -with 
Forced or Induced Through-Flow of Atmospheric Air 

Evaluation procedures for prediction of thermal performance require 
solution by trial-and-error calculation.    In one type of thermal evaluation 
problem the cooling air is to be supplied to a unit by a blower of knowi per- 
formance characteristics and the unit is to be operated in a compartment of 
specified pressure,  temperature and environmental conditions.    It vjould then 
usually be desired to determine the operating temperatures of the components 

•within the unit.    A solution to this type problem may be obtained by deter- 
mining first the flow rate of cooling air supplied by the blower.    This re- 
quires use of the resistance relationship established for the equipment and 
of the procedures for defining the quantity of air delivered by t he blower 
as discussed in Chapter V, page  105.    Once the air rate If has been established 
the heat transfer parameter (tef-t^Vqa is determined from the working curve 
illustrated in plot B of Figure VI-29.   At this point in the evaluation pro- 
cess an assumption of some other variable must be made, -which generally is 
the case heat transfer rate q<;.    This permits evaluation.of qa, equal to 
(°j*qc)» an(^ ^en the effective temperature tef from the parameter (tef-ti)/qa, 
since the inlet air temperature is knovrn or may be determined.   With the as- 
sumed case heat transfer rate qc and the calculated effective temperature 
tef» the working curve of case heat transfer illustrated in plot C of Figure 
VI-29 is used to define an average case temperature tc.    Finally,  the cor- 
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rectness of the assumed value for qc is verified by evaluating the heat trans- 
fer between the equipment case and its environment, using the working charts 
in Figures VI-2 and VI-3 and the correction factor Fc« The over-all calcula- 
tion process is repeated until agreement between the assumed and calculated 
case heat transfer rate is wit-bin 3 per cent. The effective temperature tef 
so determined defines individual component temperatures from the component 
trend curves illustrated in plot A of Figure VI-29. 

In another type of problem it may be required to determine the cool- 
ing air rate and the corresponding blower performance necessary to maintain 
a maximum permissible temperature level within the unit. The evaluation pro- 
cedure described above xvould also be followed, with the exception that the 
air rate becomes the primary dependent variable. 

Typical problems illustrating the outlined evaluation procedures are 
contained in Examples VI-13 and -14, pages 219 to 221. 

7. Units with Forced Flow Discharged Through Multiple Openings in the 
Case 

Ordinary bench tests of units of this type are not practical since 
the quantity and temperature of the air leaving each opening would have to 
be determined experimentally to define the total heat dissipation to the 
through-flow of air. Principally for this reason, test data allowing thermal 
evaluation of the unit at other than test conditions are best obtained by 
insulating the case, except in the vicinity of the discharge openings, and 
testing the unit in a chamber or box, as described in Chapter IV, page 70. 
This test procedure allows evaluation of heat dissipation to the through-flow 
of air, which equals the heat generated by the unit since case heat transfer 
is essentially absent. 

Thermal evaluation data determined from tests of the unit are used 
to define the generalized working plots A, B and D of Figure VT-29. It is 
not possible to construct plot C of Figure VT-29, necessary for evaluation 
of case heat transfer under operational conditions, since the case would be 
insulated in the bench tests. Hence, procedures for determining thermal per- 
formance of this type unit are the same as for other types of open units with 
through-flow of air, except for evaluation of case heat transfer, which may 
be handled in one of two possible ways. If case heat loss may be expected 
and only conservative estimates of component temperatures or air rates are 
desired, the case heat transfer may be neglected so that the heat dissipation 
rate q^ to the -through-flow of air would be equal to q, the heat generation 
of the equipment. The second approach, which gives more accurate results 
with case heat loss and which must always be used when case heat gain is ex* 
pected, is to assume the average case temperature equal to the average of the 
inlet and discharge air temperatures, and to calculate the heat transfer be- 
tween the case and its environment by the working charts for free convection 
and radiation, Figures Vk-2 and VI-3. Using the latter approach, case heat 
transfer by free convection should not be included for any portions of the 
case surface in the vicinity of the discharging air. A numerical value for 
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the correction factor Fc must be assumed. Tlhen case heat loss is expected, 
F0 should be not greater than 0.9 to assure conservative results. Similarly, 
when case heat gain is expected, Fc should be taken as 1.1 or. greater. 

Ö. Examples 

Example VI-12.    Reduction of Bench Test Data for Open Unit with 
Induced Through-Flow of Air to Generalized Form for 
Use in Predicting Thermal Performance under Opera- 
tional Conditions 

a.    Description of Unit, Measurement Procedures,  and Test Data 

A unit having induced through- flow of air is bench-tested to 
establish the heat transfer and resistance relationships necessary for ther- 
mal evaluation of the unit under operating conditions.    The cape luis closed 
side panels, multiple openings on one end for intake of air and a single out- 
let at the opposite end to which the intake of the bluwer is connected. 

The heat dissipation of the 'unit as t.-sted is 500 watts with 
the blower motor unit removed tinder test.   Air flow is induced through the 
unit by an auxiliary air supply apparatus consisting of a blower, metering 
section and transition duct.    The latter is connected to the air discharge 
cowl of the equipment using a thick rubber gastet uo as to reduce heat con- 
duction from the equipment case to the duct and to insure that case heat loss 
occurs only from the case surface to the surroundings«    Immediately following 
the discharge cowl is a 6-inch straight run of 2-inch diameter duct used as 
a probing section for determination of pressure and temperature of the air 
leaving the equipment«    Within this section two diametrically opposed static 
pressure taps and a probing thermocouple are installed»    Following this sec- 
tion are straightening vanes, orifice meter and an auxiliary blower-motor 
unit.    The temperature of the air is measured between the straightening vanes 
and the orifice meter, since in order to meter the air flow,  the orifice 
inlet temperature must be known. 

The unit contains 70 components,  of which 20 are chosen as rep- 
resentative of the entire group, as they dissipate vail over 50 per cent of 
the total heat generated by the unit.    Thermocouples are located on these 
components in accordance with the methods discussed in Chapter III. 

Test conditions for the equipment are: 

Ambioit temperature 
Ambient pressure 
Environmental wall temperature 
Surface of case 
Confinement of equipment 
Dimensions of equipment case 

The test data given in Table VI-6 are obtained. 

20°C 
29.1 inches mercury 
20°C 
black-painted 
large room 
9 x 9 x 16 inches 
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Table VT-6. Measured Air Rates, Temperatures and 
Pressure Drops (Example VI-12) 

Run No. 

Air rate W, pound, 
per second 

Inlet air tempera* 
ture ti, °C 

Exit air tempera- 
ture t£, °C 

^Effective tempera- 
ture -tgf» °C 

0.015 0.02 0.03        0.04        0.05        0.06 

## Case temperature 
t,., °C 

Pressure drop Ap, 
inches v/ater 

20 

89 

176 

43 

20 20 

67 52 

136 115 

40 38 

20 

45 

98 

35 

20 

40 

93 

S2 

20 

37 

85 

29 

0.155 0.32 0.62        1.05        1.50        I.96 

"Avsra&a of 20 component temperatures. Individual component tempera- 
tures not reported here but would be correlated in terns of the ef- 
fecttve temperature tef. 

Average of 16 thermocouple readings. 

b.    Reduction of Test Data 

Reduction of test data to the generalized forms is illustrated 
for Run No. 3. The heat dissipated to the through-flow of air is evaluated 
from equation (71-24), r&ich gives 

qa = 456 W (t2 -t^)  = 456 x 0.03(52 - 20) = 438 watts 

The effective component surface temperature for this test is 115°C, giving 
for the heat transfer parameter 

(tef - tiJ/qa    »    (115 - 20)/458    =    0.217 °C per watt 

The case heat loss is found by heat balance as 

qc   =    1 " 3a    =   500 " 43Ö    =    °2 watts, 

and the internal temperature differential for this heat loss is 

'ef - t, 115-38    =    77°C 

The correction factor Fc to be applied to evaluation of case 
heat transfer by free convection and radiation is next determined.    During 
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test of the unit, tho proximity of the lower panel of the case to the mount- 
ing bench essentially eliminated heat transfer from this surface.    Also, free 
convective heat transfer from the end of the case admitting the +hr-, ugh-flow 
of air must be excluded from case heat transfer calculations.    The evaluation 
of calculated case heat transfer follows the procedure illustrated in Example 
VI-1,  -which for Run No. 3 yields a value of 69.6 watts in comparison with the 
experimentally determined value of 62 watts.    Hence, the correction factor 
is Fc = 62/69.6 = O.89.    The corrected pressure drops c^Ap of the through- 
flowing air are obtained by multiplying the measured pressure drops with the 
inlet air density ratio,  determined for 20°C and 29.1 inches mercury in Fig- 
ure V-Ö as o"i = 0.97»    The reduced data for all the tests are oM.iined in 
similar manner and are summariz.ed in Table VI-7. 

Table VI-7.    Reduced Test Data (Example VI-12) 

Run No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Tfj pour-d per 
second 0.013 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 

(tef ~ tx),  °C 156 116 95 78 73 65 

q^, watts 401 429 438 456 456 465 

(W - tiVqa, 
°C per watt 0.389 0.270 0.217 0.171 0.160 0.140 

(tef > tc), °C 133 96 77 63 61 56 

q^, watts 99 71 62 44 44 35 

F rc 1.09 0.90 0.89 0.77 1.01 1.06 

aj_ Ap, inches 
vjater 0.15 0.31 0.60 1.02 1,45 1,90 

The correction factor Fc is seen to vary among the various runs. 
For use in evaluation of operational conditions,  the average value of 0.95 
would be used. 

The recommended working charts obtained from these data for use 
in evaluation of thermal performance at other than bench test conditions are 
shown in Figures VI-30, -31 and -32.    An additional plot showing individual 
component temperature rise (tcp-ti) versus the affective temperature rise 
(tg^-t^) is required, but is not included in this example. 
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Example VT-13. Determination of an Individual Component Temperature 
of an Open Unit with Induced Through-Flow of Atmos- 
pheric Air at Altitude Operating Conditions 

The following operating condition is specified for the equip- 
ment described in the previous Example VI-12: 

Ambient pressure 

Ambient temperature 
Compartment wall temperature 
Radiation-receiving surface 
Confinement of equipment 
Heat generation of equipment 

5.6 inches mercury 
(40,000 feet altitude) 
10°C 
10°C 
Dural 
Intermediate 
500 watts 

A blower of known performance provides the thro ugh-flow of air. 
It is desired to determine the temperature of a component being part of this 
equipment on basis of the generalized bench test data presented in Figures 
VI-30, -31,  and -32 in Example 71-12,    The trend curve for the temperature 
rise of this component is given in Figure VI-33. 

Figure VI-35.    Temperature Rise Trend 
Curve for Component (Example VI-13) 

Using the performance data of the blower, the equipment resist- 
ance relationship shown in Figure VI-32, and the calculational procedures 
discussed in Chapter V, it is determined that the blower induces air flow 
through the equipment at the rate of 0.027 pound per second. 

The calculation process requires trial-and-error.    If the case 
heat transfer rate qQ is assumed equal to be 64 watts, then by heat balance, 

qa = q - qc = 500 - 64 = 436 watts. 

From Figure VI-30,  for an air rate of 0.027 pound per second the heat trans- 
fer parameter (tef-tiVq^ = 0.25 °C per watt.    Hence, 
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*ef = *1 + °*25 x 43° = 10 + 109 = 119°C. 

The internal temperature differential for case heat transfer is found from 
Figure VI-31 for qc = 64 -watts as  (tef-tc) = 83.5°C.    Hence, 

*c = "bef ~ ö3'5 = U-9 - 83.5 = 35.5°C. 

Should this be the correct value of the case temperature, the heat loss to 
the environment from the case surface will agree with the assumed value of 
64 watts. Using the working charts in Figures VI-2b and -3b, the average 
correction factor Fc =0.95» and cj>j_ = 0.63 from Table VI-1, the free correc- 
tive and radiant heat transfer from the case surface is found to be 65.2 
•watts for the calculated case temperature of 35,5°C. Since this value agrees 
essentially with the assumed value of 64 watts, the thermal condition of the 
equipment may be considered defined. The final step is to define the compo- 
nent temperature from the calculated effective temperature of 119°C and the 
correlation plot of Figure VI-33. For an effective temperature rise of 
(tef-t3_) = 109°C, the component temperature rise (tcp-ti) is found to be 
162°C, giving a component temperature of 172°C. 

Example VI-14. Determination of Required Blower Performance for 
Satisfactory Thermal Performance of an Open Unit 
with Induced Through-Flow of Atmospheric Air 

The calculated data of Example VI-13 may be used to illustrate 
this type problem, supposing it is decided that satisfactory thermal opera- 
tion of the equipment is obtained with the effective component surface tem- 
perature of 119°C, and the operational conditions are the same as specified 
in Example VI-13, i.e., 40,000 feet pressure altitude, 10°C compartment tem- 
perature,  etc. 

The calculational procedure of Example VI-13 need not be re- 
peated to determine the case heat loss qc which must be known.    From Example 
VI-13,  qc = 64 watts.    Then,  since the values of tef = 119°C, ti = 10°C and 

% =.a~". «k» » 436 watts are known, the required air flow rate would be de- 
termined directly from Figure VI-30. Since the conditions are the same as 
in Example VI-13, W = 0.02? pound per second. The corresponding corrected 
pressure drop is,  from Figure VI-32, o^pp = 0.5 inch water. 

The density ratio Q]_ is determined from Figure V-8 for 5.6 
inches mercury and 10°C as 0]_ = 0.192.    Hence, the actual pressure drop of 
the air flowing through the unit is 0.5/0.192 = 2.6 inches water.    The pres- 
sure of the air at the exit of the unit,  and entrance to the blower,  is 5.6 
- 2.6/13.55 = 5*41 inches mercury*    The temperature of the  air at entrance 
to the blower is determined by heat balance.    Since qa was found equal to 
436 watts (from Example VI-13), then 

t2 = tx + qg/(456 W)  = 10 + 436/(456 x 0.027)  = 45.4°C 

The density ratio at entrance to the blower,  obtained from Figure V-8 for 
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5.41 inches mercury and 45.40C,  is Oj_ = 0„165.    The blower must produce a 
static pressure rise of 2.6 inches water, -which is equivalent to producing 
2.6/O.I60 = 15.8 inches water under standard conditions.    The volumetric 
capacity of the blower based on intake conditions is defined by equation 
(V-l) as 

Q = 784 W°± = 7Ö4 x 0.027/0.165 - 128 cubic feet per minute. 

The required blower power input, assuming a blower efficiency of 60 per cent, 
is 

hp = Q Ap/(6550 t\g) = 128 x 2.6/(6350 x 0.6) = 0.0874 

This is equivalent to a 65-watt output required of the drive motor. 
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CHAPTER VII 

USE OF ALTITUDE CHAMBER TEST DATA FOR 
DETERMINATION OF OPERATIONAL THERMAL CONDITIONS IN THE STEADY STATE 

Altitude chamber tests of electronic equipment should be conducted -when- 
ever it is not feasible to predict the operational thermal conditions from 
data secured during bench test. The general classifications of units reajuiring 
test in an altitude chamber are those •which are vented, those which have 
blower-motor units of unknown performance, and those whose thermal performance 
should be verified by actual test for a range of ambient air pressure and tem- 
perature. As pointed out in Chapter IV, altitude chamber tests of pressurized 
and sealed units cooled by free convection and radiation should not be made 
since the results are likely to be misleading. Types and procedures of alti- 
tude chamber tests and measurements to be made in such tests are discussed in 
Chapter IV for the various classifications of electronic equipments. 

Although environmental temperature and pressure are controlled in alti- 
tude chambers, they usually do not adequately simulate installation environ- 
ments. Ambient air pressure and temperature, the state of motion of the am- 
bient air and the type and temperature of surrounding surfaces are basic fac- 
tors defining the character of a unit's environment. Change in any one of 

these factors could significantly alter the thermal state of the unit, which 
defines the operating temperature levels of the thermally critical components. 
Units tested in an altitude chamber are subjected to environments character- 
ized, in most instances, by temperatures of the radiation-receiving surfaces 
substantially equal to the chamber air temperature, and by appreciable move- 
ment of air over the external surfaces of the unit. On the other hand, units 
installed in aircraft compartments may be exposed to environments having tem- 
peratures of the radiation-receiving surfaces 20° to 40°C above the ambient 
air temperature, and essentially still air throughout the compartment. Con- 
sequently, the thermal state of the unit as described by altitude chamber test 
would not give a representative indication of the thermal state of the unit 
as installed in an aircraft compartment. 

The purpose of this chapter is to present practical working procedures 
for evaluating, from data secured during steady-state test in an altitude 
chamber, the thermal condition of electronic equipment when operated in an 
installation environment. The working procedures are intended to be correc- 
tive and are not applicable to situations where deviations of ambient pressure 
and temperature from those maintained during test in the altitude chamber are 
large.. 

t>« aonliHl f ?ised and sealed units designed to be cooled externally by free 
convection and radiation are greatly affected by their environment. Since 
the case temperature is the principal significant variable, operation of such 
units under installation conditions can be predicted readily from bench test 
data, making altitude chamber tests, and therefore also corrective procedures 
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for them, entirely unnecessary. For such units the analytical methods of 
Chapter VI are sufficient to predict operating thermal conditions from bench 
test data. 

Pressurized and sealed units having a circumferential baffle or a case- 
envelope heat exchanger are affected by their environment because heat trans- 
fer to or from the external baffle surfaces may be caused. Units of this 
type having low heat concentration are more susceptible to environmental 
changes, since a fairly large percentage of the heat generated could nor- 
mally be transferred to the environment, rather than to the cooling air. 
Ihen the heat concentration of the unit is high, the required cooling air 
rate would be large in proportion to the external surface and the effect of 
any change in the environment on the thermal condition of the unit -would be 
less important. 

The thermal condition of pressurized units employing an integrated or 
separate heat exchanger vould be affected by change in the environment. The 
internal air flow rate is normally quite high and produces relatively high 
case temperatures. The latter are conducive to appreciable heat transfer 
between the case and its environment. 

Closed vented units designed to be cooled externally by free convection 
and radiation are greatly affected by any change in the environment. All the 
heat generated by the unit must be dissipated to the environment by the sur- 
face of the case, so that environmental conditions differing from those main- 
tained during test in the altitude chamber would have a direct bearing on the 
case temperature and with it on component temperatures of the unit. 

Thermal conditions of open units relying on heat dissipation by external 
radiation and natural through-flow of atmospheric air are directly affected 
by the environmental conditions. However, their heat transfer processes are 
not amenable to corrective analytical procedures. Environmental conditions 
for this type of unit must be simulated as well as possible during test in 
the altitude chamber. 

Thermal conditions of open units relying on heat dissipation principally 
to forced through-flow of atmospheric air are somewhat affected by change in 
environmental conditions. Corrections of altitude chamber test data for this 
type of unit,,to take into account deviations in environmental conditions, 
are only approximate. 

In the following, corrective working procedures are presented for those 
types of units which would be affected by deviations in environmental condi- 
tions froa altitude chamber test conditions, as discussed above, and whose 
heat transfer processes lend themselves most readily to analysis. 

Pressurized and Sealed Unit3 with Case Cooled by Forced Convection 

Units of this type have a plain case surrounded with a circumferential 
baffls to provide an air flow passage, or have a case-envelope heat exchanger. 
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Air which is induced or forced by a blower through the flow passages formed 
by the baffle or the heat exchanger receives, by the process of forced con- 
nective heat transfer, heat generated by the unit. Fart of the heat generated 
by the unit may also be dissipated by the external surface of the baffle or 
heat exchanger to the unit's environment. Altitude chamber tests recommended 
for this type of unit are discussed in Chapter 17, page 65. 

1. Use of Test Data for Determination of Air Rate and Component Tem- 
peratures 

The flow rate of cooling air supplied to the heat transfer passages 
is determined from altitude chamber test data by heat balanoe. The test pro- 
cedures outlined in Chapter IV require that the external surface of the unit 
be insulated. Thus, all heat generated by the unit is dissi~s.tsd in the heat 
transfer passages to the cooling air. 
cess is 

The heat balance equat.-Lni.for the pro- 

456 W (t2 -tx), (vn-i) 

where q represents the total rate of heat generation of the unit expressed in 
watts, W the air rate in pounds per second, and t2 and tj_ the mean tempera- 
tures of the air at exit and entrance to the unit,  respectively. 

When the mean air temperatures, t]_ and t2, are determined during test 
of the unit in an altitude chamber and the rate of heat generation is laiown, 
the air rate provided by the blower may be calculated directly from equation 
(VII-l).    When the blower induces air flow through the heat transfer passages 
of the unit, the inlet temperature of the air t^ would be the temperature of 
the air within the altitude chamber.    With forced flow of air through the 
passages, the mean air temperature tx is above the chamber air temperature 
because of the energy imparted to the air by the blower.    The temperature rise 
of the air across the blower is ordinarily negligible, but may be significant 
for units designed to operate at high altitude.    Two evaluation procedures 
might be followed for determination of the air rate when forced flow is used, 
with the choice of the procedure depending upon the temperatures recorded 
during test.    In one procedure the air rate may be evaluated directly from 
equation (VII-l} when the mean air temperature at discharge from the blower 
is measured.    In the other procedure,  if the air  temperature at discharge from 
the blower has not been measured, but the electrical input to the drive motor 
of the blower is known,  it would be reasonable to assume as a good approxima- 
tion that the total rate of heat dissipated to the air is the sum of that gen- 
erated by the unit and the electrical input to the drive motor.    The inlet 
temperature t^ to be used in equation (VII-l) for this method of evaluation 
is the temperature of the air within the altitude chamber.    If the cooling 
air for the unit is not utilised to cool the blower's drive motor, a more ac- 
curate evaluation of the air flow rate would be obtained by estimating the 
power output of the motor and using the heat dissipation in equation (VII-3.) 
as the sum of this output, vhich must be converted to heat, and the heat gen- 
erated by the unit. 
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The test of a unit in an altitude chamber may be conducted for 
evaluation of the air rate at only one combination of chamber pressure ami 
temperature, or for a variety of pressures and temperatures, depending upon 
the range of environmental conditions to be studied. The typical variation 
of air flow -with chamber pressure and temperature for a unit having a blower 
•without speed regulation is illustrated in Figure VIE-l. The weight rate of 
air flow handled by an uncontrolled blower will decrease appreciably with 
reduced chamber pressure. ?fith normal blower and drive motor performance 
characteristics, the air rate will vary with change in chamber temperature 
at a rate somewhat less than the proportional change in density of the air 
within the chamber. However, it is recommended that for temperature changes 
not exceeding 20° to 30°C from the value maintained during test in the alti- 
tude chamber, the air rate be corrected in direct proportion to the air den- 
sity, or its equivalent, the inverse ratio of the absolute temperatures, 
This method of correction produces conservative values of predicted air rate 
when the temperature increases, since the actual reduction iu air flow would 
be slightly less than predicted. The predicted values of air rate would be 
somewhat high when the air temperature drops. Any inaccuracies introduced 
by this method of correction would be of negligible importance, except for 
drive motors having appreciable variation in speed with change in torque. 

CHAMBER 
TEMPERATURE, 

Figure VII-1. Typical Air Rate Varia- 
tion with Altitude Pressure and Tem- 
perature for an Equipment Employing an 
Uncontrolled Blower as the Source of 
Cooling Air 

30 40 50 
PRESSURE ALTITUDE,   1000 - FEET 

60 

Correction of air rate to ambient pressures different from the pres- 
sure existing during test in the altitude chamber would be conducted in the 
same manner as recommended for change in air temperature, i.e., in direct 
proportion to the air density.    The corrective procedure should be limited 
to pressure changes not exceeding 10 to 15 per cent of the absolute a.5x pres- 
sure during test.    Consequently, it can only be employed for small changes 
in altitude* roughly, several thousand feet change at low altitudes and about 
one thousand feet for high altitudes. 

The complete thermal evaluation of a unit tested in an altitude 
chamber to determine only the air flow rate would require use of additional 
data obtained from bench test and the thermal evaluation procedures described 
in Chapter VI»    Use of altitude chamber and bench test data would permit 
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evaluation of the case and internal component temperatures of the unit for 
all combinations of ambient air pressure and t emperature to -which the unit 
was subjected during the altitude chamber tests. Calculated case and compo- 
nent temperatures would be plotted as a function of the equivalent pressure 
altitude ard  temperature of the ambient air, as illustrated in Figure VH-2. 
Those combinations of ambient air press xtre and temperature resulting in over- 
heating of the unit may be defined readily. 
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30 

Figure VII-2. Illustration 
of Effects of Ambient Air 
Pressure and Temperature on 
Case and Component Tempera- 
tures 

40 50 60 
PRESSURE  ALTITUDE, 1000-FEET 

Air flow data obtained from altitude chamber tests, as illustrated 
in Figure VU-1, would be extrapolated to lower air pressure, i.e., higher 
altitude, and higher air temperature when it is desired to predict the limit- 
ing conditions of operation and it is found that the range of pressure and 
temperature covered during test in the altitude chamber has not resulted in 
thermally critical operation of the unit. Reasonably accurate prediction of 
case and component temperatures somewhat beyond the test range would be ex- 
pected, permitting extension of the temperature curves illustrated in Figure 
VII-2. 

2. Use of Test Data for Determination of Component Temperatures from 
Measured Case Temperature 

Certain units of this type would be tested in an altitude chamber to 
measure the variation in case temperature with altitude chamber air pressure 
and temperature. The test procedures recommended in Chapter IV, page 65, re- 
quire test runs with and without insulation on the external surface of the 
baffle or heat exchangers The measured value of the case temperature with 
insulation over the external surface of the unit defines the maximum tempera- 
ture of the case for any particular combination of environmental air pressure 
and temperature in an actual .Installation, except when heat gain to the unit 
from its environment occurs. The case temperature measured in an altitude 
chamber test in which the external surface of the unit is bare would be about 
as low as could be expected under any installation conditions. 
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Measured values of the case temperature would be plotted as a func- 
tion of the chamber air pressure and temperature, as illustrated in Figure 
VII-3, for the external surface of the unit insulated and bare. The case 
temperatures used in conjunction -with component temperatures measured during 
bench test of the unit would be used to define precise operational limits of 
the unit. However, knowledge of the case temperature alone is usually a 
sufficiently good index of "the thermal state of the unit. 
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Figure VII-3.    Typical Varia- 
tion of Case Temperature with 
Ambient Air Pressure and Tem- 
perature as Determined from 
Altitude Chamber Test 
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3. Use of Test Data for Determination of Heat Transfer Characteristics 
of Unit 

Data obtained from an altitude chamber test of a pressurized or 
sealed unit may be used as a basis for establishing the heat transfer charac- 
teristics of the cooling air passages and the effect of heat transfer between 
the external surface of the unit and its environment. The heat transfer 
characteristics so established would be useful for predicting the case sur- 
face temporature of the unit under actual installation conditions in an air- 
craft compartment, where the environmental conditions may differ appreciably 
from those during test in the altitude chamber. In other words, once the 
unit has been tested in an altitude chamber at a specified combination, ox- 
combinations, of air pressure and temperature, the steady-state thermal con- 
dition of the unit may be evaluated when subjected to any type environment 
having the same combination, or combinations, of ambient air pressure and 
temperature. 

Measurements and test runs in the altitude chamber recommended in 
Chapter IV, page $5. define case temperature, mean air temperature at inlet 
and exit to the heat transfer passages and the temperature of the external 
surface of the unit for each combination of air pressure and temperature 
within the altitude chamber. 
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a. Units with Circumferential Baffle 

The heat generated by the unit is that dissipated by the case 
as q,, to the cooling air flowing through the annular passage formed by the 
case and the baffle, and indirectly to the environment of the unit through 
the external surface of the baffle. Thus, a heat balance applied to the 
unit yields 

% = ^+ % (VH-2) 

where qa and p^ represent the rate of heat dissipation to the cooling air and 
from the external surface of the baffle,  respectively.    Heat gain of the unit 
from the environment would be negative in sign with relation to equation 
(VII-2), so that the heat to be dissipated to the cooling air is the sum of 
that generated by the unit and the external heat gain. 

BAFFLE 

•cd   qc-rd      Va     Va   qe 

Figure VII-4.    Contributing 
Modes of Heat Transfer for a 
Unit with Circumferential 
Baffle and Forced Air Cooling 

Within the annular flow passage formed by the case and baffle, 
the cooling action may be reduced to the contributing mode3 of heat transfer. 
This is illustrated in Figure VH—4.    The heat generated by the unit qc is 
dissipated from the surface of the case by radiant and conductive heat trans- 
fer to the baffle, p^-yci and qc-co> and by convective heat transfer to the 
cooling air q^a«    4. heat balance applied at the surface of the equipment is 

% <lc-rd + %-cd + %-a (vn-s) 

The radiant and conductive heat transfer from the case to the baffle,  %-?& 
and q<;-cci> are dissipated to the cooling air by forced convective heat trans- 
fer on the inside surface of the baffle, represented by qb-a,  and by transfer 
through the baffle to the unit's environment,  represented by q^.    A heat bal- 
ance applied at the inside surface of the baffle is 

%-rd + Ic-cd    =  %-a + % (vn-4) 

Also, since the heat dissipated to the cooling air is the result of forced 
convective heat transfer over the inner surface of the baffle and the outer 
surface of the case, 

%.   s   %-a + %-a   =   456 * (*2 " *!>> <m-5) 

where ff represents the air rate in pounds per second, and t£ and t]_ is the 
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exit and entrance temperature, respectively» of the cooling air flowing 
through the passage formed by tiie baffle and case. 

For each combination of air pressure and temperature within the 
altitude chamber,  a test run on the unit with the baffle insulated is re- 
quired.    Hence, the heat dissipation to the cooling air qa IF equal to the 
heat generated by the unit qc, and the air rate W-may be evaluated from 
equation (VJI-l).    Once the air rate has been evaluated, the heat dissipa- 
tion to the cooling air q& when the baffle surface is bare would be evaluated 
from equation (VII-l) using the measured values of the inlet and exit cooling 
air temperatures, t]_ and t2»    The heat dissipation to the environment from 
the baffle qe may then be evaluated from equation (VII-2).    ühen.the blower 
induces the air flow through the equipment, the air rate for the test run 
with bare external surfaces is not exactly equal to that when the surfaces 
are insulated,   since the air temperatures leaving the unit and entering the 
blower, and correspondingly the air densities, are not equal in both tests. 
Tfithin the usual range of" temperature change, the blower will handle a con- 
stant volume rate of flow and the weight rate will vary in direct proportion 
to the air density at the blower's inlet.    A correction to the air rate de- 
termined from the insulated test should be made if an exact procedure is de- 
sired.    Normally, however, the change in air rate is less than two per cent 
and would be ignored in the evaluation procedure. 

The radiant heat transfer from the case to the baffle qc-rd 
would be calculated from equation (VT-4), using the measured values of case 
and baffle temperature and the external area of the case opposite the baffle 
as the radiating surface.    The term q^c^ representing the heat conducted 
from the case to the baffle through struts or other supporting members for 
the baffle, may frequently be neglected since forced convective heat transfer 
dissipates an appreciable portion of this heat to the cooling air before 
reaching the baffle.    A rough estimate of the conductive heat transfer rate 
through the struts to the baffle in watts is obtained from 

q^od    =    [kb (tc -tb)]/[l0.9 - 3.26 loge A + 41 DX/A] (VII-6) 

where A is the cross-sectional area of all struts in square inches, x the 
mean radial length of the struts from case to baffle in inches, b the thick- 
ness of the baffle in inches,  and k the thermal conductivity of the material 
of the struts and baffle in Btu per hour-foot-°F (UÖ for' aluminum).    Equa- 
tion (vTI-6) should be anplqyed to include qc-cd in the heat balance when 
the term is more than 20 per cent of qc-rd» 

The heat transfer by forced convection from the inner surface 
of the baffle to the cooling air q^_a may be evaluated from equation (VII-4), 
and that from the case surface to  the cooling air a^-a from equation (VTI-3 
or -5).    The average temperature of the cooling air ta, which is defined as 

ta    =    (*1 + t2)/2 (VII-7) 

would be used to define values of the effective heat transfer coefficients 
for the case and baffle surfaces.    These are 
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H c-a =   «W^c -ta) 

and 
Hb-a    =   %-a/(tb -ta) 

(VII-8) 

(VII-9) 

and may be assumed to remain constant for any one combination of air pressure 
and temperature within the altitude chamber. 

Once the effective heat transfer coefficients Hg^ and H^«- evalu- 
ated from altitude chamber test data are known, it is possible to establish 
a working method permitting evaluation of the surface temperature of the case 
for any enviroamental conditions to which the unit may be subjected, providing 
that the ambient air pressure and temperature in the actual environment are 
the same as during test in the altitude chamber«    The working method is ob- 
tained by combining equations (VII-5, -8,  and -9) to give an equation for 
the case temperature 

tc    =   qa/Hc-a ~  (Hb-a/Kc-a) (*b -*a) + ^ (V.TI-10) 

In addition, by combination of equations (VIi-4 and -9), the sun of radiant 
and conductive heat transfer -from the case to  the- baffle is given by 

Qc-rd + ^c-cd    =   % + Hb-a ^b ~* a) (VII-ll) 

Lastly, the temperature of the surface of the case tc would again be calcu- 
lated by use of equation (VT-4), the charts in Figure VI-3,  the value of the 
radiant and conductive heat transfer calculated from equation  (VII-ll and -6), 
the baffle temperature t-D and the case surface area. 

A trial-and-error solution to the set of equations (VII-6, -10, 
and -11) and (VI-4) is required to define the case temperature.    It is recom- 
mended that the trial-and-error process of calculation be conducted by first 
assuming a value for the temperature of the .baffle tv>.    Ytith this value of 
tfo, the known environmental conditions and the surface area of the case,   a 
value of the external heat transfer q^ would be calculated.    Wien the external 
heat transfer to or from the environment occurs by radiation and free convec- 
tion,  as may be the situation in many installations, the procedures outlined 
in Chapter VI would be followed.    Next,  the heat dissipation to the cooling 
air qa is  defined by equation (VII-2), the exit cooling air temperature t2 
from equation (VII-5), and the average cooling air temperature ta from equa- 
tion (VII-7).    A value of the case temperature tc may now be calculated from 
equation (VII-IO).    The radiant heat transfer qc-r<i is evaluated by equation 
(VII-11),  after deducting the conductive heat transfer qc-cd as calculated 
from equation (VII-6).    This then permits evaluation of a second value of the 
case temperature tc by equation (VI-4) and the charts in Figure VI-3.    A so- 
lution to the trial-and-error procedure is obtained when the two values of 
case temperature are in agreement.    If the two values do not agree, it is 
necessary to assume another value for the external heat transfer qg and re- 
peat the calculation process.    The procedure of calculation is illustrated 
in Example VII-1,  page 255. 

The preceding procedure is spscifically applicable to any evalu- 

I 
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ation in which the air pressure and temperature is the same as in the alti- 
tude chamber test.    More genei*ally applicable data result when a unit is 
tested in an altitude chamber for a range of air pressure and temperature, 
and the case, baffle and cooling air temperatures are measured.    On the ba- 
sis of these test data,  it is possible to construct the general heat trans- 
fer characteristics of the unit.    The reduction of test data for each com- 
bination of air pressure and temperature would be accomplished by following 
the previously outlined procedure for determination of H^« and Hfc.a in an 
exactly similar manner.    The values of Hc-a and %»a are primarily functions 
of the air pressure and secondarily of the chamber air temperature,  the lat- 
ter effect being of negligible importance -with ,i»st "Uiics.    Values of Hc-a, 
and Hfc_a for all combinations of air ivs^vär*) and temperature would be 
plotted as function of the air ra^e v , giving curves illustrated in plots A 
and B of Figure VU-5.    TV«? 1$ - xaxe variation with air pressure and tem- 
perature wcilu    3 in<\\udad as a third working chart, as shown in plot C of 
Figure TIT    ,    'Lie procedures for use of the generalized data of Figure 
Vli-5 t»^.„._ j--. «he same as discussed above for the unit tested at a single 
combine',a.e~ *-••' u_r pressure and temperature. 

W,   POUNDS PER SECOND PRESSURE ALTITUDE, FEET 

Figure VII-59 GeniSiV-J-'^ed Heat Transfer Characteristics of Unit 
Determined from Tast at Various Air Pressures and Temperatures 

Generalized data as illustrated in Figure VII-5 would be par- 
ticularly useful in estimating the thermal conditions of a unit operating 
in an environment having air pressure and temperature different from those 
covered during test in the altitude chamber. The procedure for evaluation 
under such conditions would be by interpolation or extrapolation of the data 
used to construct the plots illustrated in Figure VII-5. The curves in 
plots A and B have ordinate intercepts of zero, so that extrapolation of 
the data to reduced values of air rate W should be of fairly good accuracy. 
Extrapolation of the curves for plots A and B to higher values of the air 
rate W wouxd be of questionable accuracy, but this range is less important 
since it represents a region of "iigher air flow where thermally critical 
operation of the unit would not be likely to occur, unless the air tempera- 
ture is greatly increased. The air rate as a function of air pressure and 
temperature, illustrated in plot C, would also require interpolation or ex- 
trapolation. A useful guide to the extrapolation of the air rate curve 
would be obtained by plotting the ratio of the air rate to air density as 
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a function of the air density.    The trend curve so established could more ac- 
curately be extrapolated than the air rate curve of plot C, Figure VII-5«. 

If the unit has been tested in the altitude chamber at only one 
combination of air pressure and temperature,  the characteristic curves shovm 
in Figure VH-5 cannot be constructed.    However,  corrections for small vari- 
ations in air pressure and temperature from those occurring during test in 
the altitude chamber could be made by evaluating the change in air rate ac- 
cording to the procedures recommended on page 225, and then correcting the 
effective heat transfer coefficients Hc_a and %_a in direct proportion to 
the air rate to the 0f8 power»    This procedure would be limited to tempera- 
ture changes of 20° to 30°C from the test air temperature and pressure changes 
of 10 to 15 per cent of the absolute test pressure. 

b.    Units with Gase-Envelope Heat Exchanger 

The heat generated by the unit is dissipated to the cooling air 
flowing through the heat exchanger surrounding the case or in part to the 
environment of the unit through the external surface of the heat exchanger. 
A heat balance applied to this unit is expressed by equation (VH-2), -which 
is the same as for the unit having a circumferential baffle. 

The case-envelope heat exchanger differs from the circumferential 
baffle in that greater heat transfer surface is provided by the addition of 
fins,  cubes or corrugated sheet metal.    Forced convective heat transfer to 
the cooling air is increased because of the extended surface, but radiant 
heat transfer from the case to the external shell of the exchanger is prac- 
tically eliminated since the intermediate surfaces act as radiation shields. 
Conductive heat transfer from the surface of the case through the internal 
surfaces of the exchanger plays an important role in transferring heat to the 
cooling air and to the external surface of the exchanger.    The greater por- 
tion of the heat transferred from the case by conduction is absorbed by the 
cooling air, vdth the remaining portion being transferred to the external 
surface of the exchanger.    At the external surface it is transferred back to 
the cooling air or partially to the unit's environment.    Any heat gain by the 
unit from its environment is conducted to  the internal surfaces of the heat 
exchanger and absorbed by the cooling air. 

It is not possible to calculate the conductive heat transfer 
directly,  like radiant and conductive heat transfer with the unit having a 
circumferential baffle,  because of the complex interaction with the forced 
convective heat transfer.    Hence,  corrective procedures applied to altitude 
chamber tests for this type of unit are somewhat more approximate and,  in 
particular,  less reliable when the environment differs from test conditions 
to the extent that extrapolation of the data would be required.    The correc- 
tive procedures described in the following are, however, recommended as 
satisfactory for units subjected to change in environment resulting from 
variations in the radiant and convective heat transfer external of the unit 
and for -small variations of the ambient temperature and pressure from values 
occurring during test. 

The procedures for test of this unit in the altitude chamber at 
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any specified combination of air pressure and temperature require one run 
•with tiie external surface insulated, as discussed in Chapter IV, page 66. 
The mean air temperature at entrance and exit of the heat exchanger, t^ and 
t£» the case surface temperature tc and the external surface temperature of 
the heat exchanger te are to be measured. For this test run the external 
heat loss is zero and the air rate K may be evaluated from equation (VU-l). 
Thus, the temperature difference (tc -te) measured during this test corre- 
sponds to zero external heat transfer. 

A second test run in the altitude chamber is required -with the 
external surfaces of the unit bare. Here again, the mean air temperatures, 
t^ and t£, the case temperature tc and the external surface temperature tQ 
are to be measured. The air rate It is known from the insulated test, so 
that the heat dissipation to the cooling air q^ may be evaluated by equation 
(VII-l). The external heat loss % is defined by heat balance according to 
equation (VII-2). The measured values of tc and tQ define a temperature dif- 
ferential across the heat exchanger (tc -te) -which corresponds to the defined 
value of the external heat transfer %• 
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/ ^—--—       1 
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Yigure VII-6. Working Plot for Evalu- 
ation of External Heat Transfer of Unit 
with Case-Envelope Heat Exchanger 

EXTERNAL HFAT TRANSFER, qe, WATTS 

The two values each of qg and (tc - te) determined from these 
tests, permit construction of a working plot a3 illustrated in Figure VXI-6. 
A straight line would be drawn through the two test points as a reasonably 
accurate approximation to the exact variation. Intermediate test points 
could be obtained from test of the unit having varying thickness insulation 
over the external surface. Extrapolation of the straight line shown in Fig- 
ure VII-6 far into the region of heat gain is not recommended. 

The heat transfer characteristics of the forced convective cool- 
ing occurring within the heat exchanger would be defined by an effective in- 
ternal heat transfer coefficient Hex. Using as the average temperature of 
the exchanger surfaces 

'ex (t. c + *e )/2, (VII-X2) 

and as an average temperature of the cooling air ta the definition given by 
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equation (VIX-7), an average temperature differential for the forced convec- 
tive heat transfer -within the heat exchanger (tg^. - ta) is defined and may- 
be evaluated from the test data. The value of the effective heat transfer 
coefficient Kex would be determined from the heat dissipation to the cooling 
air q^ and the temperature differential by 

H. ex - «W'C'tex " ^a ) (VII-13) 

An average value of Hgx for the two test runs would be used when applying 
corrective procedures to altitude chamber test data. 

Mien the unit is operated in an environment different from that 
existing during test in the altitude chamber in respect to surrounding sur- 
face temperatures, but at the same ambient air pressure and temperature, the 
magnitude of the case temperature tc would be determined by use of the work- 
ing plot illustrated in Figure VII-6 and the effective heat transfer coeffi- 
cient Hex. The recommended procedure of evaluation is as follows. By com- 
bining equations (VU-1, -7, -12, and -13), the case temperature' tc is given 
by 

tc    =    [2/Hex + 1/(456 W)]^ + 2tx - t e (VII«I<.> 

Also, by use of the working plot illustrated in Figure VII-6S a value of the 
case temperature tc may be determined from known values of qe and u0. Thens 
the procedure would be to assume a value of the external surface temperature 
te and proceed to calculate the external heat transfer qg fron, the known heat 
transfer characteristics of the environment. The case temperature tc would 
be calculated in two ways, from equation (VII-14) and by use of the working 
plot, Figure VII-6. The correct value of the case temperature would be ob- 
tained when the two calculated values of the case temperature agree. 

The effect of change in ambient air pressure and temperature on 
the thermal state of the unit may be predicted approximately hy  use of the 
working procedure presented for this type unit. Any change in the flow rate 
of cooling air resulting from temperature or pressure change would be pre- 
dicted on the basis of the change in air density, as discussed on page 225. 
The heat transfer coefficient Hex, defined by equation (VII-is), would be 
corrected in direct proportion to the air rate to the 0.Ö-power, and the 
case temperature would then be evaluated by the prescribed procedure using 
Figure VII-6 and equation (VII-14). The method is limited to relatively 
small changes in air pressure and temperature since the relation between ex- 
ternal heat transfer and the temperature differential (tc - te), as shown in 
Figure VII-6, is not unique, but would be affected by the air rate in a man- 
ner impossible to predict from the test data. ?Jhen the change in air pres- 
sure and temperature results in a reduction of air rate, the calculated case 
temperature will be on the conservative side because the external heat trans- 
fer would be underestimated. The case temperature will be predicted somewhat 
below its actual value when the air rate is increased. The limit to the use 
of this corrective procedure depends, of course, upon the desired accuracy 
in the predicted value of the case temperature, but, in general, would not 
be used if temperatures vary more than 20°C and pressures more than 10 per 
cent from the test values. 

%L 
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4.    Examples 

Example VII-1. Use of Altitude Chamber Test Data for Prediction of 
the Thermal State of a Sealed Unit when Installed 
in an Aircraft Compartment 

A sealed unit having a cxrcumferpr-.txal baffle is tested in an alti- 
tude chamber to determine (!) rat.', of cuoiing air flow induced by the blower, 
and (2) the heat transfer characteristics of the unit.    The tests are con- 
ducted at s. ^UaSiOÄ' pressure of 2.13 inches mercury absolute,  corresponding 
t<-> '»n altitude of 60,000 feet,  and a chamber temperature of 0°C. 

The rate of heat generation by the unit is 500 watts.    The case of 
the unit is cylindrical, 10 inches in diameter and 10 inches in length, and 
the baffle is separated from the case by a distance of 0.2 inches.    All sur- 
faces of the unit are painted black.    The surface area of the case is 722 
square inches.    The external surface of the entire unit is 775 square inches, 
of •which 538 square inches correspond to  the surface cf the cylindrical por- 
tion of unc baffle. 

?,.    Test Data.    The first test of the unit is conducted with the 
ext-ri?;-0   surfaces insulated.    Stesdy-state values of the cooling air tempera- 
tvK; P.'. '-^trance to the unit and entrance to the blovjar for this test run are. 
0° and 25„5°C, respectively.    A second test run is conducted with the exter- 
nal sr "aces bare.    Steady-state temperatures measured during this test are 
0CC  ':,  Ihe cooling air at entrance to the unit, 21.5°C for the baffle and 
52*   "'J for the case. 

b.    Redaction of ^i'» Data 

For the first test run the heat dissipated to the cooling air 
is equal to that generated by the unit.,    Hence, by use of equation (VII-l) 

W    =   500/456(25.5 - O)    =   0,043 pound per second 

the rate of cooling air supplied by the blower. 

The heat dissipated to the cooling air during the  second test 
run is 

qa    =   456 x 0.043(21.5 - 0)    =   421.5 watts 

which means that the heat dissipated through the external surfaces of the 
unit is, by equation (VII-2) 

qg    =»   500 - 421.5    =    78.5 watts 

The conductive heat transfer between the case and the baffle is not con- 
sidered in this example.    The radiant heat transfer from the case to the 
baffle is defined by the case and baffle temperatures of 52.5° and 16°C, re- 
spectively, and the entire surface area of the case, 722 square inches. 
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From Figure VI-3b, 4% = 0.162.    From Table VI-1 for black-painted surfaces 
and close confinement» <$1 = 0.90.    Hence, by equation (VI-4) 

%-rd 0.90 x 0.162 x 722 105.3 watts 

Thus, by equation (VII-3), the forced cor-'-sV' e heat transfer from the case 
surface to the cooling air is 

qc-a    =   500 - 105.3    =    394.7 watts 

and, by equation (VTI-4), the forced convective heat transfer from the baffle 
surface to the cooling air is 

qb-a    =   105«3 -  78.5    =    26,8 watts 

The average temperature of the  cooling air is 

ta    =    (0 + 21.5)/2    =   10.75°C, 

and the effective heat transfer coefficients for the cooling action between 
the case and air, and the baffle and air are, using equations (VII-8 and -9)> 

and 

Hc>a    =    394.7/(52.5 - 10.75)    =    9.45 watts per °C, 

Hb-a    =   26.8/(16 - 10.75)    =   5.1 watts per °0. 

c. Use of Test Data 

As an illustration of the use of the reduced test data, suppose 
the unit tested in the altitude chamber is installed in a compartment of an 
aircraft having the same air pressure and temperature as the altitude chamber, 
2.13 inches of mercury absolute and 0°C. The air within the compartment is 
essentially motionless, so that heat transfer from the surface of the baffle 
is by free convection and radiation. The confinement of the unit is inter- 
mediate and the average temperature of the surrounding surfaces is 50°C, with 
the surfaces painted black. 

Since air flows into one end of the unit and the blower is at- 
tached to the opposite end, it is assumed that free convective heat transfer 
occurs only from the cylindrical portion of the baffle, a surface area of 
588 square inches. Radiant heat transfer is assumed to occur over the entire 
surface area of the unit, 775 square inches. Conduction is neglected. Be- 
cause of the high temperature of the surrounding surfaces, heat will be radi- 
ated to the external surfaces of the unit, rather than from the surfaces to 
the environment. Free convective heat transfer will occur from the surfaces 
to the environmental air at 0°C, but because of the low air pressure the 
radiant heat transfer will prevail and result in & net heat gain by the unit 
through its external surfaces. 

Following the evaluation procedure outlined on page 230, the 
baffle temperature tD is assumed equal to 35°C. The free convective heat 
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transfer from the baffle to the air is evaluated from Figure VII-2b, using 
a surface temperature of 35°C,  an air temperature of 0°C, a pressure of 2.13 
inches of mercury, and a horizontal cylinder with a significant dimension of 
10.4 inches, the outside diameter of the baffle.    The free corrective heat 
transfer is 0.0225 watt per square inch,  or a total of 0.023 x 588 = 13.5 
watts.    The radiant heat transfer from the surrounding surfaces to the ex- 
ternal surface of the unit is evaluated from,equation (VI-4), using Figure 
VI-3b and Table VI-1.    From Table VI-1 for intermediate confinement and black 
painted surfaces, d>j_ = 0.93.    From Figure VI-3b for  surface   temperatures of 
50° and 35°C, d>> = O.O69.    Hence,radiant heat transfer to the unit is 0.93 x 
x O.O69 x 775 =49.7 watts.    The net heat gain by the external surfaces is, 
then, -49.7 + 13.5 = -56.2 watts. 

The heat dissipation to the cooling air is defined by ecuation 
(VII-2), 

qa   =»   500 -  (-36.2)    =   536.2 watts 

The average temperature of the cooling air is defined from 

fc2   =   tl + qaA456 W)    a   0 + 536.2/(456 x 0.043)    =   27.4°C 

ta    =    (tx + t2)/2    =   13.7°C 

The case temperature is calculated from equation (VII-10). 

tc    =   536,2/9.45 -  (5.1/9.54)(35 - 13.7) + 13.7    =   59.0°C 

Next, the radiant heat transfer from the case to the baffle is determined 
from equation (VII-U). 

q.c-rd   =   -56.2 + 5.1(35 - 13.7)    =    72.4 watts, 

and since the surface area of the case is 722 square inches and the radia- 
tion factor d>L = 0.90, 

§2   a   72.4/(0.90 x 722)    -   0.1115 watt per#square inch 

Using this value of d>>, the assumed baffle temperature of 55°C and Figure 
VI-5b,  a second value of case temperature tc of 59°C is determined which is 
the correct value since it agrees with the value calculated by equation 
(VII-10). 

The results indicate that the temperature of the case increases 
from. 52.5°0 during test in the altitude chamber to 59°C when installed under 
the specified environmental conditions within the aircraft, compartment.    The 
effect of compartment environmental conditions being different from those in 
the altitude chamber is not too severe for a unit of this type since the heat 
concentration is rather high,  about 610 watts per cubic foot of case, and re- 
quires, therefore, an appreciable quantity of cooling air to maintain per- 
missible values for the temperature of the case surface. 
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For units having lower heat concentration, around 250 watts per 
cubic foot, the effect of environmental conditions is considerably more se- 
vere,  as indicated by the following example.    A unit identical to the one de- 
scribed in the above example but having a heat generation rate of 200 watts, 
rather than 500, requires 0,0108 pound of cooling air per second to maintain 
the case temperature at 55°C when the baffle is insulated.    The unit described 
in the above example requires 0.043 potaid of air per second to maintain a 
case temperature of 55°C with the baffle insulated.    However, when the unit 
with 200 watts heat generation is tested in the altitude chamber, with the 
case bare» the case temperature drops to 47.5°C in comparison with 52.5°C for 
the unit generating 500 watts.    The heat loss through the baffle during test 
in the altitude chamber is about 38 per cent of the generated heat, for the 
200-watt unit and only about 16 per cent for the 500-watt unit.    When the 
200-watt unit is subjected to the compartment environmental conditions speci- 
fied in the above example, the case temperature increases from 47.5° to 
62.6°C, while the case temperature of the 500-watt unit was shown to increase 
only from 52.5° to 59°C 

Example VTI-2. Evaluation of the Thermal State of a Sealed Unit 
when the Ambient Air Temperature Differs from thi. 
Altitude Chamber Temperature 

The unit and altitude chamber test data described in Example VH-1 
are used here to illustrate the method for predicting the case temperature 
when the air temperature differs from the value maintained during test. It 
is assumed that the unit is placed it, an aircraft compartment having the same 
environment as described in part (c) of Example vTI-1, Tilth the exception 
that the ambient air temperature is 30°C rather than the test value of 0°C. 
The air pressure is maintained equal to the test value of 2.13 inches of 
mercury absolute. 

The cooling air supplied by the blower at an ambient temperature of 
30°C is determined according to the recommended procedure discussed an page 
225. Since the air pressure remains constant, the density is inversely pro- 
portional to the absolute temperature, and the air rate at 30°C is 

W 0.043(273 + 0)/(273 + 30)    »   0.03875 pound per second, 

where 0.043 represents the air rate determined from test in the altitude 
chamber at an air temperature of 0°C. 

The effective heat transfer coefficients H^a and H^_a are corrected 
for this change in air rate according to 

Hc-a    =   9.45(0.03875/0.043)0,S    =    8.69 watts per °C 

and 
H b-a 5.l(0.03875/0.043)0,8    -   4.69 watts per °C, 

where 9.45 and 5.1 define their values at the test temperature of 0°C. 
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Since the ambient air temperature is quite high, the case and baffle 
temperatures would be expected to increase considerably over their values at 
0°C. Hence, the baffle temperature tD is assumed equal to 60°C as a first 
approximation. Following the procedure outlined in part (c) of Example 
VTI-1, the external heat transfer qD is found equal to 48 watts. Hence, 
q^ « 500 - 48 « 452 watts. By equations (VII-5 and -7), 

ta = 30 + 452/(2 x 456 x 0.03875) » 42.8°C, 

and by equation (VII-10) 

tc    »   452/8.69 -  (4.69/8.69)(60 - 42.8) + 42.8    =    85.5°C. 

The radiant heat transfer from the case to the baffle is defined by equation 
(VH-11), 

q^rd   =   48 + 4.69(60 - 42.8)    =   128.6 watts 

which from equation (¥1-4) and Figure VI-3b defines a second value for the 
case temperature equal to 91CC. Repeating the process yields a final tem- 
perature* for the case of 86.5°C and for The baffle of 58.5°C. 

Pressurized and Sealed Unite with Integral or Separate Heat Exchanger 

Units of this type dissipate the greater portion of the generated heat 
to cooling air flowing external of the pressurized or sealed case, by employ- 
ing a heat exchanger which would either be integral with the unit's case or 
separate and located remote from the case. Any portion of the heat generated 
by the unit which is not dissipated through the heat exchanger is transferred 
through the surface of the case to the environment. General details regard- 
ing arrangement and heat transfer performance of this type unit are given in 
Chapter II, pages 9 to 11 and in Chapter VI, pages 178 to 197. 

Altitude chamber tests for this type unit would be conducted for reasons 
similar- to those for the pressurized and sealed units having a circumferential 
baffle or case-envelope heat exchanger. The rate of cooling air supplied by 
a blower of unknown performance may be determined by heat balance for any 
specified combination of air pressure and temperature within the altitude 
chamber. Also, since heat transfer through the case of this type of unit 
generally represents a significant portion of the total heat generated, it 
is necessary to correct the thermal performance determined during test in 
the altitude chamber to the environmental conditions which could be encoun- 
tered in an actual installation. 

The procedures and types of test recommended for this unit in Chapter 
IV, page 66, define the temperature of the internal air at entrance and exit 
of the heat exchanger, the temperature of the external cooling air at en- 
trance and exit of the heat exchanger, the temperature of the case, and the 
temperature of the outer surface of any insulation used to cover the case. 
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2 

1. Use of Test Data for Determination of Air Rate and Component Tem- 
peratures 

The altitude chamber test procedure to determine the flow rate of 
external cooling air requires total insulation of all external surfaces of 
the unit. Thus, the total heat generated by the unit is dissipated in the 
heat exchanger to the external cooling air. The flow rate of external cool- 
ing air would be determined by heat balance, usii g  equation (VII-1) and the 
measured values of the external cooling air temperature at inlet and exit of 
the heat exchanger. The discussion relating to the determination of air rate 
for units having a circumferential baffle or a case-envelope heat exchanger, 
given on pages 224 to 226 also applies to a unit of this type. Reference 
should be made to this material for additional details regarding evaluation 
of air rate from altitude chamber tests of this type. 

The external cooling air rate determined from test of the unit in 
an altitude chamber at a specified combination of air pressure and tempera- 
ture would be used in conjunction with bench-test data to determine the tem- 
peratures of various components vdthin the case. The method for evaluating 
component temperatures from bench-test data is discussed in Chapter VI. Once 
the air rate has been established, the procedure would be to evaluate the 
internal air temperature tj^i from bench-test data such as illustrated in 
plot C of Figure VI-1S, after which the average temperature of the air -vdthin 
the component space t^_av may be defined from aquations (VI-15 and -17). 
The value of the internal air temperature t^t„av would then be used to define 
the various component temperattires, as illustrated by plot A of Figure VI-18. 
Component temperatures so determined define tneir maximum values for the 
specified combination of ambient air pressure and temperature, since the unit 
is insulated during test and there occurs, therefore, no heat transfer through 
external surfaces of the unit to its environment. An exception to this con- 
dition exists whenever the unit is subjected to an environment resulting in 
heat gain of the unit through the external surfaces. The problem of heat 
gain from the environment is discussed in the subsequent paragraphs dealing 
•with corrective procedures for heat transfer through the external surface. 

2. Use of Test Data for Determination of Heat Transfer Characteristics 
of Unit 

1 

As with the pressurized and sealed units having a circumferential 
baffle or case-envelope heat exchanger,  it is necessary to construct from 
altitude chamber test data corrective procedures for units having integrated 
or separate heat exchangers which will permit evaluation of the thermal state 
of the unit when subjected to environments having the same ambient air pres- 
sure and temperature but different radiation and convection heat transfer 
cliaracteristics. 

Test procedures recommended in Chapter IV designed to secure test 
data for evaluation of the heat transfer characteristics of this type unit 
require one test run with the external surfaces of the case insulated,  one 
test run with the surfaces bare, and one or several test runs with different 
thicknesses of insulation.    Temperatures of the external cooling air at en- 

1 
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trance and exit of the heat exchanger, t^x and t^» temperatures of the in- 
ternal cooling air at entrance and exit of the heat exchanger, tj_t-l and 
-t'x.^, and the temperature of the case of the unit are measured.. 

The corrective procedure for a unit having an integrated heat ex- 
changer is obtained in the following manner.    The external air rate We and 
the internal air rate %t would be evaluated from the first test run where 
the unit is insulated,  since the heat dissipated in the heat exclianger equals 
the heat generated by the unit.    By heat balance 

((3/456)^0.!- te_2) (711-15) 

and 
Wit   »   (oy456)(tit-1 - tiWl; (VII-16) 

For each subsequent test run in vMch the extsraal --surface of the unit is 
bare or only partially insulated, the heat diseased in the heat exchanger 
cw -.vould be «w.lcfabed from equation (VH-15) "sing the measured values of 
inlet and exit cooling air temperature, t^x and t^.2, and the previously 
established value of the external air rate.    The difference between the heat 
generated q and the heat dissipated in the exchanger qex defines the heau 
transfer through the case of the unit qc.    Also, for each test run the aver- 
age internal air temperature tit-av -would be  defined from the internal air 
temperatures tit-i and tit-2» and the heat transfer parameter for the heau 
exchanger, 

(VII-17) H, ex Qex/^it-l " te-l) 

from the calculated values of q^ and the measured values of the temperatures 
t<+ i  and tft.1.    The parameter H^ should remain constant for all tests con- 
ducted at constant values of the altitude chamber air pressure and tempera- 
ture.    An average value of this parameter would be employed when the vai^s 
are found to vary for different tests at the same air pressure and tempera- 
ture. 

With some units it is entirely possible that accurate values of the 
case heat transfer would not be obtained by heat balance procedure, because 
of difficulties in measuring a true mean temperature of the cooling air.   A 
check on the case heat loss is possible «hen the outer surface temperature 
of the insulation has been measured, by calculating the heat transfer througn 
the insulation from a known value of its thermal conductance. 

A working method for corrective procedure would be established by- 
plotting the difference between the average internal air temperature and the 
Sase temperature (tit„av - te) as a function of ine case heat toansfer j. 
This is illustrated in Figure VXI-7,  wnere it is indicaoeu w«*u ,.o^ tw— 
runs have been conducted in the altitude chamber. 

The procedure for use of the working method when the unit is sub- 
jected to an environment different from that in the altitude chamber would 
be to assume a value for the temperature of the case tc,  to calculate tne 
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case heat transfer q^, from the known heat transfer characteristics of the 
environment, and then to define a value of the average internal air tempera- 
ture tit-av from the working plot illustrated in Figure VII-7,    Next, by 
combination of equations (VTJ-15, -16 and -17), 

t-it-av   "   te-1 + &/Hex - 1/(912 Wit)]qeX (VII-18) 

so that a second value for the average internal air temperature may be de- 
termined by this equation from the knoi!«n value of H^ and W^t and the heat 
dissipated in the heat exchanger qeX, the latter being equal to the differ- 
ence between the heat generated by the unit and the calculated value of the 
case hea'u transfer o^. The correct value of the average internal air tem- 
perature is obtained upon agreement of the two calculated values. Component 
temperatures would be determined from the average internal air temperature 
and bench-test data. 

Mien a separate heat exchanger is employed and the air ducts inter- 
connecting the equipment and the heat exchanger are of appreciable length, 
it would be necessary to account for heat transfei which may occur between 
the .surface of the ducts and its environment. A reasonably accurate method 
for including this heat transfer would be to include the surface of any ducts 
as part of the surface of the case. 

The prediction of the thermal state of the unit when subjected to 
ambient air pressures and temperatures differing from those maintained during 

test in the altitude chamber may be conducted by approximate methods. When 
the ambient air temperature differs by less than 20 C from the altitude cham- 
ber value, and the environmental temperatures of the unit are known to be 
low relative to its case temperature, a simple rule may be applied stating 
that the average internal air temperature t-j^-av will change by an amount ap- 
proximately equal to the change in the ambient air temperature. This correc- 
tion procedure is of fair accuracy whenever it is estimated that the heat 
dissipation in the heat exchanger represents more than 75 per cent of the 
heat generated by the unit. In general, it is not applicable to units ex- 
posed to environmenvs having relatively high temperatures where heat gain 
through the external surfaces is likely to occur. 

1 m 
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Whenever the air pressure and temperature of the actual environment 
differ from those maintained in the altitude chamber so as to produce a 
change in the external cooling air rate greater than 10 per cent of the test 
value, it is recommended that the corrective procedure be conducted along 
tho follovdng general lines. The external cooling air rate would be evalu- 
ated by assuming it to vary in direct proportion to the ambient air density, 
as discussed on page 225. The heat transfer parameter Hex must then be ad- 
justed to the new air rate, an adjustment which can only be evaluated ac- 
curately when bench-test data of the unit or manufacturer's performance data 
for the heat exchanger are available. Otherwise, approximate methods must 
be employed. If the heat exchanger has cross flow, is of tubular construc- 
tion with external cooling air flow through the tubes, and the physical de- 
tails of the tube bundle are known, the heat transfer parameter H8X would be 
evaluated by the equation 

H, ex =   H, ex-test [o. ,  ,iO.Ö/J).Ö ,|0.2    , 
4 Ae     /Wg-test + dit      A* •°-6Ä6] - 

|0.4 Ae     /%      * dit      Ait   /W£t  J (vn-19) 

where dj.t is the inside diameter of the tubes in feet, Aj^ the cross-sectional 
area for flow through the tubes in square feet, Ae the minimum cross-sectional 
area for flow over the outside of the tubes in square feet, and We and X?it the 
cooling air and internal air rates in pounds per second, respectively. Equa- 
tion (VII-19) is quite accurate whenever the external air rate is nearly equal 
to or higher than the internal air rate. It should not be employed when a 
large change in the external air rate occurs, particularly when the external 
air rate is small in comparison with the internal air rate. The values of 
Hex remain on the conservative side when the air rate is increased. $hen the 
heat exchanger is not of tubular construction so that equation (VII-1°) would 
not apply, and neither bench-test nor manufacturer's data are available, the 
value of Hex would be predicted by assuming it proportional to the air rate 
raised to the one-third power, a method yielding approximately correct re- 
sults whenever the external air rate is from 75 to 125 per cent of the inter- 
nal air rate, and the change in the external air rate is not greater than 
roughly 15 per cent of the original value. 

Once the new values of external air rate We and the h
oa+- +^e-nsfer 

parameter Hex have been defined for the new combination of ambient air pres- 
sure and temperature, the evaluation procedure for determining the average 
temperature of the air within the component space of the unit is identical 
to thav outlined previously on page 241 for this type unit. 
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3, Examples 

Example VII-3. Use of Altitude Chamber Test Data for the Prediction 
of the Thermal State of a Pressurized Unit having an 
Integrated Heat Exchanger when Installed in an Air- 
craft Compartment 

The unit is tested in an altitude chamber to determine its heat 
transfer characteristics« The problani is to determine from these heat trans- 
fer characteristics the thermal state of the unit as installed in an aircraft 
compartment having environmental conditions different than those within the 
altitude chamber. 

The unit is tested in the altitude chamber at an air temperature of 
30°C and an air pressure of 3.44 inches of mercury absolute, corresponding 
to an altitude of 50,000 feet. Yflien installed in the aircraft compartment, 
the air temperature and pressure are predicted to be 35°C and 3.0 inches of 
mercury absolute, respectively, vdth the average temperature of the surfaces 
of surrounding units estimated at 50°C. 

The case of the unit is cylindrical, having a length and diameter 
of 12 inches each, and the surface is painted black. The external surface 
area is 680 square inches. The integrated heat exchanger is of tubular con- 
struction, similar to that described in Example VI-7. A blower induces cool- 
ing air flow through the exchanger. The normal rate of heat generation of 
the unit is 800 watts. 

a. Test Data 

Two test runs are conducted in the altitude chamber at 800 watts 
heat generation rate^ one with the case insulated and the other with the case 
bare. Average equilibrium temperatures measaired during test are: 

I 

Temp er at ur e,    C 
Case    Case 

Insulated  Bare 

External cooling air at inlet to exchanger, te-x 
External cooling air at exit from exchanger, tg_2 
Internal cooling air at inlet to exchanger, t^-i 
Internal cooling air at exit from exchanger, tjLt~2 
Surface of case, t~ 

30 30 
62 56.5 

L09.5 95 
80.3 72 

103.5 56 

(VII-5), 

and 

b.    Reduction of Test Data 

Using the data of the test with the case insulated, by equation 

We    =   800/456(62 - 30)    =   0.0548 pound per second 

W^t    =   800/456(109.5 - 80.3)    »   0.0601 pound per second 
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From equation (VII-17), 

H ex 800/(109.5 - 30)    =   10.06 watts per °C 

AXSO, 

and 

tit-av    "    ^it-l * Ht-2^2    "    (109«5 + 80.5)/2    »    94.9°C 

tit-av " to    '   94.9 - 103.5    =   -8.6°C 

From the data secured during test with the case bare and by use of equation 
(VH-5), 

qp,x    «*   456 x 0.0548  (56.5 - 30)    =    662 watts 

a-ex 456 x 0.0601  (95 -  72) 630 watts 

Hence, a value of 650 watts is selected as the heat dissipated in the heat 
exchanger.    The case heat loss is, then 

% 800-650    =   150 watts 

From equation (VII-17) 

H. ex =    650/(95 - 30)    =    10 watts per °C 

which agrees closely with the previously calculated value.    Also, 

tit-av    "    (95 + 72)/2    =    83.5°C 

and 

tit-av - tc    =    83.5 - 56    =    27.5°C 

A working plot for evaluation of case heat transfer, as illus- 
trated in Figure VII-7, is constructed from the values of qc equal to zero 
and 150 watts and the corresponding values of (t-j^-a ~ ^c) equal to -8.6° 
and 27.5°C by drawing a straight line between the two test points. 

c.    Use of Reduced Data 

The environmental air pressure and temperature within the com- 
partment are 35°C and 3-0 inches of mercury absolute,  respectively,  in com- 
parison with the test values of 30°C and 3.44 inches of mercury absolute. 
The ratio of the air  density in the compartment to that during test is,  as 
shown by equation (A-I-l), 

Pa/Pa-test    a    (3.0/3.44) [(273 + 30)/(273 + 35)]    -    0.853 

Assuming the external air rate to vary in direct proportion to the air density, 
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We    =»   0.Ö58 We„test    =   0.858 x 0.0548    =   0.047 pound per second 

The heat transfer parameter Hg^ is corrected to the new value of the air 
rate by 

Hex c ^test (Wtest)"^3 = 10(0.858)^3 = 9.5 watts per °C, 

as discussed on page 243. 

The case temperature tc is assumed equal to 75°C as a first ap- 
proximation.    Using the environmental radiation temperature of 50°C,  the sur- 
face area of 680 square inches and cj>L ££%an Table VI-1 equal to 0.93, the ra- 
diant heat transfer from the case is determined from Figure VI-3b and equa- 
tion (VI-4) equal to 90 watts.    The free convective h«at transfer from the 
case to the environmental air at 35°C is determined from Figure VT-2b for a 
surface temperature of 75°C, first for the cylindrical portion of the case 
and then the end plates.    The free convective heat transfer is evaluated as 
26 watts.    Hence,  the heat transfer from the case is 90 + 26 = 116 watts, or 

qgX    =   800-116    =    684 watts. 

Fy use of equation (VII-18) 

*it-av    =    35 + [V9.5 - 1/(912 x 0.060l)] (684)    »   94.4°C. 

Then, 

Jit-av =   94.4 - 75    =   19.4°C, 

and from the working plot for case heat transfer constructed from the test 
data, at (t-^-av - tc; =19.4. ^ « 117 watts, which is in near agreement 
with the previously calculated value of 116 watts. 

The average internal air temperature t^_av has increased from 
83.5°C during test in the altitude chamber to 94.4°C when installed in the 
compartment.    The rise in internal air temperature results from the higher 
ambient temperature,  lower ambient pressure, and higher environmental surface 
temperatures than under test in the altitude chamber.    Reduction of the in- 
ternal air temperature to the altitude chamber value of 83.5°C could be ob- 
tained by lowering the ambient air temperature in the compartment.    Calcula- 
tions indicate the required ambient temperature to be about 28°C. 

Vented Units with Closed Case Cooled by Free Convection and Radiation 

'Tests conducted in an altitude chamber- on units öf this type provide 
data permitting more accurate evaluation of the thermal state of a unit under 
actual operational conditions than do data obtained from bench test.    This 
type of unit, being vented, maintains equal pressure inside and outside of 
the case, but is closed from the environment to the extent that no cooling 
air flows into or out of the unit. 
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Procedures of test for this type unit in an altitude chamber require 
measurement of component temperatures and the case temperature for various 
combinations of chamber air pressure and temperature. The tests should be 
conducted at air pressures and temperatures known to exist under actual in- 
stallation conditions -whenever it is intended to simulate such conditions in 
the altitude chamber. Otherwise, altitude chamber tests of the unit should 
be conducted over a range of air pressure and temperature sufficiently great 
to cover anticipated requirements. 

Altitude chamber test data would be correlated by constructing a plot 
of measured temperatures of the various components as a function of the 
measured case temperature vath ambient air pressure as a parameter, since 
the heat transfer process inside the case is affected by the pressure level 
of the internal air. 

Altitude chamber test data correlated by this method vjould be used to 
predict the thermal state of the unit when subjected to installation envi- 
ronments different than those maintained during test. The temperature of 
the case -would be evaluated from the known environmental conditions, the 
heat generation of the unit and an assumed value of the correction factor 
*c> by use of the convection and radiation charts presented in Figures VI-2 
and T3, following the procedure outlined in Example VT-1. The correction 
factor Fc applied to evaluation of heat transfer by free convection and ra- 
diation from external surfaces of a unit, as defined and discussed in Chapter 
VI, pages 137 to 138, -would be assumed equal to unity whenever bench-test data 
on the unit permitting evaluation of its exact value are not available. Com- 
ponent temperatures are then defined by the correlation plot of component 
temperature as a function of case temperature and ambient air pressure as 
derived from the altitude chamber tests. 

Example VII-4. Use of Altitude Chamber Test Data for the Evaluation 
of the Thermal Conditions of a Vented Unit with 
Closed Case when Installed in an Aircraft Compartment 

A vented unit having a closed case is tested in an altitude chamber 
to determine its thermal condition when operated at an ambient air pressure 
of 2.13 inches of mercury absolute,  60,000 feet,  and ambient air temperatures 
of 0°, 10°,  30° and 50°C. 

The unit has a heat generation of 100 watts.    The case of the unit is 
painted black and is rectangular, having a width of 10 inches, a height of 
8 inches, and a length of 14 inches.    The case does not seal tightly at the 
junction with the chassis, and,  as a result, pressure equalization of the 
internal and external atmospheres is maintained, although no perceptible air 
flow occurs.    Twenty-five thermocouples are located on the exterior surfaces 
of the case, five on each side panel and five on the top panel.    The tem- 
peratures of all thermally critical components are also measured. 

For the air pressure of 2.13 inches mercury absolute, average case 
temperatures of 20°, 28.5C, 47.5° and 66.5°C are measured at ambient air 
temperatures of 0°, 10°, 30° and 50°C, respectively.    Component temperatures 
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(not presented in this example) are plotted as functions of the case tempera- 
ture. The resulting plots are valid for use in predicting component tempera- 
tures when the unit is operated under any environment at or near the test 
pressure of 2.13 inches of mercury absolute. 

As an example of the use of these data, suppose the unit is 
operated in an aircraft compartment in still air vdth the surrounding surfaces 
at the same temperature as that of the air. The unit will be assumed small 
in comparison vdth the compartment, assuming essentially no obstruction to 
radiation, with the receiving surfaces being Dural. Heat is dissipated from 
the case surface to the environment by free convection and radiation, and is 
evaluated by use of Figures VI-2b and -3b and equation (VI-4), and an assumed 
value of the correction factor Fc equal to unity. This procedure is illus- 
trated in detail in Example 71-1. 

The average case temperatures are calculated to be 40.7°, 48.5°, 
64° and 81°C for the ambient temperatures of 0°, 10°, 30° and 50°C, respec- 
tively, showing increases over the altitude chamber values of 20.7°,'20°, 
16.5° and 14.5°C, respectively. In many installation compartments, close 
confinement created by other units having about the same case temperature 
•would increase the calculated case temperatures by as much as 40° to 60°C, 
illustrating the important effect of the environment on this type unit. Com- 
ponent temperatures are defined from the correlation plots of component tem- 
perature versus case temperature at the specified ambient pressure. 

Vented Units vdth Open Case and Through-Flow of Atmospheric Air by Natural 
Convection 

As discussed in Chapter IV in reference to test procedures for this type 
unit, it is not practical to utilize analytical methods for the prediction of 
thermal conditions when environmental conditions differ from those maintained 

during test in the altitude chamber. Hence, installation conditions are to 
be simulated as nearly as possible during test in the altitude chamber. 

A simple rule may be applied to units of this type for prediction of 
change in component temperatures resulting from change in ambient air tem- 
perature. Although it is only approximately correct, it may be assumed that 
the component temperatures would be changed in amount equal to the change in 
ambient air temperature. This assumpt an is conservativ > in considering an 
increase of ambient temperature, but is somewhat optimistic in considering 
a decrease. 

Vsntsd Units with Open Gase and Forced, Through—Floy* of Atmospheric Aiz* 

Corrective procedures are required for interpretation of data obtained 
during altitude chamber test of open units having forced through-flow of 
atmospheric air. The corrective procedures differ in accordance vdth the 
method by which air is admitted to and discharged from the case. 

• 
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1.    Units Admitting and Discharging Air Through Opposite Ends of the Caae 

Most units relying on direct through-flow of air  for dissipation of 
heat generated by the components admit the air in one end of the case and 
discharge it through the opposite end.    The air may be admitted and discharged 
through a single inlet and a single outlet with either forced or induced flow 
created by a blower.    Also, -with a blower inducing air flow through the unit, 
the air may be admitted through multiple openings in one end of the case and 
discharged through a single outlet in the opposite end.    With a forced flow 
arrangement, the air may be admitted through a single inlet and discharged 
through multiple openings.    Yfhatever the arrangement of inlet or outlet of 
cooling air through opposite ends of the case of the unit may be, procedures 
can be established based upon altitude chamber test data permitting fairly 
accurate prediction of the thermal state of the unit when subjected to in- 
stallation environments different than those maintained within the altitude 
chamber. 

Test procedures in the altitude chamber recommended in Chapter IV 
for each combination of air pressure and temperature require a test run with 
the case insulated and one with the case bare.    Temperatures of the air at 
exit of the case,  inlet to the case and of the case surface would be measured 
for each test run. 

The air rate would be defined from the test run with the unit insu- 
lated by use of equation (VII-l).    $hen the unit employs multiple openings at 
inlet or discharge in one end of the case,  it is not possible to prevent ra- 
diant heat exchange between that end of the case and its environment.    Henc-.'., 
although usually of minor importance, the radiant heat transfer from the end 
of the case should be evaluated and be subtracted from the heat generated by 
the unit in order to define a correct value of the heat dissipated to the 
cooling air.    The radiant heat transfer would be evaluated by use of equation 
(vT~4) and the chart given in Figure VI-3b. 

Once the air rate is defined from test of the insulated unit,- the 
case heat exchange with the environment is defined by heat balance and by the 
data obtained during test with t^e external surfaces bare.    The procedure is 
identical to that outlined previously in this Chapter for other units, with 
the exception that when induced flow of the cooling- air is employed the tem- 
perature, and correspondingly the density,  of the air entering the blower may 
be different for the insulated and bare test runs to the extent that correc- 
tion of the air rate obtained in the insulated test is required.    The air 
rate obtained when the external surfaces are bare would be evaluated by mul- 
tiplying the air rate defined from the insulated test vdth the ratio of the 
air density entering the blower when the surfaces are bare to the air density 
at the same point when the surfaces are insulated.    Neglecting a minor change 
in pressure drop of the air across the unit, 

W   =   W^ (273 + ta-ingVUVS + t2) (VH-20) 

where Ti? and t2 represent values of air rate and exit temperature of the cool- 
ing air with the surfaces bare. 
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The procedure for correlating the heat transfer data -would follow 
that outlined for this type unit in Chapter VI, pages 207 to 221,    The ef- 
fective temperature of the components tef -would be defined for the evaluated 
air rate, either from a correlation obtained from bench tests of the -unit or 
from component temperatures measured during test in the altitude chamber. 
The heat transfer parameter qa/(tef - tj) may then be defined, as illustrated 
in plot B of Figure VI-29.    Case heat transfer qc would be correlated as a 
function of the difference between effective temperature and average case 
temperature, as illustrated in plot C of Figure VI-29.    Since only two test 
points -would normally be available from altitude chamber tests,  it is recom- 
mended that the variation of qc with (tef - tc) be established by a straight 
line between the two points. 

The use of these data to correct the thermal state of a unit defined 
by test in the altitude chamber to any other environment would be conducted 
by the procedure outlined in Chapter VI.    It is  recommended that the correc- 
tive procedure be not applied to environments having ambient air pressure 
and temperature greatly different from those maintained during test in the 
altitude chamber-.    Minor changes may be accounted for by correcting the air 
rate in proportion to the change in air density,  and the heat transfer pa- 
rameter qa/(tef - t]_) proportional to the air rate raised to roughly the 0.7 
or 0.8 power. 

2.    Units Admitting and Discharging Air Through Ends and Side Panels of 
the Case 

A few units relying on cooling by direco through-flow of atmospheric 
air admit the air through louvered openings in the end and side panels of the 
case with induced flow,  or discharge the air through similar openings with 
forced flow.    Corrective procedures recommended for units of this type should 
be recognized as being only approximately correct. 

Since it is not possible to insulate the case without changing the 
air flow resistance, the unit must be tested in the auxiliary test box de- 
scribed in Chapter IV, page 70.    The temperatures measured at inlet and exit 
of the box would be used in conjunction with equation (VII-l) to define the 
air rate supplied by the unit's blower.    Heat dissipation from the external 
surfaces of the unit would be assumed to take place only by radiation.    If 
the average temperature of the case has not been measured during test,  it 
would be assumed equal to the average of the inlet and exit temperatures of 
the cooling air.    Component temperatures would be correlated directly with 
the chamber air pressure and temperature. 

Data Sv rar-ed during test in the altitude chamber would be used to 
predict the thermal conditions in other radiation environments by evaluating 
the effect of case heat transfer on the average temperature of the cooling 
air..    The case heat transfer would be evaluated by assuming the case surface 
at the average temperature of the cooling air,  and assuming that radiant heat 
transfer occurs from the entire surface of the case, but free convective heat 
transfer occurs only from those portions of the case which have no louvered 
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openings and are not in the path of the discharging air« A trial-and-error 
process of calculation is required. The component temperatures would be as- 
sumed to change by the same amount as the average temperature of the cooling 
air. The corrective procedure is limited to compensation for effects of 
different radiation environment and is not recommended for evaluation of the 
effect of change in ambient air pressure and temperature from those main- 
tained during test in the altitude chamber. 

1 
I 
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CHAPTER VHI 

TEST AND EVALUATION METHODS FOR DETERMINATION OF THERMAL 
CONDITIONS DURING NOT-STEADY STATE OPERATION 

All airborne electronic equipments undergo a period of non-3teady state 
thermal performance after operation is initiated.    During this period the 
temperatures of the case and of the various components, the heat dissipated 
from the components to the internal atmosphere of the unit, the heat dissi- 
pated ör received by the external surfaces of the unit,   etc., vary -with time 
of operation.    This period of non-steady state thermal performance may last 
as long as a few hours under fixed environmental conditions before all tem- 
peratures and heat transfer rates become invariant with time and the unit is 
said to have reached thermal equilibrium -path its environment.    In thermal 
equilibrium,   the heat generated vdthin the unit in addition to'any -which might 
be received from sources external of the unit equals the heat dissipated by 
the unit to its environment from case and component surfaces and by all pos- 
sible modes of heat transfer.    Environmental limits for satisfactory thermal 
performance in the steady state can be defined by the test and evaluation 
procedures discussed in Chapters IV, VI and VII. 

In some applications, the environmental conditions during the transient 
thermal state are more severe than those permitted for satisfactory thermal 
operation in the steady state.    This condition may be brought about by the 
flight speed of the aircraft or by extremely confined installation conditions. 
As a unit continues to operate in such an environment, the specified limiting 
component temperatures would be exceeded before thermal equilibrium -would be 
reached.    However,  if the unit must operate for a limited time only, either 
because of intermittent use or short flight duration, limiting temperatures 
may not be reached.    Therefore, evaluation procedures which would permit the 
determination of temperature-time histories of all types of units and their 
basic components, operating under any specified environmental condition, are 
of great importance in equipment application.    Utilizing such procedures it 
should be feasible to ascertain for every application of specified operating 
time, the most compact physical configuration and the necessary provisions 
for heat dissipation of least complexity which would permit operation up to 
the laaximuiii allowable temperatures.    Necessary modifications would become 
apparent from the results of analysis.    They may point out the feasibility of 
reducing over-all dimensions of a system installation and/or of reducing ven- 
tilation or even sealing of installation compartments if temperature limits 
are not reached.    Oppositely,  if they are exceeded,  it may be indicated that 
additional ventilation, or some means of insulation on compartment walls or 
equipment cases would be required. 

The ultimate objective in the analysis of the transient thermal state of 
an electronic unit is to predict the temperature-time history of all critical 
basic components,   contained in   the unit.    Attainment of this objective de- 
pends largely on the ability to predict the temperature-time history of the 
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unit's case and associated heat transfer elements, as well as the transient 
performance of blowers and motors which may be used for the supply of cooling 
air.    Purely analytical prediction of temperature-time histories can give 
approximately correct results when the units are of simple arrangement and 
geometric form, and subjected to environments remaining constant with time. 
However,  in most instances the analytical tools must be supplemented with 
experimental test data of the units to determine reference transient charac- 
teristics or appropriate physical constants.    It is to be noted that apart 
from the complexities resulting from unknown distribution of heat loss or 
gain by the various modes of heat transfer which to a considerable extent 
defy exact analytical solution in the steady state,  a purely analytical ap- 
proach for non-steady state evaluation is made particularly difficult because 
of the time variable involved.    Furthermore, with variable environmental con- 
ditions which will often occur during non-steady state operation, the cooling 
conditions defined by the ambient air pressure and temperature, the tempera- 
ture of radiation-receiving surfaces,  or  the air rate delivered by a blower 
will vary with time of operation. 

The procedures set forth in this chapter are suggested as practical 
methods for predicting the thermal state of a unit during non-steady state 
operation.    They should be recognized as not being exact, but designed to 
produce results having fair accuracy and meeting the need of pre-operational 
knowledge of the non-steady state temperatures. 

In the subsequent presentation of methods for determination of the 
transient thermal performance of specific types of units, references to test 
procedures and analytical procedures for each are treated together. This is 
done since it is felt that the analyst would be required to assume the prin- 
cipal responsibility. Therefore, he would find it necessary to guide experi- 
mental personnel in the procurement of test 'data wfc ch are needed to supple- 
ment the analytical procedures. 

In defining the characteristics of the various tyyes of units analyzed, 
features which could be incorporated in designing specifically for non-steady 
state operation,  e.g.,  insulation, are not included.    It is intended to treat 
such features and their effect on thermal evaluation in a future supplement 
of this manual dealing with equipment modifications.    Thus, the analytical 
methods presented in this chapter are principally intended to be applicable 
to existing equipnent or units designed for short-duration application but 
having essentially the same characteristics. 

Basic Theory of Non-Steaqy State Operation 

For purposes of predicting non-steady state temperatures of various 
components of an electronic equipment, the unit would be idealized by con-    ___ 
sidering it to have the following characteristic parts:     (l) a heat source 
generating heat equal to the difference of the electrical input and the 
electrical output,   (2) a heat-absorbing body or bulk-having a constant ther- 
mal capacity K,  and (3) an external surface through which heat is rejected 
to or received from the environment by radiation, free or forced convection, 
or combinations thereof. 
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The principle of conservation of thermal energy is a law -which applies 
to any unit,  irrespective of whether the unit is operating in the transient 
or steady state.    It permits keeping a record of the sources and sinks for 
all heat involved in the over-all process at any instant during operation, 
whether heat is generated by the -unit, received by the unit from an external 
source,  rejected by the unit to an external sink,   or remains in the unit by 
being absorbed by the thermal capacity of its bulk.    The unit's bulk may 
store or absorb heat,  or it may give up heat, but is herein generally referred 
to as a positive quantity, meaning that heat is absorbed.    Hence,  a general 
energy balance for a unit at any instant during operation is a statement that 
the rate of heat generation q plus the rate of heat received q^ minus the 
rate of heat dissipated q^ equals the rate of heat absorbed qa^.    The inter- 
relation of these various energy transfers is described by the following 
eauation. 

<*rc " 3ds 3ab (VIII-1) 

During steady-state operation the rate of heat absorption q^jj is zero since 
the temperature remain constant with time, and all heat generated or received 
by the unit must be dissipated to the available heat sinks.    In the transient 
thermal st?te,  howover, the temperatures of the various components and the 
structure of the unit are varying, and heat is being absorbed or given up by 
the unit's bulk,  depending upon whether the average temperature of the bulK 
is increasing or decreasing.    A condition in which the unit gives up heat, 
i.e.,  q^ is negative,  and the bulk temperature is decreasing,  is sometimes 
encountered because of rapid change in the state of the environment, or the 
initiation of operation of a cooling system after the unit has operated for 
a period of time, or because of intermittent operation. 

Non-steady state operation creating a transient thermal state of the 
unit can exist under fixed environmental conditions, but would always exist 
under varying environmental conditions.    A transient thermal state may be 
created in a fixed environment by the addition of a heat source within the 
unit, i.e., by initiation of operation.    The transient state would continue 
only until the unit's average temperature reaches a value permitting dissi- 
pation of the heat generated and received by the unit to the available sinks. 
On the other hand,  operation in a changing environment creates a transient 
thermal state lasting always somewhat longer than the period during which the 
environmental conditions are varying.    Then,  the internal heat generation 
may  or may not be  the principal factor in establishing the time period 
during vahich a transient theimal state occurso    Equipment operating in air- 
craft having substantially constant flight conditions, or operating on the 
ground, would have transient thermal states created principally by initiation 
of their operation.    Equipments operating in aircraft having widely varying 
flight conditions would have transient thermal states created by both their 
internal heat sources and changing environmental conditions. 

The amount of heat absorbed or given up when the bulk temperature of a 
unit increases or decreases, respectively, is a function of its thermal ca- 
pacity.    The thermal capacity of a body is defined as the product of its spe- 
cific heat and weight, and defines the heat required to create a temperature 
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change of one degree of the body.    Thermal capacity is a principal factor in 
effecting the rate of temperature change of an electronic equipment.    ¥nen 
heat is absorbed by a unit,   for example,  the -various temperatures rise at a 
rate inversely proportional to the thermal capacity}  i.e., the higher the 
value of thermal capacity the lower the rate of temperature increase,  and 
vice versa.    If a unit has a very high thermal capacity the temperatures will 
appear to have remained essentially unaltered shortly after operation is 
initiated, since the bulk would be capable of absorbing considerable heat 
with very little change in temperature.    On the other hand,  if the thermal 
capacity of a unit is vevy low the temperatures will change very rapidly, 
and •would reach their equilibrium or steady-state values shortly after op- 
eration of the unit is initiated.    In the latter case, the heat generated 

•would be dissipated almost immediately through the heat transfer surfaces of 
the unit to the environment. 

The rate of heat absorption q^b of a unit undergoing transient thermal 
operation is related to the thermal capacity KCp and temperature tCp of the 
various components and structural elements by the equation 

qab    =    d/dT Z (Koptcp) (VIII-2) 

This, expression cannot generally be solved because of the many different 
variations of temperature for the various components in a unit resulting 
from the extremely complex interaction of heat transfer by conduction,  con- 
vection and radiation. 

A practical approach to the evaluation of non-steady state performance 
of any unit is the calculation of the time history of a representative tem- 
perature -which is the basis for evaluating the rate of heat dissipation q^s 

and the rvte of receiving heat qrc.    Since the rate of heat generation q is 
usually independently defined, knowledge of q^s and q^j. permits solving 
equation (VIII-l) for the rate of heat absorption q^.    Thus,  in order to 
make equation (vilI-2) dependent on a single temperature, it fs convenient 
to express the unit's thermal capacity not in terms of a true value, but as 
an equivalent value Kev corresponding to the representative temperature trp. 
The interrelationships of actual and assumed terms is defined by the equation 

Kev ^rp    ~    "£• (Kcp ^cp' 

Then, equation (VIII-2) becomes 

%b =   d/dT (Kev trp) =   Kev (dbjj/dT) 

(VIII-3) 

(VIII-4) 

This assumes that the equivalent thermal capacity is constant and independ- 
ent of temperature.    This assumption is fairly acetate for the types of ma- 
terials used and the relative temperature levels of the components and the 
representative surfaces in the range of operating conditions normally to be 
considered.    In operations where the increase of representative temperature 
•would exceed 200°C the assumption would become inaccurate and would produce 
slightly erroneous results in the direction of lower representative tempera- 
ture. 
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The representative temperature trp to be used for each type of unit must 
be suitable not only for definition of q^g and qpC but, most important, must 
provide means for the determination of component temperatures.    As pointed 
out above, the complexity of the heat transfer mechanism makes a direct so- 
lution for changes in individual component temperatures with time practically 
impossible.    However,  the proper choice of the representative temperature trp 
makes it possible to determine component temperatures on the basis of supple- 
mentary experimental data.    The case temperature is best used for pressurized 
or sealed units cooled by radiation and free convection,  or  forced convection, 
and for closed vented units.    The average internal air temperature is appro- 
priate as a representative temperature for pressurized or sealed units -with 
integrated or separate heat exchanger.    The effective component temperature, 
being the average öf several component surface temperatures,  is most signifi- 
cant for non-steady state analysis of vented units with natural or forced 
through-flow of atmospheric cooling air. 

Determination of the equivalent thermal capacity for all types of units 
is an experimental process which may be incorporated readily into other tests 
necessary to provide the data on component-to-representative temperature cor- 
relation,  as described subsequently for each type of unit.    Additional meas- 
urements of Variation of pov/er input,  power output, flow rates,  and environ- 
mental conditions with time must be made. 

In general,  the procedure consists in determining the total amount of 
heat absorbed by the unit in reaching an equilibriun thermal condition while 
operating in a fixed environment with which it was originally, before opera- 
tion was initiated,  also in equilibrium.    Since all temperatures are transient 
during this equilibrium period after operation is initiated, the rates of 
heat absorption and heat dissipation are also transient.    The total quantity 
of heat E absorbed during the period may be calculated by mechanically inte- 
grating the curve of instantaneous heat absorption determined from the dif- 
ference of the rates of measured total heat generation and calculated heat 
dissipation.    Thus, 

E    =    2Zqab-avA'r (VHI-5) 

where qab-av ^-s "t^ie average heat absorption rate taken as the average of the 
value at,the beginning and end of each time interval.    The choice of the 
length of the time intervals must be made on basis of the variation in slope 
of the heat absorption curve to avoid too great an error in the direction of 
increased E. 

The equivalent thermal capacity K8V is  determined from this heat absorp- 
tion and the total rise of representative temperature up to equilibrium by 

K, ev =    E/(t rp-eq - t rp-Q ) (vin-6) 

Methods applicable to the determination of Kev and examples illustrating 
their use are discussed in subsequent sections dealing with the analysis of 
transient thermal performance of specific types of units. 
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Pressurized and Sealed Units Cooled by Free Convection and Radiation 

The temperature-time history of a pressurized and sealed unit operating 
in an environment such that free cornactive and radiant heat transfer occurs 
over its external surfaces may be predicted by relatively direct procedures 
having fairly good accuracy«    They may be applied to units operating in fixed 
or variable environments with constant or variable heat generation.    Thus, 
the transient thermal state may be evaluated when created by initiation of 
operation of the unit only, by variation in the environment resulting from 
change in the operational conditions of the aircraft, by variation of the 
heat generation due to change in function or by combinations of the three. 

1.    Test Procedures 

Bench tests of tho unit are required to provide basic temperature 
data needed for evaluation of non-steady state operation.    However,  the test 
data may be secured v.hen the unit is bench tested for determination of the 
thermal characteristics during steady state operation,  as discussed in Chap- 
ter IV,  so that in effect no additional tests of the unit are required. 
Temperature-time histories c'f the case and all thermally critici.1 components 
should be determined by actual measurements taken from the time when opera- 
tion is initiated and all parts of the unit are at the same temperature as 
the environment,  until thermal equilibrium is again attained while operation 
continues.    The environment should preferably be maintained at constant tem- 
perature.    However,  corrections can be made in the interpretation of the 
data for small changes in environmental conditions during test. 

It is to be pointed out that, although the theoretical time to 
thermal equilibrium is infinite,  the time to equilibrium for practical in- 
terpretation of non-steady state operation is defined by the time required 
for a case or component to attain a constant temperature within the accuracy 
limitations of the measuring instrument.    The case of a unit operating at a 
temperature within one degree of its measured equilibrium temperature has, 
for all practical purposes, reached the steady state.    Exact definition of 
component equilibrium time by bench test of the unit is quite difficult. 
Therefore, when needed in order to more specifically define equilibrium time 
from bench test data, the analyst may desire tö select the time corresponding 
to a component temperature rise of 90 or 99 per cent of the equilibrium com- 
ponent temperature rise,  the latter having been determined from a steady- 
state test in the same environment.    Most of the evaluation methods presented 
in the subsequent paragraphs do not require knowledge of equilibrium time for 
the various components. 

Case and component temperatures should be measured according to the 
methods recommended in Chapters HI and IV.    It is particularly important ^ 
that the case temperature La measured at a number of uniformly spaced posi- 
tions over the case surface,  in order that a representative value of the 
average case temperature may be determined. 

To provide data for the determination of the unit's equivalent ther- 
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mal capacity,  as outlined on page 255 , the variation of power input and out- 
put -with time must also be determined,  as accurately as practical, by meas- 
urements« 

2,    Evaluation of Equivalent Thermal Capacity 

In accordance with the principles discussed on pages   255 and 256, 
being the basis for evaluation of equivalent thermal capacity by test,  it is 
necessary to reduce the test data taken in the transient bench test in such 
a manner that the rate of heat absorption of the unit at any time during the 
bench test can be determined by calculation.    Since the rate of heat genera- 
tion is known by the difference of measured power input and output,   equation 
(VTII-l) would give the solution for instantaneous rates of heat absorption, 
if the instantaneous rates of heat dissipation are calculated.    In bench test, 
qrc in equation (VIII-3.) would normally be zero, if the test has been per- 
formed with the necessary care of screening the test area from air currents 
and from surfaces at temperatures substantially higher or lower than the air 
temperature, the rate of heat dissipation from the case,  q^g = qc,   can be 
calculated by using the free convection charts of Figure VI-2 and the radia- 
tion equation (VT—i).    The necessary correction factor Fc to compensate for 
the deviation of actual from calculated conditions is determined on basis of 
the end conditions of the bench test at which equilibrium must exist,  the 
rate of heat absorption must be zero, and the rate of heat dissipation by 
free convection and radiation must equal the rate of heat generation.    The 
correction factor Fc so determined can be assumed with good accuracy applica- 
ble to the heat dissipation from the case during the entire test period from 
initiation of operation to thermal equilibriun. 

From a plot of the measured case temperature tc versus time T, the 
corresponding variation in the rate of heat dissipation with time is calcu- 
lated, by means of Figure VI-2, equation (VI-4) and the value of Fc previously 
determined.    The calculation of instantaneous rates of heat dissipation must 
be performed for a sufficient number of conditions during the test to estab- 
lish a reliable curve of qc versus   T.    Since q versus T   is available from 
test measurements, the variation of rate of heat absorption q^ would be de- 
termined by equation (VIII-l).    The total heat absorption E during the test 
is then determined by means of integrating the q^p-variation mechanically, 
using equation (VHI-5).    The  curve of q^b versus   T may also be integrated 
graphically by use of a planimeter.    The equivalent thermal capacity KeT is 
determined from equation (VIH-6) based on the difference of the case tem- 
perature, which is the representative temperature (t0 = trp), at the end 
(equilibrium) and beginning of the bench test. 

A numerical illustration of the procedure described above is con- 
tained in Example VIII-l.  page 266. 
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3.    Methods of Evaluating Component Temperature Variation in Non-Steady 
State Operation 

In this type of unit,  component temperatures at any time of opera- 
tion may be predicted from the momentary average case temperature, in one of 
two ways.    The first method would be used -whenever transient temperature data 
are available for the construction of temperature-time curves»    The second 
method is more approximate, but does not require as extensive bench test data 
as the first.    It simplifies considerably the evaluation procedures,  especi- 
ally when the unit is subjected to a transient environment.    Both methods 
are, however, subject to certain limitations on accuracy whenever operational 
temperature conditions of the unit differ greatly from those maintained during 
bench test. 

a.    Evaluation on Basis of Transient Temperature Curves 

Characteristic temperature patterns of the various thermally 
critical components are defined from the temperature-time histories obtained 
during bench test by plotting for each component 

ftcp ~ tcp-o)/(tcp-eq " tcp-o) versus (tc - t^VC^o-eq ~ tc-o) 

The first parameter is referred to as the component temperature parameter 
and defines the tamperature rise of a component at any time over its tempera- 
ture at time zero as a fraction of the component temperature rise under con- 
ditions of thermal equilibrium.    The second parameter, referred to as the 
case temperature parameter, defines,  similarly, the temperature rise of the 
case at any time over its temperature at time zero as a fraction of the case 
temperature rise under conditions of thermal equilibrium.    Since data for 
evaluation of these parameters are obtained from bench test of the unit, 
•where prior to operation the component temperatures are equal to the case 
temperature, the initial values of tcp_Q and tc-o>  i.e., at time  T = 0, must 
be taken as being equal for general application.- This means, therefore,  that 
for use of these data to evaluate other conditions, it must be assumed that 
ths unit is at a uniform temperature just before operation is initiated.    The 
characteristic temperature patterns defined by the parameters would not be 
applicable for evaluation of component temperature variation when the unit 
is not operating but is subjected to a variable environment which might re- 
sult in heat gain or loss by the bulk of the unit.    They are applicable to 
fixed or variable environments, but require uniform temperatures throughout 
when operation of the unit is initiated. 

Characteristic temperature patterns established by plotting the 
component temperature parameter as a function of the case temperature parame- 
ter are illustrated in Figure VTII-1.    Both parameters have values of zero 
at the time operation is initiated and of unity at the time thermal equilib- 
riua is reached.    A component whose temperature varies with time in a manner 
identical to the variation of the case temperature has a characteristic ttsa- 
perature pattern corresponding to the dashed line.    A component having rela- 
tively low thermal capacity but operating at relatively high surface tempera- 
tures would have a characteristic temperature pattern similar to 3omponents 
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Figure VIII«»!. Typical Characteristic 
Temperature Patterns for Various Compo- 
nents in a Pressurized and Sealed Unit 
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(1) and (2) of Figure VIII-1.    These patterns correspond to those commonly 
found for vacuum tubes,  since their ratios of heat dissipation per unit sur- 
face area to thermal capacity are normally quite high.    Consequently,  their 
surface temperatures during the early stages of operation increase at a rate 
greater than that for the temperature of the case.    The time of operation re- 
quired for a tube to attain a temperature closely approaching that at condi- 
tions of thermal equilibrium is somewhat less than that for the case of the 
unit,  since a tube's thermal capacity per unit heat generation is low and 
heat is dissipated from the tube's surface to a considerable extent by radia- 
tion.    'Therefore,  once the  surface temperature becomes quite high, any change 
in the case temperature produces only a small change in the tube's surface 
temperature.    Tubes having larger thermal capacity per ur,it heat generation 
and smaller surface area have characteristic temperature patterns approaching 
in shape that illustrated for component  (3) in Figure VIII-1. 

The characteristic temperature pattern of component (3) in Fig- 
ure VIII-1 also illustrates that to be expected for some resistors, or simi- 
lar components.    The thermal capacity per unit heat generation is greater 
than that for a tube.    Therefore,   tiie component temperature during the early 
part of operation •would be lower.    However, since the heat generation per 
unit surface would usually be greater,  the equilibrium temperature would ex- 
ceed that of a tube.    Heat dissipation from this type of component would be 
by convection,  conduction and radiation, with the resulting surface tempera- 
ture variation being more like that for the unit's case.    It would normally 
rise above that for the case,  as noted by comparing the line for component 
(3) in Figure VIII-1 with the dashed line,  since its thermal capacity is 
relatively small.    The time to equilibrium for this type component would be 
comparable to that for the case. 

A non-heat producing component having relatively small thermal 
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capacity would be expected to have a characteristic temperature pattern 
similar to that for component (4) or (5) in Figure VIII-1. If the component 
is exposed to high-temperature surfaces, such as several nearby vacuum tubes, 
considerable heat will be received by the component during the early stages 
of operation because of radiant heat transfer, and the sttrface temperature 
•would initially increase at a rate somewhat greater than for the case. Should 
a similar component be shielded from receiving direct radiation from other 
components, the characteristic temperature pattern may resemble more nearly 
that for component (5) in Figure VHI-1. The rate of temperature rise of 
this type component is somewhat lower than for the case, because its gain in 
heat is principally by convection and conduction, whereas the case receives 
heat by convection, conduction and radiation. The actual shape of charac- 
teristic tenperature patterns for non-heat producing components depends 
greatly upon their position in the unit, type of mounting, number and size 
of thermal buses connecting the component to other elements of the unit, and 
their ratio of surface area to thermal capacity. The time required for a 
non-heat producing component to reach thermal equilibrium is on the same 
order of magnitude as for the case or bulk of the unit. 

Components such as transformers, having high thermal capacity 
relative tö their internal heat generation, would be expected to have a char- 
acteristic temperature pattern similar to that shown for component (6) in 
Figure VUI-1. The large thermal capacity results in a lag of the component 
temperature relative to the case temperature. Also, the time to reach a cer- 
tain degree of equilibrium is for this type component usually greater than 
for the case or bulk of the unit. The equilibrium temperature of the compo- 
nent would be higher than the equilibrium temperature of the case because of 
the temperature difference between the component and the case required to 
dissipate its internal heat generation during steady-state operation. 

The use of the characteristic temperature patterns to determine 
component temperatures during non-steady state operation requires only knowl- 
edge of the equilibrium component and case temperatures and the variation of 
the case temperature with time of operation. Equilibrium component and case 
temperatures must be obtained by calculation. They are temperatures that 
would be obtained under given environmental conditions if the unit would be 
allowed to reach equilibrium conditions, luce in the bench test from which 
the basic data are evolved. The methods presented in Chapters VI and VII are 
applicable to the determination of equilibrium temperatures. The determina- 
tion of case temperature variation is discussed in subsequent paragraphs. 

Using the above procedure,« it would be assumed that the charac- 
teristic temperature patterns illustrated in Figure VIH-l remain the same 
as determined from bench test for all environmental conditions to which a 
pressurized and sealed unit may be subjected. Actually, they would vary to 
some degree as the average temperature level of the unit is changed, since 
the internal heat transfer coefficients of radiation and free convection vary 
with temperature level. However, any variations of heat transfer mechanism 
within the unit resulting from environments usually encountered, are of minor 
importance to the prediction'of component temperatures on the basis of case 
temperature. 
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b. Evaluation on Basis of Equilibrium Temperature Rise Data 

The second method of predicting component temperatures during 
transient operation requires only knowledge of the equilibrium temperatures 
of the case and components and the temperature-time variation of the case. 
As previously pointed out, this method is of more approximate nature but does 
not require bench test determination of the characteristic temperature pat- 
terns. First, the case temperature variation with time would be defined. 
Then, it is as3imed that the difference in temperature between any component 
and the case a'i equilibrium remains constant at all other times of operation. 
A temperature-hime curve would be constructed for each component parallel to 
the temperature-time curve of the ease and at a higher temperature by the 
amount the equilibrium temperature of the component exceeds the equilibrium 
temperature of the case. However, since it is known that the temperature of 
all components equals that of the case at time zero, a second curve origi- 
nating from the initial case temperature would be drawn to fair in with the 
first component temperature curve which runs parallel to the case tempera- 
ture curve. This construction is illustrated in Figure VT.H-2 by the dashed 
lines for two types of components. The solid lines depict the actual temper- 

COMPONENT (I), tcp_, 

ACTUAL 

CONSTRUCTED 

COMPONENT (2), tc  2 

ACTUAL 

CONSTUCTED 

-CASE 

MMMWSIH 

TIME, T ^eq 

Figure TJTII-2.    Prediction of Component Temperatures during Non-Steady 
State Operation by Approximate Method 
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ature-time variation for the case and for components (l) and (2). Component 
(1) is taken to represent a high-heat producing element having relatively low 
thermal capacity such as a tube, while component (2) is intended to represent 
an element having high thermal capacity, such as a transformer. Comparison 
of the actual temperature variation with the predicted variation shows that 
for a component similar to component (1), this method may yield tempera- 
tures lower than actual and, therefore, on the unsafe side, since the dif- 
ference between the component and case temperatures may at some time of the 
operation actually be greater than at thermal equilibrium. This greater dif- 
ference in temperature is attributable to the fact that the radiant heat 
transfer coefficient increases with increasing temperature level. On the 
other hand, for a component similar to component (2), such as a transformer, 
the predicted temperatures would always be lower than actual and on the safe 
side, in some instances even by a considerable margin. Also, the exact equi- 
librium time for a component such as (2) in Figure VIII-2, can not be de- 
fined. But, here again, the method yields conservative results. Fairly ac- 
curate results could be expected by this method for non- or low-heat pro- 
ducing components. 

Limitations on the accuracy of this second method for predicting 
component temperature-time histories are seen to exist. The method is, never- 
theless, reasonably safe for use for a wide variety of components. Its use 
is recommended whenever characteristic temperature patterns are not known, or 
the unit operates in a variable environment and the more detailed and labori- 
ous computations required for the first method cannot be justified. 

"Whichever method is employed to predict the temperature-time 
histories of the components, it is necessary to evaluate the temperature-time 
history of the case. It is obtained by solving the basic equation (VIII-4), 
where the representative temperature trp for a pressurized and sealed unit 
is the case temperature te* Equation tvTII-4) would be integrated by graphi- 
cal or mechanical procedures, which are discussed in the subsequent section 
dealing with procedures of evaluation for this type unit. Tfhen the environ- 
mental conditions remain constant with time, the equilibrium temperatures of 
the case and components may be predicted by the methods presented in Chapter 
VI. Then, from the temperature-time history of the case and these equilibrium 
temperatures, the temperature-time histories of the various components would 
be predicted by use of one of the two previously recommended methods. The 
process is considerably more complicated when the environmental conditions 
vary with time of operation. Integration of equation (VIII-4) requires a 
greater number of computations and the temperatures of the case and compo- 
nents must be computed at several times of operation, rather than :'ust for 
the equilibrium time of operation, if the method illustrated in Figure VIII-1 
is used to predict the temperature-time histories of the components. Variable 
environmental conditions complicate the evaluation procedures only in the in- 
tegration of equation (VIII-4) when the component temperatures are predicted 
by the more approximate method illustrated in Figure VLLl-2. The procedure-5 

ar e illustrated numerically in Example VIII-2, page 269. 
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4. Procedures for Evaluation of Operational Conditions 

The evaluation procedures for determination of the transient thermal 
state of pressurized and sealed units cooled by free convection and radiation 
are discussed first for environments remaining fixed with respect to the time 
of operation, and then for environments varying with time of operation as 
created by change in the operational conditions of the aircraft or the equip- 
ment. 

a. Constant Environment and Heat Generation 

The heat transfer between the case surface and the environment 
by free convection and radiation -would be calculated for a range of selected 
case temperatures according to the procedures outlined in Chapter VI, pages 
131 to 138. The correction factor Fc needed for these calculations would be 
assumed as constant and equal to the value established during bench test for 
operation at thermal equilibrium. The calculations define the heat dissipa- 
tion rate from the case surface q^ and the rate of any heat received by the 
surface qj.c. Then, by use of the heat balance equation (VXII-l), with q 
being constant, the rate of heat absorption of the unit q^ Cor each selected 
case temperature may be defined«. These data would be plotted as a function 
of the case temperature as illustrated in plot A of Figure VIII-3. The case 

© 
j/*tc-eq 

Figure VII2-3.    Illustration of Workirg Plots Used to Predict the Tempera- 
ture-Time History of the Case of a Pressurized and Sealed Unit Cooled by 

Free Convection and Radiation.    Environmental Conditions Constant 
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temperature resulting in a heat absorption rate q^ equal to zero defines 
the equilibrium case temperature for the specified environmental conditions. 
The case temperature equal to the ambient air temperature would be the lower 
limit for evaluation of q^ since lower case temperatures are not likely to 
occur. The reciprocal of the curve illustrated in plot A would again be 
plotted as a function of the case temperature, as illustrated in plot 3 of 
Figure VIII-3. Since, according to eq.uation (VIII-4), the reciprocal of the 
rate of heat absorption q^  is equal to dr/Kevdtc, this curve would be inte- 
grated mechanically to yield the general temperature-time plot illustrated 
in plot C. The mechanical integration may be conducted by selecting temper- 
ature intervals Atc, defining an average value of the ordinate for ?ach in- 
terval, and then forming the sum of the products of the average values of 
the ordinates and their respective temperature intervals. The magnitude of 
the temperature interval Atc would be reduced as the slope of the curve in- 
creases, or whenever it is desired to increase the accuracy of evaluation. 
The actual temperature-time history of the case, illustrated in plot D, is 
obtained from plot C by introducing the initial case temperature tc-g corre- 
sponding to time T of zero and multiplying the ordinate by the equivalent 
thermal capacity of the unit Kev, The temperature-time histories of the 
various components within the unit are then defined by one of the two methods 
previously outlined. The entire evaluation procedure for a pressurized and 
sealed unit operating in a fixed environment is given in Example VIII-2. 

b. Variable Environment and Variable Heat Generation 

The evaluation procedure for unit3 of this type subjected to 
operating conditions which vary with time is a step-by-step trial-and-error 
process. It is necessary to employ this procedure to define transient ther- 
mal conditions when a unit operating in the steady state is subsequently sub- 
jected to environmental change, or changes its electrical function and thereby 
its rate of heat generation. For example, a unit could reach thermal equilib- 
riim during pre-flight operation and then be subjected to a variable environ- 
ment as the aircraft pursues its flight plan. In addition, its function may 
be altered during flight. The procedure would also be applicable to operation 
analysis in an environment wh'ich is appreciably affected by the heat dissipa- 
tion of the unit. For example, if operation is initiated in a closed aircraft 
compartment, the compartment temperature would rise, even under constant 
flight conditions, until the rate of heat dissipation from the compartment 
can equal, by virtue of increase in the compartment's surface temperature, 
the heat generation rate of the electronic equipment. 

To permit use of the procedure, the variations of ambient air 
pressure and temperature, surrounding wall temperatures5 and rate of heat 
generation are plotted as functions of time of operation. This establishes 
the working plots needed for this type transient analysis. 

The calculation process is conducted by first selecting a time 
interval AT. Next, the temperature rise of the case Atc corresponding to 
the selected time interval would be assumed, thereby defining an average tem- 
perature of the case tc-av over the time interval AT. Average values of the 
ambient air pressure and temperature and of the radiation-receiving surfaces 
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would be defined from the working plot showing their variation with time. 
The heat transfer between the environment and the  surface of the case is then 
evaluated according to the procedures outlined in Chapter VI,  using the value 
for the correction factor Fc established during bench test at thermal equi- 
librium.    Equation (VIII-1) would then be used to evaluate the average rate 
of heat absorption qab-av for the ch°sen "tSrne interval AT,  after which the 
corresponding temperature rise of the case Atc is defined by equation 
(VIII-4), modified to the form 

At, %b- av AT/K, ev (VIII-7) 

When the value of Atc calculated by this equation equals the value of Atc 

originally assumed, the case temperature tc existing at the operating time 
corresponding to the end of the selected time interval is defined. 

When characteristic temperature patterns are employed to define 
the temperature-time histories of the unit's components,  as illustrated in 
Figure VIII-1, the next step in the evaluation procedure is to calculate the 
would-be equilibrium temperature of the case t^^ corresponding to the en- 
vironmental conditions existing at the end of the  selected time interval. 
This equilibrium temperature would occur when the heat absorbed q^ would be 
zero,  so that the heat generated by the unit q, plus any heat which might be 
received qrc,  would be dissipated by the case surface,  qds.    The surface tem- 
perature of the case required to dissipate this amount of heat is evaluated 
by the same procedures previously employed to evaluate the average heat dis- 
sipation over the selected time interval.    Corresponding would-be equilibrium 
component temperatures are then defined from the equilibria^ case tempera- 
ture, and lastly, the various component temperatures existing at the end of 
the time interval are evaluated from the characteristic temperature curves' 
such as those of Figure VIII-1, and these would-be equilibriun temperatures. 
This step-by-step evaluation procedure is repeated until the final desired 
time of operation is reached.    The procedure is illustrated by part, (b) of 
Example VIII-2.    The same procedure to define the temperature-tinie history 
of the case would be employed when component temperatures are evaluated by 
the more approximate method, illustrated in Figure VIII-2.    It is apparent 
that considerable labor would be eliminated by use of the approximate method 
for determination of component temperatures« 

5.    Examples 

Example VIII-1. Evaluation of Equivalent Thermal Capacity from Bench 
Test Data of a Pressurized Unit Cooled by Radiation 
and Free Convection 

The following test data are reported for a unit having a cylindrical 
case, 12 inches in diameter and 14 inches long, 528 square inches cylindrical 
surface, 226 square inches end surfaces, painted black. 
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Environment 
temperature 
pressures p0 

. *o 

wall temperature, t^, 
confinement 

Test duration (to near equilibrium) 
Heat generation, electrical input minus 
outnut (constant) 

23°C 
29.9 inches 

mercury 
23°C 
large room 
180 minutes 

250 watts 

The variation of case temperature with time,  determined from the average of 
readings of 16 thermocouples,  is given in Figure VIII-4.    It is apparent from 
the shape of the curve that the test time of 180 ndnutes was sufficiently- 
long since the rate of case temperature increase at that time was only on the 
order of Q»02°C per minute.    Thus the equilibritm temperature of the case 
Veq - 70°C- 

80 lOO 
T,    MINUTES 

Figure 7HI-4.    Temperature-Time History for Case of Pressurized 
Unit, Obtained in Bench Test,  and Calculated Variation 

-J>   T>_4._     _ f Heat Absorption (Example VIII-l) 

For this case temperature and the given environmental conditions, 
the unit heat dissipation at equilibrium, by free convection,  is found from 
Figure VI-2b, as 0.122 watt per square inch for the cylindrical surface, and 
0.161 watt per square inch for the vertical ends.    Hence, 

qds-cv(calculated)    "    t0'122 x 528) + (0'161 x 226)    =   100'8 TOtts 
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The radiant heat transfer is calculated from the value found in Table VI-x 
for <Fi = 0.95 and the value found in Figure VT-3b, based on t0 = 23°C and 
tc = 70°C, for §2 - 0.225 watt per square inch.    Hence, 

Ods-rd(calculated)    "   °'95 * °-225  (523 + 226)    -   161 watts, 

and the total calculated rate of heat dissipation is 100.8 + 161 = 261.8 
•watts.    Comparing this to the rate of heal, dissipation measured electrically 
defines Fc = 250/261.8 = 0.955. 

Values of case temperature are read from the faired curve in Figure 
VIH-4 at time intervals of 20 minutes and for each case temperature the heat 
dissipation by free convection and radiatdon is calculated as given above. 
The actual combined values are defined by multiplication of each calculated 
value -with Fc = 0,955.    3y difference between the known rate of heat genera- 
tion q = 250 watts, the rate of heat absorption at each temperature is de- 
fined from equation (VIII-1).    In this manner the data in Table VIII-1 are 
obtained. 

Table VIII-1.    Calculated Transient Bench Test Data (Example VIII-l) 

T, minutes tc, °C Qds = °Lc» watts qab» watts 

0 23 0 250 

20 . 39.5 72.1 177.9 

40 51 135.6 114.4 

60 58 176.6 73.4 

80 63 201.8 48.2 

100 66 218.5 31.5 

120 68 231.8 18.2 

140 69 242 8 

160 69.6 244 6 

180 70 250 0 

•The corresponding curve qab versus   T  is also shown in Figure 
VIII-4.    Based on the above data, the calculated total heat absorption E, 
using equation (VIII-5) and values for P^b-av based on equal 20-minute ixsr 
tervals,  is 

E    =    [(250 + 177.9)/2 +  (177.9 + 114.4)/2 + etc.] x 20    = 

=    [l25 + 177.9 + 114.4 + 73,4 + 48.2 + 31.5 + 18,2 + 8 + 6] 20 

«     602,6 x 20    =«   12,052 watt-minutes. 
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Then,  the equivalent theimal capacity Kev is determined from equation 
(VHI-6) -which is here defined as 

KQV - E/Ctg.gq - t0)  « 12,052/(70 - 23)  = 257 watt-minutes per °C 

Example 7111-2. Prediction of the Transient Thermal State of a 
Pressurized Unit Cooled by Free Convection and 
Radiation 

It is desired to determine the transient thermal performance of the 
pressurized unit described in Example VTIX-1 when operated in (l) a fixed 
environment, and (2) an environment varying with the time of operation. The 
unit generates heat at the rate of 250 watts and is cooled by free convection 
and radiation. The case of the unit is painted black and is cylindrical, 12 
inches in diameter and 14 inches in length. 

a. Fixed Environmental Conditions 

The unit which has an initial uniform temperature of 20°C is 
subjected to an environment having an air pressure of 21 inches mercury abso- 
lute and equal air and wall temperatures of 119°C, when operation of the unit 
is initiated. The surrounding walls have Dural surfaces and the unit is large 
compared to its enclosure, so that the confinement is close. The environ- 
mental conditions are summarized by: tQ = 119°C, p0 = 21 inches mercury ab- 
solute, t^ = 119°C, close confinement, Dural 3urfaces, q>j_ = 0.30 (from Table 
VI-l). Following the procedure recommended on page 263, the heat transfer 
rate between the case and the environment is determined for a range of case 
temperatures. The radiant and free convective heat transfer is evaluated by 
use of Figures VI-2 and VI-3, following the procedure illustrated in Example 
VI-l, The correction factor Fc for this unit is 0.955, as determined from 
bench test data and the analysis given in Example VIII-1. Calculated values 
of the case heat transfer rate are tabulated below. A negative value indi- 
cates that heat is received by the case surface. The heat transfer between 
the case surface and the environment is zero at the case temperature of 
119°C, and the equilibrium temperature is seen to be very nearly equal to 
180°C since the heat dissipated by the case at this temperature is within 
0.5 watt of the heat generation of the unit. 

te,  °C 20 40 60 80    100    119    140    160    180 

qc=qds - qrc, watts        -330   -252   -194   -118   -59        0      68    157    250.5 

The difference between the heat generation rate q and the heat 
transfer rate between the environment and the case defines the heat absorp- 
tion rate q^ of the unit,  according to equation (VIII-l).    These data are 
then plotted as a function of the case temperature tc,  as illustrated in 
plot A of Figure VIII-5,  from which the plot of the reciprocal of the heat 
absorption rate 1/qab versus the case temperature tc is obtained.    This plot 
is shown in Figure VIII-5.    Integration of the curve in Figure VIII-5 yields 
the relationship of f/Kev versus tc.    The integration is performed by dividing 
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the case-tsmperature scale into 10-degree intervals and noting values of the 
ordinate at the end of each interval.    Thus, 

Ar/K^    -    (Vqab)av (**„)    **   10 (Vqab) av 

or, for tc - 30°C, 

(t/Kgy)30    =   AT/Kev    =   10 (0.00175 + 0.00130)/2    =    0.0177 

and, for tc = 40°C, 

(x/Kev)40    =    (^/Kev)30 + ^T/Kev " °*0177 + 10 (O-00100 + 0.00195)/2 

<T/Kev)40    =   °-0364 

This process is continued for the entire case temperature range shovm in Fig- 
ure VIII-5 to give the variation of   t/Kev as a function of case temperature. 
Since Kev equals 257 -watt-minutes per °C, as determined from analysis of the 
bench test data in Example VIII-1,  and the case temperature is 20 C at zero- 
time of operation, the actual temperature-time curve for the case may be di- 
rectly evaluated by finding for knovm values of ( ^/Kev) at knowi tc the cor- 
responding values of T .    The curve is shown in Figure VIII-6.    The equilib- 
rium case temperature, although not shown on this plot, is 180 C. 

80 120 
T,    MINUTES 

Figure VIII-5. Calculated Plot 
of Reciprocal of Rate of Heat 
Absorption (Example VIH-2) 

Figure VIII-6. Calculated Temperature- 
Time History of Case Operating in a 
Fixed Environment (Example VIII-2) 

Characteristic t« ^erature patterns determined from bench test 
of thf unit for three thermally critical components are shovm in Figure VIH-7, 
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The difference between the equilibrium component temperature and the equilib- 
rium case temperature, (tCD_ea - tc_eq), as determined from bench test of the 
unit, is 110°, 40° and 50 

gp-ea      uc-eq--     ~- 
re for components (l),   (2) and (3), respectively. 

Hence,  for the equilibrium case temperature,  as determined above,  i.e., 
^c-eq = -3-00 c»  the equilibrium component temperatures are, by addition of the 
bench test gradients, 

'cp-eq-1 2°0°G +. cp-eq-2 220°C ^cp-eq-S 230°C 

The initial case temperature t^o ^d all initial component temperatures 
^cp-O are 20 c*    The actual temperature-time histories of the three compo- 
nents can then be determined from these temperatures and the above equilib- 
rium temperatures.    Corresponding values on the abscissa and ordinate of 
Figure VIII-7 are used to determine values of component temperatures corre- 
sponding to the case temperature at known times during the operation being 
analyzed.    For example,  to find the temperature of component (2) 60 minutes 
after operation is initiated,  first the case temperature is found from Fig- 
ure VIII-6 at 60 minutes to be tc = 114°C.    Thus all values are known to de- 
termine 

fte " tc-o)/(Veq " te-o)    =    C114 ~ 20)/(100 - 20)    =   0.587 

From Figure VIII-7 is found the corresponding value of    (tcp - tcp_0)/ 
/ ^cp-en " *cp-o) 2 ~ ^.665 T«hich is solved for tcp_2 hy substitution of the 
known values,  giving tcp_2 =0.665 (220 - 20) + 20 = 153°C at   T = 60 minutes. 

0-2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
I *c " 'c-ol/l 'c-eq - *c-o) 

Figure VIII-7. Characteristic 
Component Temperature Patterns 
(Jäassspl* VIII-2) 

80 120 
T,  MINUTES 

Figure VIÜ-Ö«. Calculated Tem- 
perature-Time History of Critical 
Components (Example VIII-2) 

The temperature-time curves so obtained are shown in Figure 
VIII-8. They can be used to determine allowable operating time of the unit« 
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S\tppose, for example, satisfactory operation of component (3) is limited to 
a maximum surface temperature of 150 C.    The maximum permissible operating 
time for the unit is then from Figure VIII-8 equal to 129 minutes, or 
roughly 2 hours.    It should be pointed out that the values of (tcp-e   - tc<_eq) 
were obtained from bench test of the unit -when "the equilibrium case tempera- 
ture was about 90°C rather than 180°C, as in this example.    The values of 
(tCp_ec, - t^Qq) for a case temperature of 180°C would undoubtedly be some- 
what lower.    Thus, the predicted temperature-time histories as given in Fig- 
tires VIII-8 are somewhat high and, therefore,  on the safe side.    It is not 
to be inferred that this unit would be expected to operate satisfactorily at 
an equilibrium temperature of 180°C.    Rather, 180°C represents the equilib- 
riim temperature for the specified environment and the problem has been to 
define the maximum safe operating time of the unit on the basis of limiting 
component temperatures, as illustrated above. 

b.    Variable Environmental Conditions 

The unit is installed in a compartment where the ambient tem- 
perature and altitude schedule follow those described in Figure VIII-9.    The 
altitude schedule describes an ambient pressure variation corresponding to 
the N.A.C.A.  standard atmosphere.    The temperature of the radiation-receiving 
walls is assumed equal to the ambient air temperature at all times of opera- 
tion.    Initiation of operation of the unit occurs at time zero in Figure 
VIII-9» the temperatures of the components and case of the unit prior to 
operation are 30°C.    Also, it is assumed that the rate of heat generation of 
the unit q is constant with time and equal to 250 watts. 

> 

.0 

-20 

30; 

Figure VIII-9. 
Variable Environ- 
mental Conditions 
(Example VIII-2) 

160 
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Because of the variable environmental conditions, the tempera- 
ture-time histories of the case and components must be evaluated using the 
step-by-step calculation procedure outlined on pages 26o to 267.    A time in- 
terval of 5 minutes is  selected.    Hence, the  time of operation corresponding 
to the beginning of the interval is 0 minutes, and to the end of the inter- 
val is 5 minutes.    Using Figure VIII-9,  the ambient air temperature and alti- 
tude at the beginning of the interval are 30°C and sea level, respectively, 
and at the end of the interval 23.7°C and 6600 feet, respectively.    Thus, 
the average air temperature and altitude for the first interval are 
(30 + 23.7)/2 = 26.8°C and (0 + 6600)/2 = 3300 feet- respectively.    The air 
pressure corresponding to the average altitude of 3300 feet is defined by 
Table A-1-2 and equals 26.5 inches mercury absolute.    In summary,  for the 
first time interval of operation 

'o-av = 26.8°C,      "kft-av = 26.Ö C,      Po-av = 26.5 inches mercury absolute 

Next,  a temperature change of the case Atc is assumed for the 
selected time interval of 5 minutes.    Set Atc = 5°C.    Then, the temperature 
of the case at the end of the interval is (30 + 5) = 35°C, or the average 
case temperature for the interval is tc_av = 32.5 C.    Heat is dissipated by 
free convection and radiation from the case at an average temperature of 
32.5°C to the air and walls at an average temperature of 26.8°C.    The free 
convection and radiation are evaluated according to the procedures outlined 
in Example VI-1.    The correction factor Fc and the radiation factor 4l are 
0.955 and 0.30, respectively (refer to part (a) of this example for source 
of these data).    Accordingly, the heat dissipated by the case to its environ- 
ment q^jg is evaluated to be 12.8 watts.    The heat received by the case q^c 
is zero,  so by equation (VIH-l), the average rate of heat absorption during 
this time interval is q-fo - 25Ö - 12.8 = 237.2 watts.    Hence by equation 
(VIII-7),  since the equivalent thermal capacity is 257 -watt-minutes per °C, 

At, 237.2 x 5/257    =    4.6°C 

•whereas the assumed value of &tc is 5°C.    Therefore, another value of Atc 

must be assumed and the above calculational process must be repeated.    A sec- 
ond trial indicates that Atc = 4.6°C is very close to the correct case tem- 
perature rise, with q^s equal to 11.7 watts.     In summary, the temperature of 
the case after 5 minutes of operation is evaluated to be tc = 34.6°C.    This 
step-wise procedure for determination of case temperature must be continued 
as long as the environmental conditions vary w^th time,  i.e., until    = 117.5 
minutes.    For operation beyond this time, the procedure for constant environ- 
ment described in part (2) may be ussd.    However, it would usually be found 
more convenient to continue the step-wise calculations. 

The component temperatures after 5 minutes of operation are 
evaluated from the characteristic temperature patterns given in Figure VIII-7« 
The values of tcp_Q and tc-Q used in the parameters of this plot would always 
be equal to 30°C, Hut the equilibrium temperatures tcp,eq and tc„eq must be 
evaluated corresponding to the environmental conditions existing at the end 
of each time interval.    The equilibrium case temperature tQ_eci after 5 min- 
utes of operation is determined by the following process.    The ambient air 
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temperature and pressure at the end of 5 minutes of operation are 23.7°C and 
23.45 inches of mercury (this pressure corresponds to the altitude of 6600 
feet).    The equilibrium, case temperature is defined by that temperature re- 
quired to  dissipate by free convection and radiation, the total rate of heat 
generation q = 250 watts to the environment,,    It is evaluated by using Fig- 
ures VI-2b and -5b, the correction factor Fc - 0.955 and the radiation fac- 
tor cpj_ = 0.30.    The process is best conducted by assuming various values of 
the case temperature and then calculating the corresponding values of the 
heat dissipation.    A plot of the heat dissipation versus case temperature 
defines the case temperature required to dissipate 250 -watts.    By this pro- 
cess the equilibrium temperature at    T = 5 minutes is 101.2°C, and the ab- 
scissa parameter öf Figure VIII-7 is equal to 

ftc " Vo^c-eq - Vo)    =    C34«6 " 30)/(101.2 - 30)    =   0.0646 

Thus, from Figure VIII-7, the ordinate parameter (tcp - tCp.Q)/(tCp_eri-tCp»o) 
is 0.377, O.lOa and 0.035 for components (l),   (2) and (3), respectively.       ~ 
From part (a) of this example,  (tCp»eq - tc_ec,) equals 110°, 40° and 50°C for 
components (l),  (2) and (3), respectively.    Hence. tCD_9n is (102.2 + 110) = 
= 212.2°C,   (102.2 r -A0) « 142.2°C and (102.2 + 50) = l52.2°C for components 
(1),   (2) and (3), respectively.    Substituting these values into the ordinate 
parameter of Figure VIII-7 yields the component temperatures at the end of 5 
minutes of operation.    They are: 

Figure VIII-10.    Tempera- 
ture-Time History of Com- 
ponents and Case for Var- 
iable Environmental Con- 
ditions (Example VIII-2) 

200 
T,    MINUTES 

300 400 
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;cp-l -    98.7°C, tc^2    -    42.1% tcp_3 34.3°C 

This procedure for the calculation of instantaneous component 
temperatures, requiring the  calculation of equilibrium case temperatures, 
corresponding to instantaneous environmental conditions, must be continued 
as long as the environmental conditions are variable.    Thereafter,  the same 
procedure as in part (a) is used since the equilibriim case temperature would 
remain constant.    Resulting case and component temperature-time histories for 
an extended period of operation are presented in Figure VIII-10.    The dashed 
line illustrates the variation of the instantaneous "would-be" equilibrium 
temperature of the case, -which is required to define the component tempera- 
tures. 

Pressurized and Sealed Units Cooled by Forced Convection 

Prediction of the temperature-time history of a unit of this type, 
having a case surrounded by a baffle or a case-envelope heat exchanger and 
cooling air flow created by a blower, can be made with good accuracy on basis 
of test data and analytical procedures.    The methods are more complex than 
for units cooled by free convection and radiation.    This is due to the fact 
that, -while the major means of heat dissipation is forced convection over 
the case surface, or its extensions forming a heat exchanger core,  heat loss 
or gain may also occur at the exterr.^1 surface of the baffle or heat ex- 
changer.    Conditions during the transient thermal state may be evaluated 
analytically for fixed and variable environments -with constant or variable 
rates of heat generation. 

1.    Test Procedures 

The necessary data for evaluation of non-steady state .operating 
conditions consist of (l) the air flow  supplied to the unit by its blower in 
any environment,   (2) the forced convective heat- transfer characteristics of 
the external surfaces,   (3) temperature-time histories of the case and all 
thermally critical components, and (4) the  equivalent thermal capacity. 

The determination of available flow rates can be performed by anal- 
ysis,  using known characteristics of the equipment-blower-motor combination, 
determined by test or supplied as specifications.    The methods discussed in 
Chapter V may be used for that purpose.    Otherwise,  the air rates as func-^ 
tion of air pressure and temperature must be determined by tests in an alti- 
tude chamber.    For these tests the unit must be insulated as well as possible 
and must reach thermal equilibrium at each operating condition.    The range of 
air pressure and temperature should be sufficiently great to cover the renge 
of environmental conditions expected to be encountered in non-steady state 
operation.    The test procedures are discussed in Chapter IV, page 65 and the 
calculation of air flow rate from these data in Chapter VII, page 224.    It is 
also indicated in Chapter VII how flow rates for pressures and temperatures 
slightly different than used in test can be calculated. 
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To provide data for the determination of heat transfer character- 
istics of the cooling passage and the external surfaces, bench tests at var- 
iable rates of air flow are required.    A series of tests with bare external 
surfaces is sufficient for units with a circumferential baffle.    Those with 
case-envelope heat exchangers require an additional series of tests with 
well-insulated external surfaces.    In all these tests,  only measurements 
taken at equilibrium conditions are important.    Kot all measurements outlined 
in Chapter IV, page 52 need be made.    Pressure drop data are only necessary 
if air flow data under other environmental conditions ar-e to be obtained by 
calculation rather than by altitude chamber test, as indicated above.    The 
principal requirements are for measurement of air flow rate, presumably sup- 
plied by an auxiliary apparatus, of surface tanperatures on the case and all 
other surfaces of the heat exchange passage, of the rate of heat generation, 
and of the air temperatures at inlet and outlet of the cooling passage. 

The data required for determination of the temperature-time rela- 
tionships of the components and the case,  and of the equivalent thermal ca- 
pacity of the unit are obtained in one bench test with bare case,  run with 
the complete unit, including its external cooling blower, but with the addi- 
tion of an auxiliary air flow apparatus (see Appendix IV).    The auxiliary 
apparatus would serve to measure the air flow and to maintain the air flow 
constant with time.    Thus any natural tendency of the blower to vary the 
weight flow rate as the temperature level of the unit increases is eliminated. 
This is necessary for a more reliable determination of equivalent thermal ca- 
pacity.    In this test, operation is initiated from thermal equilibrium,  i.e., 
all parts of the unit are at the same temperature as the environment.    Opera- 
tion is discontinued when all parts have again reached practical thermal equi- 
librium while operating, i.e.,  their rates of temperature rise have become 
imperceptible.    Boring the entire test it is desirable to have a constant 
environmental temperature.    Case,  component,  external surface,  inlet air and 
outlet air temperatures, air rate,  and electrical input and output must be 
recorded as functions of operating time. 

2.    Evaluation of Equivalent Thermal Capacity 

As discussed on page 25Ö for the unit cooled by free convection and 
radiation,  the data obtained in bench test must also be reduced for the unit 
cooled by forced convection to permit calculation of the rate of heat absorp- 
tion at any time of the transient bench test.    Again heat would not be re- 
ceived by the unit externally.    Therefore, equation (VIII-l) gives qab when 
the rate of heat dissipation q^g can be calculated since the heat generation 
rate is available from measurement.    For this type of unit q^g is the sum of 
the heat dissipation of the cooling passage(formed by the case and a circum- 
ferential baffle or by a heat exchanger case) by forced convection to the 
cooling air,  and of the external surfaces by radiation and convection to the 
environment.    The forced convective heat dissipation rate q^g-cv ^ 'wa't't's a"^ 
any time is given by 

cJds-OT    =    456W(t2- tx), (vni-8) 
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where V .Is the known air flow rate in pounds per second, and t2 and t± the 
measured temperatures in °C at outlet and inlet of the  coolxng passage    re- 
soectively.    The part of the external heat transfer rate whxch «masts of 
the rJSaX rate £rd is calculated from the radiation equation (VI-j) based 
on the measured instantaneous values of external surface temperature t    and 
environmental wall temperature tw.    The ccnvective part of the external heat 
SSsfeTfuring test may be attributable to conditions which are essenWally 
those of free convection.    However, the discharge configuration of the unit 
may be such that appreciable air flow is aspirated over the external surface 
of the mit and theheat transfer conditions would more closely resembxe 
?nose oTTovTeö convection.    Different evaluation methods would be applicable 
ITtL two conditions.    In order to clarify the condition by calculatxon, 
father *^TÄ*.  the external heat dissipation rate by free ccjnvec- 

S^dissiSxon rate S compared to the measured external heat dxssxpatxon 
!Sder SnS equilibrium conditions,  obtained by heat balance from 

Qds-e-eq    =    *q    =    «6 W <**•* ' W ^"^ 
Tf +>,» •tln of the measured to "the above-calculated external heat dxssipa- 

fSs^^eTtht^ 
Ssty   fs^bllSVrc^lonvection app.ar.to exist      In that event    an^ex- 
temal effective convection coefficient H. xn watts per    C xs founa, agaxn 
on the basis of the equilibrium data at The end of the test.    It xs a-ixnea 
Z tS mSsured value of external heat dissipation at equilxbrxum,  qds-e-eq 
5o^c£at£n (vSl-9), the calculated radiant heat dissipatxon q^d fd 

iron, equd.oj.011 ^J-J"' *'* *>„„„ *. anH of the envxronment tn. the temperatures of the external surface te-eq ^ 0l  tne a•u,°M ° 
Thus He is defined by 

H, (qds-e-eq " %-rd/(t 'e-eq - O. (-VIII-10) 

Sblce the a* no», »t., *an."-Jibir^ajreTÄtluIfo? 
ne wuj;u ÜO „ ..     pvternal rate of heat dissxpatxon qds-e at any 

(te - V» Pf-us •e ^effective external heat transfer coeffxcxent He xs same temperatures.    The effective ^erna accurate calcu- 
used primarily for the purpose of P^^^^Sn during bench test.    This 
lation of the instantaneous rates of *^\^p^n d^gs of other opera- 
does not imply its appixcaoxxxty Aox- .he «ub—q s- 
tional conditions. 

tt. procedure for evaluation ofJjjat ^^^^^ 
test is based on plots of g•    t* ^^ ^ermine U»rat°ure-time 
actually be constant, of the test xs variations may occur.) 
relationships for components and zne case, 
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A suitable number of corresponding instantaneous values are chosen from these 
plots to calculate instantaneous values of q^jg.gy from equation (VHI-8),  of 
qe-rd from equation (VT-4),  and of qe>cv using either the charts of Figure 
VT-2, if it -was found that Fc 5 2..±t or using the equation 

Qe-cv He <te - tQ), (vin-n) 

if it was found that Fc > 1.1.    If Fc < 1.1, the instantaneous values of heat 
absorption rate q^b are calculated from 

Qab    =   I " <3ds-cv " Fc fae-rd * <5d-cv) (VHI-12a) 

If Fc > 1.1, as determined from equilibrium conditions, 

9ab   =   <1 " ^ds-cv " %-rd "  [%-cv = He (*e " to)j        (Vin-12b) 

The total heat absorption E during the test is found by equation (VIII-5) or 
graphical integration of a plot q^ versus   T .    The equivalent thermal capac- 
ity *W is found from equation (VTII-6), where the case temperature tc is the 
representative temperature trp, at the end (tc-eq) and beginning (t^o) °^ 
the bench tests "" 

The procedure here described is used in Example VTII-3, page  284, 
for a unit cooled by forced flow. 

3. Methods of Evaluating Component Temperature Variation in Non-Steady- 
State Operation 

Since the internal heat transfer mechanism of a pressurized or sealed 
unit cooled by forced convection is identical to that of a pressurized or 
sealed unit cooled by free convection and radiation, the methods for predict- 
ing temperature-time histories of the components within a unit of this type 
are identical to those outlined on pages  259 to 263, once the temperature-time 
history of the case has been evaluated.    The method employing characteristic 
temperature patterns for determination of component temperatures,  page 260, 
is generally recommended.    The more approximate method, page 262, would be 
used only when the characteristic temperature patterns of the components are 
not known, or the greater computational effort required by the first method 
cannot be justified. 

4. Procedures for Evaluation of Operational Conditions 

Evaluation procedures for determination of the transient thermal 
state of pressurized and sealed units cooled by forced convection require 
step-by-step analysis whether the operational conditions of the unit are var- 
iable or constant with respect to time of operation.    The purpose of the 
analysis would be to define the actual and "would-be" equilibrium temperature- 
time histories for the case surface of the unit.    Evaluation procedures are 
discussed first for units having a circumferential baffle,  and then for those 
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employing a case-envelope heat exchanger.    The evaluation procedures permit 
inclusion of any heat transfer occurring between the external surfaces of the 
unit and its environment. 

a»    Units with Circumferential Baffle 

The heat transfer characteristics of a unit having a circumfer- 
ential baffle are defined from data obtained during bench test, -where -with 
the external surfaces of the unit bare, equilibrium temperatures of the case, 
baffle and the air at inlet and outlet of the unit are measured for a range 
of air rates.    The heat dissipated to the cooling air q^a-cv at an3r a^-r ra*e 

•would be evaluated from the known values of the inlet and OTtlet air tempera- 
tures by equation (VIII-8).    The difference of the heat generated by the unit 
q and that dissipated to the cooling air q^s^cv defines the external heat 
transfer qe between the external surfaces of We unit and its environment. 
The correction factor Fc would then be evaluated from this value of q^ and 
the calculated external heat transfer by radiation and free convection.    It 
is then necessary to evaluate the effective heat transfer coefficients H^g, 
and Hfc_a for forced convective heat transfer between the case surface and the 
cooling air and the inner baffle surface and the cooling air, respectively. 
Procedures for definition of these coefficients as a function of the air rate 
are identical to those described in detail in Chapter VII, pages 229 to 231. 
Any heat conducted 'from the case to the baffle through struts or other sup- 
porting members would be evaluated by equation (VII-6) and included in the 
heat balance according to equation (VII-4).    Resulting values of Hc_a and 
%-a TOuld De plotted as a function of the cooling air rate W to yield a 
working plot for use with the evaluation procedures subsequently discussed. 

Ehen it is required to  evaluate the transient thermal state of a 
unit under variable operating conditions, working plots would be constructed 
showing the variation of ambient air pressure and temperature, wall tempera- 
ture, cooling air rate and the unit's heat generation as a function of the 
time of operation.    Ambient air pressure and temperature and>the   surrounding 
wall temperature of the   Department in which the unit is installed are af- 
fected by the aircraft's flight plan,  heat generation within the compartment 
and ihe ventilation or refrigeration which may be provided for the compart- 
ment.    The cooling air rate, as supplied by a blower,  is a function of the 
unit's environmental conditions.    Its variation with time of operation would 
be evaluated using known characteristics of the equipment-blower-motor com- 
bination, determined by test or supplied as specifications.    The methods dis- 
cussed in Chapter V may be used for that purpose.    Otherwise, the air rate 
variation with change in ambient air pressure and temperature must be deter- 
mined from test of the unit in an altitude chamber,  as discussed in Chapter 
VII, page 224,  or approximately by the method discussed on page 225. 

The evaluation procedure for determination of operational thermal 
conditions is conducted on a step-by-step basis,  and requires trial-and-error 
solution to determine the average temperatures of the case and baffle for each 
step in the analysis.    The following recommended procedure for analysis would 
be used for variable or constant operational conditions.    At time zero, the 
unit's case, baffle and component temperatures are defined.    The zero-time of 
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operation must be selected as the time at which operation of the unit is 
initiated, or as the time at which it is initially subjected to variable 
operational conditions when it has been previously operated in a constant 
environment for a period of time sufficiently long to permit it to reach a 
state of thermal equilibrium.    For example,  a unit under pre-flight opera- 
tional conditions may attain thermal equilibrium before being subjected to 
variable operational conditions resulting from the aircraft pursuing its 
flight plan.    The time-aero would then be selected as the time at which the 
environmental conditions are initially changed.    If thermal equilibrium of 
the uiiit has not been reached by this time,  it would be necessary to refer 
the time-zero to the time at which operation of the unit was initiated.    The 
analysis to determine the transient thermal state would then be conducted 
first for the pre-flight operation,   during which the environmental conditions 
remain constant, and then for the flight operational conditions,   during which 
the environmental conditions would normally vary. 

Once the zero-time for analysis has been selected and the cor- 
responding thermal state of the unit is defined,  a time interval of operation 
AT  is selected.    Average values of the ambient pressure Po_av and tempera- 
ture t0_av, wall temperature t7f_av,  cooling air rate Wav and the effective 
heat transfer coefficients Hc-a_av and H^.a-av are then defined fron the 
working plots corresponding to the average time of operation Tav for the se- 
lected time interval.    The rate at -which these variables change with time of 
operation would affect the choice of the magnitude of the  time interval. 
Next,  it is necessary to assume values of the change in case temperature Atc 
and the change in baffle temperature Ate.    The average case and baffle tem- 
peratures for the time interval are defined by 

^c-av   =   tc-l + Atc/2 (VHI-13) 

and 
Vav    =   te-1 + Ate/2 (vin-14) 

where tc_]_ and tg^ represent the case and baffle temperatures, respectively, 
at the beginning of the selected time interval A    . 

The average temperature rise of the cooling air from inlet to 
outlet of the unit during the time interval is then evaluated by the equation 

(^-av ~ ^l-av) = [_Hc-a-av ^c-av " ^l-av) + Hb-a-av^e-av "* tl-av<J/ 

/ [456 Wav +  (Hc.a_av + Hb.a_av)/2] (VIII-15) 

When the blower forces the air through the keat transfer passage, the inlet 
air temperature ti»av would differ from the average ambient temperature t0_aY 
by the temperature rise of the air created by the blower.    The temperature 
rise of the cooling air,  evaluated by equation (VHI-15), is then used to de- 
fine the rate of heat dissipation to the cooling air q^g by 

q^s-cv-av    »   456 Wav (t2.av - ti-av) (VIII-16) 
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Next, it is necessary to check the correctness of the assumed 
value for the baffle temperature.    A correct value of the baffle temperature 
has been selected when the rate of heat transfer through the baffle equals 
the rate of heat transfer between the external surface of the baffle and its 
environment»    The heat transfer between the baffle surface and its environ- 
ment is normally by free convection and radiation and -would be evaluated from 
the charts of Figures VI-2 and -3,  following the procedure outlined in Exam- 
ple VT-1, using the assumed value of the average temperature of the baffle 
te-av, the average values of the ambient air pressure p0_av and temperature 
t-c-av» anci ^e wall temperature t^av»    The correction factor Fc -would be 
taken equal to the value obtained during bench test of the unit.    If Fc ob- 
tained in bench test is greater than unity, and there is indication that 
under installation conditions convection may^be reduced,  a smaller value may 
be assumed for the non-steady state analysis.    The rate of external heat 
transfer qe is positive -when transferred from the surface to the environment, 
and negative vihen received by the surface from the environment.    The rate of 
heat transfer through the baffle is evaluated from the equation 

%-a.v   ~   %-rd-av + %-cd-av " %-a-av» (vni-17) 

•where qc-^cl-av rePresen^s ^ne average rate of heat transfer by radiation from 
the case surface to the inner surface of the baffle, evaluated by use of Fig- 
ure VI-3, and defined by the average temperature of the case tc_av and of the 
baffle te_av. The rate of conductive heat transfer q.c-cd-av v,ould be evalu- 
ated from equation (VII-6), using the average values of the case and baffle 
temperatures. The average rate of convective heat transfer qb-a-av needed ^ 
equation (VIII-17) is defined by 

%-a-av "b-a-av V**e-av " ^a-av)» (VIII-18) 

•where the average temperature of the cooling air ta_av ^s defined by 

Vav    "   tl-av +  (ta-av " *l-av>/2 (VIH-19) 

A correct value of baffle temperature is obtained vihen the rate of external 
heat transfer qe evaluated by equation (VIII-17) equals the rate of external 
heat transfer bet-ween the baffle surface and the unit's environment,    tfhen 
the two values of qe do not agree, it is necessary to assume another value 
for the temperature rise of the baffle Ate during the selected time interval 
A T, to calculate the new value for the average temperature of the baffle, 
and then to repeat the above-indicated process. 

After the correct baffle temperature haa been determined,  it is 
then necessary to check the accuracy of the assumed temperature rise of the 
case At0.    The average rats of heat transfer from the surface of the case 
over the selected time interval AT is, by heat balance, 

•3-c-av •^ds-av + %-av (VIII- 20) 

Hence, the average rate of heat absorption by the unit over the time interval 
AT  is 
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qab-av   "    %.v ~ %-av 

and the corresponding temperature change of the case is 

Atc    =    %b-av AT/Kev 

(vm-21) 

(VIII-22) 

AH terms in the previous equations are algebraic quantities, therefore the 
proper sign on any term should be used accordingly.    When,  for example, heat 
is received by the unit from its environment, the term qe is negative, or if 
heat of the unit's structure is given up, the term q^ will be negative and 
a drop in the case temperature occurs. 

If the temperature change of the case Atc evaluated by equation 
(VIII-22) equals the value originally assumed for the selected time interval, 
the correct value of the average  case temperature for this time interval has 
been established.    Otherwise,  it is necessary to repeat the entire evaluation 
procedure.    Since a double trial-and-error procedure is involved in the pro- 
cess, i.e.,  finding first a correct baffle temperature for any assumed case 
temperature,  and then determining if the case temperature is correct,  it is 
recommended that a check on the correctness of the assumed value of Atc be 
conducted each time the baffle temperature change Ate is checked.    By this 
procedure an indication is gained as to the correctness of both assumptions, 
and, wher. necessary,  new values for Atc and Ate may be assumed simultaneously 
for each time through the computational process.    This evaluation procedure 
for a unit operating in a variable environment is illustrated in Example 
VIII-4.    No simple rules can be given to guide the analyst in making the 
above-mentiDned temperature assumptions.    By comparison with known condi- 
tions,  he may make more intelligent estimates,  based on differences in air 
rate, environmental conditions,  elapsed time of operation,   etc.    Here,  like 
in all procedures of this type, experience is the best guide.    Relatively 
small effort is needed to acquire such experience. 

Component temperature-time histories are determined from the 
temperaturo-time history of the case by procedures identical to those for 
sealed units cooled by free convection and radiation,  as discussed on page 

b.    Units with Case-Envelope Heat Exchanger 

Evaluation procedures needed to  determine the transient thermal 
state for a unit of this type are in principle the same as for units having 
a circumferential baffle. 

The heat transfer characteristics of the exchanger are defined 
from data obtained from steady-state bench test of the unit with the external 
surfaces first insulated and then bare.    The  rate ox heat dissipation to the 
cooling air q(js_cv for any air rate would be evaluated from measured values 
of the inlet ancToutlet air temperatures by equation (VHI-8).    The effective 
forced convective heat transfer coefficient for the heat exchanger He3C would 
then be evaluated as 

H ex ~    ^s-cv /Ct-ex     ta)> (VHI-23) 
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•where tex and ta are defined by the measured temperatures of the case tc, ex- 
ternal surface of the exchanger te, and the air at inlet and outlet of the 
unit by the equatiqns 

'ex 

and 

»    (te + tft)/2 

(tx + t2)/2 

(VIII-24) 

(VIII-25) 

The calculated values of H^ -would, be plotted as function of the air rate W, 
giving a generalized working plot for use when evaluating the transient ther- 
mal characteristics of the unit.    A second working plot would be constructed 
from the steady-state bench test data to correlate the external heat transfer 
qg,which is equal to the difference of the rate of heat generation q and the 
rate of forced convective heat dissipation q<is_cv evaluated by equation 
(VIII-8).    The external heat transfer q@ would Be plotted as a function of 
the difference of the case and external surface temperatures  (tc - te) with 
the cooling air rate W as a parameter.    This is illustrated in Figure VHI-11 
•where two sets of test points are shown,  one set corresponding to the bench 
tests with the external surfaces insulated,  "3 =0, and the other set to the 

Figure Vni-11.    Working Plot for 
Evaluation of External Heat Transfer 

GAIN (-)  (+) LOSS 
EXTERNAL HEAT TRANSFER, qg, WATTS 

bench tests with the external surfaces bare.    Straight lines connecting the 
test points at corresponding air rates would be drawn on the working plot. 
By this procedure, a fairly accurate approximation of the actual variation of 
external heat transfer with the case temperature diffsrential (tc - te) for 
any value of the air rate W, xs obtained.    The plot permits evaluation of qg 
for any environmental heat transfer condition,  providing the external heat 
transfer coefficient can be defined as a function of ambient pressure, tem- 
perature,   surface characteristics and air velocity.    Extension of the straight 
lines to the left of the ordinate would permit evaluation of the thermal con- 
ditions when heat is gained by the external surfaces of the unit.    Extrapola- 
tion of the data by this process into the region of high heat gain is not 
recommended.    Extrapolation of the data to higher values of heat loss than 
e:dlsted during bench test w;Lth the external surfaces bare,  i.e., to values 
higher than those corresponding to the right-hand set of test points in Fig- 
ui-3 VIII-11, by extension of the straight lines would normally yield fairly 
accurate results» 
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Having established -working plots for evaluation of the effective 
heat transfer coefficient Hex and the external heat transfer rate qg, the 
transient thermal state for this type unit may be determined by a step-by- 
step evaluation procedure, similar to that used in part (a) of this section, 
for a sealed unit having a circumferential baffle. A time interval of opera- 
tion AT -would be selected. Values of the case temperature change Atc and 
the external surface temperature change Ate would then be assumed. The av- 
erage temperatures of the case and external surface, t0_av and te_av, for the 
selected time interval of operation -would be calculated from their values at 
time zero of operation and the assumed values of Atc and Ate. Next, the rate 
of external heat transfer qe would be evaluated in two ways. One value would 
be determined corresponding to the heat transfer between the external surfaces 
of the unit and its environment by free convection and radiation, using the 
charts in Figures VI-2 and -3. Average values of the ambient air pressure 
and temperature and of the surrounding wall temperature for the selected time 
interval of operation would be used in defining the characteristics of the 
environment when evaluating this rate of heat transfer. A second value of 
qe is defined by the working plot illustrated in Figure VIII-11,- using the 
average case and external surface temperatures and the average air rate I?av 
over the selected time interval. Agreement of the two values of the external 
heat transfer defines a correct value of te for the assumed case temperature 
change Atc. 

The next step in the evaluation procedure is to verify the cor- 
rectness of the assumed case temperature change Atc. The average rate of 
heat dissipation to the cooling air is given by 

qds-cv-av =  (tc-av + te-av " 2 ti-av)/[(2/Hex_av) + 1/(456 Wav)] ,     (VIII-26) 

where Hex-av represents the average value of the effective heat transfer co- 
efficient corresponding to the average air rate Wav and ti_av defines the 
average temperature of the cooling air at entrance to the heat transfer pas- 
sages. The average rate of heat dissipation from the case of the unit qc-av 
is equal to the algebraic sum of cujs-cv-av and qe-av (equation VTII-20), and 
the average rate of heat absorption qgjb-av ^s defined by equation (VIII-21). 

Lastly, the temperature change of the case Atc is evaluated by 
equation  (VIII-22).    Agreement of the calculated and assumed values of Atc 
completes the evaluation process for the selected time interval of operation. 
The temperature-time history of the case defined by this process would be 
used to evaluate component temperature-time histories following the proce- 
dures outlined on pages 

i 

5.    Examples 

Example VIII-5. Evaluation of Equivalent Thermal Capacity of a 
Pressurized Unit with Circumferential Baffle, 
Cooled by Forced Convection 

A pressurized unit having a painted cylindrical case 10 inches in 
diameter and 19 inches long is surrounded by a concentric baffle of 10.5-inch 
diameter, painted internally and externally,  forming with the case a passage 

• 
I 
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for forced air flow. In order to procure the necessary data for the deter- 
mination of the unit's equivalent thermal capacity, a transient bench test 
is performed in accordance with the procedure discussed on page 276. During 
the test, the following constant conditions are determined by measurement: 

Environment 
temperature, tQ 
pressure, p0 

•wall temperature, t,, 
confinement 

Heat generation, electrical input minus 
output, q 

Air flow rate, W 

test duration (to near equilibrium) 

20°C 
29.5 inches mer- 
cury absolute 
20°C 
large room (cj>j_ = 
0.95) 

400 watts 
0.040 pound per 

second 
160 minutes 

The variations with time of the case temperature tc, the baffle temperature 
te,  and the air discharge temperature t2, each determined from the average 
readings of several thermocouples, are given in Figure VIII-12.    It is ap- 
parent that after 160 minutes of test time practical equilibrium was ob- 
tained.    The values of the variables reached at equilibrium are 

tc    =    61.7%      te_eq   =    32°C,      t2_eq    =   38.8°C 

The actual external heat dissipation at equilibrium is from equation (VIII-9) 

qds^gq    =   400 - 456 x 0.040 (38.8 - 20)    =   58 watt3 

From the values given above, the calculated values of radiant and free con- 
vective heat dissipation, according to the methods of Chapter VI, are 30 and 
16 watts, respectively.    For calculation of radiant heat transfer, the sur- 
face of the cylindrical baffle and of one end, equal to 714 square inches, 
is used.    For calculation of convective heat transfer, only the surface of 
the cylindrical baffle, equal to 627 square inches,   is used.    Thus,  Fc = 
= 58/(31 + 16) = 1.23 which is greater than 1.1.    Therefore, the alternate 
method is used in which the calculated radiant heat dissipation is assumed 
correct and an effective external heat transfer coefficient'is determined. 
In accordance with equation (VIIl-lO), 

He    =    (58 - 3l)/(52 - 20)    =    2.25 watts per °C 

Then,  for any specified time  T,  using the temperature test data of Figure 
VIII-12, the rates of heat dissipation from the case by radiation and con- 
vection are calculated by use of equation (VI-4) and  (VIII-11), respectively. 
For example, for   -r- = 60 minutes, te = 30.2°C and t0 = 20°C,    Correspondingly, 
$2 = 0.0365 watt per square inch.    Therefore,  q^v^ = 0.95 x 0.0365 x 714 = 
= 24.8 watts,  and qe_cv = 2.25  (30.2 - 20) = 23 watts.    At the same time-, the 
air discharge temperature is t2 = 36.1°C which gives, for the constant air 
flow rate W = 0.040 pound per second and t0 - t]_ = 20°C, according to equa- 
tion (VIII-8),   the heat dissipation rate by forced convection as 
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Figure VIII-12. Temperatur a- 
Time Data Obtained in Tran- 
sient Bench Test of Pressur- 
ized Unit Cooled by Forced 
Convection (Example VIII-3) 

80 100 
MINUTES 

Figure VIII-13. Calculated 
Time Variations of Heat Dis- 
sipation and Absorption Rates 
in Bench Test of Pressurized 
Unit Cooled by Forced Convec- 
tion (Example VIII-3) 

80 100 120 
T,  MINUTES 
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^ds-cv   =   456 x °'040 t36»1 ~ 2°)    ~   293*5 watts 

Consequently,  the rate of heat absorption at    T = 60 minutes is,  in accord- 
ance with equation (VIII-12b), and for the constant heat generation rate 
q =• 400 watts, 

q^h    =   400 - 293.5 - 24.8 - 23    =   58.7 watts 

Performing the above calculations for the conditions at a sufficient number 
of values for   T provides the data for the  curves of qe-cv, cie-rd»  qds-cv> 
and qab versus time   T shown In Figure VIII-13.    The curve for qab can Be 
integrated by planimetry or using equation (VIH-5) to obtain a value for 
the total heat absorbed during the bench test.    Using the latter method, the 
choice of time intervals is best made in accordance with the variation in 
curvature,  using shorter intervals where the curvature is greater.    Thus, 

E    =    (400/2 + 298 + 216/2)10 +  (216/2 + 184 + 157 + 134 + 115 + 98 + 

+ 83 + 71 + 59 + 50 + 42/2)5 +  (42/2 + 30 + 21 + 14/2)10 +  (14/2 + 

+ 6 + 2)20    =    606 x 10 + 1080 x 5 + 79 x 10 + 15 x 20    = 

=   12,550 watt-minutes 

The equivalent thermal capacity is calculated from equation (VIII-6) in the 
form 

K, ev =   E/ftc-eq - t0) 

The eauilibrium case temperature is found from Figure VIII-12 to bs 6l.7°C. 
Thus, " 

KeT    =   12,550/(61.7 - 20)    °    302 watt-minutes per °C 

Example VIII-4. ^termination of the Transient Thermal State of a 
Pressurized Unit with Circumferential Baffle, 
Cooled by Forced Convection 

It is desired to determine the thermal conditions of a pressurized 
electronic unit operating in an aircraft undergoing rapid change in flight 
speed and altitude.    The unit is cooled by air flow induced by a blower over 
the heat transfer surfaces formed by the case of the unit and a circumferen- 
tial baffle.    It is assumed that the unit has been operated for several hours 
on the ground so that thermal equilibrium has been attained by the time of 
take-off.    During flight, the compartment air pressure and temperature and 
the surrounding wall temperature vary with time in the manner indicated in 
Figure VIII-14.    The blower, being uncontrolled, provides a cooling air rate 
variable with time of flight as shown in Figure VIII-IS.    The effective heat 
transfer coefficients Hc-a and ft^-a. varT vü-tn 't*ie air ra'te ^ a manner deter- 
mined from bench-test of the unit, and are plotted in Figure VIII-15 as a 
function of the time of flight. 
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Figure VIII-14. Variation 
of Environmental Air and 
Wall Temperatures and Air 
Pressure with Time of 
Flight (Example VIII-4) 

20 
7-,   MINUTES 

The construction of the unit is identical to the one described in 
Example VIII-3.    The case is cylindrical, 10 inches in diameter and 19 inches 
in length,  and the circumferential baffle is separated from the case surface 
by a distance of 1/4 inch.    All surfaces of the unit are black painted and 
the installation conditions are such that the confinement is close.    The 
equivalent thermal capacity of the unit is 302 watt-minutes per °C,  as deter- 
mined in Example VIII-3, and the rate of heat generation is constant and equal 
to 400 watts. 
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Figure VIII-15.    Variation 
of Cooling Air Rate and 
Forced Conver.tive Heat 
Transfer Coefficient with 
Time of Flight  (Example 
VHI-4) 1 
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a.    Thermal Conditions of Unit Before Take-Off 

The unit is operated in the aircraft prior to take-off for an 
extended period of time.    Hence, at the time of take-off the unit's thermal 
condition is one of steady-state operation in equilibrium with its environ- 
ment.    The environmental conditions during this period of operation are as- 
sumed to remain constant with t ime and are defined by an ambient air pres- 
sure p0 of 30 inches mercury absolute, an ambient temperature of 58°C and a 
compartment wall temperature of 65°C as shown in Figure VIII-14 for zero- 
time of operation.    The cooling air rate is 0.10 pound per second, as shown 
in Figure VIII-15. 

The equilibrium case and baffle temperatures during ground op- 
eration are determined by trial-and-error procedure.    Since the wall temper- 
ature of 65°C is appreciably above the air temperature of 38°C, a baffle 
temperature tg_eq is assumed equal to 50°C".    The rate of external heat trans- 
fer qg by free convection and radiation is evaluated by use of Figures VI-2 
and -3.    Free convective heat transfer is assumed to occur only over the 
baffle surface, which has a surface area of TT(10 + 0.5) x 19 = 627 square 
inches.    Heat is transferred from the external surface at 50°C to the ambient 
air at 38°C.    From Figure VJ-2b, q^cy-go = 16.1 watts.    Radiant heat is 
transferred from the  surrounding wa?JLs at 65°C, to the external surface of 
the unit at an average temperature of 50°C.    The external surface receiving 
radiant heat is taken as the external surface of the baffle and one end of 
the unit, an area of 714 square inches.    From Table VT-1,  for close confine- 
ment and black-painted surfaces, cpj_ - 0.90.    From Figure VT-3b, for surface 
temperatures of 65° and 50°C, 4>j> = -0.082.    Hence, qe-r(i_eq = 0.90 x 714 x 
x (-0.082) = -52.7 watts*    The net calculated external heat transfer at equi- 
librium between the unit and its environment is, then, «le-eq = 16.1 - 52.7 - 
- -36.6 watts, indicating heat gain from the environment.    The value of qe-eq 
is taken as calculated, assuming that Fc = 1.    This is based on a qualitative 
evaluation of the installation which has indicated that external air flow 
aspiration effects over the baffle, present in the bench test, would be 
eliminated. 

The unit's rate of heat generation is 400 watts.    Thus, the rate 
of heat dissipation to the cooling air is qds-Cv-eq = 400 " (-36.6) = 436.6 
watts.    The temperature rise of the  cooling air~at\his rate of heat dissipa- 
tion is, using equation (VIII-8), 

=   qds-EE-eqA^6 ^    =   436.6/(456 y O.l)    =   9.57°C 

The average temperature of the cooling air is,  then 

Wv-eq    =   5Ö + (9.57/2)    =   42.S°C 

From Figure VIII-15,  for the air rate of 0.10 pound per second,  the effective 
heat transfer coefficient Hfc_a is 12.5 watts per °C.    Hence, the forced con- 
vective heat transfer from the baffle to the cooling air is 

%-a-eq   =   Kb-a (*e ~ *a-av)    =   ^ ^50 " 42'ö>    a   m'6 v,atts' 

Ata~eq 
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Neglecting any conductive heat transfer from the case to the baffle,  the per- 
missible rate of radiant heat transfer from the case to the baffle is, by 
equation (VH-4) 

%-rd-eq   =    %-a-eq + %-eq    =    öö«6 " 3o»6 52 vjatts 

In other words,  the case receives heat from the environment at the rate of 
36.6 watts and the baffle is capable of dissipating heat to the cooling air 
at the rate of 88.6 watts,  so the rate of radiant heat transfer from the case 
to the baffle permitted for the assumed baffle temperature of 50°C is 52 watts. 
If the actual radiant heat transfer equals 52 watts, then a correct value for 
the baffle temperature has been established. 

The actual rate of radiant heat transfer from the case to the 
baffle is determined in the following manner.    The heat dissipated to the 
cooling air by the case surface is equal to q.ds-cv-eq • %-a-eg» or 436,6 ~ 
88.6 = 348 watts.    From Figure VII1-15, for an aTF rate of 0.10 pound per 
second, the effective heat transfer coefficient Hc_a is 16.4 watts per °G. 
Hence, 

^c-eq *"    »- a-av-ea =    %-a-eq/Hc-a    =    348/16.4    = 21.2' ,Or% 

or. 
Jc-eq ~   ^a-av-eq + 2-*-*2 =   42.8 + 21.2    =    64°C 

The actuax radiant heat transfer from the case to Hie baffle may now be de- 
fined by use of Figure VI-3b, where for a case temperature of 64°C and a baf- 
fle temperature of 50 C, 4% = 0.076.    From Table VI-1,  for close confinement 
and black-painted surfaces, cj>L = 0.90,  and the surface area of the cylindrical 
portion of the case is IT X 10 x 19 = 598 square inches.    Hence, 

qc-rd-eq    =   0.90 x 598 x 0.076    =   40.9 watts. 

The actual rate of radiant heat transfer from the case to the baffle 'is 40.9 
watts, while heat balance with a baffle temperature of 50°C gave a value of 
52 watts.    Thus, another value for the baffle temperature would be assumed 
and the process repeated. 

The correct case and baffle temperatures are determined, to be 
64.5° and 49»6°C,  respectively.    The heat gain by the unit from the environ- 
ment is 38.5 watts.    These conditions  define the steady-state thermal per- 
formance of the unit at the time of take-off. 

b.    Transient Thermal State During Flight 

The transient thermal performance for a unit, of this type is de- 
termined by the procedure outlined in pages 279 to 282.    Since thermal equilib- 
rium of the unit exists at the time of take-off for the aircraft, the zero 
time of operation is selected for this condition.    Hence, tc«o = 64.5°C and 
te-o = 49,6°.C. 

The step-by-step analysis is given for the first time interval» 
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The first 
and xav =0.5 minutes. 

itarval AT is selected as 1.0 minutes thus, T-J_ =* 0, T2 = 1.0 
At this average time of operation,  from Figures 

VIII-14 and -15, to_av = 39«0°C, Po-av s 35.6 inches mercury absolute, tT^av 
= 

= 73.3°C, Wav = 0.113 pound per second, tt&.a.-a.v = 18.0 watts per °C and 
**b-a-av ~ 13» 6 -watts per °C.    The next step is to assume a value for the case 
temperature change Atc.    It is assumed equal to zero for this time interval, 
since the  increase in both cooling air rate and environmental wall temperature 
would tend to produce a compensating effect on the case temperature.    Thus, 
tc_av for the interval equals the initial temperature of 64.5°C.    Next, be- 
cause of the higher environmental temperatures,  the baffle temperature would 
be expected to increase.    Assume Ate 
temperature rise of the 

2°C, te-av = 49.6 + 2/2 = 50.6°C.    The 

(t2~ av 

ooling air may now be evaluated by equation (VIII-15). 

- t1-av)  = [l8(64.5 -  39) * 13.6(50.6 - S9)]/|456 x 0.113 +  (18 + l3.6)/2] 

t2-av " "kl-av    =   9.15°C 

By use of equation (VIII-16), the average rate of heat dissipation to the 
cooling air is 

<3d< s-cv-av =    456 x 0.113 x 93J5 472.5 watts 

The average rate of external heat transfer qe-av is evaluated internally and 
externally of the baffle to determine the correctness of the assumed value for 
Ate.    The average value of qe-av is first evaluated for the free convective 
and radiant heat transfer between the baffle and its environment.    This is 
defined by te_av = 50.6°C, t0_aT = 39°C, t^.^ = 73.3°C and Po-av - 35*6 

inches mercury absolute,  using Figures VI-2b and -3b.    The surface areas and 
Fc used in this calculation are the same as used in part (a) of this example« 
By this procedure,  qe-av is evaluated as -67 watts,  showing that the radiant 
heat transfer received by the external surface is greater than the free con- 
vective heat transfer from the external surface to the ambient air. 

A second value of qe-av is determined by equation (VIII-17).    The 
conductive heat transfer between the case and baffle is assumed to be negligi- 
ble.    The average rate of radiant heat transfer from the case to the baffle 
qc-rd-av is evaluated from the average case and baffle temperatures, 64..5 
and 50.b°C, respectively, by use of Figure VI~5b and equation (VI-4), using 
dp± = 0.90.    It is determined that qc-.rd-av = 40.9 watts.    The average rate of 
convective heat transfer from the baffle to the cooling air is defined by 
equations  (VIII-18 and -19). 

"fca-av    =    39 + 9.15/2    »    43.6°C 

%-a-av    =   13,6 (50*6 " 43,6)    =   95e2 vra-tts 

Hence, by equation (VIII-17), 

qe-av    B   ^'9 " 95'2 -54.3 watts 

This value of qe_av of -54.3 watts is compared with the previous 
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value of -67 watts,  and indicates that the assumed value for the baffle tem- 
perature rise Ate is not correct.    However, since it is reasonably close the 
correctness of the  assumed value for the case temperature change Atc should 
be checked to determine a more accurate value.    By equation (VHI-20), 

3c-av    =   472"5 ~ 54.3    =   418.2 watts 

•which is the average rate of heat removal from the case surface.    Hence, by 
equation (VIII-21), the average rate of heat absorption for the selected 
time interval is 

3ab- av =   400 - 418.2    =   -18.2 watts 

The negative value indicates that heat is given up by the bulk of the unit. 
The temperature change of the  case is, then,  by equation (VIII-22) and for 
Kev = 302, 

Atc    =   -18.2 x 1/302    =   -0.06°C 

The case temperature decreases by a small amount over the time interval of 
one minute. 

The values of Atc and Ate originally assumed are revised and the 
process is then repeated.    Correct values of At0 and Ate are determined to be 
-0.05° and 3.0°G, respectively.    Thus,  after one minute of operation the case 
temperature is 64.5 - 0.05 = 64.45°C, and the baffle temperature is '9.6 + 3.0 
= 52.6°C.    The temperature-time histories of the case and baffle for the 
specified flight plan determined by repeating this process for various se- 
lected time intervals are shovci in Figure VIII-16.    Temperature-time histories 
of the components would be defined by one of the procedures outlined on pages 
259 to 263. 

Figure VIII-16. Variation 
of Case and Baffle Temper- 
atures -with Time of Flight 
(Example VIII-4) 

I 
20 

T,   MINUTES 
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Pressurized and Sealed Units -with Integrated or Separate Heat Exchanger 

Methodd of predicting the temperature-time history of a unit of this type 
are in many respects similar to those applicable to other units cooled by 
forced air flow,   discussed in the preceding section.    Results of comparable 
accuracy may be obtained by the use of similar test data and analytical pro- 
cedures.    The transient thermal state of such a unit may be evaluated analyti- 
cally for fixed and variable environments -with constant and variable rate of 
heat generation. 

1»    Test Procedures 

The necessary data for evaluation of non-steady-state operating con- 
ditions are the same as those for other pressurized units cooled by forced 
air flow, as indicated on page 275.    The test pre cedures and required test 
runs are also the same as those described on pages 275 to 276,    The only ad- 
ditional measurements required in all tests are those of "the internal air 
temperature t^ entering and leaving the heat exchanger core.    Also, if the 
unit does not have its own external cooling air blower,  all tests vjould be 
performed using an auxiliary air flow apparatus for the supply and measure- 
ment of cooling air rates»    If the unit is designed for use vdth a separate 
heat exchanger,  the characteristics of the ducts would have to be included in 
the evaluation.    Therefore, temperature measurements of the internal circu- 
lating air must be made not only at the inlet and outlet of the heat exchanger, 
but also at the internal inlet and outlet of the unit proper.    If the separate 
heat exchanger is a central unit serving other electronic units of similar de- 
sign, the -whole system should be tested simultaneously.    In that instance, it 
-would be desirable to include all the ducting in the laboratory test set-up. 
However,  it would not be practical to determine by altitude chamber tests of 
the entire system the air flow rates furnished by a cooling blower attached 
to a central heat exchanger under various environmental conditions.    Instead, 
the heat exchanger alone with the blower can be tested by simulating the heat 
load supplied by the units to be cooled by means of a heater in the internal 
air circulation circuit.    If the central heat exchanger is designed for ram 
air cooling,  flow rates -would be defined by the flight characteristics of the 
aircraft and the resistance characteristics of the heat exchanger and the air 
induction system. 

2.    Evaluation of Equivalent Thermal Capacity 

The procedure resembles that required for the other units cooled by 
forced air flovj,  as  described on pages 276 to 27Ö.    For this 'type of unit, 
the total rate of heat dissipation at any time is the sum of the heat dissipa- 
tion in the heat exchanger by forced air flow, and that occurring at the sur- 
faces of the case and of the connecting air ducts,  if such are used.    In bench 
test,  the external heat dissipation from the case and ducts is likely to occur 
only by radiation and free convection since air-aspirating effects frequently 
encountered in other units can be avoided by normal test precautions which 

•would remove air discharge ports from the vicinity of the case surfaces. 
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The forced convective heat dissipation rate is defined by equation 
(VIII-8), referred to the external coolii,g air, in the form 

<3ds-cv «Je» 456 We  (te_2 - te»!) (VIII-27) 

The radiant and free convective heat transfer rates from the case surface are 
determined by the case temperature tc and environmental conditions. like de- 
scribed on page 277, for the other units cooled principally by forced convec- 
tion, the accuracy of case heat loss calculations are checked by heat balance 
at equilibrium conditions attained at the end of the test run. Equation 
(VIII-9) is used in. the form 

q^s-c-eq - q^ - 456 We (tg_2-eq " 
te-l-eqJ (VIII-28) 

and the value of Fc is determined, as described on page 277.    It is unlikely 
that the alternate method of evaluating the convective heat transfer coeffi- 
cient, as described on page 277, would be required since test precautions 
should be taken to provide an environment for the unit approaching free con- 
vective conditions very closely.    However,  if it is found that Fc > 1.1 the 
alternate procedure must be used to provide the necessary accuracy for the 
calculation of instantaneous rates of haat absorption during the bench test. 
Equation (VIII-10) would then have the form 

Hc    ~   [qds-c-eq " ^-rdj/^c-eq "" ^o' (VIII-29) 

The procedure for evaluation of heat absorption rates during the 
test is based on plots of tg.^ ^cr-2> ^c» ^e an<^ ^o versus  T , the latter two 
variables usually being constant.    The methods used are the same as those 
described on page 278.    It is not likely that equation (VIII-12a) -would be- 
applicable in the form 

%b *- %x ?c (q ic-rd + ^c-cv ,) (VIII-50a) 

Should it be necessary to use an Hc-factor in evaluating the bench test data, 
equation (VIII-12b) would be used,  transformed in similar manner to 

%h q - qex - q^rd - Hc (*c ~ *o) (VIII-30b) 

The method as described on page 278 is used for determination of the total 
heat absorption E during the test.    The equivalent thermal capacity Kev is 
found from equation (VTII-6).    For this type of unit,   the thermal state is 
best expressed in terms of the average temperature of the internal circulating 
air •which,  as noted on page  293,  should be available from measurements of the 
internal inlet and outlet air temperature.    Therefore,  equation (VIII-6) as 
aoplied to this type unit would have the form 

K ev -   y^it-av-eq " "^t-av ̂  (VIII-31) 

The initial average internal air temperature is most likely to be equal to 
the environmental temperature t^o» 
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3. Evaluation of Component Temperatvires During Non-Steady State 
Operation 

Component temperatures during non-steady state operation for a unit 
of this type would be predicted from characteristic temperature patterns., 
such as discussed on pages 259 to 261, and illustrated in Figure VIII-1, using 
the aA'erage internal air temperature t-^-av as a reference rather than the 
case temperature.    The temperature-time histories of the various components 
and of the average internal air temperature determined from bench test of the 
unit -would be used to plot the parameters 

^cp " tcp-Oy ^cp-eq " "^p-pp versus  (tit_av - *>±t-a.v^o)/(tlt-ä.Y-eqi " ^t-av-o) 

for each component under consideration.    The average internal air temperature 
•fcit-av is evaluated from bench-test data as the average of the internal air 
temperatures at inlet and exit of the heat exchanger. 

The use of the characteristic temperature patterns to define compo- 
nent temperatures during non-steady state operation requires knowledge of the 
variation of average internal air temperature with time of operation.    Proce- 
dures for evaluation of the temperature-time history of the internal air are 
presented in the subsequent section.    The more approximate method for pre- 
dicting temperature-time histories of the components,  discussed on pages 262 
to 263, may also be applied to a unit of this type by using the constant tem- 
perature differential as (tCp.eq - t^~av-eq) rather than (tCp_eq - tc.eq). 
It is recommended for use only when the characteristic temperature patterns 
of the components have not been established, or when only an approximate tem- 
perature-time history is desired and the more laborious and time-consuming 
procedures required for the characteristic temperature patterns cannot be 
justified.    This procedure requires, nevertheless,  knowledge of the variation 
of the average internal air temperature with the time of operation. 

4. Evaluation Procedures for Itetermining Non-Steady State Thermal 
Conditions 

Non-steady state thermal conditions for a unit of this type are 
evaluated by a step-by-step computational procedure and from generalized 
bench-test data defining the performance of the heat exchanger,  case heat 
transfer, the characteristic temperature patterns of the components,  and the 
equivalent thermal capacity of the equipment.    A trial-and-error computational 
procedure is required to'define the variation of the average internal air tem- 
perature with time of operation,  after which the component temperature histo- 
ries may be evaluated directly. 

Steady-state bench test data are used to define two working plots 
for use in non-steady state analysis.    The case heat transfer rate a^,,  e\ralu- 
ated by heat balance from the bench-test data, would be plotted as a function 
of the temperature difference between the average internal air and the case 
surface, as illustrated in Figure VII-7.    The effective heat transfer coeffi- 
cient of the heat exchanger qgX,  defined as 
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H ex 
=   «W^it-l - te-l) (Vin-32) 

and derived from bench-test data, would be' plotted as a function of the ex- 
ternal cooling air rate We.    The temperatures t^-l and tg»! used in the def- 
inition of Hex are the temperatures of the internal and external air at en- 
trance to the heat exchanger, respectively.    The heat dissipated to the cool- 
ing air in the heat exchanger cw -would be evaluated from the bench-test data 
by equation (VIII-27.). 

For evaluation of the transient thermal performance, a zero-time, of 
operation is selected, which would be when operation of the unit is initiated 
and the entire equipment is at a uniform initial temperature tQ, or when the 
unit operating in thermal equilibritm is suddenly subjected to~a variable 
environment, such as the conditions used in Example VIII-4.   A time interval 
of operation AT  is then selected and the average total time at which opera- 
tion for the interval would be evaluated,    Tav =   T^_ + A T/2.    The environ- 
mental conditions and the external cooling air corr es ponding to this average 
time instant of operation would then be defined, i.e.,  the average ambient 
pressure P0-av» average ambient temperature t0_av,  average wall temperature 
t^-av and average air rate We_av.    Next, it is necessary to assv^ie values of 
the average internal air temperature change At-j^ and the case temperature 
change Atc for the selected time interval AT.    The average internal air tem- 
perature and case temperature would then be evaluated as 

Ht-av   •=   Ht-av-O * &±x/2 

and 
'c-av =   t^o + Atc/2 

(vTII-33) 

(VIII-34) 

These values permit definition of the average rate of case heat transfer 
^c-av ^TG!a ^he working plot derived from bench-test data giving case heat 
transfer as a function of the differential betvjeen the average internal air 
temperature and the case temperature. 

& second value for the average rate of case heat transfer q^av 
would then be calculated from the average case temperature t^ay and the av- 
erage environmental air pressure and temperature, Po_av and t^ay, and the 
average wall temperature tw„av,  using the free convection and radiation 
charts in Figures 71-2 and -3.    Agreement of this value of case heat transfer 
with the first value derived from the internal case temperature differential 
defines the correct average case temperature for the selected time interval 
of operation.    TBThen they do not agree, the value of Atc originally assumed 
would be revised and the process would be repeated until approximate agree- 
ment is reached. 

The correctness of the assumed value for the change in .average in- 
ternal air temperature At^t would be determined by evaluating the average 
rate of heat dissipation in the heat exchanger qex-av to 'iiie cooling air from 
the eauation 

3ex~av Ctit-av-.Vl-av)/[VHex-av- V(912%)],   (VIII-35) 
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inhere t^.^g^ defines the average temperature of the external cooling air 
at entrance to the heat exchanger, Hg^av the effective heat transfer coef- 
ficient corresponding to the average external cooling air rate We^-y,  deter- 
mined from the -working plot derived from bench-test data,  and W^-fc the inter- 
nal air rate which remains constant for all operation conditions and is de- 
fined by heat balance from the bench-test data.    The average rate of heat 
absorption by the equipment q^^y is then defined by heat balance, 

<lab-av   =   %v " ^ex-av " %-av (VIII-36) 

from which the temperature change of the internal air is defined by 

**it    °   «lab-av   ATA ev (VIII-37) 

Agreement between this value of At^ and the value originally assumed defines 
the correct temperature change of the internal air, providing the assumed 
value of the case temperature change agrees with its calculated value. 

The trial-and-error evaluation procedure is repeated for each se- 
lected time interval of operation,  until the temperature-time history of the 
internal air is defined.    Component temperature-time histories are evaluated 
from the internal air temperature-time history by the procedure indicated in 
the previous section.    The evaluation procedure herein presented is applica- 
ble to units having a separate heat exchanger, providing heat transfer be- 
tween interconnecting ducts and their environment is included in the analysis 
as a part of the case heat transfer. 

Vented Units with Closed Case Cooled by Radiation and Free Convection 

Prediction of the temperature-time history of a unit of this type, usu- 
ally having a relatively low heat generation rate per unit volume,  can be 
made with reasonable accuracy, providing suitable test data are available to 
define the internal and external heat transfer mechanisms of the unit.    The 
analytical procedures are not complex, but must rely for good accuracy on a 
prohibitive quantity of test data.    However,  relatively limited test data 
provide the basis for estimates of temperature-time histories having a usu- 
ally acceptable degree.bf reliability.    In general,  all types of possible 
non-steady-state operating conditions can be analyzed. 

1.    Test Procedures 

The necessary data for evaluation of non-steady-state operation of 
this type of unit consist principally of (1) temperature-time histories of 
all critical components and the case,  (2) heat transfer characteristics of 
the case, and (3; the equivalent thermal capacity.    This unit has the salient 
feature that all heat dissipated or received must pass throxigh the case sur- 
face.    However, the temperature relationships between the case and the indi- 
vidual components are not independent from the environment,  as for sealed 
units, but vary with the ambient air pressure which also  exists within the 
unit.    Since numerical knowledge on the distribution of component heat dis- 
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sipation to the case by the three modes of heat transfer,  -under varying en- 
vironmental conditions, is practically impossible to obtain, altitude chamber 
tests must be relied upon extensively to obtain the needed test data. 

The relative temperature-time histories of the components and of 
the case are affected by air pressure and, therefore, at least two, but pref- 
erably three or more, transient tests must be run from initiation of opera- 
tion to thermal equilibrium.    One test would be run on the bench,  being care- 
ful to maintain a free convection environment by suitable screening.    The 
other test, or preferably tests, would be run in an altitude chamber.    All 
tests must be performed without case insulation.    Altitude chamber tests 
should be run at least at the minimum ambient pressure anticipated as opera- 
ting environment and preferably at two temperature levels defining the ex- 
tremes of the probable range.    However,  one chamber temperature,  similar to 
the ambient of the bench test,  is sufficient if less accuracy in the subse- 
quent analysis is desired.    It is also desirable to run the same tests at one 
or two intermediate pressure levels, with two chamber temperatures at each to 
provide complete data.    However, these runs may be omitted if best accuracy 
over the entire probable range of environmental operating conditions is not 
required. 

Since all runs are also needed to provide data on the heat transfer 
characteristics of the case, complete surface temperature explorations, as 
discussed in Chapter IV, page 67,  are required.    In particular,  it is neces- 
sary to affix a sufficient number of thermocouples to the case to permit the 
assumption that the average of the measurements wauld be representative for 
the entire case.    Besides component temperatures,   environmental air and sur- 
face temperatures must be measured during the entire test.    The rate of heat 
generation must be ascertained by measurement of electrical input and output 
during the entire test and should,  if possible, be maintained constant,    it 
is also desirable to maintain the environmental conditions constant during 
each test. 

2.    Evaluation of Equivalent Thermal Capacity 

The equivalent thermal capacity of this type unit is not a unique 
value, but is a function of the environmental air pressure.    Since all heat 
dissipated and received by the unit must pass through the case surface, it is 
logical to select the average case temperature as the representative tempera- 
ture on which the equivalent thermal capacity is based.    However, the heat 
transfer mechanism between the components and the case is affected by air 
pressure.    For example,  at lower pressure the temperature difference between 
components and case is increased and, therefore, more heat is absorbed in the 
unit so that the equivalent the mal capacity wo uld be greater. 

The extent to which the equivalent thermal capacity increases with 
reduced pressure depends on how important the contribution of free convection 
is to heat transfer from components to the case at ground level.    Thus,  it 
may occur that the equivalent thermal capacity may increase 30 per cent, or 
less, between ground level and 50,000 feet altitude.    In that event,  it is 
sufficiently accurate to assume a linear variation of the equivalent thermal 
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Figure VIII-17.    Interpretation of Variable Equivalent Thermal 
Capacity and Required Test Points for Closed Vented Unit 

capacity with ambient pressure from ground level to the corresponding maximum 
altitude,  as shown in Figure VIII-17 by line A-B.    However,   should the change- 
be greater,  it is desirable to determine from test data one or two interme- 
diate values to ascertain the curvature of the line which should bend upward 
at lower pressure, as shown in Figure VIII-17 by line A-B'.    It is also pos- 
sible that if an appreciable tendency for radiant heat transfer between the 
components and the case exists, the equivalent thermal capacity would be re- 
duced at constant pressure but increased ambient temperature.    Altitude 
chamber- test data at two pressures, and with two temperatures at each would 
indicate this tendency and the curve could be extrapolated to ground level 
pressure,  as shoYm. in Figure VIII-17 by line F-B.    These additional tests 
and their data should only be used when best accuracy is desired in the 
analyses to be performed subsequently. 

The calculation procedure for determination of the equivalent ther- 
mal capacity corresponding to any test condition is identical with those for 
the pressurized units.    Using the bench test data obtained by careful screen- 
ing of the test area from extraneous drafts and radiation effects, the same 
procedure as described on page 258,  applied to    pressurized and sealed units 
cooled by free convection and radiation is used.    However,   for altitude cham- 
ber test data this method is not suitable for determination of external con- 
vection at the case surface because forced convective conditions usually 
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exist in a chamber due to air circulation with a blower. Therefore, the al- 
ternate method for determining external connective heat transfer rates de- 
scribed on page 277 for pressurized and sealed units cooled by forced convec- 
tion should be used. The form of equation (VIII-IO) for determination of the 
effective case convection coefficient Hc in watts per °G is altered since the 
case heat dissipation rate at equilibrium is the total heat generation rate. 
Therefore, the equation has the form 

H, ( q. - Qo-rdy ^c-eq " to) (vm-38) 

The remainder of the procedure is the same as that for the bench-test data, 
except that instead of expressing,,   for any    3me during the test,   the case 
heat dissipation rate as 

^ds-c Fc (lo- rd :-W' » ic-cv 

it is determined by 

Qds-c    =   ^rd + Hc ^c ~ ^ 

(VHI-39) 

(VTII-40) 

The values of qc-rd and %-cv are those calculated with the aid of the charts 
in Figures VI-2 and -3, respectively.    The heat absorption rate is at any 
time the difference between the rates of heat generation and case dissipation. 
Finally,   as pointed out previously,  the case temperature is the representative 
temperature to be used in equation (VHI-6) to determine the thermal capacity 
Kev on basis of the total heat absorption calculated for each te.st condition, 
in the same manner as outlined on page 25Ö for the pressurized unit. 

3.    Methods of Evaluating Component-Temperature Variation in Non-Steady 
State Operation 

The two methods of determining the temperature-time history of com- 
ponents on the basis of the average case temperature variation,  as discussed 
on pages 259 to 263 for the pressurized unit,  also apply to the closed vented 
unit.    The only differences in the procedures are that for some components 
either transient temperature curves for several pressure levels must be avail- 
able to use the first method,  or equilibrium component-to-case temperature 
differences at several pressure levels must be known to use the second method. 
This is necessitated by the fact that the ambient pressure, being also that 
•within the unit, would affect the temperature difference between component 
and case surfaces for all components cooled to an appreciable extent by free 
convection. 

Some qualitative effects of reduced pressure conditions on the equi- 
librium temperature rise above the case for various types of components are 
shown in Figure VIII-1Ö.    Components (l) having relatively poor thermal con- 
tact with the  chassis and through the chassis with the case,  such as large 
tubes mo-imted in ceramic sockets,  would be affected most by the pressure level, 
particularly if they are mounted with liberal spacings.    Also, non-heat pro- 
ducing components (2), such as capacitors, may be affected appreciably if they 
are so installed thao they ^re subjected to much heat gain by chassis or lead 

> 
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conduction and radiation from surrounding heat producing components and de- 
pend, therefore, on convection to dissipate the heat gained. In contrast, 
components (3), such as transformers "which do generate heat but are in good 
thermal contact -with the chassis so that they can rely principally on con- 
ductive cooling, will maintain an almost constant temperature difference with 
the case, regardless of pressure level» Only if such a component (4) is in- 
stalled adjacent to a togh-temperature component -which tends to raise the 
chassis temperature appreciably would convective conditions affect its tem- 
perature level noticeably. In that case, vdth good convective conditions, 
like at ground level, the component may operate at a surface temperature 
lower than the surrounding chassis. With poor convective conditions it may 
operate at a surface temperature higher than the chassis and dissipate its 
own heat generation by conduction and radiation without receiving heat from 
adjacent components. In respect to the case, the component temperature rise 
would be appreciably greater under the poorer convective conditions of in- 
creased altitude. 

For the prediction of component temperature-time histories by the 
second method, discussed on pages 262 to 264, which is for this type of 
equipment relatively approximate, it is necessary to obtain curves such as 
those shown in Figure VIII-18 by means of at least three points which implies 
one bench test and two altitude chamber tests at different pressures. It is 
also desirable to check the effect of temperature level by running at each 
of the reduced pressures, one test at higher ambient temperature which may 
produce effects as shown by the dashed lines of Figure VIII-18. 

The temperature-time histories of the types of components whose 
temperature rise relative to the case is affected by the environmental pres- 
sure level would also be subject to change with pressure. In Figure VIII-19 
characteristic temperature patterns are shown for several types of components. 
The solid lines would correspond to patterns obtained in a bench test, the 
dashed lines to those in an altitude chamber test at low pressure. Component 
(l) represents high-temperature heat generating components for which under 
all operating conditions radiation and conduction would predominate. Such 
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Figure VIII-19. Effect of Pressure 
Level on Typical Temperature Patterns 
of Components in a Closed Vented Unit 

(tc-tc-o^tc-eq~,c-o) 1.0 

components would be subjected to slightly faster temperature rise at altitude 
and would reach near-equilibrium temperature earlier.    Component (2) is repre- 
sentative of those with somewhat greater thermal capacity per unit heat gen- 
eration and surface area, depending to considerable extent on convective heat 
transfer.    At altitude, a tendency would exist for more rapid initial temper- 
ature rise»    In the later phases of operation the temperature level would be 
high enough so that radiation and conduction would be sufficiently increased 
to substitute for reduced convection.    Components with high thermal capacity, 
such as component (3) would be affected very slightly by altitude since they 
usually also have good conductive heat transfer to  the case.    However»  in the 
later operating phase it is likely that the temperature rise would occur at 
a faster rate. 

For the prediction of component temperature-time histories by the 
first method,  discussed on pages 262 to 2o3,  it is desirable to obtain the 
plots shown in Figure VIII-I9 first by one bench test and one altitude cham- 
ber test to ascertain the differences of the curves due to pressure.    Also, a 
second test at the same altitude pressure but higher temperature level would 
disclose any differences caused by temperature.    Depending on the magnitude 
of the differences for the critical components, the need for additional re- 
duced-pressure data would become apparent.    If,  over the extreme pressure 
rangb expected, the differences are not great, interpolation may be resorted 
to in the prediction of component temperatures at intermediate altitudes. 

In all details, the methods of evaluating instantaneous component 
temperatures using either one of the two methods are the same as those dis- 
cussed on pages 258 to 262.    The evaluation must be based on the temperature- 
time history of the case obtained by solving equation (VTII-4).    It must be 
kept in mind that the equivalent thermal capacity Kev for this type unit var- 
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ies with the environmental air pressure and, therefore, even for constant 
environments, the solution of equation (VIII-4) -would differ as a function 
of operating altitude.    However,  the equilibrium temperature of the case at 
any environmental condition can be predicted using the methods for steady- 
state analysis given in Chapter VI.    The corresponding component equilibrium 
temperatures are based on the experimentally determined temperature differ- 
entials for the appropriate air pressure and, if necessary,  temperature level 
as shown in Figure VIII-18.    Based on the temperature-time history of the 
case and the equilibrium temperatures,  the temperature-time history of the 
components can be determined by either one of the two methods. 

4.    Procedures for Evaluation of Operational Conditions 

The evaluation procedures for closed vented units differ only in a 
few details from those for pressurized units, described on pages 264 to 266. 
The procedures for constant and variable environments are different. 

a. Constant Environment and Heat Generation.    The same procedures 
as for the pressurized unit are applicable.    The correction factor Fc.  to be 
U3ed to calculate the rate of heat dissipation from equation (VIII-39)»  is 
that determined from the bench test data,  unles-s it is felt that the air cir- 
culation conditions -within the installation compartment vould resemble those 
of the altitude chamber.    In the latter event,  equation (VIII-40) can be used 
where the value of HG must be that obtained in the altitude chamber test at 
the same air pressure as the operating conditions being investigated.    The 
plots A, B and C, as shown in Figure VIII-S for the pressurized unit, are ob- 
tained for the vented unit in the same manner.    In constructing plot D,  the 
actual temperature-time history of the case,  from plot C, it must be remem- 
bered that the value of the equivalent thermal capacity Kev must be obtained 
from a plot such as shown in Figure VIII-17 at a value of the abscissa cor- 
responding to the air pressure at the operating conditions being investigated. 
Component temperature variations -with time can then be determined by use of 
the pattern plots shown in Figure VIII-19, interpolating between lines of 
temperature rise ratios at known pressures.    The basic procedures, not in- 
cluding interpolation for altitude effects,  are illustrated numerically in 
Example VIII-2,  page 269. 

b. Variable Environment and Variable Heat Generation 

The same step-by-step trial-and-error procedures as for pres- 
surized units are applicable and require the same basic working plots of am- 
bient air pressure and temperature,  surrounding wall surface temperatures, 
and heat generation versus operating time.    In addition, a working plot of 
equivalent thermal capacity versus time can be prepared by obtaining from 
data such as in Figure VIII-17, values corresponding to instantaneous ambient 
pressures.    If the value of Kev has been found to depend also on the tempera- 
ture level, two curves,  defined by the extreme temperature range in the plot 
of Kev versus p0,  should be plotted versus   T. 

The procedure described for the pressurized unit on pages 265 
and 266 is then followed also for the vented unit.    In determining the average 
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rate of heat dissipation during a time interval, either equation (VITI-39 or 
-40) may be used.    However,  the latter can only be used if the value of Hc 
is defined for each pressure condition by chamber tests, or preferably by 
mock-up tests simulating actual compartment air circulation conditions.    In 
determining the calculated case temperature rise by equation (VIII-7), the 
value of K^y must be read from the f/orking plot versus operating time, pre- 
viously prepared.    It should be the average value for the chosen time inter- 
val.    If temperature effects on Kev have been ascertained, this average should 
be determined at the assumed average case temperature for the interval and by 
interpolation between the curves of Kev versus  *t  plotted for constant tem- 
peratures. 

In the determination of component temperature-time histories by 
use of temperature patterns such as in Figure VTII-19, the calculation of 
"would-be" equilibrium temperatures of the case at the end of each time in- 
terval is again necessary and is performed using the same method of deter- 
mining the rate of heat dissipation from the case as used in the interval 
calculation.    The corresponding "would-be" equilibrium component temperatures 
are then defined from a plot such as Figure VIII-3.3.    The coupcnent tempera- 
tures at the end of the time interval are defined using these data and inter- 
polated curves in Figure VIII-19» corresponding to t^e ambient pressure. 

Vented Units with Open Case and Through-Flow of Atmospheric Air by Natural 
Convection 

Because of the complexity of the heat transfer mechanism of this type of 
unit, prediction of the temperature-time history can only be made in a quali- 
tative sense.    By means of analysis, based on a limited quantity of test data, 
reasonably good estimates can be obtained of the general component temperature 
level.    Eestricting the prediction to the variation of a general effective 
temperature level, rather than attempting to predict individual component 
temperature-time histories, makes it possible to analyze qualitatively all 
types of non-steady-state operating conditions. 

1.    Test Procedures 

The necessary data for the evaluation of non-steady-state operation 
of this type unit, within the above-mentioned limitations,  consist of the 
heat transfer characteristics of the components and the equivalent thermal 
capacity.    In this type unit convective heat transfer occurs directly from 
components to the ambient air and also from the case which receives normally 
heat from components by radiation and conduction»    Radiant heat transfer to 
the environment occurs only from the case.    The test data must provide-a def- 
inition of the convective heat transfer mechanism from all heat transmitting 
surfaces to the ambient air.    For that purpose, a minimum of four test runs 
at equilibriim conditions are required.    One is a bench test in a well- 
scrsencd location, the other three are altitude chamber tests at different 
pressures, one being the lowest pressure at which operation is expected to be 
desired.    The altitude chamber tests must be performed with the methods and 
the auxiliary test box described in Chapter IV, pages 68 and 69.    In all tests 
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it is necessary to measure at thermal equilibrium environmental air tempera- 
ture, surface temperatures, and pressure, case surface temperatures (one for 
each 10 square inches of case surface),  as many component surface tempera- 
tures as possible,  and rate of heat generation.    The environmental tempera- 
ture should be approximately the same in all tests.    The data will be af- 
fected by the temperature level to some extent.    However, since the general 
method of analysis is only approximate,  additional tests at different temper- 
atures at the same pressures are not required. 

For the determination of equivalent thermal capacity, at least the 
bench test must be performed as a transient test in which all temperatures, 
air pressure,  and electrical input and output must be recorded continuously 
for the entire test period,  starting "when electrical operation is initiated 
and terminating vhen practical "thermal equilibrium is attained.    It is im- 
portant to maintain the environment and the rate of heat generation constant 
during the entire test.    The component temperatures and case temperatures in 
particular should be measured with the same thermocouples located as in the 
equilibrium chamber tests,  discussed above. 

2.    Evaluation of Heat Transfer Mechanism and of Equivalent Thermal 
Capacity 

The procedure of defining the heat transfer mechanism of the unit 
in an approximate manner is based on the assumption that the convective heat 
transfer is dependent on the physical dimensions of the system, the effective 
component temperature tsj, being the average of a large number of individual 
component temperatures, and on the ambient temperature and pressure.    In ac- 
cordance with the free convection equation,  the effective heat transfer co- 
efficient should be directly proportional to the effective component temper- 
ature rise (tef - t0) raised to a fractional exponent.    Also,  for small bod- 
ies and relatively short surfaces,  it should be proportional to the square 
root of the ambient pressure p0.    Thus the free convective heaiJ transfer 
from the unit would be defined by 

qds-cv C (tef - t Nn / 0.5N (VIII-41) 

The radiant heat transfer rate from the case is not likely to be exactly ex- 
pressed by equation (VI-4), using tc determined as the average of a large 
number of individual temperatures and tw = t0. Therefore, a correction fac- 
tor Fr(j should be introduced to give the correct value from the calculated 
value. Thus, at equilibrium, when the total heat generated is dissipated, 
the heat balance equation is 

0^3-eq - q " C (tsf - t^q (pj-
6) * Frd q^^   (VHI-42) 

Equation (VIII-42) may be written for each test condition and the measured 
and calculated values substituted to yield an equation where C, n and Fra 
would be the unknowns.    Thus, with equilibrium test data available for at 
least three conditions, three equations can be written and solved for the 
unknowns.   The solution for n would have to be made graphically, but without 
involving any complications.    The value of n so determined should be greater 
than 1.0 but is likely to be smaller than 1.3. 
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The equivalent thermal capacity of the unit is actually somewhat 
affected by pressure level because part of the heat dissipated by the compo- 
nents is transmitted to the case and from there to the environment. However, 
since the method hero proposed is approximate, the calculations of variable 
equivalent thermal capacity as function of altitude are not -warranted. Thus, 
the determination of the equivalent thermal capacity is based on the tran- 
sient bench test data and the constants determined, as described above. 
Having determined the numerical values of C, n, and Frd, the rate of heat 
absorption at any time during the bench test is computed by 

<Jab q - C (tef - tQ) (pQ* ) - Frd q^yd, (VIII-43) 

where values of q, tef, t0 and p0 are obtained from the test data,  and qc-rd 
is the calculated radiant heat dissipation from the case based on the instan- 
taneous average case surface temperature.    From a plot q^ versus time  T , 
the total heat absorption E during the test can be determined by graphical or 
mechanical integration like for the other types of units.    Then, the equiva- 
lent thermal capacity is found from equation (VIII-6) -with the effective com- 
ponent temperature tef as the representative temperature.    Therefore, 

Kev    =   E/^ef-eq" tef-o)« 

3.    Procedure for Evaluation of operational Conditions 

The evaluation procedure proposed in the following is applicable to 
all environmental and functional conditions, but will only yield approximate 
indications of the temperature-time history of the effective component tem- 
perature.    Seme reasonable estimate can be made for the relation of any indi- 
vidual component temperature -with the effective temperature,  although it must 
be recognized that the relation changes with pressure and temperature. 

It is assumed that the effective temperature is the principal indi- 
cation of the thermal state of the unit and defines its heat transfer mecha- 
nism.    The arbitrary assumption is made that the case is always at a tempera- 
ture lower than the effective component temperature by the difference ob- 
served at equilibrium in the tests made at variable pressure.    The difference 
is determined from a plot of (tef - tc)eq versus p0 as measured in the tests. 
IJ is obvious that this assumption is incorrect in the initial phases of op- 
eration, or when the environment tends to provide radiant heat gain to the 
case.    However,  as long as the radiant heat dissipation,  as calculated from 
the case temperature determined by this assumption,   does not constitute more 
than 20 per cent of the total instantaneous heat dissipation,  the error would 
be tolerable in the light of the approximate nature of the results expected. 

The calculation procedure consists in a step-by-step trial-and-error 
process and should be based,  like for other units, on working plots of all 
the variable conditions during operation.    The other working plot is the men- 
tioned variation of (tef - tc)eg versus p0 which is assumed applicable under 
all temperature conditions and an all operating stages. 

The step-by-step process is executed in the same manner as for other 
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units.    For a time interval AT, chosen in length inversely to the magnitude 
of the general trend of temperature change, the change of effective component 
temperature Atef is assumed.    For the assumed value of tef at the end of the 
interval the estimated value of tc is found from the plot of (tef - tc) ver- 
sus p0.    Then for the average value of tc_av during the time interval,  the 
average rate of radiant heat transfer of the case q<j-rd-av may De calculated. 
Similarly, the average convective heat dissipation rate is determined from 
the average condition,  including the assumed tef_av,  so that the average rate 
of heat absorption during the interval AT  can be determined from equation 
(VIII-45) in the form 

%b-av   =   %v " c(tef-av " V-av^ (Po-av) " Frd %-rd-av   (VIII-45) 

The effective component temperature rise is then,  similar to equation 
(¥111-7), 

Atef    =   %b-avAT/Kev (7IU-46) 

The temperature rise so determined must equal the assumed value. Otherwise 
the procedure must be repeated. In performing the calculations, it is con- 
venient to plot the trend of tef versus T to facilitate successive assump- 
tions. 

As a result of these calculations, a temperature-time history of 
the effective component temperature is obtained •which is qualitatively cor- 
rect.    The temperature-time history of the case,  also obtained from the cal- 
culations,  is likely to be considerably more inaccurate.    However, the entire 
procedure recommended for this type unit can fulfill the useful purpose of 
providing some measure of knowledge of the operating temperature level to be 
expected Tshich should be accepted as preferable to complete ignorance of the 
subject. 

Yented Units with Open Case and Forced or Induced Through-Flow of Atmospheric 
&ir 

Prediction of the temperature-time history of a unit of this type can 
be made with good accuracy.    It is necessary to secure sufficient test data 
to define the he?t transfer mechanism between the components,  the case, and 
the thro ugh-flowing air.    However, the prediction of the temperature-time 
histories of individual components is not likely to be as accurate as those 
for pressurized units cooled externally by forced convection.    Shile in that 
type of unit,  component temperatxxres are dependent only on the case tempera- 
ture,  in the vented unit air temperature, case temperature and air flow rate 
all affect component temperatures directly.    Because of the predominance of 
convective heat transfer in the vented unit, good accuracy is obtained by 
basing the prediction of component temperatures and heat transfer rates on 
an effective component surface temperature.    In this manner,  it is feasible 
to analyze all types of non-steady-state operating conditions of the variety 
of units of this type. 

"V 
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1. Test Procedures 

The necessary data for evaluation of non-steady-state operation of 
this type of unit consist principally of (l) temperature-time histories of 
all critical components, (2) heat transfer characteristics of the component 
surfaces and the case, (3) air flow rates as function of environmental con- 
ditions, or flow resistance characteristics of the unit and performance of 
the air supply system, and (4) the equivalent thermal capacity. 

The temperature-time relationships of individual components can best 
be related to the general temperature level of the unit. The latter is ex- 
pressed in terms of the effective component temperature which constitutes the 
average of the surface temperatures of as many components as possible. The 
necessary data can be obtained in a bench test performed according to the 
procedures described in Chapter IV, page 60, except that ail measurements, 
including power input and output, must be made continuously from the time the 
unit is energized until thermal equilibrium is obtained. Care should be 
taken to maintain the environmental conditions constant during the test. 

The heat transfer characteristics of the component surfaces and the 
case can be ascertained by the series of test runs with variable air flow 
rate and bare case described- in Chapter IV, page 62. Only equilibrium data 
need be taken in these tests. 

If the air flow rates obtained under various operational environmen- 
tal conditions will have to be calculated from known air supply characteris- 
tics, the air pressure drop across the unit must be measured in all tests 
with different air ratesa Otherwise, it is necessary to perform air flow 
tests including operation of the unit's blower under the environmental condi- 
tions expected to be encountered. Since the methods would then depend on 
heat balance, test procedures described in Chapter IV, page 70, should be 
used. However, when the unit can be insulated externally, use of the test 
box shown in Figure IV-1 is not necessary. 

As a rule, the transient bench test performed to obtain the tempera- 
ture-time histories o the components also provides the data necessary for 
the determination of equivalent thermal capacity. It is only necessary that, 
if the unit has an integral blower, it be operated in conjunction with an 
auxiliary air flow apparatus to obtain a reliable measurement of the air flow 
rate throughout the test. However, forced flow units with multiple outlets 
in more than one surface of the case do not lend themselves to a reliable 
measurement of the air outlet temperature which is absolutely required for 
the determination of equivalent thermal capacity. For such units an addi- 
tional transient test must be run in which outlets only in one surface are 
permitted to remain open so that exit temperatures can be determined more ac- 
curately by probing. The assumption of uniform exit velocity would be per- 
missible. Since this alters the flow resistance, care must be taken to meas- 
ure the air flow with an auxiliary flow apparatus, while environmental condi- 
tions are maintained constant. The internal flow pattern in this test is 
usually modified from that pertaining to the unit with all discharge openings 
free. Therefore, this test is not suitable for component temperature-time 
study and represents, as stated above, an additional test. 
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2.    Evaluation of Equivalent Thermal Capacity 

The procedures for evaluation of equivalent thermal capacity are 
basically the same as those for pressurized and sealed units cooled by forced 
convection.    Like for all units the instantaneous rates of heat absorption 
must be determined by solving equation (VIII-l) when the rate of heat genera- 
tion q is known by measurement, and the rate of heat dissipation q^s is cal- 
culated*    The rate of heat dissipation for this type unit is usually composed 
of two main parts.    Namely,   (l) the forced convective heat dissipation to the 
air passing over the component surfaces determined from equation (VIII-Ö), 
(2) the heat dissipation from the case which may consist of radiation and 
free convection, or radiation and forced convection. 

The heat dissipation from the case would differ in character in ac- 
cordance with the type.    In all instances,  it can be determined experimen- 
tally at equilibrium conditions by the right-hand half of equation (VIII-9). 
Then, by comparing the experimental result with the calculated value based 
on an assumption of the heat transfer characteristics, the necessary correc- 
tion factors can be determined to permit determination of actual conditions 
during the transient part of the test- by calculation. 

Units with induced through-flow, having one end of the case as inlet 
and a single outlet at the opposite end, should in bench test only have radi- 
ant heat transfer from the inlet and outlet ends, and both radiant and free 
convective heat transfer from the top surface and the two sides.    It is not 
likely that much flow would be aspirated over the latter three surfaces. 
Therefore,  the value of Fc determined as the ratio of the calculated case 
heat dissipation applied to the case surfaces as mentioned,  to that found by 
equation (VIII-9) should be close to unity and applicable with good accuracy 
to the determination of heat dissipation rates throughout the test,    units 
with induced through-flow having inlets in several surfaces and a blower lo- 
cated internally,  can be treated in the same manner, calculating radiation 
only for all surfaces with inlets and both radiation and convection from the 
other surfaces.    The construction of the air discharge opening may cause some 
air aspiration in the vicinity, but the effect should not be appreciable 
enough to change the nature of the convective heat transfer from free to 
forced convection.    A value of Fc approaching 1.5 would indicate the latter 
and would require use of equation (VIII-10) for He = Hc to insure best ac- 
curacy in the determination of equivalent thermal capacity. 

Units with forced through-flow having a single inlet and the outlet 
in only one other side of the case can be treated like the corresponding in- 
duced-flow unit. However, it is more likely that air flow is aspirated over 
the closed case surfaces so that the value of Fc may be considerably greater 
than unity, In that event, it is desirable to define Hc by equation (VIlI-10) 
to insure accuracy for the equivalent thermal capacity to be evaluated. 

Units with forced through-flow having multiple outlets in several 
case  surfaces do not permit the evaluation of the equivalent thermal capacity 
with.the unit operating as designed, since,  as mentioned on page 308, it is 
not possible to obtain a representative measurement of the air discharge tem- 
perature.    Resorting to Hie test procedure, mentioned on page 508, which in- 
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volves blocking all outlets except those in one side of the case,  introduces 
some deviations of component temperatures.    Thus, the effective component 
temperature at the same air flow may differ from that obtained with all out- 
lets free to discharge.    This would introduce some inaccuracy in effective 
component temperature rise of the unit calculated on basis of the equivalent 
thermal capacity so determined.    However, there is no alternative to the 
choice of this minor modification of the unit in this instant which would 
yield more accurate data.    Thus the unit, in fact, becomes one with single 
inlet and outlet in opposite surfaces and can be treated in the same manner 
to determine the necessary coefficients for the calculation of instantaneous 
rates of heat dissipation during the entire test. 

The subsequent procedure for evaluation of heat absorption rates for 
all variations of this "type unit is the same.    It follows that for the pres- 
surized and sealed units,  as described on page 277, using plots of t]_, t£> 
tc, Iff and t0 versus  -x .    For the calculation of heat dissipation rates equa- 
tion  (VIII-12a or -12b) may be used,  depending on which would be found ap- 
propriate in accordance with the criteria discussed above.    In particular,  it 
should be remembered that the heat dissipation rates of the case would be 
calculated based on portions of the case surface, rather than its entirety, 
which are assumed to have radiant heat dissipation alone,  or convective heat 
dissipation also. 

In defining the equivalent thermal capacity from equation (VTII-6), 
the effective component temperature, computed as the average of as many com- 
ponent surface temperatures as possible,  is taken as the representative tem- 
perature.    It must be evaluated at the non-operative equilibriun. condition 
at the beginning of the test as tef_o» presumably identical to t^o»  snd. at 
the operative equilibrium condition at the end of the test as tef_eq.    Thus, 
the appropriate form of equation (VIII-6) for this type unit is the same as 
equation (VIII-44-) for the unit with natural through-flow. 

3,    Methods of Evaluating Component Temperature Variation in Non-Steady- 
State Operation 

Variation in component temperatures during non-steady-state operation 
for a unit having an open case and forced or induced flow of atmospheric air 
would be predicted from characteristic temperature patterns of the components 
and the effective temperature of the components tef.    The characteristic tem- 
perature patterns would be established from bench-test data of the tempera- 
ture-time histories of the various thermally critical components by plotting 
the parameters 

ftcp "* t'ep-o)/^ cp-eq - t Cp-U' o) versus ftef ~ tef-o)/(tef-eq " tef-o) 

Component temperatures during transient operation of the unit would 
be predicted from the characteristic temperature patterns,  the predicted vari- 
ation of the effective temperature with time of operation and the equilibrium 
component temperature differential (tcp-eq - tef_eq).    The more approximate^ 
method for predicting component temperatures presented on pages 262 to 264 is 
not recommended for use with a unit of this type, but would be employed when- 
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ever the characteristic temperature patterns described above are not a1«-liable 
and it is necessary to make a rough estimation of the variation of compo'-wS 
temperature with time of operation. 

4.    Evaluation Procedures for Determining Non-Steady State Thermal Per- 
formance 

Non-steady state evaluation procedures are discussed first for units 
admitting air in one end of the case and discharging it through the opposite 
end.    This arrangement for through-flow of atmospheric air may exist with 
forced or induced flow created by a blower or by ram action.    Bench tests 
provide steady-state data with the case surfaces insulated and bare when the 
air flow is not metered,  and for the external surfaces bare only, when the 
air flow is metered.    The heat dissipated to the cooling air qds-c-y would be 
evaluated from equation (VIII-8),  using the measured values of the~air rate 
and air temperature at inlet and outlet of the unit.    When an air metering 
device,   such as the auxiliary air flow apparatus,  is not employed during test, 
the air rate would be evaluated by equation (VIII-8) using measured values of 
the inlet and outlet air temperature when the case surface is insulated and 
the rate of heat dissipation is equal that of heat generation.    The case heat 
transfer rate qc when the case surface is bare would be evaluated by heat 
balance as the difference of the rate of heat generation q and the rate of 
heat dissipation to the through-flow of air qds-cv* 

A value for the correction factor Fc is defined from this case heat 
transfer and the corresponding calculated case heat transfer by free convec- 
tion and radiation.    Values of case heat transfer and heat dissipation to the 
through-flow of air would be used to construct two working charts needed for 
non-steady state analysis.    The parameter qds-cv/^ef ~ *l) *w°uld be plotted 
as a function of the air rate W, where tef is 

rCEe effective temperature of 
the components and tj_ is the temperature of the through-flowing air at en- 
trance to the unit.    The plot so defined represents in a general manner the 
heat transfer process between the components and the through-flow of air, and 
would be used to define the heat dissipation to the cooling air corresponding 
to  specified values of the effective and inlet air temperature and the rate 
of air flow.    The second working chart consists of a plot of the parameter 
q.c/(tef - tc) as a function of the temperature differential (töf - tc).    Val- 
ues of the parameter qc/(tef - tc) would be evaluated at each test air rate 
and plotted as illustrated in Figure VIII-20.    The value of Hie parameter is 
zero at a temperature differential of zero.    Hence,  the variation of the 
parameter with the temperature differential (tef - tc) is established in an 
approximate manner by constructing curves starting at the origin and passing 
through the test points.    The curves would be drawn slightly concave upward 
since radiant heat transfer increases at a rate greater than in direct pro- 
portion   to the   temperature difference.      Each curve corresponds to a con- 
stant air rate W,    When the unit is tested and is to be evaluated subsequently 
for a constant or nearly constant air rate, a single curve so constructed would 
be used,    Then, however,  it is advantageous for purposes of analysis to con- 
vert the curve so constructed into a plot of case heat transfer qc as a func- 
tion of the temperature differential (tef - tc),  since values of case heat 
transfer may be read directly from this type plot.    Additional data to aid in 
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the construction of the working plot illustrated in Figure VIII-20 would be 
obtained by testing the unit with various thicknesses of insulation on the 
external surface to decrease the case heat transfer, and by creating forced 
air flow over the external surface to increase the case heat transfer. 
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Figure VIII-20. Working Plot for 
Evaluation of Case Heat Transfer 
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The evaluation procedure for determining non-steady state thermal 
conditions requires a step-by-step calculatenal process.    A time interval of 
operation is selected, vihich defines the average elapsed tine of operation 
for ihe interval,  and from which average values for the ambient air pressure 
and temperature and surrounding wall temperature are selected.    Next, values 
for the change in the effective temperature Atef and the case temperature Atc 
are assumed.    The average effective temperature tef«av and the average case 
temperature tc_av would then be  defined for the selected time interval.    The 
correctness of the assumed value of the case temperature change Atc may now 
be checked.    The case heat transfer rate qc-av by free convection and radia- 
tion between the surface of the case and its environment would be evaluated 
using the assumed average case temperature, the correction factor Fc estab- 
lished from bench test and the average environmental conditions of pressure 
and temperature.    A second value for the case heat transfer is defined from 
the working plot illustrated in Figure VIII-20, corresponding to the tempera- 
ture differential (tef„av - tc„av) and the average air rate Wav.    ?fhen flow 
induced by a blower exists,  it is necessary to assume at this point in the 
analysis,  a tentative value for the average air rate to be used with Figure 
VIII-20, which would be verified in a subsequent part of the analysis.    Agree- 
ment of this second value of the average rate of case heat transfer o     v de- 
termined from Figure VIII-20, with the  first value determined by evaluation 
from the external heat transfer characteristics would indicate that a correct 
value of the case temperature change A.tc has been assumed. 

The average rate of heat dissipation to  the thro ugh-flow of air 
q^s-cv would be evaluated next,    ^ith forced-flow of air  created by a blower, 
the air rate remains unaffected by the temperature change of the cooling air 
during passage through the unit.    The average air rate would be defined cor- 
responding to the operational conditions of the blower and the pressure and 
temperature of the environment.    The value of the parameter q^s-cvA^ef " ^l) 
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is then defined by the average air rate from the working plot of this parame- 
ter versus air rate established from bench test of the unit, and the value of 
the parameter would be used to evaluate q4s-cv-av corresponding to the assumed 
average effective temperature tef_av and the~lhlet air temperature t}_av.    The 
inlet temperature t]__av equals the average ambient temperature plus any tem- 
perature rise of the air created by the blower. 

The average rate of heat absorption of the unit q^a-p- would be 
evaluated by heat balance,  using the average values of the case heat transfer 
rate and the unit's heat generation rate.    The heat balance is defined by 

3ab-av Qs-V " ^s-cv-av " Qc-av (V1II-47) 

Lastly,  the change in the effective temperature Atsf would be evaluated from 
the calculated average rate of heat absorption and the unit's equivalent 
thermal capacity by the equation 

Atef    =   q^g^AT/K ev (VIII-4Ö) 

Agreement of this value of Ate£ with the value assumed at the start of the 
procedure indicates that Atef is correct for the selected time interval of 
operation.    This same procedure of analysis would be repeated for all subse- 
quent time intervals of operation. 

If the blo-Ker induces air flow through the unit, the air rate will 
vary with time of operation to a small extent, because of the change in air 
density at the blower inlet as the result of the variable heat dissipation 
rate to the cooling air. Neglecting any effect of pressure drop of the air 
across the unit on the air density at the blower inlet, the variation in in- 
duced air rate with the average rate of heat dissipation to the cooling air 
would be evaluated ~ay use of the equation 

*av = [Weq(273 * "W. *  (<*ds-cv-eq " ^ds-c^av)/456] A27z tl-av 
(VIII-49) 

The equilibrium values of the air rate,  inlet air temperature and heat dis- 
sipation to the air would be used as those determined during steady-state 
bench test of the unit.    The use of equation (VIII-49) produces results of 
fairly good accuracy for most units of this type,  unless the operational con- 
dition of the unit corresponds to high altitude where the pressure drop of 
the air across the unit may produce an appreciable change in the air density. 
Under the latter conditions, the variation in air rate would be by the pro- 
cedures outlined in Chapter V. 

The non-» steady state evaluation procedure when the air  flow is in- 
duced through the unit is basically the same as for forced flow, with the ex- 
ception of accounting for the variation in cooling air rate.    To include this 
latter effect, referring to the previously described procedure,  after the 
correct change in case temperature Atc has been established it is then neces- 
sary to assume a value for the average rate of heat dissipation Ods-cv-av» 
The assumption would be based on an estimated air rate, the effective temper- 
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ature tef-av» ^e inlet temperature t;j-.av, and the value of the parameter 
Qds-cv/faef • *1^»  since the air rate variation is small.    The actual average 
air F"ie WaV would then be evaluated by equation (VHI-49), after which the 
heat dissipation to the cooling air «Ids-cv-av would once again be calculated» 
Agreement of this latter value of q^s-ev^av ^^ ^e value originally assumed 
defines the correct value.    The remainder of the evaluation procedure is 
identical to that previously outlined, for forced flow.    The evaluation pro- 
cedure with induced flow is illustrated in Example VIII-5 at the end of this 
section. 

With units having induced flow and the air admitted through openings 
in end and side panels of the case, the heat dissipation to the cooling air 
and the case heat transfer are defined from the bench test data in a manner 
identical to that outlined on page 309 for determination of thermal capacity. 
The heat transfer characteristics would be generalized according to the pre- 
vious procedure for units admitting and discharging the air through opposite 
ends of the case.    Also, the evaluation procedure for predicting non-steady 
state thermal conditions is the same as previously presented.    ?3hen evaluating 
the external case heat transfer rate,  the entire case surface would be used 
in defining the radiant heat transfer but only those portions of the case sur- 
face not having inlets or outlets would be used in defining free convective 
heat transfer. 

Units having forced flow of cooling air with multiple outlets in the 
case would be evaluated in the same general way as the previous types.    The 
heat transfer characteristics would be defined from bench tests following the 
procedures outlined on page 309 for determination of thermal capacity.    The 
same evaluation procedure for determining non-steady state thermal performance 
would be used as that outlined in the previous paragraphs for the unit admit- 
ting and discharging air through opposite ends of the case.    Case heat trans- 
fer by radiation and fres convection would be evaluated according to the pro- 
cedure for units having induced flow and multiple openings in the case. 

Example VIII-5. Prediction of the Non-Steady State Thermal Condi- 
tions for a Vented Unit with Open Case and Mechani- 
cally Induced Through-Flow of Atmospheric Air 

It is desired to predict the thermal condition of a vented unit 
cooled by through-flow of atmospheric air when operated for one-half hour in 
an environment having a uniform temperature of 71°C and a pressure equal to 
that during bench test, 29.5 inches of mercury absolute.    The prediction of 
the thermal state is based upon data secured during bench test of the unit, 
where the environment is at a uniform temperature of 25°C. 

The unit generates heat at a constant rate of 292 watts.    Cooling 
air is induced through the unit by a blower.    The air is admitted through 
multiple openings in one end of the case and is discharged through a single 
outlet .on the opposite end where the blower-motor set is mounted.    The case 
is Ö inches wide,  6 inches high and 15 inches long,  and all surfaces are 
painted black.    The equivalent thermal capacity Kev has been determined from 
bench test and is 95 watt-minutes per °C. 
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25°C 
29.5 inches mer 
cury absolute 
25°C 
large room 
0,033 pound per 

second 
48°C 
115°C 
38.9°C 

A steady-state bench test of the unit provides the following data. 

Environment 
temperature, t0 

pressure, p0 

•wall temperature, tw 

confinement 
Air rate, W 

Average case temperature, tc 

Effective component temperature, tef 
Air outlet temperature, %2 

a.    Reduction of Bench-Test Data 

The bench-test data are used to define the generalized heat 
transfer characteristics of the unit.    The heat dissipated to the cooling 
air is evaluated by equation (VIII-3) 

Ids-cv    -   456 x 0.033 (38.9 - 25)    =   209 watts 

Hence, by heat balance, the case heat transfer rate is 

P.C    =    q - «Ids-cv    =    292 - 209    =    83 watts 

The correction factor Fc is nov; determined by calculating the case heat 
transfer from the measured average case temperature of 48°C and the air 
pressure of 29.5 inches of mercury absolute, by use of the free convection 
and radiation charts in Figures VI-2 and -3.    It is assumed that free convec- 
tive heat transfer occurs only from the two sides and top surfaces of the 
case and radiant heat transfer from the entire case surface.    Following the 
procedure outlined in Example VT-lj the free convective and radiant heat 
transfer rates are calculated as 27.7 and 49 watts,  respectively.    Thus, 

.08 Fc    =    qc/Oc-calc    "    83/(27.7 + 49)    =1 

The forced convection heat transfer parameter corresponding to 
the adr rate of 0.033 pound per second is 

«Ids-cv/^ef - *l)    "    209/(115 - 25)    =2.32 v^tts per °C 

The case heat transfer parameter is 

q-/(te;f. - tc)    =    83/(115 - 48)    =   1.24 watts per °C, 

corresponding to the temperature differential (tef - tc) = 115 - 48 = 67 C* 

Three working plots are next constructed:     (l) the parameter 
Qds-cv versus the air rate W,  (2) the parameter qc/C^ef ~ ^c) vel%sus the 
temperature differential (tef - tc),  and (s) the case heat transfer rate qc 
versus the case temperature tc»    The first plot is presented in Figure 
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VIII-21, -where the curve has been constructed by assuming the parameter to 
vary in proportion to the air rate raised to the 0.8 power, since bench-test 
data at variable air rate have not been obtained for this unit.    Ordinarily, 
a typical value for the exponent of the air rate TO uld be known for any unit 
from other bench tests.    Also, the air rate during non-steady state operation 
does not vary appreciably from the steady-state value,  so the importance of 
the accuracy of an assigned exponent is not too great,  if it is between 0.6 
and 0.9. 

The second working plot is shown in Figure VIII-22, where the 
variation of the parameter qc/(tef - tc) with the temperature differential 
(tef - tc) has been constructed in an approximate manner.    A curve has been 
drawn from the origin through the value of the parameter determined previ- 
ously from the bench-test data.    The accuracy of this plot would not be ex- 
pected to be good in the region of low values of the temperature differential. 
However,  this region corresponds to the early phase of non-steady state op- 
eration where the case heat transfer rate is but a small percentage of the 
rate of heat absorption by the unit,  and even a relatively large error in the 
plot would have a minor effect on the temperature-time history of the unit. 
The third working chart is constructed as an aid to the evaluation procedure 
to reduce the amount  of computation.    Since the environmental temperatures 
and pressure are constant for the operational conditions to be studied,  71°C 
and 29.5 inches of mercury absolute, respectively, the heat transfer between 
the case and its environment by free convection and radiation are evaluated 
for a number of values of the case temperature tc,  using the charts in Fig- 
ures VI-2 and -3 and the correction factor Fc equal to 1.08-,    The resulting 
plot is presented in Figure VIII-23, where for any assumed value of the case 
temperature the heat transfer rate qc may be read directly. 

The  equation for evaluating the cooling air- rate induced by the 
blower is derived from equation (VTII-49).    Equilibrium values of W, t^ and 
<3ds-cv maT ^ used as those existing during steady-state bench test of the 
unit7~"i.e.,  0.035 pound per second,  25°C and 209 watts, respectively.    Hence, 

WaT    =    (10.3 - 04S. cv-av> r/456)/; 34A 

where the inlet temperature t^av in equation (vTII-49) is constant and equal 
to 71°C for this example. 

b.    Prediction of Non-Steady State Thermal Conditions 

The variation of the effective component temperature tef with 
time of operation is evaluated by the procedure outlined on pages 312 to 314. 
The procedure is illustrated in this example for an intermediate time inter- 
val of operation.    After 20 minutes of operation,  the •temperature of the case 
tc and the effective temperature of the components tef have been determined 
to be 118.5° and V8°C, respectively.    A time interval AT  equal to 5 minutes 
is selected.    Hence,   T-^ = 20 minutes,   T2 = 25 minutes, t^ = 78°C, te^i * 
= 118.5°C,  and the temperatures tc-2 and ^ef^ are ^° be evaluated. 

The change in the effective temperature Atef and the case tem- 
perature Atc for the time interval are assumed equal to 8° and 2°C, respec- 
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tively.    Thus, tef.av => 11Ö.5 + 8/2 » 122.5°C and tc_av = 78 + 2/2 = 79°C. 
The temperature differential (tef_av - tc_av) = 122.5 - ?9 = 43.5°C defines 
from Figure VIII-22 a value for q^ltef - tc) = 0.76 watt per °C,  so that 
qc-av = 0.76 x 43.5 = 33 watts.    A second value for the case heat transfer 
rate qc is defined by tc_av = 79°C from Figure VIII-23;  qc_av = 34.7 watts, 
oince the values are slightly different, a new value for Atc is assumed equal 
to 1.5 C, whereupon the case heat transfer rates agree at 33.5 watt3<, 

Next-, it is necessary to assume a value for qds-cv-av to define 
the air rate. Set q<}s-cv-av = 110 watts, and from the air ra€e equation de- 
fined in part (a) of this example, 

"av =    (10.3 - 110/456)//344    «    0.0292 pound per second. 

From Figure VIII-21 for this value of  Sie air rate, Ods-cvA^ef ~ ^l)  = 2.1 
watts per °C.    Hence,   q^s-cv = 2*1 (122.5 - 71) = 108 waits.    This value is 
close enough to the assumecPvalue of 110 watts,  so anocher trial would have 
no  effect on the air rate and the value of 108 watts is correct.    The average 
rate of heat absorption by the unit over the 5-minute time interval is, by 
equation  (VIII-47), 

qab-av    =    292 - 108 - 33.5    =    150.5 watts 

Hence, by equation (VIII-48), 

Atef    =    150.5x5/95    =    7.92°C 

This value is sufficiently close to the assumed value of 8°C that another set 
of computations is not required.    Therefore,  the effective tsnperature and 
the case temperature after 25 minutes of operation are equal to, 

tef_2    =    H8.5 + 7.9    =    126.4°0 

tc_2    =    78 + 1.5    =    79.5°C 

The variation in effective component temperature and: case temper- 
ature for the unit operating for a period of one-half hour in an environment 
at 71°C are shown in Figure VIII-24.    Temperature-time histories of the com- 
ponents would be evaluated by the procedure outlined on page 
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APPENDIX I 

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF AIR 

Physical Properties of Dry Air 

Knowledge of physical properties of dry air is needed for analysis of 
heat transfer processes, flow resistance and energy or thermal balances as- 
sociated with the general problem of cooling airborne electronic equipment. 
Table A-I-l presents the physical properties of specific heat at constant 
pressure Cp, thermal conductivity k, viscosity ß,  and Prandtl number Pr,  for 
the temperature range -100° to 5Q0°C.    The equivalent range is -148° to 
932°F and the corresponding values are indicated on the right of the table. 
The temperature intervals of 50°G permit reasonably accurate evaluation of 
the physical properties at intermediate temperatures by linear interpolation. 
The effect of pressure on these properties may be ignored when used for ther- 
mal evaluation work.    Two sets of units are used.    Figure A-I-l (in back 
pocket), presents graphically these same data, but for only one set of units. 

Specific heat data in Table A-I-l are expressed in the units Btu per 
pound-^? and watt-hours per pound-°C.    Given, for example-,  air flowing at 
the rate of 100 pounds per hour and undergoing an increase in temperature 
from 0° to 100°C, the heat dissipation rate to the air may be evaluated di- 
rectly in watts by selecting Cp in the units watt-hours per pound-°C at the 
average temperature of 50°C;  i.e.,  100 x 0.126Ö x (100 - 0) = 1268 watts. 
On the other hand,  if the same temperature rise were expressed as 32° to 
212°F, the heat dissipation rate to the air could be evaluated directly in 
Btu per hour by selecting Cp in Btu per pound-°F at the average temperature 
of 122°F;  i.e., 100 x 0.2405 (212 - 32)  •= 4330 Btu per hour.    Similarly, 
thermal conductivity data are presented in two sets of units; Btu per hour- 
foot-°F units to be used with degrees Fahrenheit and rate of heat transfer 
expressed in Btu per hourj  and in watts per foot-°C to be used with degrees 
centigrade and rate of heat transfer expressed in watts. 

Viscosity data are expressed in pound-seconds per square foot and 
pounds per foot-hour in Table A-I-l and in pounds per foot-second in Figure 
A-I-l«    The latter two sets of units include the dimensional constant 
4.16 x 10° feet per hour squared, respectively 32.17 feet per second squared, 
for conversion to absolute (mass) units.    The former set of unit3, i.e., 
pound-seconds per square foot,  is based on the gravitational system with 
weight expressed as force.    In practical applications of analyzing fluid 
flow or heat transfer, viscosity data are needed for evaluation of the Rey- 
nolds number, defined as WL'/(gttA') when flow rate W and viscosity ß are ex- 
pressed in the gravitational system.    Since Reynolds number is a dimension- 
less parameter and L'   is some significant dimension expressed in feet and A' 
is the cross sectional area of the flow passage,  inspection of the equation 
shows that with W expressed in pounds per second, ß should be used in the 
units pound-seconds per square foot.    However, the gravitational constant g 
could be included in the viscosity to yield units of pounds per foot-second 
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or pounds per foot-hour.    Thus, Reynolds number may be evaluated as WL,*/(ßki), 
where with W expressed in pounds per second ß would be expressed in pounds 
per foot-second,  or if W has the units pounds per hour then ß would be in 
pounds per foot-hour.    The choice of the set of units for viscosity varies 
with the type of evaluation problem. 

The Prandtl number Pr is a dimensionless ratio equal to Cjyti/k.used in 
the analysis of forced convection heat transfer. 

Density of Dry Air 

For most thermal evaluation work it is permissible to neglect the ef-^ 
feet of presence of water vapor in air and evaluate air density on the basis 
of dry air alone.    As such, the relation between air density p,  absolute 
static pressure p,  and absolute temperature T i3 expressed by the perfect 
gas law 

0.738 p/T (A-I-l) 

where p has the units of pounds per cubic foot, p inches of mercury absolute, 
and T is in °K - 273 + °C. 

The absolute static pressure in an enclosure is the sum of the static 
pressure and the barometric pressure.    The static gage pressure is indicated 
by any ordinary pressure gage or manometer placed in the ambient atmosphere. 
If the static gage pressure is measured by a column of water, the absolute 
static pressure in inches of mercury may be determined by the equation 

P   °   Pbar + °*0730 Pg (A-I-2) 

inches mercury = inches mercury + 0.073Ö (inches water gage) 

A graphical solution to equation (A-I-l) is presented in Figure A-I-2 
(in back pocket), where for any air temperature and absolute static pressure 
the density of dry air may be read directly. 

Example A-I-l.    Calculation of Density of Dry Air 

It is required to define the density of dry air at 200°C and 20 
inches water static gage pressure*    The barometric pressure is 29.5 inches 
mercury.» 

By equation (A-I-2), 

p    »    29.5 + 0.073Ö x 20 30.90 inches mercury absolute 

Also, 
T    «    200+273    =    473°K 

Then, by equation (A-I-l)» 
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p    =    0.738 x 30.90/473    a   0.0483 pound per cubic foot 

The same value may be read from Figure A-1-2 for 200°C and 30.98 inches mer- 
cury absolute. 

> 

Properties of Standard Atmospheres 

In comparative performance analysis of airborne equipment it is neces- 
sary to assume standard variations of atmospheric pressure and temperature 
with altitude. This is particularly important for air-cooled electronic 
equipment which utilizes atmospheric air as coolant. The properties of the 
N.A.C.A. standard atmosphere are given in Table A-I-2. This standard has 
been used extensively. Particularly the atmospheric pressure variation with 
altitude it prescribes is generally accepted. However, its temperatures are 
lower than those which are usually encountered in the atmosphere. The Air 
Force summer atmosphere given in Table A-1-5 describes higher temperatures 
in the lovier altitude regions and is, therefore, more conservative for cool- 
ing estimates. Its pressures are the same as those of the N.A.C.A. standard 
atmosphere. Still other variations of atmospheric temperature with altitude 
are given in Figure A-1-5. .Various variations of minimum temperatures are 
shown which, however, do not have particular significance in general cooling 
problems. The temperature variation indicated with a dashed line assumes 
higher values than the N.A.C.A. standard and Air Force summer atmospheres at 
altitudes above 40,000 feet and is being used in the analysis of equipment 
cooling problems at higher altitudes. 

Available Cooling Air Temperature in Flight 

The temperature of cooling air which may be taken aboard an aircraft in 
flight would differ from the atmospheric temperature by virtue of ram com- 
pression and/or skin friction. This is particularly true at high flight 

speed. The temperature rise that may be expected is best correlated with 
the flight Mach number M which is the ratio of the aircraft velocity to the 
velocity of sound. The resulting temperature is designated as the total 
temperature and is 

Tt = TQ (1 + 0.2 M
2) (A-I-5) 

The temperature rise in degrees centigrade is very closely approximated by 

At    =    (v/100)2, (A-I-4) 

where v is the flight speed in miles per hour. 

The pressure of the air in an aircraft compartment is not as specifically 
defined as the temperature of the air which may be taken aboard since the 
available pressure is greatly dependent on the configuration and location of 
the intake. 

I 
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Table A-1-3.    Properties of Air Force Summer Atmosphere 

(Variation of pressure "with altitude same as for N.A.C.A.  standard atmosphere) 
a,  density- 

Altitude, Temperature Density, divided by Velocity of 
feet rt— C\^. pound per N.A.C.A. sound, miles 

°F °C cubic foot sea level 
standard 

per hour 

Sea level 100.0 37.8 0.07090 0.927 790.8 
1,000 96.4 35.8 0.06881 0.899 788.4 
2,000 92.8 33.8 0,06678 0.873 785.7 
3,000 89.2 31.8 0.06476 0.847 783.2 
4,000 85.6 29.8 0.06283 0.821 780.7 
5,000 82.0 27.8 0.06093 0.796 778.2 
6,000 78.4 25.8 0.05910 0.772 775.5 
7,000 74.8 23.8 0.05729 0.749 772.9 
8,000 71.2 21.8 0.05549 0.725 770.3 
9,000 67.6 19.8 0.05376 0.703 767.8 

10,000 64.0 17.8 0.05212 0.681 765.2 
11,000 60.4 15.8 0.05047 0.659 762.7 
12,000 56.8 13.8 0.04887 0.639 760.0 
13,000 53.2 11.8 0.04729 0.618 757.4 
14,000 49.6 9.8 0.04575 0.598 754.6 
15,000 46.0 7.8 0.04427 0.579 751.9 
16,000 42.4 5.8 0.04282 0.560 749.2 
17,000 38.8 3.8 Ü.04140 0*541 746.6 
18,000 35.2 1.8 0.04002 0.523 743.9 
19,000 31.6 - 0.2 0.03867 0.505 741.1 
20,000 28.0 - 2.2 0.03738 0.489 738.5 
21,000 24.4 - 4.2 0.03609 0.472 r^w .a 
22,000 20.8 - 6.2 0.03487 0.456 733.1 
23,000 17.2 - 8.2 0.03365 0.440 730.3 
24,000 13.6 -10.2 0.03249 0.424 727.6 
25,000 10.0 -12.2 0.0313 0.410 724.8 
26,000 6.4 -14.2 0.0302 0.395 721.9 
27,000 2.8 -16.2 0.0291 0.381 719.1 
28,000 - 0.8 -18.2 0.0281 0.367 716.3 
29,000 - 4.4 -20.2 0.0271 0.354 713.6 
30,000 - 8.0 -22.2 0.0261 0.341 710.7                                      ! 

31,000 -11.6 -24.2 0.0251 0.328 707.8 
32,000 -15a2 -26.2 0.0242 0.316 705.0 
33,000 -18.8 -28.2 0.0233 0.304 702.2 
34,000 -22.4 -30.2 0.0224 0.292 699.3                                     j 
35,000 -26.0 -32.2 0.0225 0.281 696.4                     ! 
36,000 -29.6 -34.2 0.0207 0.270 693.5                                     1 
57,000 -33.2 -36.2 0,0199 0.260 690.6                                   ; 
38,000 -36.8 -38.2 0.0191 0.250 687.6 
39,000 -40.4 -40.2 0.0184 0.240 684.6                                   1 
40,000 -44,0 -42.2 0.0177 0.231 681.8                                ! 
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mm 

Table A-I-3 (continued) 

a,  density- 
Altitude, 

feet 
Temperature Density, 

pound per 
divided by 
N.A.C.A. 

Velocity of 
sound, miles 

°F UC cubic foot sea level per hour 
standard 

41,000 -47.6 -44.2 0.0170 0.222 678.9 
42,000 -51.2 -46.2 0.0163 0.214 675.9 
43,000 -54.6 -48.2 0.0157 0.206 672.9 
44,000 -58.4 -50.2 0.0151 0.198 669*9 
45,000 -62.0 -52.2 0.0145 O.I9O 666.9 
46,000 -65.6 -54.2 0.0140 0.183 663.9 
46,390 -67.0 -55.0 0.0137 0.180 662.1 
47,000 -67.0 -55.0 0.0134 0.175 662.1 
48,000 -67.0 -55.0 0.0128 0.167 662.1 
49,000 -67.0 -55.0 0.0122 0,159 662.1 
50,000 -67.0 -55.0 0.0116 0.152 662.1 
55,000 -67.0 -55.0 0.00914 0.119 662.1 
60,000 -67.0 -55.0 0.00721 0=094 662.1 
65,000 -67.0 -55.0 0.00566 0.074 662.1 

Source of data:     "High-Altitude Cooling.    I - Resume of the Cooling 
Problem," by Abe Silverstein, N.A.C.A. L-771,  originally issued Septem- 
ber, I944. 

Density of Hoist Air 

Air generally available to cool electronic equipment is not dry air, 
but a mixture of dry air and -water vapor.    This mixture is generally referred 
to as moist air.    Although for most thermal evaluation work it is entirely 
satisfactory to calculate air density on the basis of dry air alone, the ef- 
fect of the presence of water vapor in the air should be taken into account 
when a more precise value of the air density is required.    In general, the 
simplest procedure by -which the density of moist air may be determined is by 
measurement of the so-called dry- and wet-bulb temperatures.    These tempera- 
tures may be measured with a sling psychroraeter which consists of two ordi- 
nary mercury-stem glass thermometers mounted on a plate.    The plate is swiv- 
eled at one end and may be revolved rapidly.    Thus, the bulbs of the ther- 
mometers, being located at the extreme end of the plate opposite to the 
swivel, are made to move through the air at appreciable speed.    The bulb of 
one of the two thermometers is covered with a soft water-absorbent wick 
which must be saturated with water before being revolved.    This thermometer 
is the wet-bulb thermometer and indicates the wet-bulb temperature which, 
unless the air is saturated,  is usually lower than the actual air tempera- 
ture since it is affected by the evaporation of water from the wick.    The 
other thermometer, having no evaporation of water surrounding the mercury 
bulb during the revolving process,  indicates the actual temperature of the 
air,  referred to as the dry-bulb temperature.    The instrument should be re- 
volved continuously until no further drop in the wet-bulb temperature is ob- 
served.    The usual precautions against possible radiation effects on the 
temperatures indicated should be maintained. 
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Once the wet- and dry-bulb temper at ur es have been determined it is pos- 
sible to calculate the partial pressure of the water vapor and, thereafter, 
the density of the moist air.    The partial pressure of the -water vapor p^y, 
expressed in inches of mercury absolute, may be calculated by use of the 
following simplified form of Carrier's equation , 

Pwv    =   Pww "   [Pbar ^db " W]/1500 (A-I-5) 

•where tfo and tyfo are the dry- and -wet-bulb temperatures in °C, respectively, 
and p^j is the saturation pressure of the water vapor at the vfet-bulb tem- 

Table A-1-4.    Saturation Pressure of Water Vapor 

'                        Temp. 
°C 

Saturation 
pressure, 

inch mercury 
Temp 

Saturation 
,            pressure, 

inches mercury 
Temp. 

°c" 

Saturation 
pressure, 

inches mercury 

0 0.180 17 0.572 34 1.571 

1 0.194 18 0.609 35 1.661 

2 0.208 19 0.649 36 1.755 

3 0.224 20 O.69O 37 1.848 

4 21 0.734 38 1.957 

5 0.257 22 0.781 59 2.065 

6 0.276 23 0.829 AD 2„179 

7 0.296 24 0.881 41 2e298 

8 0.317 25 0.935 42 2.422 

9 0.339 26 0.993 43 2.553 

10 0.S62 27 1.053 44 2.689 

i                           11 0.387 28 1.116 45 2.831 

12 0.414 29 1.183 46 2.979 

IS 0.442 30 1.253 47 3,135 

14 0.472 31 1.327 48 3.298 

35 0.503 32 1.404 49 3.467 

16 0.536 33 1.486 50 3.644 

3ee. for example. Heating, 
ens and Fellows,  John T 

Ventilating and Air Conditioning Fundamentals 
Seve riley and Sons,  1950. 
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perature in inohec of mercury absolute.    It is apparent from equation (A-1-5) 
that when the vie'-- and dry-bulb temperatures are alike the partial pressure 
of the water vapor is equal to the saturation pressure.    Then the air is said 
to be saturated.    Table 1-1-4 gives the saturation pressure of water vapor 
for the range of temperatures likely to be encountered during bench test work. 

With the partial pressure of the water vapor determined by equation 
(A-I-5), the density of moist air Pa_vjv may be calculated directly from the 
eauation of state 

Pa- a-wv =   0.738 (p^ - 0.378 p^)/^, (A-1-6) 

where the density Pa--nv is in pounds per cubic foot, the absolute dry-bulb 
temperature T^ is in   K,  and the pressures are in inches of mercury absolute. 

The wet- and dry-bulb temperatures also serve to define humidity which 
is desirable to record for most tests.    By definition 

per cent humidity   =   100 (p^y/Py^) (A-I-7) 

Here p^ is the saturation pressure of water vapor at the indicated dry-bulb 
temperature and may be read directly from Table A-I-4. 

Example A-1-2.    Calculation of Density of Moist Air 

During the bench test of au electronic equipment the dry- and wet- 
bulb temperatur s were found to be 25° and 22°C, respectively. The barome- 
ter indicated a pressure of 29.0 inches mercury. Determine the density and 
per cent humidity of the moist air« 

From Table A-I-4 

p^yj.   =   0.781 inch mercury absolute 

pw(a    =   0.935 inch mercury absolute 

By equation (A-I-5), 

Pwy. = 0.781 - 29.0 (25 - 22)/l500 = 0.723 inch mercury absolute 

Hence, by equation (A-I-6), 

Pa-wv = 0«73Ö (29.0 - 0.378 x 0.723)/(273 + 24) = 0.0711 pound per cubic foot 

By equation (ft-I-7), 

per cent humidity = 100 x 0.723/o.935 = 77.3 
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APPENDIX II 

BASIC FLOW AND ENERGY RELATIONSHIPS 

A number of basic thermodynamie and fluid dynamic relationships are nec- 
essary for use in the thermal evaluation of electronic equipment.    In particu- 
lar, it is necessary to be able to calculate air density, volume or weight 
rate of flow, air temperature rise resulting from heat dissipation from com- 
ponents or equipment cases, blower power, etc.    The purpose of this appendix 
is to present the basic equations and illustrate their application to differ- 
ent typical flow processes involved in the air cooling of electronic equip- 
ment. 

Flow Equation (Conservation of Mass) 

When a fluid flows during a steady-state process,  i.e., a process having 
the flow variables invariant with time,  through any type of flow channel, the 
relation between the weight rate of fluid flow W, the flow, area A», the mean 
density of the fluid p, and the mean flow velocity u is expressed by the so- 
called equation of continuity 

W    =   p A«  u (A-II-1) 

where W has the units of pounds per second when p, A', and u are expressed in 
pounds per cubic foot, square feet, and feet per second, respectively. The 
mean velocity u corresponds to the effective velocity by which the fluid is 
transported across any section of a flow channel and the area A' is the avail- 
able flow area taken as the area transverse to the direction of flow. 

The volume rate of flow Q" at any transverse section along a flow system 
is given by 

Q» = A< u (A-II-2) 

where Q" has the units of cubic feet per second when the area A' and the mean 
velocity u are used in square feet and feet per second,  respectively.    It is 
important to observe that for any closed flow system,  i.e., one having no in- 
termediate fluid sources or sinks, the weight rate of fluid flow W is the 
same for all sections along the flow system, while the volume rate of flow Q" 
may and generally does vary.    Hence,  it is always necessary to calculate on 
the basis of constancy of weight flow;  unless* of course»  the density of the 
fluid happens to remain constant. 

The relative variation in the mean flow velocity u may be established in 
terms of a reference velocity and the associated area and density ratios. 
The equation describing this relative variation is 

V*L    "    Ui/An)(Pl/Pn) (A-II-3) 
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Energy Equation and Heat Balances 

An equation of great help in the themal evaluation of electronic equip- 
ment is the so-called general energy equation.    This equation, based on the 
principle of conservation of energy,  describes a heat balance between energy 
sources and sinks;  the sources in the case of electronic equipment being the 
differences between the electrical inputs and outputs throughout the circuits 
and the sinks any mediua or structure to which this input energy is dissi- 
pated, whether by conduction, radiation, or forced and free convection.    For 
steady-state operation of the equipment an over-all heat balance based on 
the general energy equation is a statement to the effect that the thermal 
equivalent of tiie electrical input to the equipment minus the electrical 
output is equal to the heat dissipated from the equipment by any or all modes 
of heat transfer.    However,  it is frequently desirable and necessary to break 
up the over-all heat balance to alloT/ separate evaluation of heat dissipation 
to the various sinks,  rather than the total to all sinks.    For example, it 
is usually desirable to evaluate separately heat dissipated to cooling air 
passing through an equipment, and heat dissipated from the equipment's case 
surface directly to the environment.    This type of heat balance necessitates 
a breakdown of the total energy into the various energy forms describing the 
physical process in terms of the physical variables of the system. 

The purpose of this section is to present the general energy equation 
applicable to steady-flow processes involved in thermal evaluation work and 
to illustrate its application to various flow processes likely to be en- 
countered. 

1-   Forms of Energy 

An understanding of only a few of the many possible forms or types 
of energy is n- eded for thermal evaluation of electronic equipment.    These 
are: 

a.    Kinetic Energy.    The energy of translation of a moving stream 
of fluid is u2/2g foot-pounds per pound.    For fluid flow at the rate of TS 
pounds per second, the kinetic energy of the stream is WtfV^g foot-pounds 
per second.    The definition of kinetic energy by Wu2/2g is, strictly speak- 
ing, valid for a uniform or an approximately uniform velocity profile only. 
Yftien the velocity varies to an appreciable extent over any transverse sec- 
tion of the flow channel,  it is necessary to evaluate kinetic energy per 
second by 

(p/2g) u5 dA» 

which in most situations may best be calculated by sub-division of the flow 
cross-section in small equal areas over which the velocity would be assumed 
constant.    With this procedure the kinetic energy per second of the stream 
is evaluated by 

(p/2g)   lug A; 
n 
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•where % represents the mean velocity throughout the area subdivision An. 
The above expressions only account for variation in flow velocity, not in- 
cluding variation in density due to temperature or pressure. 

b. Potential Energy.    The energy of fluid by virtue of position,  or 
elevation.    Since only the change in potential energy is of interest, the 
evaluation may be based upon an arbitrarily chosen datum plane.    Potential 
energy per unit weight of fluid is Z!  foot-pounds per pound, or just Z»  feet 
of fluid.    For fluid flow at the rate of W pounds per second,  the potential 
energy of the stream is TfZ'  foot-pounds per second.    When dealing with gases 
it is permissible to neglect this change in energy,  for any elevation change 
encountered in electronic equipment represents a negligible quantity of energy 
in comparison with other energy variations. 

c. Flow Work or Pressure Head.    The energy associated with the work 
required to displace or transport a fluid from one point to another within a 
flow system is generally referred to as flow work when dealing with compres- 
sible fluids and as pressure head when dealing with incompressible fluids. 
Flow work per unit weight of fluid is 70.7 p/p foot-pounds per pound or feet 
of fluid, where p is the absolute pressure in inches mercury and p the den- 
sity in pounds per cubic foot.    For fluid flow at the rate of W pounds per 
second,  flow work is 70.7 W p/p foot-pounds per second. 

d. Internal Energy.    The energy inherent to the fluid and due to 
molecular activity and configuration.    It is defined by such factors' as trans- 
lation, rotation, vibration of the molecules, and internal molecular forces 
governed by relative positions of molecules.    It is necessary for use in 
evaluating temperature change of a fluid since temperature is related to the 
internal energy level of the fluid.    Internal energy per unit weight of fluid 
is represented by Btu per pound.    For W pounds per second of fluid, the inr 
ternal energy of the stream is We Btu per second.    $her dealing with a per- 
fect gas,  i.e., a fluid obeying an equation such as  (A-I-l) where p a p/T, 
the internal energy change per unit weight of fluid may be evaluated by the 

equation Ae «   i Oy- "AT, which for the case of constant specific heat Cy, 

reduces to the most usable form, Ae = Cy AT. 

e. Heat.    Heat is energy in transition.    Energy is not heat unless 
it is in the process of being transferred from one point to another.    This 
form of energy is used to describe the magnitude or rate at which energy is 
added to or taken from a thermodynamic medium.    As for example,  the energy 
dissipated from an electronic component is energy in transition, which is 
heat.    By convention, heat being added to a medium is dealt with algebraically 
as positive and heat withdrawn as negative.    In the general energy equation 
this form of energy is represented by the symbol q with the units of Btu per 
second.    In many instances there will exist a simultaneous heat gain to and 
a heat loss from the system, in which case it must be recognized that q in 
the general energy equation represents the net rate of heat transfer to or 
frpm the system.    Algebraically, 
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f.    Mechanical Work.    The energy added to or taken from a fluid by 
any mechanical action,  such as a blower,  turbine, etc.    Like heat, -work is 
energy in transition.    It is represented by wk" in Btu per second.    By con- 
vention, work done by a system is considered positive and work done on a 
system negative.    "Shere both work by and on a system occur simultaneously 
the term wk" represents the time rate of the net -work involved, which may be 
by or on the system. 

2.    General Energy Equation for Compressible Fluids 

Si i 
® 

£ 
Figure A-1I-1. 
General Flow System 

Using the forms of energy discussed in the 
previous section a statement of the principle of 
conservation of energy may be made in the form of 
the general energy equation. Consider, for example, 
the general system illustrated schematically in Fig- 
ure A-II-1. A fluid flows through the system at a 
steady rate of W pounds per second. It shall be as- 
sumed, arbitrarily, that the net heat transfer rate 
q is to the system, with the net work wE done by the 
system. At entrance to the system, section (l-l), 
the fluid may possess energy in the form of poten- 
tial, kinetic, internal, and flow. The same situa- 
tion exists at the exit of the system, section (2-2). 
We have then, 

«Zi  70.7 WP1  _   Wu?  _ 
energy entering system per unit time = —j- + —y- + Wei + :örj + ~ 

energy leaving system per unit time = 
m* 70. 7WP2„ 

Jp2 
Wee 

Wuo 

2gJ 
wk" 

The term J, the mechanical equivalent of heat, equal to 778 foot-pounds per 
Btu, is introduced to convert the units of all terms into Btu per second. 
With the system in thermal equilibrium, the energy entering equals that 
leaving and the general energy equation for a steady-state process becomes 

m + 70
-
7W

PI + wei 
J      JP1 

WuT 
+  d. +  TT 

2gJ 
^ + 

70'7WP2 «. We2 • Ü2S 
Jp2 2gJ 

(A-II-4) 

As has been previously mentioned, when dealing with gases the ef- 
fect of any change in elevation (Z2 - z]_) likely to be encountered in this 
type of work represents a negligible quantity of energy,  so that equation 
(Ä-II-4) may be used in the form 

70. üfeu Wu< 

Jpl 
Wel + si? * q Z2^£2 + We2 

Jp2 

YJuf     -p 
+ —6. + wk 

2gJ 
(A-II-5) 

For thermal evaluation of electronic equipment where air is the 
'ihermodynamic medium it is possible to show that equation (A-II-5) is, with 
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very good accuracy, equivalent to 

q   =    456 W (t2 - tx) + wk (A-II-6) 

•where q and wk are in watts and the temperatures t in   C.    Temperature t2 

•would be indicated by a thermocouple at the system exit and temperature t]_ 
by a thermocouple at the system entrance.    The kinetic energy terms in equa- 
tion (A.-II-5) are not included in equation (A-II-6) since when a thermocouple 
is inserted in a moving stream the fluid in the immediate vicinity of the 
bead is stagnated and the kinetic energy is nearly converted into an equiva- 
lent temperature rise which is indicated by the thermocouple,  in addition to 
the actual temperature of the stream.    Hence,  a thermocouple reading is very 
nearly equivalent to an indication of the internal energy,  flow energy,  and 
kinetic energy of the stream.    The indicated temperature for unshielded ther- 
mocouples,  assuming radiation effects absent, will be within one per cent of 
the correct temperature to be used in equation (A-II-6) -whenever the flow 
velocity is less than about 400 feet per second.    With shielded thermocouple 
probes containing a stagnation chamber the error can be less than 1/4 per 
cent even for flow velocities of 500 to 600 feet per second.    Thus,  for or- 
dinary thermal evaluation work, where the flow velocities are generally less 
than 100 feet per second, the error involved by use of equation (A-II-6) is 
of no significance.    The specific heat at constant pressure Cp of air is as- 
sumed constant and equal to 0.432 Btu per pound-°C.    This value is used in 
evaluating the constant of 456 in equation (A-II-6).    $here fairly wide ranges 
in temperature are encountered and need for more accurate evaluation exists, 
the variation in specific heat Cp should be taken into account.    Data on spe- 
cific heat at constant pressure are given in Table A-I-l and Figur© A-I-l. 
The energy equation (A-II-6) is valid regardless of the amount of frictional 
loss present in the flow system. 

3.    General Energy Equation for Incompressible Fluids 

The general energy equation (A-II-4) is applicable to incompressible 
fluids as well,  i.e., those having constant density,  providing the following 
general exception is followed.    Tlfith an incompressible fluid the internal 
energy e and the transferred heat q are not available for the production of 
any effect other than a temperature change of the fluid.    The change in energy 
so encountered is not available for overcoming the system's resistance and 
promoting flow.    Hence, in reality equation (A-II-4) reduces to two separate 
energy equations, which are 

q + Whj/J    =   W(e2 -ex) 

and 
WZ 

~J 
i + Z£^Pl + 

Jp 
Wui 

2gJ 
'< + 

70-•?2 + *Ä+Wt + ^,   (A-II-7) 
J Jp 2gJ J 

where hi, represents the frictional loss in energy during flow per unit weight 
of fluid,  expressed in foot-pounds per pound which is equivalent to feet of 
fluid.    The first of these two equations has no practical value in thermal 
evaluation work.    The second, equation (A-II-7) is quite important and assumes 
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its most convenient foim by dividing out the terms W and J,  so that all 
terms in the equation have the units of feet öf fluid.    This form is 

Z[ + 70.7Pl/p + uf/2g    -   Z2 
+ ?0.7p2/p + uf/2g + Jw^/W + hL (&-II-8) 

When mechanical work and energy loss are absent the above equation reduces 
to a statement of the Bernoulli principle that the sum of the elevation, 
pressure,  and velocity heads are constant throughout a flow process. 

4.    Total Pressure and Velocity Pressure.    Incompressible Flow 

The total pressure of a fluid is defined as that pressure attained 
by the fluid -when it is stagnated without loss,  external work, or change in 
elevation.    Thus,  the stream undergoes a process of diffusion wherein the 
kinetic energy of the stream is converted into pressure.    The difference be- 
tween the total pressure and the static pressure at any one point in the flow 
process is called the velocity pressure.    Applying equation (A-II-8) to this 
process gives 

70.7 p/p + u2/2g    =    70.7 P/p (A-n-9) 

where P represents the absolute total pressure of the fluid in inches of 
mercury,  and,  as may be seen,  the total pressure head 70.7 P/p equals the 
sum of the static pressure head 70.7 p/p and the velocity head uf/Zg, 

A convenient rearrangement of equation  (A-II-9) is 

P    =•    p + pu2/4550 (A-II-10) 

where all terms have the units of inches of mercury. Hence, the velocity 
pressure of an incompressible fluid is given by 

p„ = pu2/4550 inches mercury (A-II-11) 

or 
pv = pu /336 inches water (A-II-12) 

In all equations p represents the density in pounds per cubic foot, of the 
fluid,  possessing the velocity of u feet per second. 

5.    Determination of Flow Velocity 

The above equations illustrate the basic theory by which a combina- 
tnon of total pressure tube and a piezometer ring or a Pitot-static tube is 
used to determine flow velocity.    If an open-end tube is faced into the di- 
rection of flow and connected on the other end to a manometer, or some other 
pressure-indicating device,  a total pressure will be registered.    On the 
other hand, if the open end of this tube is closed and a hole without burr 
is made on the cylindrical portion of its surface, a small distance down- 
stream from the end, a static pressure will be indicated on the pressure- 
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measuring instrument.    This indication -would be approximately the same as ob- 
tained by a tap in the vra.ll of the flow passage.    The standard Pitot-static 
tube of the National Association of Fan Manufacturers and the American Society 
of Heating and Ventilating Engineers is shown in Figure A-II-2. 

,3125 = ID 

STATIC PRESSURE 
Figure A-II-2.    Standard NAFM 
and ASHVE Pitot-Static Tube 

-TOTAL   PRESSURE 

The use of an impact tube and wall taps,  as described on page 45, 
may in many instances be more desirable because of size and complication of 
manufacture.    Impact tubes may be constructed with appreciably smaller diame- 
ters than Pitot-static tubes-.    Consequently,  ttiey occupy a smaller percentage 
of the total cross-sectional area of the flow passage and do not significantly 
alter the flow velocity at the section of measurement.    Pitot-static tubes 
should not be employed when their cross-sectional area occupies more than 5 
per cent of the cross-sectional area of the flow passage. 

Equations (A-II-11 and -12) are valid as long as the density p does 
not vary during the stagnation process.    With air, or any other compressible 
fluid stagnation does produce a change in the density as a result of the 
change in pressure from static to total.    Hence, if the flow velocity is suf- 
ficiently high that an appreciable change in pressure occurs, the incompres- 
sible flow relations no longer apply.    However, because of its simplicity the 
incompressible flov/ equation is used as long as no serious error would result. 
For the range of conditions commonly encountered in electronic equipment,  the 
velocity of air so determined by the incompressible, flow relation will be cor- 
rect within 1/2 per cent for any flow velocity below approximately 200 feet 
per second.    At a fjow velocity of 200 feet per second and standard sea-level 
density the velocity pressure of air is roughly 9 inches of water. 
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Example A-II-1. Determination of Flow Velocity from Total and 
Static Pressure Measurement 

A Pitot-static tube inserted in a moving stream of air indicates 
a total gage pressure of 20.0 inches water and a static gage pressure of 
16.8 inches water. The temperature of the stream is 40°C and the barometric 
pressure 29*5 inches mercury. . Determine the flow velocity at this point. 

By equation (A-1-2) 

p   »   29.5 + 0.0730(16.8)    =   30.74 inches mercury absolute 

By equation (A-I-l) 

p    =   0.738(30.74)/(273 + 40)    =    0.0725 pound per cubic foot 

Py    a   P- - Pg    =»   20.0 - 16.8    =   3.2 inches water 

B? equation (A-II-12) 

3.2    »    0.0724 u2/336 

u   =   122 feet per second 

The error introduced by use of the incompressible flow equation (A-II-12) is 
roughly 0.14 per cent. 

6.    Determination of Flow Rate in Passage 

When dealing with flow through channels of fairly small cross-sec- 
tional area and passages presenting rather tortuous paths for the fluid to 
follow, the flow character is generally non-uniform to the extent that meas- 
urement of velocity and temperature at any one point in one cross-section of 
the flow passage is insufficient to define the weight or volume rate of fluid 
flow actually taking place.    In these instances it becomes necessary to probe 
the stream to determine the flow properties at many points in any cross-sec- 
tion of the channel.    The procedure is to subdivide the cross-section of the 
channel into equal areas, with each area being sufficiently small that the 
velocity and temperature can be considered uniform in it.    The total volume 
flow is then obtained by adding the volume flows of all area subdivisions. 
Hence,  for flow conditions of non-uniform velocity distribution the volume 
rate of flow is 

Qr 
^ Än^n. 

.1 'S"., (A-n-i3) • 

when the area subdivisions are made equal.    This is equivalent to integrating 
the velocity profile determined by probing the streams.    It is apparent from 
equation (A-II-13) that the mean flow velocity u is obtained by dividing the 
true volume flow Q by the duct area A, or by averaging the measured veloci- 
ties Uß.    The weight rate of flow W is obtained by summation of the products 
of local velocity v^ and local density pn multiplied by the magnitude of a 
single area subdivision 
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W   -   AiZpnun (A-11-14) 

The variation in the density pn is determined by measurement of temperature 
and static pressure and the density equation (A-I-l).   When the fluid flows 
in but one general direction, the static pressure will be found to be nearly 
constant across any transverse section of the duct.    Measurement of static 
pressure at two diametrically opposed points in a duct should suffice to de- 
fine the average static pressure at any one section. 

The method by which the flow area is 
subdivided depends upon the shape of the chan- 
nel.   For channels of rectangular cross-section 
the area may be divided into a series of small 
rectangles, with the measuring stations located 
at the center of each sub-area.    Figure Ä-II-3 
illustrates this method.    For ducts of circular 
cross-section the conventional practice is to 
divide the total area by a series of concentric 
circles so located as to yield equal sub-areas. 
This resolves the flow in a group of parallel 
streams flowing through equal annular areas. 

MEASURING STATIONS 
CENTER Or SUB-AREAS-? 

A • • 

J • • .> -EQUAL 
UtEAS 

• • • • 

Figure A-II-3. Location 
of Measuring Stations in 
a Rectangular Duct 

Table A-II-1.   Values of rn/r for Circular Ducts 

V. 1 

Number of sub-area > n 
1 2 3 4 "5             6 7            8 9        10 

0.707 
•9 

Q 
2 0.500 0.866 

•H 
m 3 0.408 0.707 0.913 

•ri 

4 0.354 0.612 0.791 0.936 / 
UJ 

«H 
O 

5 0.316 0.548 0.707 0.837 0.949 

1 6 0.289 0.500 0.645 0.764 0.866   0.958 

fl 7 0,267 0.463 0.598 0.707 0.802   0.886 0.964 

•8 8 0.250 0.433 0.559 0.662 0.750    0.829 0.902   0.968 

9 0.236 0.408 0.527 0.624 0.707    0.782 0.850    0.913 O.972 

10    0,224 0.387 0.500 0.592 0.671    0,742 0„806   0.866 0.922   0.975 

The measuring positions should be located at the geometric mean radius or 
diameter of the sub-area.    The equation for locating the measuring stations 
in a duct of circular cross-section is 
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MEASURING STATIONS 
GEOMETRIC CENTtR 
Of SUB -AREAS 

xyr   «   -\j(2r   • l)/2y (A-II-15) 

Figure A-II-4.    Illustra- 
tion of Area Subdivision 
in Circular Duct for Four 
Equal Sub-Areas 

•where y represents the number of sub-areas into 
which the total area is equally divided, n 
represents the number of a particular sub-area 
counted from the center of the duct', (i.e., the 
central sub-area is number one), r the inside 
radius of the duct, and rn the distance from 
the duct center to the geometrical mean posi- 
tion of the sub-area number n.    Figure k-II—4 
illustrates this method of area subdivision. 
Table A-II-1 gives values of r^/r for various 
values of y and n. 

Example Ä-H-2.    Determination of Weight and Volume Flow Rates 

k centrifugal blower attached to an electronic equipment is used to 
force air through the equipment to cool the components by forced convection 
heat transfer.    A thermocouple and U-tube manometer installed at the 3-inch 
diameter blower discharge indicate the air temperature and static gage pres- 
sure at 25°C and 8 inches water, respectively.   At the exit from the equip- 
ment the air has a temperature of 80 C, a pressure equal to atmospheric and 
it discharges through a 4-inch diameter duct.    By use of a Pitot tube the 
mean velocity at the exit duct is found to be U2 = 14 feet per second (the 
determination of flow velocity by this method is discussed on page 336).    The 
barometric pressure is 29.7 inches of mercury.    Determine by calculation (l) 
the volume rate of air flow at the equipment exit Q2 and at the entrance Qi, 
(2) the weight rate of air flow, W, and (5) the mean flow velocity at the 
blower discharge section, UQ> 

At the exit: 

P2   =   ^9.7 inches mercury absolute 

T2    =   273 + 80    =    353°K 

p2    =»   0.738 x 29.?/353    =    0.0621 pound per cubic foot 

A^   «>    (rt/4,) (4/12)2   »   0.0873 square foot 

u2    a   14 feet per second 

Q    =   0.0875 x 14 x 60    =    73.2 cubic feet per minute 

W   =   1.22 x 0.0621   =   0.0758 pound per second 

At the entrance 

p   = p   « 29.70 + 0.0738(8) = 30.29 inches mercury absolute 

Tx    =   273 + 25    «    298°K 
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Pi    =    0*730 x 30*29/290    =   0.0750 pound per cubic foot 

A{    =    (TT/4)(3/12)      =    0.0491 square foot 

Ql    =   Wp±   =   0.0758 x 60/0.0750    =   60.6 cubic feet per 
minute 

*1   " Qi/(60A{) = 60.6/(60 x 0.0491) « 20.6 feet per second 

Example A-II-3. 

A . 
1 

• 1      •      1      • 

-J.            J.    -    J 

B . • i      •            • 

_I         _L 4 in 

C . • 1     •           • 

  "T" -- "j 1  
0 • • 1     •     1     • 

• 

Figure A-II-5.    Measur- 
ing Stations in Square 
Duct (Example A-II-3) 

Determination of Velocity Distribution, Mean Flow 
Velocity, Volume and Weight Flow by Method of Area 
Subdivision 

This example illustrates the method of cal- 
culating flow conditions fraa data obtained by 
probing a flow channel.    Air flows during a steady- 
state process through a 4-inch by 4-inch channel. 
The stream is probed with a Pitot-static tube and a 
thermocouple at the various measuring stations shown 
in Figure A-II-5 to determine the velocity pressures 
and temperatures.    The measured velocity pressures 
in inches of water and measured temperatures in   C 
are given in Tables A-II-2 and A-II-3. 

Static pressure taps located at four points 
around the periphery of the channel indicated static 
gage pressures of 2.05, 2.10, 2.08,  and 2.09 inches 
of water.    Because of this small variation, the 
static pressure of the stream is taken to be con- 
stant at all points throughout the transverse sec- 
tion and equal to the average of the measured values, 

Table A-II-2.   Measured Velocity Pressures (Example A-II-5) 

Py, inches water 
1 '  2 3 4 

A 0.13 0.31 0.33 0.24 
B 0.12 0.28 0.30 0.20 
C 0,12 0.25 0.28 0.10 
D 0.08 0.27 0.26 0.12 

A-II-3. Measured Temperatures (Example A 

Station t, °C 
1 2 3 4 

A 105 öS 90 97 
B 90 80 83 95 
C 95 68 68 90 
D 90 60 65 80 
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i.e., 2.08 inches water.    The barometric pressure was 29.30 inches mercury. 
The absolute static pressure of the stream is, then,  by equation (A-I-2) 

p = 29.30 + 0.0738(2.08) « 29.45 inches mercury absolute 

a«    Velocity Distribution 

The velocity pressure expressed in inches of water is given by 
equation (A-IT-12) 

p,.    =   pu2/336 

Combining this equation with the density relationship (A-I-l) yields 

Py    -   pu2/(455 T) 

Since the absolute static pressure p is constant and equal to 29.45 inches 
of mercury 

p,.    »    29.45 u2/(455 T)    «    u2/(3J5.46 T) 

or, 
u   =    3.93 ^fp^T 

The velocity function, as shown by this equation, equals the 
square root of the product- of the velocity pressure and absolute temperature 
of the stream. Thus, the relative magnitudes of the velocities at the vari- 
ous stations may be defined by comparison of this square root function. Also, 
if desired, the absolute magnitudes of the flow velocities may be calculated 
directly by this equation. The velocity function reduces to simply the square 
root of the velocity pressure when the temperature of the stream remains con- 
stant or nearly constant across the transverse section being probed. Table 
A-H-4 summarizes the measured velocities relative to the stream velocity at 
station B-3, and Table A-H-5 gives the absolute magnitude of the measured 
velocities. 

Table A-II-4. Flow Velocities Relative to Value at Station B-3 
(Example A-II-5) 

Station 1 2 3 4 

A 
B 
C 
D 

0.678 
0.646 
0.642 
0.521 

1.020 
0.975 
0.893 
0.917 

1.059 
1.00 
0.944 
0.906 

0.911 
0.829 
0.574 
0.630 

Table A-Il-5«    Absolute Values of Flow Velocities (Exam] 

Station 
u, feet per second 

1 2 3 4 

A 
B 
C 
D 

27.4 
26.2 
26,0 
21.1 

41.3 
39.4 
36.2 
37.2 

42.9 
40.5 
38.2 
36.7 

36.8 
33.6 
23.2 
25.5 
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b. Calculation of Volume Flow Rate 

The total rate of flow through the channel is obtained by sum- 
mation of the flows through all subdivisions of flow area. Hence, by equa- 
tion (A-II-15) 

Q»    -   J^Zun 

since all subdivided areas have equal size.    The subdivided area An iü one 
inch square, or O.OO696 square feet.    The velocity summation is obtained by 
adding all velocities given in Table A-II-5.    Hence, 

Q»    =    0*00696      (27.4 + 41.3 + 42.9 +....) 

Q" = 3.70 cubic feet per second,  or Q = 222 cubic feet per minute 

The mean stream velocity or effective velocity by which the air 
iö transported across this section is 

u = Q"/A'   = 3.70/(16/144)  = 33.3 feet per second 

c. Calculation of Weight Flow Rate.    The flow rate on a weight 
basis is given by equation (A-II-14). 

But 

and 

so that 

W   =   ä£ Zpn un 

pn    =    0.738(29.45)/^    »    21.73/Tn 

A^    =   O.OO696 square feet 

W    =   0.151 Z%/Tn 

Using the temperatures of Table A-II-3 and the velocities of Table A-II-5 
gives 

W    =•    0.151 Z (27.4/378 + 41.3/358 + 42.9/363 +....) 

W   =   0.225 pound per second 

7.    The Pitot-Static Equations for Compressible Flow 

When measuring total and static pressures of a high-velocity stream 
of gas by use of the Pitot-static tube or a combination of total-pressure 
tube and wall taps, the density p in equation (A-II-10) is affected by the 
change in pressure during stagnation.    For this reason the incompressible- 
flow relationship between velocity pressure and velocity, equation (A-11-12), 
is not correct and an equation taking into account this variation in the den- 
sity must be employed.    The correct equation for air over the temperature 
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range encountered in electronic equipment is 

\4 -\|T   [l u   =   147. (P/P) 0.286] (A-11-16) 

•where T is the temperature in °K as measured by a thermocouple inserted in 
the air stream.    For best accuracy, a shielded thermocouple embodying a stag- 
nation chamber surrounding the bead should be used.    In this relationship the 
total and static pressures must be on an absolute basis expressed in con- 
sistent units. 

Ö.    Heat Balance for Forced Convective Cooling -with Air 

With equipment cooled by a stream of air flowing in and around the 
components or over an equipment case the general energy equation describing 
an energy balance with the cooling air is given by equation (A-II-6) in the 
form 

q   =   456 W(t2 - tj_) (A-II-17) 

since mechanical work effects are not present.    In this equation q represents 
the heat dissipated to the flowing stream of air and is equal to  the total 
component heat dissipation less any external heat .LOSS of the equipment by 
any of the possible modes of heat transfer. 

The temperatures used in equation (A-II-17) must represent the mean 
temperature of the stream,  such that when either one is multiplied by the 
weight rate of flow W a true relative measure of the energy at entrance or 
exit is obtained.    Usually the measurement of a single temperature near or 
at the center of the stream will be sufficiently accurate to define a mean 
value for the entrance to the equipment.    However,  at the exit of the equip- 
ment it is entirely possible and quite probable that complete mixing of the 
stream has not taken place,  and the measurement of a single temperature at 
some point near or at the center of the stream may not give an accurate in- 
dication of the energy level or heat added to the air in passing through or 
over the equipment.    Sttien the degree of mixing and uniformity of flow is un- 
certain, it is best to provide a mixing or stagnation chamber at the equip- 
ment exit, or to probe the discharging air stream vdth a thermocouple and a 
Pitot-3tatic tube.    The mixing chamber should be insulated and baffled to 
eliminate heat loss and to insure adequate mixing.    When using the mixing 
chamber, an auxiliary blower is required to make up the resistance to flow 
added by the chamber» otherwise,  the air capacity of the cooling blower proper 
will decrease.    For cases where this is not possible or where this added com- 
plexity of test apparatus is not warranted, the method of probing the stream 
should be used.   As has been discussed on pages 357 to 339» "the discharging 
stream should be divided into annular rings of equal area for circular ducts 
and equal rectangular areas for rectangular ducts.    The flow velocity and 
temperature should be determined at the geometric center of all area elements 
and along several diameters or horizontal and vertical axes.   After having 
probed the stream the mean temperature to be used in the heat balance equa- 
tion (A-II-17) may be determined by the following summation process 
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T    -    (AA/W) Ipn % Tn (A-H-18) 

where ff is the total weight flow in pounds per  second.    A second method to 
find the mean stream temperature is to evaluate the mean stream density from 
equation (A-II-14), i.e., 

p    =   W/Q»    «    (W/A^) Z% 

end then to calculate the temperature from the density and absolute static 
pressure by the equation (A-I-l).    For normal thermal evaluation work the 
second method generally requires less calculation work. 

Example A-II-4.    Determination of Mean Stream Temperature 

Using the data of Example A-II-3, the mean stream density is 

p    =   W/Q"    =   0.225/3.70    =   0.0609 pound per cubic foot 

Since, 

p    0   29.45 inches mercury absolute, 

T    =    0.738 x 29.45/O.O6O9    "   356.9°K, 

and the mean temperature defining the energy level of the stream is 

t    =    356.9 - 273    «   83.9°C 

This same value can be obtained by evaluation of equation (A-II-18). 

9.    Heat Balance for Blowers 

Power or energy supplied to the input shaft of a blower is trans- 
ferred to the air passing through the blower,  the contacting structure,  and 
the surrounding atmosphere.    The energy equation describing a heat balance 
for a blower is the same as equation (A-II-6),  i.e., 

=   456 W (td - t±) + wk (A-II-19) 

where q represents the heat loss in watts from the blower to the contacting 
structure and the surrounding atmosphere, W the air rate in pounds per second, 
t,j and t^ the temperature of the air leaving and entering the blower in QC, 
respectively, and wk the rate of energy input to the blower in watts. With 
but rare exception, q is always negative. The work term wk is always negative 
since work is done on the air by the blower. Introducing these signs on wk 
and q gives for the temperature rise of the air across the blower 

Atg    «=   t£ - t^    =    (wk - q)/(456 (A-11-20) 

The heat loss rate q is negligible in many blower installations in comparison 
to the work.    Neglecting it entirely yields conservative results in the evalu- 
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atIon of the combined equipment performance since the calculated temperature 
of the air leaving the blower would be above its actual value.    Then, neg- 
lecting heat loss, 

AtB    =   wk/(456 1?) (A-II-21) 

"When the input power is expressed in horsepower,  and heat loss is again neg- 
lected, 

AtB    «   1.636 hp/W (A-n-22) 

If the static pressure rise is not great, an equivalent form of equation 
(A-II-22) is 

AtB    =    0.ÜI55 Ap/(*Qsp) (A-H-23) 

where Ap is the static pressure rise of the air in inches of water and T]s is 
the static efficiency of the blower.    Equation (A-11-23) is equivalent to 
equation (V-3) on page 86. 

Example A-H-5.    Heat Balance of Blower-Equipment Combination 

During an altitude chamber test of a blower-cooled electronic equip- 
ment the following data were observed (refer to Figure A-II-6). 

> 

BLOWER-MOTOR 

(0 (INTAKE 

(I) ELECTRONIC 
 •»-      EQUIPMENT  

Figure A-II-6.    Schematic 
Arrangement of Blower- 
Equipment Combination 

^"1® (DISCHARGE)     (Example A-H-5) 

total pressure at blower inlet, Pg_j/IPg_iI=0 inch water gage 

static gage pressure at blower discharge, P«»^ Pg-2 = °»1 inches 
water 

barometric pressure, 

temperature at blower inlet, 

temperature at equipment discharge, 

Pbar a Ö.2 inches mercury 
absolute 

t3 => 60°C 
10°C 

In addition, it is known that the rate of heat generation within the equip- 
ment is 750 watts.    The heat loss from the case by free convection and radia- 
tion has been calculated as 75 watts*    It is required to determine from these 
data the air rate and input horsepower of the blower. 

Assume dry air and a blower static efficiency of 40 per cent. 

The static pressure rise across the blower is 

Ap   =   Pg-d " ^g-i    =   ^'^ :^ncnes ttebev 
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Pi   =»   0.738 x 8.2/(273 + 10)    =   0.0214 pound per cubic foot 

By equation (A-II-23) 

AtB    »    (0.0155 x 6.l)/(0.40 x 0.0214)    =    11°C 

Hence, 
t2    =    10 -s- 11    »   21°C 

The heat dissipation to the cooling air is 

750 -  75    =    675 watts 

so that by equation (A-II-6) 

675    »   456 W(60 - 21) 

W   «=   0.038 pound per second 

The volume flow at the blower intake is 

Q-L    =   60 If/pi    =    60 x 0.038/0.0214    =   106.5 cubic feet per minute 

Using equation (A-11-22) 

hp    -    0*038 x 13/1.636    =    0.255 

At this point the two assumptions employed in the analysis should 
be checked.    The assumed blower efficiency should be verified from the cal- 
culated air rate and a knovai characteristic performance curve for the blower. 
Secondly, the assumption of zero heat loss from the blower shoxild be checked 
by estimating the heat loss by radiation, conduction, and convection, so that 
a proper proportion of the blower input power is used when calculating the 
temperature rise of the air across the blower.    Suppose, for example, it is 
estimated that 10 per cent of the blower power is dissipated to heat sinks 
other than the cooling air.    Hence, only 90 per cent as much energy is given 
to the air passing through the blower and 

AtB    =   11 x 0.9 9.9°C 

Then* 

t2   «   10 + 9.9    »   19.9°C 

675    =   456 W(60 - 19.9) 

W   •   0.0369 pound per second 

Q   **   103.3 cubic feet per minute 

Thus, the. 10 per cent correction on the blower air temperature rise results 
in about 3 per cent decrease in air rate.    The error introduced by neglect- 
ing this nsat loss depends mostly on the magnitude of the equipment air tern• 
perature rise, and may in some instances affect the accuracy of performance 
calculations. 
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APPENDIX III 

MMQMETRIC RELATIONSHIPS 

A manometer is an instrument used for measuring pressures in general. 
Its basic theory rests upon the fact that head and pressure are synonymous, 
so that a column of fluid may be used as a direct indication of pressure. 
In general, manometers are used for measuring pressures YD.thin a range de- 
fined by a lower limit of accuracy and an upper limit of convenience.    For 
measuring very small pressures, the error in reading the manometer, mostly 
due to the fluid meniscus, may represent a large percentage of the pressure 
registered and, thereby, render the instrument too inaccurate for use.    $hen 
measuring very high pressures the required height of the column of fluid may 
be so great that the use of a manometer is not practical.    $ith but rare ex- 
ception, the ranges of pressure encountered in thermal evaluation of elec- 
tronic equipment are such that manometers may always be used. 

Specific Gravity and Conversion Factors 

The most useful manometer fluids are -water, mercury,  red oil, alcohol, 
and carbon tetrachloride.    Table A-III-1 lists the specific gravity and den- 
sity of water for the range of ambient temperatures likely to be encountered 

•with bench testing.    Table A-III-2 gives the specific gravity of a number of 
manometric fluids. 

Table A-III-1.    Specific Gravity and Density of Water at 
Sea-Level Atmospheric Pressure 

Temp., 
°C 

Specific 
gravity 

Density, 
pounds per 
cubic foot 

Temp., 
°C 

Specific 
gravity 

Density, 
pounds per 
cubic foot 

4 1.00000 62.427 26 0.99681 62.228 

10 0.99973 62.410 28 0.99626 62.193 

12 0.99952 62.397 30 O.99567 62.157 

14 0.99927 62.381 32 0.99505 62.118 

16 0.99697 62.362 34 0.99440 62.077 

18 0.99S62 62.341 36 0.99371 62.034 

20 0.99823 62.316 38 0.99299 61.989 

22 0.99780 62.289 40 0.99224 61.943 

24 0.99732 62.260 
Reference: Mechanical Engineers' Handbook» L. S. Marks , fifth 
edition, McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1951. 
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Table A-III-2. Specific Gravities of Manometer Fluids Ba3ed 
on Water at 4°C 

Liquid Specific gravity 
at 21°C 

Specific gravity 
at 0°C 

Water 0.9980 0.9998 

Mercury 13.543 13.595 

Red oil (approx.) 0.820 0.835 

Wood alcohol 0.790 0.810 

Grain alcohol 0.78° 0.805 

Carbon tetrachloride 1.594 ( :20°G) 

Manometrp.c Equation 

The basic equation relating pressure change to an equivalent column of 
an incompressible fluid is 

Ap1    =   AZJ^ pfl (A-III-1) 

where Ap1 represents the change in pressure in pounds per square foot, p-Q 
the density of the manometric fluid and AZ^i the change in elevation of the 
fluid producing or supporting the pressure differential Ap'. This differen- 
tial elevation AZ« is commonly referred to as the head in feet, or AZ' X. 12 = 
= AZ is the head in inches of the manometer fluid. Equation (Ä-III-1) applies 
only to incompressible fluids, such as water, mercury, etc., used in manome- 
ters» The application of this basic equation to various types of manometers 
is illustrated in the following paragraphs. 

1. Barometer 

^ ^~ MERCURY VAPOR 

Figure A-III-1. 
Simple Barometer 

A barometer may be constructed by filling "with 
mercury a glass tube sealed at one end, and inverting 
the tube into an open vessel. This is illustrated in 
Figure A-III-1. The mercury level will fall in the 
tube until the pressure generated by the column of mer- 
cury equals the atmospheric pressure acting on the ex- 
posed surface of mercury. In the space above the mer- 
r>\vrrvr   nr\~\ limfi    at.   r.ha   aeaT»d   «»rid   O'f   t^fi   tube   tbfl   DreSSU**© 

is very nearly zero absolute, since at normal tempera- 
tures the vapor pressure of mercury is extremely low 
(about 0.00005 inches of mercury at 20°C).    Hence, by 
application of equation (A-III-l) 
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where £Z' represents the height of the mercury column in feet above the level 
in the vessel,  as indicated in Figure A-HI-1.    It is apparent,  then, that 
measurement of the height of the mercury column allows direct evaluation of 
the barometric pressure since the barometric pressure in inches of mercury 
Pbar -would, be identical with £L in inches. 

2.    U-Tube Manometer 

A very simple and commonly employed manometer is the so-called U- 
tube manometer,   formed by a glass tube bent in a U shape arid filled with a 
manometer fluid.    An illustration of this instrument is given in Figure 
III-12.    The well-type single tube manometer is  shown in Figure III-13. 
Figure A-III-2 illustrates the application of this type of manometer to the 
determination of pressure level in a sealed equipment.    One end of the tMiube 
is connected to the equipment with the other end vented to the atmosphere. 

-VENTED  TO ATMOSPHERE 

Figure A-III-2.    U-Tube 
Manometer for Deteimina- 
tion of Gage Pressure in 
Closed Container 

-MANOMETER  FLUID 

Application of equation (A-III-l) to this manometer yields 

V     =   Pequip - Pbar    =    Pg-equip    ö   ^' Pfl-1 (A-III-3) 

Suppose,  for example, the differential height indicated by the manometer is 
20 inches water.    This means then that the gage pressure inside the equip- 
ment is 

Pg-equip = (20/12)(62.3) = 103.8 pounds per square foot 

103.Ö/144    =    0.721 pounds per square inch. 
or 

Or, 
Pg-equip 20 inches water «* 1.476 inches mercury 

With air inside the equipment or container the gage pressure calcu- 
lated by the above method may be taken as the gage pressure anywhere within 
the equipment but with any liquid as the internal atmosphere the calculated 
gage pressure is the pressure at the level corresponding to the level of the 
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lower leg of the manometer fluid, shown by the dashed line in Figure A-III-2. 
Calculation of the pressure at the manometer-equipment connection C requires 
correction for the column of fluid of height £&2 between this point and the 
lower manometer fluid level.    This correction is made by equation (A-III-l), 
but creates a pressure opposing that generated by the column of fluid.    If 
the liquid within the equipment has the density Pfi_2» as distinguished from 
the manometer fluid density Pfi-i, the gage pressure at the manometer con- 
nection in pounds per square foot is 

Ap£     =    &{ pn-1 -  *4 Pfl_2, (A-IH-4) 

which may be expressed in inches of mercury, using a mercury tube manometer, 
as 

pg (mercury) ^i - ^2 CpfiV». mercury' (A-in-5) 

•£Z, As mentioned above,  if the internal equipment atmosphere is air pg 
since the ratio (Pfl-2/Pmercury) wmld De less than 0.001 for any pressure 
conceivably applicable to electronic equipment. 

3.    Manometers for Pitot-Static Tube 

Measurement of flow velocity by use of the Pitot-static tube or an 
impact tube with a piezometer ring requires measurement of at least two of 
the three pressures, i.e., total, static, and velocity pressure (see Appendix 
II, page 335).    With the range in flow velocity likely to be encountered in 
tests of electronic equipment, the ordinary U-tube manometer and the inclined- 
tube manometer are best suited for measurement of these pressures.    An in- 
clined-tube manometer is simply a U-tube manometer having one leg inclined 
at an angle such that ordinarily a scale magnification of 8 or 10 to ".. i3 
obtained.    The other leg has a large bore to produce a cistern effect so that 
the head equals the reading-of the inclined leg.    This instrument is shown 
in Figure III-14. 

Figure A-III-3 shows the conventional manometer arrangement for the 
Pitot-static tube.-   The arrangement illustrates measurement of all three 

• PITOT- STATIC   TUBE 

FLOW 

TOTAL PRESSURE 
LINE - 

OPEN END 

Figure A-III-3. Manometer 
Arrangement for Pitot- 
Static Tube 

\zzzK-.u TUBE 

AZvelocity = AZtotof Azsta*ic 
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pressures, static, total and velocity.    The arrangement is such that the 
total and static pressures subtract to yield a direct indication of the 
velocity pressure in inches of manometer fluid.    In actual practice, meas- 
urement of velocity pressure and either total or static pressure is suffi- 
cient. 

Velocity pressures of small magnitude,  such that an inclined-tube 
manometer is unsatisfactory, would be measured by a micromanometer.    This 
instrument is shown in Figure III-15. 
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APPENDIX 17 

AIR FLOW TEST APPARATUS 

I 
A general description of the auxiliary air flow apparatus to be used in 

conjunction with the thermal evaluation of air-cooled electronic equipment 
is given in Chapter III, pages 41 to 44. Reference should be made to Figure 
III-16, page 42, for a schematic view of the arrangement of the components 
constituting the apparatus, and to Figure III-17, page 42, ibr the general 
arrangement when used for forced- and induced-flow cooling. The purpose of 
this appendix is to present the structural details of this apparatus and the 
flow charts associated with the orifice meter for determination of the rate 
of air flow. An alternate arrangement in which the orifice meter is replaced 
by a variable area meter is also discussed. 

1. Structural Details of Apparatus with Orifice Meter 

Figures A-17-1, -2, and -3 show structural details of the flow 
straightener, the duct containing the metering section, duct flanges for 
orifice meter, the thin-plate orifices, pressure taps, and the bleed and 
throttle valves. Details on the various drawings are sufficient to allow 
construction of the apparatus. It is desirable to construct all parts of 
brass, but other materials can be substituted. The orifice plates should be 
made of a material not subject to atmospheric corrosion. 

Constructional details of an orifice plate are somewhat arbitrary. 
They are defined in Section III of Gas Measurement Committee Report No. 2 
issued by the American Gas Association, May 6, 1935, as follows: 

"The thickness of the orifice plate shall be at least 1/l.G  inch. For 
use in pipe of over 4-inch inside diameter the thickness shall be at least 
1/8 inch and not over 1/4 inch, except that for pipes 16 inch and over in 
diameter the thickness may exceed 1/4 inch. 

The upstream face of the orifice shall be as flat as can be obtained 
commercially and shall be perpendicular to the axis of the pipe, when in 
position between the orifice flanges. Since perfect flatness is difficult 
to obtain, any plate which, when clamped between flanges does not depart 
from flatness along any diameter by more than 0.01 inch per inch of pipe 
radius shall be considered flat. 

The upstream edge of an orifice shall be square and sharp so t hat it 
will not appreciably reflect a beam of light when viewed without magnifi- 
cation. It shall be maintained in this condition at all times. Moreover, 
the plate is to be kept clean at all times and free from accumulations of 
dirt and other extraneous material. 

The thickness of the orifice plate at the orifice edge shall not ex- 
ceed: 
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-3/32  X  3/16   SLOT 
FOR   1/16   GUIDE  PIN 

2-3/4 

1/2 - 20 NF 

SPRING 3 
\   NO. I2~WIRE, 12 COILS    ~fZ fc 

i   i rv    n_i/yi   I r\%\n 1—1/8    / 

~?7/ // //V :a<|= 

"ts^SSIS^ 
W S 

rtV/ /////}// Ap\ 

5/16 

2 REQ. 
I   THROTTLE VALVE 
I  BLEED VALVE 

)// J\ 
L 1/4 

•7°   TAPER 

NO. 6   FLAT   HEAD 
3- EACH SIDE 

•4-1/8   O.D.    BRASS 
(WALL THICKNESS 

0:065") 

>3/8   D. X  4-3/4   GUIDE    STEM 
ADAPT TO  4-1/8 O.D. TUBE, 
AS SHOWN, FOR BLEED, OR 
TO BLOWER INLET FOR 
THROTTLE 

Figure A-IV-3.    Throttle and Bleed Valve Assembly 
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(1) 1/30 of the pipe diameter, D 
(2) 1/8 of the orifice diameter, Bo 
(3) 3/4 of the dam height,   (D - D2)/2 

the minimum of these requirements governing in all cases. It is recom- 
mended that whenever practicable the requirement (1) be reduced to 1/50 
of the pipe diameter, D." 

The dimensions shown in Figure A-IV-2 for the four orifice plates required 
to cover the flow range from 0.01 to 0.3 pound per second (8 to 235 cubic 
feet per minute standard air),  fall within these requirements. 

2.   Air Flow Charts 

The charts of Figures A-IV-4, -5, -6 and -7 are for orifice plates 
which have diameters of 1.00, 1.50, 2.35 and 2.90 inches, respectively,  and 
are machined according to the above specifications.    The charts allow direct 
evaluation of the air flow rate in pounds per second with less than 2 per 
cent error in terms of the measurable flow variables,  i.e., static pressure 
drop across the orifice in inches of water, absolute static pressure ahead 
of orifice in inches of mercury, and the upstream air temperature in °C.    The 
procedure of using the charts is apparent by following the dashed lines.    Ex- 
cept for the one-inch orifice, Figure A-IV-4,  a slight correction must be 
made on the air flow rate for any pipe diameter which differs somewhat from 
the standard of 4 inches.    The correction factor is determined from the plot 
on the right side of each chart.    It is desirable to keep the orifice static 
pressure drop in excess of one inch of water to insure best accuracy, which 
may be done in most all cases by proper selection of the orifice size. 

Example A-IV-1«    Use of Air Flow Charts 

A 2.35-inch orifice plate installed in a 4-1/8-inch line indicates 
a static pressure differential across the orifice of 2.3 inches water.    The 
gage pressure measured upstream of the orifice is 5.5 inches water and the 
upstream air temperature is 22°C.    The barometer reads 28.8 inches mercury. 
Determine the air flow rate in pounds per second. 

By equation (A-1-2) 

p = pj^ + 0.0738 pg <= 28.8 + 0.0738 (5.5) = 29.21 inches mercury absolute 

Hence, using Figure A-IV-6,  starting on the abscissa with a static 
pressure drop of 2.3 inches water, reading upwards to the intersection with 
a static pressure of 29,21 inches mercury absolute, horizontally to the 
right to a temperature of 22°C,  and vertically upwards gives a flow rate 
0.147 pound per second.    On the right of the chart, reading for an inside 
diameter of 4-I/O inches, the correction factor is 1.010.    Thus,  the air 
rate is 

1.01 x 0.147 0.148 pound per second 
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3,   Alternate Apparatus with Variable-Area Meters 

( _A>» 

Figure A-17-8. 
Variable-Area 
Flow Meter 
(Fischer and 
Porter Company) 

The construction of the flow apparatus can be 
simplified by use of direct-reading variable-area flow 
meters,  such as show in Figure A-IV-8.    The air flow is 
vertically upward within the glass tube having a small in- 
ternal, taper.    Thus, the float within the tube rises higher 
the greater the flow and remains in a fixed position for 
constant flow.    The engraved scale on the tube is usually 
linear and covers a range of one to ten.    Thus for the re- 
quired flow range, two meters of different capacity would 
be required.    They would be installed in parallel and can 
be used individually or jointly.    The piping connections 
to the required meters would be 1-3/4 inch and 4 inch di- 
ameter.    The large meter sizes are required since this 
type meter has inherently a fairly high pressure drop and 
for application in the air flow apparatus it is desirable 
to hold the pressure drop to less than 3 inches water. 
This is for the purpose of permitting use of a low-pressure 
blower with the apparatus and also to make the meters 
adaptable to blower test work,  as mentioned in Appendix V. 

The flow apparatus with the variable-area meters 
is appreciably shorter than with the orifice meter, since 
the long pipe sections are not required.    The variable- 
area meters can be installed immediately adjacent to the 
blower discharge or inlet and equipment inlet or output, 
depending on vih ether forced or induced flow is used.    Each 
should have a gate valve in its branch for shut-off pur- 
poses. 

The compact installation obtained by means of 
these meters exceeds in cost that with the orifice meter, 
but has not only the advantage of reduced over-all dimen- 
sions, but also of greater convenience.    An entire flow 
range of one to one hundred can be covered by operation of 
the valves alone while, when using the orifice meter, the 
plates must be changed. 

If the installation of the flow apparatus in a large altitude cham- 
ber is contemplated, the variable area meters cannot be used for the same 
weight flow rates and have greatly reduced capacity.    Suitable meters would 
be of prohibitive size. 

Blower Henuirement'S 

The blower for the auxiliary air flow apparatus to be used in bench 
test work only may be a squirrel-cage type centrifugal unit capable of up to 
300 cubic feet per minute air flow at a static pressure of 5 to 6 inches wa- 
ter«    Greater pressure capacity is desirable if the use of fewer orifice 
plates to cover a given flow range is desired, or if the siass of the vari.- 
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able-area meters,  if used, are to be reduced.    In the latter case,  it is 
usually possible to reduce the cost of the meters appreciably by providing 
a blower capable of producing a static pressure of about 10 inches water. 

If the air flow apparatus is to be installed in an altitude chamber, 
its volumetric capacity must be considerably greater, To operate at 50,000 
feet altitude pressure (p0 = 3.426 inches mercury) and 15°C air temperature 
at an air flow rate of 0.1 pound per second, the capacity of the blower 
should be almost 700 cubic feet per minute. Its corresponding static pres- 
sure at ground level should be about 35 inches water. This would require a 
high-speed centrifugal impeller of small width. 
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APPENDIX V 

BLOWER TEST AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION METHODS 

Thermal evaluation of most air-cooled electronic equipments requires 
knowledge of the performance of blowers used as the source of air motion. 
In some instances> manufacturers'  data,  such as given in Chapter V,  are 
available describing a blower's performance.    However,  frequently detailed 
information on the performance of a given blower can only be obtained by 
test of the unit. 

The purpose of this appendix is to recommend methods for test, evalua- 
tion and presentation of performance of blowers \ised as a source of air mo- 
tion for cooling airborne electronic equipment. 

Definition of Performance Parameters , 

Absolute static pressure p defines the actual absolute pressure of the 
air at inlet or outlet of the blower. Its magnitude is expressed in units 
of inches of mercury. Gage static pressure pg defines the actual pressure 
of the air above or below the ambient barometric pressure, expressed in the 
units of inches of water. Gage static pressure pg is equal to the differ- 
ence of the absolute static pressure and barometric pressure (see equation 
A-1-2). 

Velocity pressure p^ is a presswe change which would be manifested 
when the flovjing air is ideally stagnated.    Its magnitude is a measure of 
the kinetic energy of the flowing air and may be evaluated by equation 
(A-II-12), or by tiie equivalent but more convenient relationship for per- 
formance evaluation of blowers, 

(a/763) (QM)2 (A-V-l) 

where a is the ratio of the actual air  density to the standard value of 
0.0765 pound per cubic foot  (see Figure V-8), Q the flow rate in cubic feet 
per minute and A the cross-sectional flow area in square inches,  all evalu- 
ated at the same position along the flow path.    In general, velocity pres- 
sures at inlet and outlet of a blower are different in magnitude. 

Total pressure P is defined as the algebraic sum of static pressure and 
velocity pressure.    It is expressed as an absolute pressure in inches of 
mercury and as a gage pressure in inches of water. 

The total pressure rise of a blower AP in inches of water is defined as 
the increase in total pressure of the air between inlet and discharge of the 
blower.    Total pressure rise of a blower is a measure of the total energy 
imparted to the air by the blower. 
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The static pressure rise of a blower Ap is defined as the difference be- 
tween the static gage pressure of the air at the discharge of the blower and 
the total gage pressure of the air at the inlet to the blower, all in inches 
of -water. Hence, 

Ap Pg-d - P g-i (A-V-2) 

Volume flow of air Q is the cubic feet per minute of air flowing through 
a specified section, either at inlet or discharge. The recommended practice 
is to rate the "volumetric capacity of a blower on basis of inlet volume flow. 
For most blowers the inlet and discharge volume flows are essentially equal. 

Air horsepower (ahp) is defined as the rate at which energy is imparted 
to the air by ehe blower in a form resulting in pressure change of the air. 
Air horsepower may be evaluated on basis of static or total pressure rise in 
inches of water by the equations 

ahps 

ahpt 

QAp/6350 

QAP/6350 

(&-V-3) 

(A-V-4) 

The shaft horsepower (hp) of a blower is the actual shaft power input 
required to drive the unit.    The ratio of air horsepower to «haft horsepower 
defines the efficiency of a blower,   called static efficiency T\gi when air 
horsepower is evaluated on basis of static pressure rise Ap,  and total effi- 
ciency 1% with air horsepower defined by total pressure AP.    Hence, 

hp    =   QAp/6350 T)s    =   QAP/6350 •% (A-V-5) 

The electrical input power to the driving motor ep expressed in watts, is 
related to the shaft horsepower "by 

hp = T^ ep/746 

where % represents the efficiency of the electric motor, 
ficiency of the blower-motor unit, the set efficiency r\ 

(A-V-6) 

The combined ef- 
is defined as 

the product of the static efficiency of the blower and the  efficiency of the 
motor.    It represents the fraction of the input power to the motor given to 
the air passing through the blower in the form of air horsepower. 

Rotational speed N is defined as the revolutions per minute of the 
blower. 

Standard air density is defined as 0.0765 pound per cubic foot,  corre- 
sponding to standard sea level pressure and temperature of 29.92 inches of 
mercury and 15°C, respectively. 

Test Set-Up 

It is recommended that performance of centrifugal and axial-flow blowers 
be determined by blower test equipment consisting of the auxiliary airflow 
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AIR SUPPLY 
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AUXILIARY AIR 
FLOW APPARTUS 

3 to 3.5 FT 
ETER 

-DIFFUSION 
ELEMENTS 

Figure A-V-l.    Plenum Chamber for Blower Tests 

apparatus described in Appendix IV and a plenum chamber constructed as shown 
in Figure A-V-l.    The plenum chamber would be circular or rectangular in 
cross-section and substantially air-tight.    The diameter, or minimum -width 
of any side panel when rectangular,  shall be at least three-times the diame- 
ter of the test blower outlet, and the length of the chamber about four- 
times this dimension.    Uniform distribution of air in the test chamber is 
necessary and would be obtained by providing at the inlet end of the chamber 
three to five diffusion elements,  consisting of concentric truncated cones 
•when the chamber is circular and truncated four-sided pyramids when the 
chamber is rectangular.    The diffusion elements would be designed and ar- 
ranged to provide equal flow area between any two cones or pyramids at both 
their entrance and exit,    unidirectional flow at exit of the diffusion ele- 
ments would be obtained by addition of cylindrical lips,  as illustrated in 
Figure A-V-l.    The horizontal length of the diffusion elements shall not exr 
ceed 35 to 40 per cent of the chamber length.    The chamber should be de- 
signed structurally to withstand a pressure differential equal to the maxi- 
mum pressure generated by any blower to be tested. 

A plenum chamber designed for permanent installation in a test labora- 
tory and intended to be used for test of any blower likely to be associated 
with electronic equipment should have a diameter of 3 to 3-1/2 feet and a 
length of 4-1/2 to 5 feet.    The diffusion elements should be of sheet-metal 
construction,  having a horizontal length of about 1-1/2 feet.    For simplifi- 
cation of construction an ordinary baffle plate, about 1-1/2 feet in diame- 
ter may be substituted as the diffusion element and will satisfactorily 
distribute the air to the chamber when the flov; rate does not exceed 300 to 
400 cubic feet per minute and the blower or electronic equipment installed 
therein occupies only a small fraction of the  chamber volume.    The baffle 
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plate would be located concentrically -with the inlet opening of the chamber 
and about 1-1/2 feet dovaistream from it.    The chamber should be designed to 
withstand a pressure differential of from 30 to 40 inches of water, neces- 
sitating the use of at least 12-gage sheet metal construction.    The dis- 
charge end of the chamber should have a concentric circular opening of about 
one foot diameter, permitting accommodation of smaller-size blowers by at- 
tachment of circular plates to the chamber opening. 

Static pressure of the air within the chamber is measured through four 
flush taps equally spaced around the periphery of the chamber in a plane ap- 
proximately 2-1/2 feet from the chamber inlet.    The four static pressure 
taps are connected to a common manifold, external to the chamber, to permit 
measurement of average static pressure within the chamber.    Standard manome- 
ters should be connected to the manifold to indicate the magnitude of the 
chamber pressure.    The type of manometer employed should have an accuracy of 
reading within two per cent at the maximum pressure to be measured.    Hence, 
with blowers developing a pressure change greater than approximately 4 to 5 
inches of water,  ordinary U-tube manometers filled with water or standard 
manometer fluid may be used.    Blowers developing maximum pressures less than 
4 to 5 inches water would require use of inclined-tube manometers. 

The temperature of the air within the plenum chamber may be taken equal 
to the temperature measured ahead of the air meter in the auxiliary air flow 
apparatus, obviating the need of provision for temperature measurement within 
the chamber.    An observation window should be provided in one side of the 
plenum chamber for purposes of viewing the test blower,  an equipment, and/'or 
instruments associated with determination of blower performance. 

Testing of Blowers 

For test, the blower would be mounted in the plenum chamber shown in 
Figure A-V-l.    Since the purpose of the tests is to determine the blower's 
pressure-producing ability, volumetric capacity, power consumption and ef- 
ficiency,  it is necessary to conduct the test and record information in a 
manner such that accurate evaluation of these performance parameters may be 
made. 

1.    Test Data 

Ezcperimental observations required during the test of any blower 
are:     (l) 'rarometric pressure at location of test set-up,   (2) temperature 
and static pressure of air at entrance to orifice or area meter in auxiliary 
air flow apparatus,   (3) static pressure differential across the orifice meter 
when used in the auxiliary air flow apparatus,  (4) average pressure of air 
in plenum chamber,   (5) rotational speed of blower,   (6)  electrical power input 
to blower's driving motor, and (7)  dry- and wet-bulb temperature of air at 
discharge from plenum chamber.    This latter measurement vculd not normally 
be made in routine testing of blowers used in conjunction with cooling of 
electronic equipment.    It should be made when it is desired to conduct the 
test according to standard code practice, or when it is known that the air 

9\ 
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used in the test is nearly saturated with water vapor and possible future 
correction is desired. 

Barometric pressure should be measured by a mercury barometer lo- 
cated in the same room or in the vicinity of the test.    Items (2) and 13} are 
measured by instrumentation provided as an integral part of the auxiliary air 
flow apparatus.    The average pressure in the plenum chamber -would be measured 
by ths method recommended on page 366.    The average pressure so determined 
defines the static gage pressure in the plenum chamber pg-ch ^ in°hes o£ 

water which is related to the total gage pressure of the air in the chamber 
pg-ch ^ inches of water by 

Vch Pg-ch + ^0ch//763^WAch)' (A-V-7) 

where arh is the ratio of the air density in the chamber to the standard arc- 
density of 0.0765 pound per cubic foot, Q^ the flow rate through the chamber 
and the blower expressed in cubic feet per minute and Ach the cross-sectional 
area of the chamber in square inches.    However, the  difference between the 
total and static pressure of the arc vdthin the chamber is negligible, less 
than 0.001 inch water, except when blowers having air capacity in excess of 
several thousand cubic feet per minute are being tested.    Therefore, only 
under such conditions would the total pressure of the air in the chamber have 
to be calculated from measured values by equation (A-V-7). 

The volume flow of air through the chamber Qch in cubic feet per 
minute is related to the weight rate of flow W in pounds per seoand, by the 
equation 

Qch   =   tt&W/oen 
U-V-8) 

Rotational speed of the blower may be measured by (l) revolution 
counter and calibrated timing device,   (2) hand tachometer,   (3) electric ta- 
chometer,  or U) electronic tachometer  (strobotac).    The method to be employed 
depends upon the type of blower being tested and accessibility to any rotating 
member of the blower-motor unit.    Use of a revolution countermand an accurate 
timing device is recommended when a rotating member of the unit being nes-ea 
is directly accessible or may be made accessible by a shaft extension on tne 
counter.    Use of the strobotac is necessary when a rotating member is acces- 
sible by observation only.    For example,  the strobotac may be focused on the 
rotor of the blower through an observation window in the wall of the plenum 
chamber. 

Electrical power input to the blower's drive motor would be measured 
by use of one or several wattmeters.    Power delivered to the blower wouxd be 
determined from the efficiency curve of the electric motor.    Dry- and wet-bulb 
temperatures for evaluation of density of moist air would be measured by * 
sling psychrometer,  discussed on page  326. 
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2.    Blower Test Procedure 

Preceding any test or series of tests, all instrumentation should be 
checked to assure accuracy of reading when in use.    Instruments known to be 
somewhat unreliable or affected by continuous use should be re-calibrated 
periodically. 

Vfhen starting a test, the blower should be operated for a period of 
time sufficient to assure steady-state conditions before any readings are 
taken.    Eight or more test runs are desirable for any one blower, varying 
the air flow, by throttling between the auxiliary air supply duct and the 
chamber inlet, in approximately equal increments from the maximum capacity of 
the blower tc zero air delivery.    Three complete sets of data should be re- 
corded for each air flow setting.    Each complete set of data requires simul- 
taneous reading of temperature,  pressure and pressure differential at the 
air flow meter in the auxiliary air flow apparatus, pressure in the plenum 
chamber,  rotational speed of the blower and electrical power input to the 
blower's drive motor.    An average of the three values obtained for each vari- 
able would be taken to represent the true value of the variable for the par- 
ticular air flow setting. 

Normally, the first of a series of tests on a blower would be at its 
maximum air capacity,  corresponding to zero static pressure rise.    The rate 
of air flow delivered by the auxiliary air flow apparatus would be increased 
until the pressure in the plenum chamber equals the atmospheric pressure, at 
which point the blower operates against zero static pressure rise and de- 
livers the maximum quantity of air.    Upon completion of the series of read- 
ings for this air flow setting, the air supplied by the auxiliary air flow 
apparatus would be reduced by from 10 to 15 per cent,  resulting in reduction 
of the plenum chamber pressure below atmospheric pressure and causing the 
blower to develop a pressure rise of the air in order that the air may be 
discharged from the plenum chamber to the atmosphere.    Again, a series of 
three complete sets of readings would be taken.    The procedure vwuld be re- 
peated until the test for zero air delivery is completed. 

$ith many blowers, both centrifugal and axial-flow, operation at air 
capacities from 10 to 15 per cent of their maximum air capacity will produce 
pulsating air flow conditions resulting in unstable operation of the blower. 
When operation with pulsating flow is considered detrimental to the equipment 
or produces test results of questionable accuracy, the tests would be con- 
ducted only from maximum air capacity to that reduced capacity at which pul- 
sation is first encountered,  the latter point corresponding to the maximum 
stable pressure-producing ability of the blower. 

Types of Blower Tests 

Various arrangements for testing of blowers are required.    In many in- 
stances it will be possible to remove the blower from the electronic equip- 
ment in which it is installed, making the mechanics of a blower test rela- 
tively simple.    In other instances removal of the blower from an equipment 
vd.ll prove impractical, necessitating that the blower be tested while remain- 
ing an integral part of the equipment. ? 
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1.    Centrifugal Blowers with Impeller Housing and Diffuser, Removable 
from Equipment 

A common type centrifugal blower used to electronic equipment has 

a sinEle double 2*1«. ^thSVhe8^^!!^^ m^b^r 

focused through an observation window in -ehe mil of the plenum ctiaa— on 
the impeller of the blower. 

The static pressure rise of the air from blower inlet to discharge 
-, !v»r£ the UTe pressure measured in the plenum chamber,  cor- eauals numerically the gage press UIB *«« mu» „+.+•!- nressure 

rated by eauation (A-V-7J, but is of opposite sign.    The static pressure 
rise of the blower is, from equation (.A-V-^ 

£p    =   0 - Pg-ch' (A-V-9) 

since the blower discharges to the atmosphere and the static gage discharge 

pressure is, therefore,  zero. 

The total gage pressure at the blower discharge equals the velocity 
pressure at the discharge and would be evaluated by equation (A-V-l) M the 

form 
(A-V-10) 

Pv-d 
pg-d (°d/763WAd>' 

•wo &, -is the blower discharge area in square inches, od is the density 
•?io £Sd L the fi•vSume corresponding to blower discharge conditions. 

SShÄ ^owers'tS air density &*> od ^Xe^elto^e^oT^ 
equal to the chamber density ratio cch,  so t hat the out let •£fe *f J**. 

total gage pressures. 

2.    Axial-Flow Blowers, Removable from Equipment 

The tests of an axial-flow blower separate from its equipment would 
ine T>esiis oi «• «      „n„a„ ao -p0-,, a centrifugal blower re- 

be conducted la essenouujjr «»•«»» -»n»~  «-- -°- r '  .    th    outlet section 
.oved from its equipment.^^^^^J^%^1^^ air 
of the plenum chamber,  with air flow rate ^ontroiiea   j pressure 
flow apparatus.    Evaluate of inlet and dis^ge^tatic ^J^ 

would follow the procedures ^^J "J^^J^bi^, rotational speed 
trifugal blowers.    Depending ,uf \the.   f ^v f^ „ 3 r or an electronic 
w0uLd be measured vath a hand ^^^^^ä^requSe use of the elec- 
tachometer.    Blowers of very small capacity usuaxjy requj-L 
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tronic tachometer, since direct contact of any instrument with a rotating 
part of the blower-motor unit may alter its rotational speedo 

3. Blowers Not Removable from Equipment 

Frequently, it is not feasible to remove a blower from an equipment 
in which it is installed. Hence, under these circumstances performance 
evaluation of the blower by test may be obtained only by connecting the 
equipment to the discharge of the plenum chamber or installing it within the 
chamber. Not all equipments are adaptable to the plenum chamber for integral 
testing of internal blowers. 

In general, two iypes of blower and air flow arrangements within an 
equipment make possible test of blowers not removable from equipments. If 
the blower induces air through an equipment and discharges it through a sin- 
gle outlet in one end of the equipment case, it would normally be possible 
to install the entire equipment within the plenum chamber in a manner such 
that the air outlet is located at the discharge opening of the plenum cham- 
ber. This general arrangement is illustrated in Figure A-V-2. The static 

pressure at the discharge of the blower would 
be zero gage. The static pressure at the in- 
let of the blower should be measured by a 
pressure tap located in the intake section 
of the blower. Flexible tubing connected to 
the static tap would transmit the pressure 
to the outside of the plenum chamber where 
its magnitude may be measured by a suitable 
manometer arrangement. The difference be- 
tween the static pressures in the plenum 
chamber and at the inlet of the blower may 
be used to evaluate the flow resistance of 
the equipment. The total gage pressure at 
the discharge of the blower would be evalur 
ated from equation (A-V-10), and that at the 
inlet by 

••EQUIPMENT 
"fc • PLENUM 

CHAMBER 

-y  

Figure A-V-2. Blower Test 
Arrangement for Equipment 
with Single Discharge 

g-x Pg-i + (ffi/763)(Qi/Ai)J (A-V-ll) 

The static pressure rise of the blower £p is numerically equal to the inlet 
total pressure.    Measurement of rotational speed may require installation of 
small observation window in the equipment case. 

Forced flow with a single inlet to the blower .in one end of an 
equipment case is the second general type of flow arrangement adaptable for 
testing a blower not removable from its equipment.    The equipment would be 
mounted external of the plenum chamber as illustrated in Figure A-V-3.   Air 
flowing from the plenum chamber passes through the blower into the equipment 
and then discharges to the atmosphere.    When the inlet section of the blower 
is adjacent to the discharge section of the plenum chamber, total pressure 
at the blower inlet would be equal to the pressure measured in the plenum 
chamber.    However, should the inlet section of the blower be some distance 

P 
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"\: 

-INTERNAL BLOWER 

P n 
T 

from the discharge section of the plenum 
chamber, it would be necessary to install a 
static pressure tap in the inlet section of 
the blower and to calculate the inlet total 
pressure by equation (&-V-11). 

4.    Blowers Used for Internal Circula- 
tion or Spot-Cooling 

EQUIPMENT 

PLENUM   CHAMBER 

Figure A-V-3.    Blower Test 
Arrangement for Equipment 
with Single Inlet 

Blowers used for circulating inter- 
nal air in closed equipment and spot-cooling 
of thermally critical components may require 
testing for evaluation of their performance. 
The removal of such a blower from its equip- 
ment for purposes of testing is mandatory, 
even though flow conditions at inlet and out- 

let of the blower comparable to those in the actual installation may not be 
simulated.    The blower would be mounted in the plenum chamber and tested, 
similarly to any centrifugal or axial-flow blower.    However, blowers for spot- 
cooling applications are usually not capable of producing much pressure and 
the information of principal interest is concerned with maximum discharge ca- 
pacity at atmospheric pressure in the plenum chamber and with effects on flow 
reduction due to the proximity of a surface near the discharge. 

Generally, blowers of this type are quite small and, hence, would, 
not require testing in a plenum chamber of the size indicated in Figure Ä-V-1. 
It is recommended that a plenum chamber of approximately one foot diameter and 
one and three-quarter to two feet in length be constructed when fairly exten- 
sive test programs are contemplated for small blowers.    A simple plate baffle 
could be installed near the inlet section of the chamber.    The method of meas- 
uring average chamber pressure by four taps equally spaced around the periphery 
of the chamber and connected to a common manifold is recommended. 

Reporting Test Results 

Results of tests on blowers should be summarized in a form suitable for 
ready reference to the type and conditions of test, and performance determined. 
The report should include general information such as test number,  type and 
description of blower, date and location of test, purpose of test, test ob- 
servers-, name-plate data of blower and the drive motor,  impeller diameter, 
impeller width,   dimensions of blower outlet and inlet, description of test 
set-up and. identification and description of all instrumentation.    All data 

tent and type of data to be recorded for any test are discussed on pages 566 
and 367. 
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Reduction of Test Results for Definition of Characteristic Performance 
Curves of Blowers 

Characteristic performance curves of blowers are obtained by plotting 
pressure rise, power and efficiency as a function of the volume flow of air, 
as illustrated in Figure A-V-4, page 374. Conventional practice would be 
either to correct all performance data to a chosen reference rotational 
speed Nr and the standard air density where a  = 1.0, or to correct to the 
standard air density and to indicate speed variation resulting from change 
in load on blower and motor« Correction for both speed and density is more 
frequently employed and is called for in blower test codes. 

Correction of performance data is made by use of the laws of blower 
performance. Referring to page  , the laws state that for constant diameter 

Q a K 

Ap a o N2 

hp a o N 

Hence, with Nr representing the reference rotational speed to which all per- 
formance data are corrected and o^ the air density ratio at inlet to the 
blower, the corrected performance parameters are evaluated by the equations 

°-corr " (VM)Q 

= (Kr/N)
2(Ap/oi) 

= (Kr/N)
2(AP/oi) 

hPcorr " (VN)3(hp/°i), 

*corr 

APcorr 

corr 

(A-V-12) 

(A-V-13) 

(A-V-14) 

(A-V-15) 

where Q, Ap, AP and hp represent values obtained by test of the blower.    The 
reference speed Nr would be chosen as the rated speed of the drive motor or 
as a representative value in the speed range through which the blower is in- 
tended to operate.    This process of correcting test data to standard condi- 
tions may also be conducted graphically by use of Figure V-12 by plotting 
test data in quadrant (l) and correcting for speed variation and density in 
quadrants  (s) and (4).    Corrected values of volume flow and pressure rise 
would be read on the coordinate of quadrant  (5).    Similarly,  the actual power 
would be introduced into quadrant (8), corrected for density and speed in 
quadrants  (8) snd (7), to give corrected values of power read on the top 
ordinate scale of quadrant (5). 

An example illustrating the reduction of test data to standard condi- 
tions is presented in the following. A typical characteristic performance 
plot is shown in Figure A-V-4, page 374. 

I 
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Example A-V-l.    Reduction of Test Results to Establish Character- 
istic Performance Curves of a Blower 

A centrifugal blower is tested to determine its characteristic per- 
formance as defined by corrected static and total pressure rise, corrected 
volume flow, corrected shaft horsepower and efficiency at constant rotational 
speed and standard air density.    The test arrangement is as illustrated in 
Figure A-V-l. 

Air flow rate is measured by an orifice meter located in the auxili- 
ary air flow apparatus.    Shaft horsepower delivered to the blower is evalu- 
ated from measured electrical power input to the drive motor and its known 
efficiency variation.    The dimensions of the impeller in the blower are 
4-9/16 inches diameter and 1-1/Ö inch width.    The outlet area of the blower 
is 7.11 square inches.    Rated rotational speed of the drive motor is 7200 
revolutions per minute. 

Averages of data observed during test at each air flow setting are 
listed in Table A-V-l.    The barometric pressure and air temperature remained 
constant during test at 29.20 inches mercury and 26 C,  respectively. 

Table A-V-l.    Averaged Results of Blower Test (Example A-V-l) 

Test 
No. 

Weight flow 
rate, pound 
per second 

Plenum chamber 
pressure, in. 

water gage 

Rotational speed, 
revolutions per 

minute 

Shaft 
horsepower 

1 0.298 0 7165 0.490 

2 0.260 -2.55 7170 0.440 

3 0.216 -4.95 7175 0.330 

4 0.173 -6.55 7185 0.240 

The method for reduction of test data to yield corrected perform- 
ance of the blower will be illustrated for Test No. 3.    The reference rota- 
tional speed of the blower is chosen as 7200 revolutions per minute, the 
rated speed of the drive motor. 

The density ratio of the air within the plenum chamber and at en- 
trance to the blower is evaluated by equation (A-I-l) and Figure V=8. 

Pch " Pbar + °»073Ö Pg-ch =   29.20 + 0.0733(-4.9o) = 28.87 inches mercury 
absolute 

Tch = 273 + ten = 273 + 26 » 299° 

coh = 9.63 Pch/1'ch = 9.63 x 28.87/299 = 0.930 

The volume flow of air through the chamber is  defined by equation 
(A-V-8), 
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Qoh « 784 W°dh * 784 x 0.216/0.98 = 182 cubic feet per minute 

'.Che corrected volume flow handled by the blower is, by equation 
(A-V-12), 

Qcorr   -   Qch (VN) 

^corr    =   182(7200/-7175)    =   183 cubic feet per minute 

Since the outlet static pressure of the blower is zero gage, the static pres- 
sure rise of the blower is equal to 

£p    =    0 - Pg„ch    =   - (-4.95)    =   4.95 inches water 

and, by equation (A-V-13), 

^corr    =   4.95(7200/7175)2/0.93    =   5.36 inches water 

Velocity pressure at the blower outlet is defined by equation (A-V-10), which 
gives 

Pv-d   -    (0.93/763)(182/7.11)2    =   0.80 inch water 

and equals the outlet total gage pressure P^.    Hence, actual total pressure 
rise of the blower is 

ÄP    »   pg-d - pg-ch    =   °-80 - (-4.95)    »   5.75 inches water 

0.60 S 

K Figure A-V-4. Blower Charac- 
o teristics Obtained by Reduc- 

tion of Test Data (Example 
A-V-l) 

Q: 
K 

""• ' I     .,.1 L I J I    ,     I „fc—J Q      </> 
80 120 160 200 240 
CORRECTED VOLUME FLOW, Qcorr, CUBIC FEET PER MINUTE 
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arid, by equation (A-V-I4)a 

ÄPcorr    =    5.75 (7200/7175)2/0.93    =    6.21 inches water. 

Corrected shaft horsepower if; evaluated by equation (A-V-15)* giving 

shpcorr    =    0.33 (7200/7175)2/0.93    =    0.402 horsepower 

The static efficiency of the blower is, by equation (A-V-5), 

Tig    «    182 x 4.95/(6350 x 0.33)    =    0.384 

The corrected performance for all other tests is evaluated from the 
data of Table A-V-l by the same procedure. The resulting data are presented 
graphically in Figure A-V-4. 
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Symbol 

a       free 
per 

Concent 

convection parameter,   (g'ßp2Cn)/(/Jk) 
(foot)3-°F v 

A       cross-see.tional area, square inches 

A'      cross-'Bectional area,  square feet 

ahp   air horsepovjer (rate of energy input to 
air) of a blower 

b       thickness, inches 

B       width of blower impeller, inches 

C       constant 

Cp     specific heat at constant pressure, 
Btu per pound-°F 

Cy     specific heat at constant volume, 
Btu per pound-°F 

D       diameter, inches 

e       internal energy of fluid, Btu per pound 

E       heat absorbed during time of operation, 
watt-minutes 

ep     electric input to blower motor, watts 

F^     radiation configuration factor, dimen- 
sionless,  (see equation VI-3, page 135) 

Fc     correction factor for sum of calculated 
free convection and radiation,  dimension- 
less,  (see page 138) 

Fe     radiation emissivity factor,  dimension- 
less,   (see equation VI-3, page 135) 

Fr£   correction factor for calculated radia- 
tion, dimensionless,  (see equation 
VIII-42, page 305) 

g       gravitational constant, 32.17 feet per 
(second)2 

g'      gravitational constant, 4.16 x 10° feet 
per (hour)2 

h       heat transfer coefficient, watts per 
squara iflch-°C 

h1      heat transfer coefficient, Btu per hour- 
square foot-°F 

H       heat transfer parameter, or effective 
heat transfer coefficient, watts per °C 

hj,     frictional energy los? per unit weight of 
fluid, foot-pounds per pound 
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Symbol Concept 

hp     shaft (driving) horsepower of a blower 

J       mechanical equivalent of heat, 778 foot- 
pounds per Btu 

k       thermal conductivity, Btu per hour- 
square foot-°F per foot 

K thermal capacity, watt-minutes per °C 

K constant (see equation VI-8, page 151) 

L significant dimension, inches 

L' significant dimension, feet 

m exponent (see equation VI-10, page 153) 

M       Mach number,  (ratio of velocity to veloc- 
ity of sound in fluid),  dimensionless 

n       exponent 

n       number of unspecified item in a group of 
similar items 

H       rotational speed, revolutions per minute 

p       absolute static pressure,  inches of mer- 
cury, or as static gage pressure (sub- 
script g) and as velocity pressure (sub- 
script v) in inches of water 

p1      absolute pressure, pounds per square foot 

Ap     static pressure rise or drop, inches of 
water 

P       absolute total pressure of f3,uid in 
motion, inches of mercury, or as total 
gage pressure (subscript g) in inches of 
water 

AP     rise or drop of total pressure, inches 
of water 

Pr Prandtl number, Cv///k, dimensionless 

q heat rate, watts 

q' rate of heat transfer, Btu per hour 

q heat rate, Btu per second 

Q volume flow rate, cubic feet per minute 

Q" volume flow rate,  cubic feet per second 

r       radius of duct or distance, in inches, 
from center of circular duct to geometric 
mean of a sub-area number n (subscript n) 

Symbol Concept 

Re Reynolds number, flL'/(/tA')» dimensionless 

S surface area, square inches 

S' surface area, square feet 

t temperature, °C 

t1 temperature, °F 

T absolute temperature, °K 

T» absolute temperature, °F absolute or °E 

Tq torque, pound-feet 

u fluid velocity, feet per second 

v flight speed, niiles per hour 

'S? weight flow rate, pounds per second 

wk rate of mechanical work, watts 

wk" rate of mechanical work, Btu per second 

x length, inches 

y       number of equal sub-areas in the division 
of a cross-sectional area 

Z       height of fluid column, inches 

Z'      potential energy, foot-pounds per pound 
of fluid, or feet of fluid column 

AZ     manometer head,  inches of fluid 

AZ'    manometer head,  feet of fluid 

a       physical property factor for air, dimen- 
sionless,  (see equation VI-9, page 351) 

ß       coefficient of thermal expansion, per °F 
absolute,  (for air 1/T') 

A       difference of, or change of 

TI       efficiency, dimensionless 

ß       absolute viscosity, pounds per foot-hour 
or pound-seconds per square foot 

p       density, pounds per cubic foot 

o air density ratio referred to standard 
density of 0,0765 pound per cubic foot, 
(see Figure V-8) 

Z       sum of 

T   time, minutes 

Symbol Concept 

4>L  radiation factor, a dimension- 
less function of F^ and Fe, 
(see equation VI-4, page 155) 

ci>j  radiation factor, a function of 
the absolute temperatures of two 
surfaces in radiant heat ex- 
change, watts per square inch, 
(see equation VI-4, page 135) 

Subscript     Refers to 

0 initial condition of operation 

1 a station in a flow system, 
usually equipment inlet 

2 a station in a flow system, 
usually equipment outlet 

1, 2, 3, n  number of one of 
group of similar items 

a air 

ab absorbed heat 

av average value 

b baffle surrounding a unit 

B blower 

bar barometric pressure 

c equipment -jase 

cd conduction heat transfer 

ch conditions in plenum chamber 

corr value corrected to a standard 
condition 

cp basic electronic component 

cv free convection heat transfer 

cv forced convection heat transfer 

d conditions at blower discharge 

db dry-bulb conditions 

ds dissipated heat 

Subscript    Refers to 

B external equipment surface 

ef effective component temperatur 

eq thermal equilibriwa conditions 

ev equivalent value 

ejv. heat exchanger 

f average fluid film temperature 

fl fluid properties 

g gage pressure value 

hz horizontal position 

i conditions at blower inlet 

ins value obtained in test «.lere 
equipment has external thermal 
insulation 

it internal equipment conditions 

m  motor 

n  one unspecified item among a 
group of similar items 

o ambient conditions 

r reference conditions 

re received heat 

rd radiation heat transfer 

rp representative value 

s static conditions 

sf surface 

t total conditions 

v velocity (pressure) 

vt vertical position 

w environmental walls 

wb wet-bulb conditions 

wd   saturated water vapor at dry- 
bulb temperature 

wv   superheated water vapor 

ww   saturated water vapor at wet- 
bulb temperature 

APPENDIX VI - CCNS0LID&TED NOMENCLATURE 
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FIGURE    A-1-1.   PHYSICAL  PROPERTIES  OF DRY AIR 
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FIGURE   A-1-2.   DENSITY   OF DRY AIR 
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FIGURE   21-2b.   CHART   FOR   CALCULATION  OF  FREE CONVECTIVE HEAT DISSIPATION  IN AIR 
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Calculation methods for the prediction of altitude performance from bench-test 
data are presented.   The analysis of altitude-chamber test data and calculation 
methods for their correction are discussed for equipment which cannot be eval- 
uated by bench tests only, and for other equipments for which certain data may be 
conveniently secured by altitude-chamber test.  Methods applicable to various 
types of equipment for evaluation of nonsteady-state operation are covered in 
detail.   One chapter is devoted to the theory, performance, evaluation and selection 
of cooling blowers.   Throughout the report, charts are presented which allow 
graphical means to be utilized to a great extent for purposes of analysis.   All 
methods are illustrated by means of examples.   Physical property data', air flow 
theory, blower test methods and details of experimental apparatus are presented. 
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